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HHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*##+# HeH*LATE WORD ON SOLID STICKS#***
Last month the NIMAS column carried the story of Rudy Kluiber, District III FF CB member, reports

the formation, aims, and other details of our special that the Solid Stick Proposal has been recalled and that
organization. This month we have a morédetalled the 1961 Paper Stick rules will apply again in 1962.
account of the most important facet of NIMAS - the
ballot by which official policy is determined. Really: weare Aenea Sorry to Bee that RAPpeneOur mail was entertainingly enlivened by many well-

Since a few questions have come up in regard.to written comments about that subject. If NIMAS members
NIMAS membership and the use of the ballot, these com- will put one-tenth the effort behind our program as was
ments should clear up some of the points in doubt. expended on the Paper Stick proposal, NIMAS will be a

howling success.
INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS is available without NIMAS

membership, if desired, but NIMAS membership without HHURPUN MODELSHHRE
the newsletter will not be feasible.

the WIMAG b nh 5 fytFor over a year, the unch have been flying
The newsletter must be a part of the membership "formula models", the Easy B class. Basically, these

so the exact wording of any proposal is clear at the are "quickies", enabling novices to learn more and busy
time the ballot is used. All items of official NIMAS pro's to keep their hand in. These models fit in well
business will require the careful and individual with Dunwoody's remarks about a beginner class.(INDOOR
attention of each member for the vote to have meaning. NEWS - Cctoner 61) mary pene ve*} be 4 sone reteacement for e Paper Stick proposal, and seem to

Please note - non-members who subscribe may use in well with the Chicago Aeronuts' original intent.
the ballot to express their opinion, and these opin-

, " " 4ions will be made known. However, each time a ballot Briefly, the “formula” is this: 18" span, 3" chord,
is issued the effect will be a roll call vote, and all-balsa prop, solid stick and boom, and no bracing
ballots not returned will be considered to be affirm- permitted. In order to simplify processing, a similar
ative, if this is applicable. NIMAS policy on any no-holds-barred event is being tried in the Ft. Worth-
given matter will then be determined by the outcome Dallas area, the results will be reported as soon as
of the official balloting. they are available.

In order to keep the voting truly representative
of all indoor flyers, members of a club should cast HHeHANOTHER GLIDER PROPOSAL###*
individual votes rather than a group vote. If this
is not done, a group decision by several individuals Recently, Tem Johnson sent us a carbon of another
can be nullified by the first opposing vote cast by indoor hand launch glider proposal which has been sent

f”some other member. to Jorneaten for aestrue. to the rroten ee teowfor preliminary approval, his makes a total o our
To summarize, ballots are to be filled out and such proposals before the board, which should make an

returned to Box 545, Richardson, Texas as soon as you interesting situation for a while until they all get
can possibly reach a decision. Ballots issued to sorted out. Mr. Johnson's proposal contains four parts
NIMAS members and not returned will be counted as a as follows:
vote of "yes", unless a stated choice of several alt-
ernatives is offerec. Non-members can have their 1. Delete the second sentence in paragraph 13.1.
vote counted by Joining NIMAS when they return the 2. Delete paragraph 13.2 and substitute the following:
ballot, otherwise the ballot will be counted as an Minimum Surface Loading. An indoor hand launched
opinion only. glider must weigh at least 0.002 ounces for each

square inch of supporting surface area. Support-
The latest word from Pete Sotich is that AMA HQ ing surface area enclosed in a fuselage shall not

is fully in favor of our group and others like it, and be considered.
that a special charter will be issued when one is made 3, Delete paragraph 13.3.
up. This may take time, however, so let us hear from 4, Delete the words "released or" in the first sentence
NIMAS members. Drop us a posteard and tell us if you of paragraph 13.4,
would prefer to wait for the special charter, or if
we should apply for a regular club charter until the Quite possibly the time will be right for NIMAS
special charter.is ready. Send the postcards to Bud action by the time for the February issue. If so, all
Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas. these proposals will be summarized and a ballot issued

o

_

with the February issue. The results of this ballot
There are still plenty of NIMAS memberships will then be made known to the Contest Board for their

available, so step right up and get the biggest bargain consideration.
open to bona fide indoor flyers - only $3 per year.
A subscription to INDOOR NEWS is included, and you can
help guide the future of indoor modelling! "NICE PEOPLE"

:

For years we have been aware that model builders
were some of tre nicest people we know, which isn't
necessarily a ased viewpoint. If there had been anHHENFAL INDOOR REPORTH# ## doubt of this, our Christmas weekend experiences would

About 48 hours too late to stop the presses, word
have removed all uncertainty.

came from Chairman Joe Bilgri that some changes had
been made in the previously announced FAI Indoor Elims

on both Lege Of the OUP eye Te hae eopped to visitprocedure, and details came from Dick Kowalski later in pick Ganslen and famil ye yevvevilie, arcansas
, y rolled out the welcome mat andthe month. Slight changes were wade in the set-up of made us feel at home immediatelall three elims as follows: ve

Dick, who is an old-time rubber and glider manfocal erims saree frients eras AMA rules, best time and an avid indoor flyer besides, has an additional’wins, three models permitted. bit of welcome for visiting indoor flyers. He usually
manages to get into the fieldhouse of the UniversitQuarter finals - Instead of six qualifiers permitted of Arkansas for an indoor session. This time was noat Chicago, eight will be qualified. exception, and we got to limber up our models for over
three hours. This was our first chance at Category II 3Semi-finas ve ties where models collide with another fiying for over six months, and enabled us to cheek

woy ° out this season's models more thoroughly. ans



we t Yer

On the return trip, Bill Netzeband put us up at Unfortunately we know of very little printed mat-
his home in Tulsa, and again the welcome mat was out. erial which deals with indoor techniques, However,
Bill is past president of the Tulsa Glue Dobbers, and there is a. booklet entitled "Indoor Sketchbook" sold

—
made it possible for us to meet Dave Carter of the FF by Lew Gitlow, 2763 Roseview Ave., Los Angeles 65, .

section. Dave is interested in indoor and plans to California which puts more basic indoor information
cajole the Dobbers into flying a little indoor. Our under one cover than we've seen any other place. After
pull session lasted into the wee hours, and left us all, indoor models are simple until you get fussy over
haorse from talking. the weight, all the rest is practice. Send Lew i, and

ask him for a sketchbook - every group should have one.
Of course, the hospitality is always wonderful at

times like this, but the real treat is the opportunity The basic necessities for starting an indoor group
for more bull sessions. Without these bull sessions, are: a place to meet and fly regularly and often, and

our hobby would soon be characterized by its lack of a group of people interested in indoor flying. All the

change and challenge. Bull sessions provide direct rest are luxuries, to be acquired as the group grows
stimulation for all participants, and many new ideas and has need of them. Further, the flying site need

are triggered in this way. Cften, the result is a not be higher than 12'-15','but the ceiling should be
new model class or a new record for others to shoot at. reasonably smooth and the floor space should be at

least 20’ x 30' or more if possible.
Consequently, we take this opportunity to thank

our recent hosts again for the opportunity to "recharge digher sites (over 30') unless they are perfectly
our mental batteries"; truly, they are nice people. sooth can,present more problemsthan advantages until

e yers learn to control the climb so hang-ups can
be avoided. Nothing can discourage a novice so much

DRAFTSMAN STILL WANTED as to hang a model and demolish it while retrieving!
Sas Besides, the larger sites are harder to get, especially

Last month we issued a plea for volunteer drafts-
until the group proves they have outgrown the smaller

men te help prepare plans for publication. Just before site.
this issue went to press, one man stepped forward and ’

offered to help. He is welcome, but we will need more
Personally, we wouldn t recommend any microfilm

volunteers so no one will be overloaded Volunteer projects for a while unless an experienced indoor man

work is one thing - let's not make a slave out of this
is around to give help. Simple paper covered models

man! are much better to start with, and will polish all
aspects of indoor building except for the techniques

The amount of work involved varies from tracing a
of microfilm models.

set of plans in ink, to re-arranging a set of plans or Kee "p the size of the models down to about 18"spanredrawing them to proper size.
so they will work in your smaller site, and concentrate
on learning building and flying. Most important- fly
regularly and often. This improves technique more than

HHKEGETTING STARTEDHHH any other single thing.- no matter what kind of models
you fly.

.

We have received mail which asks the question,
"How do I get started in indoor?", or, "How can I get One, final point, and that is where to buy indoor

regular indoor sessions started in my area?", Far be supplies? If there is no indoor activity near, you
it from us to assume we know enough to answer such will have to mail order supplies from one of two
questions completely, but we hope to point out a gens sources?
eral direction and cheer you on.

Jem Supplies Micro-Dyne Preeision Prod.
We read with delight an account of how one group 2979 Dudley P. 0. Box 65774

solved their problem a very good program. The group: Lincoln, Nebraska Los Angeles 65, California
The Union Model Airplane Club of Union, New Jersey; the
problem: develop indoor activity to bridge over the WOeNLATE FLASH*H#*
winter months of cold weather and low activity. PETE SOTICH HAS BEEN REELECTED AS PRESIDENT OF AMA!

We wish Pete the best of everything as he again assumesThis group was fortunate enough to be able to
start with an impressive list of old-timers such as

one of the most important and thankless jobs we know of.

C. V. Russo, John Triolo, Ernest Kopecky, Julius Rudy, QEmanuel Radoff, Dave Call, Bill Bigge, and Pete Andrews,
UESTIONS AND ANSWERS

With that list of indoor buffs, one might be tempted to Last month, at the initiation of this column, we
ask, Who needs an indoor program? However, these indicated that some questions would be thrown out for

ree realized ere peaed totes experience wouldn t general comment, while others would be sent to some
elp the average builder one iota unless a carefully person generally accepted as expert for his comment.

devetoped eeeht was fet up to help him start right To aid in keeping the questions straight without re-
an evelop to s maximum potential. peating them, each question will be referred to by

What kind of program did they come up with? To
the number assigned here in the column.

start, an auditorium was obtained for their meetings,
and R.O.G. models built "stock" from kits were flown answestne eetaoge Fi ond #3 as December column by
at the first meeting. The club furnished identical

‘

toeejust ood fly the wadelee” and then helped them 1. “It 1s news to me that there are accepted stab and
o adjust en y wane mocesse rudder areas. My rule-of-thumb is: Stab area x moment

arm = wing area x average wing chord. Rudder diameter

vont tak followup totisprospan thenext mecting _—-='1/4 prop diameter. Sounds Tikeo iot=1t 18 a lot.

increase performance, followed by a contest to test the The tropelion aia bee orampe be aemeh high Powers,
newly~-acquired skills. The next meeting will combine “all take and fly well up to 60% of the wingspan. Use
a Category I record trials with discussion and demon-

a povular blade Y sath or aspect ratio Pitch/diameterstration of advanced building techniques. Final meet- atiy should be 1.7 or more unless it flares:
ings will round out the program with special awards for r ° ° °

neatness, originality, and h.. “ime, plus a contest
3. "There is no relation between fuselage length and

for all classes of indoor models.
wing span. (see preceding paragraph) The relation

Before someone complains that they don't have all
between the motor stick and boom is a matter of em

—,
nasis. A short stick cuts weight but tends to let

that talent, bear in mind that similar programs will Pp
f the C.Ge move too far back, Likewise, the wing aspect

work even if everyone starts at similar skill levels, L ise between weight, dra and torque
—

but it will take longer to reach the top. The basic ratio is a comprom one? G?
control. If you are a lot better at building wings

principle is to start with simple models and gradually than fusela lone win and short fuselages
1 dels until microfilm models are Ges, USC “OnE g& Sess

.

Work up to lighter mo Note that similar models of the same wing loading
mastered. Then practice will make the difference, the should have the same duration and use motors of the
more practice tne better.

sane length.
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Bill was one of three persons asked the following Torque is controlled by extra area and wash-in.
questions for comment here: I don't know what offset is unless it is extra area or

swinging the left wingtip forward. Slewing the entire

4, “Dave Call always stresses efficiency and Bill wing, a8 mentioned, building the wing with dihedral
{Bigge sent me a formula showing a gain (in efficiency) ribs rotated clockwise as viewed from above, and left

will result in twice the time gain as if weight were thrust (offset?) are all essentially methods of getting
saved." (Quoting from the original source of question) extra wash-in on the left tip relative to the right.

Extra area may be the most efficient control means in

5. At this point your editor injected a question « How steady flight. Wash-in gives the model a better chance

about a discussion. of efficiency of indoor models? to recover from improper flight attitudes at high
power, It also tends te make the model dive straight

6. What is the best prop shape? Records and phenom- ahead when falling off a girder, and gives it a better

enal times have been done as of late with both teardrop chance to clear the next time around.

and straight shape props. .

7. Why do we fly with torque? Why not fly against
NEWS RCH_ARCUNDTakCOUNTRY

torque? CALIFORNIA-WILMINGTON

8. What is the best way to control torque? Wash-in? Witnall badelarge turn-out forthe contest-record
Offset? Extra area? Prop offset? trials. The Easy B class seems to be turning out lots

Bill responded, answering the one on efficiency of new people for their sessions.

tsfirs won the following weekend, these boys flew at the

,
Let v = the sinking speed of model.gliding, with motor Los Angeles Armory, Easy B's again. Over twenty entries

and prop replaced with ballast, in feet/second, and: in Expert category. Tom Finch topped the crowd in the

V = energy potential of rubber, foot pounds/pound 44" ceiling, turning 10:30,

W. =neigh?of rateoe . CALIFORNIA-BAKERSFIELD
we = weight of structure From Herman Stubblefield in Bakersfield we hear

a°= air density that several fellows in the Bakersfield club are flying
A = area of lifting surface miniature gliders in their meeting hall, and plan to

C4 = coefficient of drag give rubber ships a try if they can find a site.

Gh_=,foetttetentof laze INDTANA-KOKOMO
E = efficiency, so called During the last month we heard from Chuck Borneman

Then T = V/v x Wy/(Wp + Wy) x E of the Kokomo Knights of The Round Table, who sent a
letter andcopies of the club newsletter. Anyone in

and v =\/olWe*Wp)/da that area interested in indoor flying should contact2(Ws ¥ Wr)/dk” x Ca/(C1)3/2 x (cos @)3/2 Chuck at 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo. °

Putting in some approximate values, let T = 2000
;

seconds, V = 2400 ft. lbs./lb., Wr/(Wg * W,) = 0.5, This club, onee exclusively a control line club,
and v = 0.3 feet/second. Then E= 0.5. That is, the has now branched out into free flight events and also

product of what may be called energy storage efficiency, +mdoor events, Their flying site at BunkerHill AEB is

f™propeller efficiency, and flight pattern efficiency is at the low end of Category II with about 45’ ceiling.
1/2. Maybe the value chosen for V is too large =< the
other figures are reasonable, and E looks almost too The HLG boys are working toward the 0:40 mark, the
good. club record is 0:34,6 and there was an unofficial mark

of 0:39.0. One of the club juniors jumped up with a
/

On question #4 Bill comments, with relation to mike ship which has turned a high of 7:54,
the formulas already given:

Two of the more active indoor flyers at each event

A 1% increase in efficiency will increase duration are members of the BHAFB Model Club, and are responsible
by 1%. A decrease in Wg of 1% with no change in Wy, for the site availability. They are Captain J W. Hardin
will decrease (Wn + Wg) by Ws/(Wr + Ws)%. Because of and CWO Herb Summers.
the square root, this decrease in weight will decrease ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
v by BMa/ (ip. + Ws) teat 185 by o/h or less if Ms is Times in the weekly Madison Street Armory sessions
eq 0,07, sess whan "rs 8 sou e- The mode (75' ceiling) have been climbing, as a result of lots
should fly $% higher and farther and 4% slower. If W

" 8 practice flying, Pete Sotich reports. Tom Neumann, 18,
and W, are each reduced 1%, usually a more realistic has worked a modified § tt to 1:08.6. while his

e e 9condition, (and convenient ~- Ed) the altitude reached b ther Da 1a f ti wed cl e with1:02 6
is unchanged and the duration is increased 4%. Thus rowner vans » Followed close “sere

the remark that efficiency is twice as important as FAI times have been climbing past the times from
weight. The ratio of iniuced drag to total drag, the elims last year. Bob DeBatty recently topped out
ignored here, could also be called efficiency and is at 26:23.0, Charlie Sotich turned 22:00+, and Don
equally important. Kintzele 20:00

On Questions #6, #7, and #8, Bill comments: MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY
Tem Johnson cemmehts on his recordsholding joint

The best prop shape is the one that the individual effort with Dick Stamm, "The why of the relatively
ean use for his purpose with best results. A well - heavy paper covered ship is that paper covering can

palanced, properly flaring prop of any reasonable form take hang-ups without losing its skin. Around here
is better than a poorly engineered prop of the best there's not much percentage in trying to build except-
form. In other words, I plead ignorance. jonally light planes for the same reason as paper cover-

ing and also because the air is usually quite turbulent.
The initial choice is between one spar and two Heavy ships ride right through bumps that stall light

spars. I have a suspicion that both the best props ones. Of course, as we gain skill and fly closer to a
and the worst props are monospars. A greater variety plane's performance limit, lightness will count.”
of blade shapes is feasible with monospars. On theor-
etical grounds I lean toward having area concentrated MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

,

near tho mean radius but wou... rot be surprized if the Ed Veselsky reports that indoor flying in St. Louis
taper toward the tip should be concave instead of con- is starting up again after being dormant for 8 or 10
vex, at least part of the way. A possible advantage years. Members of the Kirkwood Thermaleers have been

ryit that spar stiffness toward the tip could be reduced, putting on flying demonstrations for Boy Scout troops
|

\In practice, structural considerations may be control- and similar groups, and they feel there is a possibility
ing. of getting back into the site of Carl Goldberg's famous :

23 minute flight of years ago.
—

I fly with torque because when my 1956 "c" flew
against torque the circle opened on high power. If WASHINGTON-SEATTLE
the rudder is adequate a model will turn more readily Phil Hainer suggests method for test flying Cat. I

,

with torque. To fly against torque requires more ships for maximum potential - fly them G-line on .001 7

extreme adjustments, which tend to reduce efficiency. wire. He sezboth he and Hu Entrop have broken 13:00 S:
with Class A ROG's in their living room!

a



THEHAND LAUNCHGLIDER

PART TWO by RICHARD MILLER ~~.
HISTORY (cont.)

In the life of every model type, as in the life
of most cultures, there is a Golden Age. This is the
time near the beginning, the time of development, of
trial and error when the essential form related to the

Fspecific function evolves. This period is to the later lo a

”

a at “

history of the model what the frontier is to the set-
7 3 >< “7 >| Z«

tled community. It is in general a more exiting time —

> .

ope”

than what comes later. It 1s likely to be remembered Janes (ale MAht, F&B. 14385
with nostalgia by those who lived through it; they are

likely to be a bit scornful of the lack of originality The total weight of the glider is .6 oz. The
of the newcomers and the "set" designs they fly with- builder got his turn, as was common in those days, by
out realizing that each generation faces whatever & combination of wash-in in the right panel and left
challenges are open to it as best it can and leaves, rudder. The model featured no finger grip (I guess
in turn, its own Golden Age. you grasped the pylon) and I wonder who would like to

state unequivocably that he could do 43 seconds indoors
In most model types this period of development with such a machine today?

seems to take from 5 to 10 years. During it the last-

ing characteristics are evolved; beyond that there are Or 52 seconds with the "World Record Indoor Hand
inevitable changes and refinements but very little Launch Glider" presented in the April 1937 M. A. N. by
basic change. For the modern rubber model this period Tex Rickard of San Antonio, Texas? This Class B mach-
seems to have been the thirties. For U-Control and is a lot like Young's and with its 8" nose gap and 4"
the single-channel RC model it was the time just follow- tail gap are just about opposite of what we have today.
ing the war, For the hand launch glider, which coin« (Incidentally I was unable to find either of the times
cides closely in this respect with the gas model, the claimed for these gliders in the official records which
early thirties was the time of getting ready while the I saw ~ but I didn't see them all.)
real development took place in the late thirties and,
after the interruption of the war, to a lesser extent

‘

in the late forties.

Nevertheless, by as early as 1933 HLG activity
was widespread and important enough to warrant rules

.

governing them. In April of that year - possibly in aA
contemplation of the coming Nationals - the NAA est- “ “ e “

ablished three classes: "A" (up to 30 sq. in.); "B" 1.8———o}+—3" ale 4—>- 3—>|
(30-65 sq. in.} and "C" (65-125 sq. ine) By Septemberof the same year we find the first official record for
HLG. seniorJohn Romanski did 28.4 seconds. TEx RicKaro M. A.M. AR 37 ~~

The first HLG plan I came across in researching During the years Just before the Second World War
back issues of M. A. N. appears in an article by Carl - after the ground work done in New York and Texas -
Goldberg entitled "Keeping Pace With Model Science". IHLG design and development fell into the hands of
Date: October '33. The design ts by John Young (no Chicagoans in general and of the Chicago Aeronauts in
dimensions given) which features a pylon (popular in particular. That club dominates IHLG records, and a
those days), sweptback wings, ordinary dihedral and a good deal of indoor activity as well, during this time
huge rudder. The model's bestflight was 1 hour and and the names which appear most frequently are those
7 minutes o.0.s. from New York's Van Courtland Park, of Goldberg, Simmers, Obarski, Hugelot and Matulis.

The first bona fide HLG article, “How To Build a If there was a Golden Age of IHLG this pre-war
Simple Glider" by Marion Thomas of Topeka, Kansas comes period in the old Madison Street Armory was surely it. »

along in April of 1934. Although the span of this one The records recorded below (from Zaic's Model Aero-
4s a scant 11-1/4 inches one feature is outstanding; nautic Encyclopedia vol. 2) were effective as of March
4t has Nordic type polyhedral. Mr. Thomas informs us ist, 1938 and indicate the degree of refinement in
that the dead air time (on which there will be a few building and flying which had been achteved by then:

cynical comments later, like in May of '63) of this
ten

up-to-date machine is 17-18 seconds and that with all Class “A
the forces of God and man in conjunction it hits as Jr; Milton Hugelot Chi, Ill. 44.58
high as 21 seconds. Add about a minute to that and ‘Sr; Wallace Simmers Chi, Ill. 49.38
you have the struggle of the early sixties. Sr; Carl Goldberg Chi, Ill. 47.58

In the October '34 issue I came across the first Class "B"
two records which were specified as being "indoor". Jr; Robert Gelbard Chi; Ill. 49.28
These were both by a senior, David Hecht of NYC. One Sr; Wallace Simmers Chi; Ill. 58 .48
was a class A record of 34.4 seconds, the other a Class Op; Carl Goldberg Chi; Ill. 47.58
B record of 31.6 seconds. The same list, incidentally,
carries Goldberg's indoor tractor time of 22:59.4. It could be that, having broken many a fuselage

on many 4 Saturday morning in that armory myself that
By February of 1935 the IHLG has come adequately I'm a little prejudiced - but those sure seem like

of age to warrant its own honest-to-goodness plan and the good old days to me.

article in M. A. N. The design is by John Young and a

lot like his earlier hour and 7-min. machine in the ~-30~
Goldberg article. The span is 19-1/2" and the chord
3" “with 3-1/2" under each tip and a little sweepback.
Things we might find a little odd looking today are

the 1-1/2" pylon on which the wing sets and the fact
that 7" of the 17-3/4" fuselage is ahead of the wing
leading edge. Of possibly even greater interest (at
any time) is the fact that the 175" sheet wing, as well —

as the tail surfaces, have a symmetrical section! ‘

RSETRRC RCC TTENETATL ITNT CNREHTELT EIN CCITT NITECL TEC CT CCN LCCCOCT LCL TLLTCLITLN NCCT CLTNTTTT LTTE TITLE TTC CeTN ITT RATECTNNT
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“~ BUD TENNY "Voice of N.I.M.A.S." FEBRUARY 1962

#e#ENATIONAL INDOORMODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##*# ##HPAT INDOOR REPORT#H+it#
d that our first official NIMAS ballot At this time of the year, the main FAI Indoor news is

could Le disteiruted with this issue, but Rudy Kluiber the where? and when? of the elimination contests. Our
.

reminded us that there are four new CB members, and the information is somewhat sketchy for some areas, so we can :

new chairman had not been appointed. So there will be no only plead for more info. For all FAI CD's, if you have a ;

rush for an official position until next month. minute after notifying your Area Committee Chairman, drop
INDOOR NEWS, Box 545, Richardson, Texas a line so we can -

In response to several requests, we agreed to print spread the word. Free publicity never hurt any contest! wy
the names and addressesof NIMAS members so we all can get .

acquainted as the opportunity arises. As of January 31, FAI INDOOR LOCAL ELIMS

1962 this is the official membership list:
|

JIM ANDREWS, 2323 S. Lancaster, Dallas, Texas Moftet reer ma eeeaE 1962 3Motfet wenger TT ar 4
‘

N ° ’ ’ oe r ocus e«, San Jose, California
DENNIS ARONSON, 1804 N. San Antonio Ave, Pomona, Calif. Los Angeles 6 April 21, 1962, L. A. Armory. .

Ee eee eee one ae enancefjooePhen222 Betartpoés, “AptetyLos Angeles 5’ - Yen Vv
CHUCK BORNEMAN, 1401 W. Taylor Street, Kokomo, Indiana Tem Johnson 444 W. 68th Terrace, Kansas City, Mo.
HARDY BRODERNAN, 4729 Walnut Lake Rd., Birmingham, Mich. Wichita, Kansaa????? , ,

.
STAN CHILTON, 446 Ida, Wichita, Kansas

.

DAVE CCPPLE, 823 5S. Mariposa, Apt.#1, Los Angeles 5, Calif. petroit - Tentative
RICHY EARLE, 522 Pittman, Richardson, Texas Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit, Michigan
HUBERT ENTROP, 6751 22nd'St., N.W., Seattle 7, Washington chicago - March 34, 1962

,

EDGAR FRANKLIN, 226 Harrington St., Bergenfield, N. Jd. Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, Illinois
LEW GITLOW, 2673 Roseview Avenue, Los Angeles 5, Calif. Cleveland - Tentative

’

JIM GRANT, 70 Craigs Road, Windsor, Connecticut Owen O'Malley 3115 Stanfield Dr., Parma 34, Ohio
PHILLIP HAINER, 1ohi2 S, E, 228th St. Kent, Washington Dallas ~- April 7, 1962, S.M.U. Coliseum, Dallas ° .

EUGENE HANSEN, 26128 Hopkins, Inkster, Michigan Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas
RAY HARLAN, 71 Brighton Avenue, Allston 34, Mass. St. Louis???? .

JAKE JAEGER, 2812 Purdue Road, Kettering 20, Ohio :

CURTIS JANKE, 1612 South 7th St., Sheboygan, Wisconsin EAST COAST???
,

HOWARD JOHNSON, 11543 S, Haas Avenue, Los Angeles 47, Calif Richard Miller, F. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York
TEM JOHNSON, 444 W, 68th Terrace, Kansas City 13, Missouri
JIM KAGAWA, 1513 W. 124th St., Los Angeles 47, California FAI INDOOR QUARTER FINALS
DENNIS KARGOL, 7502 West Berteau, Chicago 34, Illinois
DON KINTZELE, 2016 S. 68th. St., West Allis, Wisconsin Moffet Field ~ May 7, 1962, Moffet Hangar??
DICK KOWALSKI, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan Joe Bilgri, 2564 Locust St., San Jose, California

srryny KLUIBER, 14325 Lakewood Hts. Blvd., Cleveland 7, Ohio Los Angeles ~ May 19, 1962, L. A. Armory
f sLTER C. KUTAY, 110 Hatlen, Mt. Prospect, Illinois Dave Copple, 823 S. Mariposa, Apt. 1, Los Angeles 5

LARENCE MATHER, 1224 Franklin Blvd., Ann Arbor, Michigan Dallas ~ April 29, 1962 - Livestock Coliseum, Dallas
CHUCK MEYERS, 4208 N. Leslie Ave. Indianapolis 26, Ind. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas

~

WALLY MILLER, 22142 Welby Way, Canoga Park, California
RICHARD MILLER, P. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York FAI SEMI FINALS
WALTER MUMPER, 724 E. Michigan St., Ottawa, Illinois

———

TED PFEIFFER, 1740 Menahan St., Ridgewood 37, New York West Coast - June 4, 1962, Moffet Hangar??
LEE POE aoe Ncceeen Mane t L.B. 987, Bryan, Texas Joe Bilgri, 2564 Locust St. San Jose, California

orwoo urs exas
C. V. RUSSO, 12 WillowWay, Clark, New Jersey
GENE SCHAAP 539 S. Spaulding Avenue, Chicago 32, Ill. Seaeaeee Seseaede
WALTER SCHRODER, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York CHECKTHAT CEILING
Cee Na Sgt ae bond Place. Ghigane 29 Tildnois In our December issue, "News From Around The Country"
PETE SOTICH 3851 We 6ond. Place Chicago 29 tllinois column, a report was made of record applications made on

CHUCK TRACY. ¢/o CLEVELAND PRESS. Cleveland74 Ohio flight made in a school gymnasium in Topeka, Kansas, Since

ED VESELSKY. 2752 A Chippewa St. Louis 18 Missourt no late AMA Rule Book which listed the definition of ceiling
We J. WILLIAMS, 1348 N aed ’ avenue, Upland, California heights was available, Richard Black, CD, submitted the

.
. ee ’ ° ° » ¥P ; flight times for record processing. Upon re roane of a ye"Rule Book containing the proper information (Par. 10.21),whichaffectonlyUs Ss indoor flyers, theiropinionsare MtsBlackrequested thatthe recordapplications bewithe =~

welcome and desired, the practice will be to make foreign the nowsletler of the "Propbusters!™ melei elub P ,

subscribers honorary members of NIMAS. The first of our . °

honorary members is: Boyd Felstead, 12 Kellatie Rd, Now that the late 1961 issue of the AMA Rule Book is a
Montagu Bay, Tasmania, Australia. available, it is not redundant to check the ceiling height

definition, to make sure that you have the correct idea in

zona £5 tonne neee ReES, Me Meese Rae asa"? Bind, Thists truewhether you area GD or contestant. vho

member you will receive a year's see oe to stig). ng wan o make TECOPA APPAACayione
a3

NEWS AND VIEWS, decals for your equipment (eventually), Briefl ,
‘ ane y, the correct definition is that height whichand the chance to guide the present and future development 4.2, pe seen by standing under the highest part of the fly-~of indoor flying. ing area and looking straight up. Several suggestions.can |

, be made about methods of measurement, but the two easiest ,

Speaking of the decals, we should have a preliminary
.

$

sketch available before too long. Please have patience on ore t aneee? gneck thebultding ayer eee te ney are aon
the matter of the decals, since the design, art work, etc. is t

.

ball to oa,
t

7
x :

tter of spare time work. s to use a balloon to carry a tape measure up, or mark the
are @ ma string at ground level with the balloon touching the top.

The string length plus the balloon diameter is the ceilingt' hat? If you have received a post

frrara eee war Lo atetter, please Jon't be offended. Your height, use the book to determine the ceiling Category. =

~ ‘ditor initiated about ninety letters and cards in answer
\ .

to incoming mail during December, and the present total as Stick. > flightsinquestion are:ppen ena oeen Pare
the paper is being put to bed is 103 during January, with h

2 cunsor
fal t4 es fo

il ind r reco as be
pout 10 letters waiting. . The correct official times for a ndoor records can be
a found on pages 22-25 of the December 1961 MODEL AVIATION,

and this list will stand until a later list is published.
The last paragraph was not a gripe, the response to :

INDOOR NEWS has been terrificand gratifying! Without all An unofficial listing of recent flights which have
this mail, we would have to write the whole thing, and the been submitted for consideration is found elsewhere in the os
results would be far from satisfactory. Thanks to all! paper, in the column entitled “Records? Maybe’. ~

ee LLLT LCCC LTT CLC CL TIRETI ACHETEI TE OORT eA ETN OOTPE RS RTOEPURU TERE CONE ERGonpoontereeeieninesnenevetsmeth rent SRere seemoeenmemeansmsemamentansseriessaiguaatnamanceemnaaaammain -
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RECORDS? MAYBE!

Despite repeated efforts by your editor, he has been A little simple arithmetic shows that over ten flights
unable to get new records published month-by-month in MODEL would have to start every minute, and that on occasion,
AVIATION, Since this is the ohly source of official record hundreds of models would have to be in the air at once for-<“™
listings, it has been decided to institute this column on a ail these flights to be completed.

‘ ;

trial basis.
All of this, one day, one contest, one building, and

How long this column lasts will depend upon reader-and- the attendance was lower than expected because icy roads
cD response to the effort. Our listing will be unofficial, prevented some out-of~town entrants from attending!
gleaned from info furnished by flyers and CD's after their
contests. The times were all very good for the crowded air space,

and some were even record breaking. The top HLG time was
The main service intended here will be to keep indoor 1:04 by Don Eble (Open); Jim Skinner (Senior) put his pre-

flyers informed on the state of the art, and to ¢liminate fab up for 2:17; Paper Stick topped out at 14:47 for a new
some paperwork by advance information of pending records. national record (Mike Karlak, Open); and Larry Mzik made

the longest Stick flight (Open) with 13:31.
Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet - January 7, 1962 CATEGORY II

Open Paper Stick - 14:57, Mike Karlak
Juntor:?(B erie} Stick - 12:06, Ronald Roharik XXRERUN MODELSHE
Senior B Stick - 10:50.8, Daniel Tracy

Last month we reported briefly on "fun models" which
Record Trials, Seattle, Washington, December 30, 1961 have been growing in popularity all over the country and

CATEGORY I even are catching on in some foreign countries. We also
Open B Stick ~ 14:23.1, Phil Hainer mentioned that this model class could be substituted for
Note: Applications were made for flights in Jr. A ROG, the nearly defunct Paper Stick proposal.
Senior C Stick, and Senior Helicopter, we were unable ,

to get the times. After careful consideration, we feel that any attempt
to build a new national event around such a model might

Chicago Aeronuts Indoor Record Trials, January 27, 1962 create a lot of problems unless the rules are carefully
CATEGORYI 75° Ceiling written. On the local scene, we have no doubt that these
Senior D Stick ~- 4:08, Chad Krogh "quickie" models are the greatest thing ever for indoor
Open D Stick - 15:20, Charlie Sotich flying.

CATEGORYII 22' Ceiling
;

Some of the more experienced indoor flyers who haven't
Senior Paper Stick ~- 11:35.2, Dennis sargol tried "fun models" have expressed doubts about their value,
Junior A ROG - 6:04,8, Jim Skarzynski or are just ignoring them hoping they will go away. If
Senior A ROG - 5:04.8, Chad Krogh these fellows are in a very active group of indoor flyers
To forestall comments about two categories at one and have practically permanent sites, this might very well
contest, the report pointed out that the Category II be a logical approach.
records were set in the Madison Street Armory Drill
Hall, and the Category I. flights were made in a large However, if the majority of flyers in your area shy
lecture room, with a 22' ceiling, same building. away from indoor, and sites are hard to find, these models

are just the ticket! First, and most important, this type
Walnut Hills RecordTrials, Dallas, Texas, January 14, 1962 of model is so simple that almost no one will admit that <>

CATEGORYI 20° Ceiling = they can't build 1t. For years, indoor has had the unjust
,

Senior Paper Stick - 5:09, Terry Hamer reputation of being an event for the "expert's expert",
Senior Helicopter ~ 0:37.0, Kit Bays and the average reaction to an indoor model has been "My,

isn't-it-pretty-but-it-looks-too-hard--I-can't-do-it."
Record Trials, Wilmington, January 12, 1962

CATEGORYI 29' 11" Ceiling The fun model, while it 1s simple to build, and looks
Senior Helicopter - 1:20.83, Larry Renger the part, will turn in times nearly as good as the best
Senior A ROG - 3:59.1, Larry Renger of the "full house" models in the averagelowceiling site.

The apparent inconsistency here is easily explained, by
The format shows the information we would like to considering the wing loading and the size of the bird. It

have, so here it is. If this is important information to has a higher loading, and thus is less affected by drift
enough people, the column will probably stay. which easily shoves the "pro type models" around. Also,

it very common for one of these to approach an obstacle
which immediately hangs the big model, and it slips to

RECENT BOO-BOOS one side and blasts off again.

Into each life some rain must fall, and your editor Finally, the experts who fly these things will readily
was recently splabhed twice in the same month. fly in sites they wouldn't think of putting their "good"

models in. If one is completely wrecked, so what? About
In our November summary ort Hacklinger's superb pace 4-6 hours and another one is ready to gol

setting FAI model, we made some slide rule errors, and
also our source was in error. From now on, all our info The Wilmington Indoor Model Airplane Club (WIMAC),
will come through Dick Kowalski if 1t deals with foreign the first exclusively low ceiling indoor group, has flown
models. This will then leave only typographical errors to their Easy B class for over a year. Wally Miller, who
pug ust puilt the first one, tells the story:

The correct poop on Max's model is as follows: wing "I feel we should start at the very beginning, which
area - 153 sq, ines stad. area - 51 sq. in.3 and the prop was back in September of 1960. At that time my eight year
was 19 x 30. The model weighed .030 oz. and Dick guesses old son, Don, expressed a desire to build an indoor model,
that a°loop of .055 pirelli about 15" long was used. Realizing his limited capabilities, a great deal of

thought went into a design that would be the ultimate in
The second dousing came when Chuck Borneman gently simplicity and still possess enough flying ability to sat-

reminded us that his club is named "Knights of the Round isfy his young ego. Solid components were decided upon
GireleS in spite of our efforts to change the name. for the above mentioned reasons and the "Easy B" was born.

Our sincere apology to all for these errors, but the The wing, stab, and rudder outlines on this first
proof-reader must have been asleep! "Rasy B" were constructed of 3/32" sq. Sig with 1/16 x 3/32

ribs, the motor stick and prop were indoor wood. He man-
HHEKA MIGHTY BIG SHOW*#H aged to complete 75% of this model on his own, but Dad had

to build the prop and do the final assembly. :

On January 7, 1962, the worlds biggest and best
annual indoor air show became history, with 5013 official The following month at the Armory, (42' ceiling) Lew

flights needed to pick the winners of 21 events. No one Gitlow was on the winder and approximately 900 turns were

who has never attended a Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet can. put into a short loop of 1/16 Pirelli. To the amazement

imagine the preparation necessary for such a contest, or of everyone this flight lasted 33 minutes! Subsequent
even concéive how that many flights can occur in one day flights on a longer loop produced a consistent 5 minute +

in one building. This Chuck Tracy must be the world's model, with a high time of 5:33.
greatest magician!
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At this time, Dave Copple, who is always wide awake, 9. What is the best wing location? Over the 0.4. of the -

airplane or over the C,G. of the rubber motor? Other
realized the terrific potential of this solid component 10. What is the best camber for props - high or low?
model. The following month Dave and I had both built our 11, We have been using roughly a 50% prop diameter to wing
first "Easy Bees", weights ran around .035 and times were °

° 64 9span ratio. Hacklinger used a 64% ratio. Comments
pte 8 minutes using .040 Pirelli, This was the clincher. 45 Way are tails on indoor models built to low aspect

’ ‘ns were published 1n WIMAC NEWS and regular monthly ratios instead of highaspect ratios?
_vmpetition began. It has been, to be as modest as poss-=

:

ible, a roaring success ever since. This I am sure, is due Answers ~ 45to the extreme simplicity of the solid component formula,

coupled with high performance and regular monthly compet- = ai gover: “My simple definition of efficiency when dis-

one cussing indoor model is as follows: The percentage of

We hold two separate contests each meot using the un- S0tuel SL46HE time Tee. ne cereeaetenot sive any indication —limited attempt system over @ given time limit, usually 3  i2tnen the loss of efficiency comes from the prop, airfoil
hours each, top time wins. Boy, does this ever get action. Ww © J

. at
,

.

Processing is by "Eyeball" (who ever heard of a dishonest {incidence settings, or weather conditionse; but I don't think
indoor flyer?) anyone can pin down any one of these to any extent anyway. .

During the past year our Easy B compteition has evol- Dick Kowalski: Efficiency (with respect to model aircraft)
' is a measure of quality of performance 4s compared with

ved into two classes, novice and expert, The beginner's th tical tations I believe there are three types
models usually weigh out around .040 oz. and fly on 040

feffi tencyan indoor modeler would be concerned witht
Pirelli. Performance of 5 to 6 minutes at Wilmington (30') a cenit Y ericlencs rop efficiency, and power tredin :

and 6 to 8 minutes at the Armory (42') is normal. The ora y These oy ae defined as eotiows
expert, on the other hand, builds in the low 20's and flies °1*+°¢ ency e Be can ° :

on ee? ae Tom Finch and Lew Gitiow have built as Aerodynamic efficiency - that which dictates the flight
_— path and velocity needed to maintain flight, sucha8 flyingsurfaces, airfoil sections of each and their matching to

Frank Cummings currently holds the Armory record with each other, angle of attack, etc. A model which flies
11:18 and yours truly holds the Wilmington record at 10:04, slower and has a lower sinking speed will give the most

It 18 extremely satisfying to see the smiles on the ~

duration.

faces of these top flyers in the heat of competition in-
.

,

stead of the usual serious frown. This is truly the fun- Prop efficiency The prop which gives the greatest thrust

niest indoor formula ever developed." with the least torque applied is the most efficient.
Let W = work consumed, and: Then:

: ‘F = force appliedAbout nine months ago your.editor, inspired by the
a

_

success of the Parlor Mite (M.A.N. Feb.'62) and by reports em olntin moment for one Wo= F(2mM)T
of early flights on the Easy B models, decided that a class ten an on

etB model could be built to fly in the living room or any
cried ta chae dated

site immediately available,
To lower any of these factors would give a ree rate

of consumption of ener stored in the motor, an nerease
The first Baby Bee model was built ruggedly, using a the propeller efficiency. ,

minimum of indoor wood, and weighed .047 oz. After over
0O flights by novices of all age groups the model is still Power Train Efficiency - The power train includes the prop

" “ing strong and weighs .049 oz. Very little damage has and the rubber working as a unit. The factors involved
sulted, in spite of the fact that most of the flights here are complex, but basically consist of energy potential

were completely unsupervised and followed minimal instruct- (total work delivered by the rubber), the rate at which
in on holding, winding, and launching the model. that energy is consumed, and how much work it is doing in

terms of thrust. To a degree, power train efficiency is a
Top times on this model are: living room - 3:36 (after matter of matching both the rubber and the prop to aa a

two hours of trying), Walnut Hill site (20') - 5:15 for given job.
; each of two consecutive flights, and a 50' fieldhouse - 6:30.

We feel that this model, although smaller than the Easy B Ernest Kopecky: Although Ernest did not speak direttly
formula (43 sq.ein.) potentially has much higher perfor- about efficiency, he did make some comments which we feel
mance than it has shown. About ten of these models have are valid, particularly with regard to Category III;
peen built locally, and all have flown well. We have used "Tt has been my contention for a long while that there

.

the Baby Bee for an indoor primer, often as the first model was no mystery about long flights and record flights.
or at least the first indoor model, Almost all ships today are fairly conventional in proporte

, ions. One kind of dihedral or another, elliptical
The first two contests in the Ft. Worth-Dallas area rectangular planform, etc., these dre minor and do mote °F

especially for fun models resulted in many flyers entering make the difference, In my opinion, (and I have plenty of

that pad never flown indoor before, and the future looks opposition to it) it is not thesize of the model but the
° wing loading a s the magic key to forty minutes plus!

Ships that are correctly trimmed rops about equal
The Wilmington Easy B rules are: "All outlines of in pitch to the wing span, and that most important wing

flying surfaces must be straight lines, all components loading of .00045 oz. per sq. in. or less, models like that
solid, no bracing of any kind, anywhere. Prop blades must are the potential record breakers - on a very good day,osf
be sheet balsa only. Ccvering is optional, Maximum span = course! Pete Andrews probably would have made forty min-
18", maximum chord - 3", maximum stab area - 27 sqo in. utes with his record "C" in 1949 if he had the ptrelli
or 50% of the wing area. rubber we have today. Hactlinger's wing loading of about

200045 confirmed it.
The E-Z-Bee rules (Ft. Worth-Dallas) covering the

model are: Maximim wing span - 18", maximum chord - 3", Answers ~ #9
prop blades must be all balsa, covering optional. These
contests used both Novice and Hotshot classes, and the Hal Cover: "The best wing location would be over both the
first two Junior Novice winners were Bobby and Chery} €.G. of the airplane and the C.G. of the motor. With a 50%
Crowley, both less than eleven years old! C.G. location, the plane is easy to trim and by also having

tne motor ost. at the same piyee the trim is not affected
wheh motor sizes are changed.QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

. t

For the questions covered this month we took a little Phos Bowelsat t ane wing moet ee located nade the node! 5

different approach, and selected a panel with one flyer Gla. of the stor close Yo the model's C.G. t wie 4
e

rom each ceiling Category, that is, Hal Cover for Cat. I the effect of uneven windine, which would chan e + i ze

sk Kowalski for Cat. II, and Ernest Kopecky for Cat. III. &» nge trim.

‘a certain extent, their approach will be shaded by the Ernest Kopecky: The best wing location depends entirely
type of flying that they do the most, even though they all

(r"areas and moments, The greater the stab area the fur-
fly in other ceiling heights. ther the 62° ghourd te from ie wing reading edge. {96

stab - 100% C.G.3; 30% stab ~ 60% C.G., etc.) I fly 50The questions asked this panel were as follows: ; s

5, What about a definition of efficiency and ways to Cd. and a23% stab and about twoandone-quatter times
measure it, emperical or theoretical? (This question was trims oe handles full power smooth! and oan ; Gily
also asked of the last panel - see January issue for more cruise Just short of Pt oowALy and produces &

.

comments on this one) Just snore oF mushing



CALIFORNIA - BAKERSFIELD

Answers - #10
Herman Bakersfield reports that his club is almost

certain of getting a school gym there for a site. He also

He Gover: "I pelieve the low camber is much better,
reports some interest in "fun models" for an ice-breaker.

going to a thick prop section increases drag without im- i,
COLORADO ~- DENVER

proving thrust enough to make up for the extra power needed. George Batuik reports that the Martin Model Masters yf

It has been shown by many fliers that the Easy B have scheduled their first indoor contest of the season

class plane many time flies as well with a flat prop (no in February and promised a report of reBults when available.
camber) as it does with a cambered prop. I have found
that props with excessive camber are nothing but a head- ENGLAND ~ MALVERN, WORCS.
ache ~- they definitely do not perform well when compared Reg Parham, another "old-timer" indoor flyer and a
to a thin section (Bilgri prop).! member of the 1961 British FAI Indoor Team, wrote a letter

promising to give us news on occasion. He passed along the
Dick Kowalski: "No comparative data available for prop info that there will be at least four meets in Cardington
camber. IL use a 6% arc." Airdock this summer, in addition to the FAI Indoor Finals.

Ernest Kopecky: "I use 7%, but it can vary with flying ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
conditions. Rather than add more power or shorter rubber Charlie Sotich reports that Tommy Neuman got two
which might change the C.G. or change to a lower pitch flights over 19 minutes with his FAI recently, with a top
prop to get that extra 30' of altitude, change from a 7% of 19:36.6. Tommy is one of the regulars at the Armory, and
camber to a 4% camber sacrificing 1 or 2 RPM, but gaining his flying is consistently improving.
in overall time from the extra height." Some of the fellows have also been flying Dinky Dips, a

fun model developed by Charlie, and times have been going
Answers ~ #11 over 5 minutes.

Hal Cover: "When a higher percentage prop diameter to MASSACHUSETTS - BOSTON
wing span ratio is used, the planes generally are not too In Boston the indoor flyers do some flying in a 4ot
consistent, but when all goes well the plane will perform Armory, according to Ray Harlan. Ray works at M.I.T. and
better. I prefer having a more consistent flying ship also attends classes there, but still finds some time to

(50 ~ 55%) prop-wing ratio, especially in low ceiling fly- work on his FAI ships for the upcoming elims.

ing where it is difficult to get any type of consistent
performance." MISSOURI - KANSAS CITY

.

Both Dick Black and Tem Johnson reported on the act-

Dick Kowalski: "The ratio of prop diameter to wing span ivity in Kansas City. On schedule so far are about two
means little except as a comparative term. It does not contests in a small site in an attempt to build up total
indicate that large props are going to yield more time activity enough to warrant a larger site and a FAT local
necessarily." elims. Tem is also working to secure a site for the FAI

Semi Finals in Kansas City. Dick Ganslen did the initial

Ernest Kopecky: It is a generally accepted fact that the contact work, and Tem is acting as a local rep for the

C08OD etetene blade angie is to the plane of rotation the FAI Committee.
more e cien e prop is. For example, a 19 x 32 pro . .

would be more efficient than a 16 x 32 because of the lower NEW YORK - NEW YORK CITY

tip blade angle, with other factors being equal. However Richard Miller, in his local newsletter NIMAS/EAST,
a problem arises with the lower P/D prop during the latter reports on growing activity in the general area of New = -——~
part of the flight or during the cruise. The lower blade York. To qualify themselves for using the State Armory =~

angle of the prop acts as a brake actually causing the in Brooklyn, over 30 indoor flyers formed a club named

model to come down prematurely because its flying speed is Nimas/East and applied for liability insurance and an AMA

being retarded by the prop. Charter. Very soon they expect to start using the armory
on Tuesday evenings from 7:30 to 10:30.

Answers - #12 Although all three panel members agreed on
Dozens of indoor buffs showed up to fly and look-see

the fact that low aspect ratio stabs have a higher strength ®t @ small auditorium in New Jersey recently, there were

to weight ratio, there were some interesting side comments 8° many planes in the air that it posed a real problem]
made alsoe

NEW YORK - NORTHPORT

Hal Cover: "If the stabs were 200-300 sq. in. in area, The Greater New York Interclub Organization voted to

the actual shape and aspect ratio would be important, but add a fun model class to their list of events which form

since they are nowhere near this size, I believe that there the basis for their high point system. This group flies

4s no advantage to high aspect ratio stabs." an impressive list of 12 events during the contest season

in an interclub competition which picks the outstanding
Ernest Kopecky: "I don't see why with the trend toward flyer and the outstanding club each year. A real busy
bracing the stab we don't switch to high aspect ratios for bunch!

more efficiency." NEW ZEALAND ~ UPPER HUTT

In December, this column was kicked off with three John Malkin, Upper Hutt Aeromodellers, indicates that

questions thrown out for general comment. Right after the there is a revival of indoor activity in New Zealand.

January issue Dave Call sent, with profuse apologies for Under the capable mail guidance of Dave Copple these boys
the press of business which prevented an earlier answer, are flying the Easy B class with good results in spite of

the following comments: the difficulty getting good supplies.
John and some others hope to have New Zealand flying

Question #1 “In regard to relationship of prop area to by proxy in the FAI World Indoor! Championships. Because of

wing area, I haven't worked out any parameters although I the high cost of shipping models, the models will just be
feel this should be done. My rule of thumb is, as the sent one way.
diameter of the prop and its area increases, I raise the

wing above the thrust line. Also I increase toth the aspect OKLAHOMA - TULSA

and area of the rudder. Sorry, I have no formula for this, The Tulsa Glue Dobbers are trying to find an indoor

although I'm sure one could be developed." site to hold some contests, Dave Carter in the man to see

for info. .Willard Kehr, FF Group Reporter, said in the

Question #2 "I seldom set a lifting tail at a positive GLUE DOBBER'S NEWSLETTER, "At least this one won't be called

angle of incidence, mainly due to poor climbing ability off on account of weather."
under full turns and greater forward speed. This again
ts based on high cetling flying." TEXAS - BRYAN

Lee Polansky reports the availability of a coliseum
HE govyeRywo near Bryan which should be a good indoor site. Lee has a

NEWS FROM AROUND ZHE WORLD
group of students flying Baby Bee models in the gym on bot”

AUSTRALIA - TASMANIA Saturday and Sunday afternoons, how lucky can you get?
One of the "old-timers" in indoor flying "down under"

Boyd Felstead, has been corresponding with us for some
* TEXAS ~ FT. WORTH-DALLAS

time, In his most recent letter he points out that the
_

The indoor schedule is beginningto bunch up a little

University of Illinois has a new assembly hall which shoula With another contest by the Cliff Model Club late in Feb~

be ideal for indoor flying - he read about it inaU. &. ruary, a Category I RT in Garland, and FAI Local Elims and

magezine! How can we miss, with even our foreign members Quarter Finals presently on schedule. Rumor has it that

scouting sites for us? one or more Ft. Worth clubs are planning some indoor events
if they can tie down a site.

we -sabeanamndntamaadhanaopaasnnanaannonesennramommnenteaerncmmmmammtestaamsaedhnentenmnssaicinemnscatninggona soinciman an semptaentientdhrhecaian.aapeaen cna aacnsnticacagenndhiahdaenaanamnnenteaiiananmataina tineteieidnpatteenemmmaanaeniee
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THE HAND LAUNCH GLIDER

PART THREE by RICHARD MILLER

—_ HISTORY (conte)

In the years immediately following WW II IHLG suprem~ About here the Skyscrapers took over. Bill Dunwoody
acy fell into the hands of the second of the three clubs came along with perhaps the best all-round indoor glider
(the Chicago Aeronauts having been the first) that was to ever designed, his "Curly" (M.A.N. - May '59) and set a

make it a specialty and set significant records: The Oak~- new Open record of 1:17.24. Following this, Pete Nishanian,
land Cloud Dusters. a sometimes Skyscraper, broke Bill's record with 1:18.8

'
(*59) and about a year after that I squeeked in over Pete

By as early as the '48 Nationals Pete Demos had es~ with 1:18.9. Although Bob Hatschek's highest time is just
tablished a new national record of 1:12. In_an article .02 seconds short of the 1:15 it deserves very special

. in the March 1949 M.A.N. significantly entitled "The Polly
Glider" Demos tells of the high interest in IHLG among the mention for having been set with his 10:1 aspect ratio
Cloud Dusters in those days; how in ‘47 he established the Hi-Hat, a design which, inspired by some experiments by
"B" Open record of 1:03.8 which Andrade subsequently broke Stu Savage, Bob pioneered.
with 1:07.28 and then lost to Rambo who broke the 1:10
parrier with 1:10.8 Somewhere along here Bilgri did 1:07, The Future

a fact which may surprise those who think he's only 4

first-rate Wakefield flier and World Indoor FAI Champ. The next ten second, the 1:20 to 1:30 range, are not

The next significant mark in IHLG, 1:14, also went to a going to be easy to come by. To those who have thrown in

Cloud Duster, this one being Foster's flight at the '52 the vicinity of 1:15 the problems are evident; to those

Nationals. This flight was a high water mark in the annals who haven't spent a minute-and-a-half looking at your stop
of glider flying but it was also the point at which the watch will convince you that a glider has to go mighty
Dusters began to fade from the IHLG scene. high and come down mighty slow to hit 1:30.

The factors which contributed to this very remarkable Perhaps Category I and II records leave more room for

period of development are not too hard to detect. A design exploitation than the unlimited class does, although Otto

factor, polyhedral, which had been tried only occasionly Heithecker'’s 1:15 in Category II won't be easy to beat.

before, was used extensively and fully exploited by @ group
of outstanding model builders in a club sétond to none. In any event IHLG has reached a level of development
Add the use of the Moffet hangar to that and it is easy to at the beginning of the '60s that is going to make it

: see why IHLG records and the development of the glider increasingly difficult to establish new records. Perhaps
have only inched above the accomplishments of the Cloud high aspect ratio will provide the solution. I wouldn't
Dusters in their heyday, green and golden. go so far as to say that the medium AR glider (5:1 to 7:1)

has gone as far as it can go but I do feel that the HAR
The Skyscrapers machine, once its aerodynamic peculiarities are mastered,

is the hostilikely contender for the 1:30 mark and that .
If we divide IHLG progress into duratton intervals of its very special advantages should make it especially pot-

. five seconds.we can say that the Dusters, after a brief ent in low and medium celling flying.
warm-up, exploited the one between 1:10 and 1:15 and that

r~ the next five second interval, the one between 1:15 and'1:20, What happens in the next few years is bound to be

f ‘fell to the Brooklyn Skyscrapers. The Skyscrapers are not, interesting and, record fever aside, a lot of fun.

w
of course, the only ones to have passed the magic 1:15 vce . .

. a

:

mark. Tem Johnson, or at least one of his gliders, did 4t ~30~
with 1216.2 and so did Bob Dagand with 1:16.4. And Lee

: Hines, as a senior did 1:17.2 at the '57 Nationals.
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— BUD TENNY Voice of NILMAS. MARCH 1962
f \#**#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*### Lee Hines has asked us to announce that a movement

. Lo re involving several people, including Richard Miller, Dave

During the month of February NIMAS gained sixteen Copple and Hal Cover, is getting under way to try to set

regular members and one honorary members aor a total of up Indoor HLG as another FAI event.
sixty-four members as of February 28, 1962. Here are the

°
The results of the poll (seven Charter Members) were:

names and addresses of the reguiar members : “Por Proposal A (s0144 component HLG), "against! any
1 Mass. Avenue, N.W., Washington 16, D. C. change in Paragraph 1(C,. solid stick proposal), and

ONDHONY BUCZKO. JR., 5312 King Aves, Pennsauken, Ne Je "against" any change in indoor wing area rules (unlimited
.,

SIM CLEM, 3505 Rosedale, Dallas, Texas | |
D stick). |

wW °ROR onan? aoe ne Rulateoe bre, NewCastle, Ind. If there is any question about any of these proposals
WALTER ERBACH, 2979 Dudley, Lincoln, Nebraska — or why the poll results went as they did, you may contact

:

GEORGE FLEMMING, JR., 2819 E. 103 St., Chicago 17, Ill. the following for further information:

° ey San Francisco 12, Calif :We Fe Seen 316 Grosvenor Ste, Douglastown 63, N. Ye JOE BILGRI, 256% Locust Street, San Jose, California

ence, California DAVE COPPLE, 823 S. Mariposa, Apt.#1, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
LEE R. HINES, 20346 Hawthorne, Torr , DICK KOWALSKI, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, MichiganMIKE KARLAK, 16038 Egbert Rd., Bedford, Ohio

RICHARD MILLER. P. 0 57° New York 2 Sort
;

ALEX KONOPACKI, 101 Birchwood Rd., Paramus, N. J. BR, P. 0. Box 27, New York 25, New Yor

GUY NEGRI, 2105 Sigwalt, Rolling Meadows, Illinois PETE SOTICH, 3851 W. 62nd. Place, Chicago 29, Illinois

TOMMY NEUMAN, 1350 Davine Dr., Glendale Heights, BUD TENNY, Box 545, Richardson, Texas
’

Glenellen P. 0., Illinois CHUCK TRACY, c/o CLEVELAND PRESS, Cleveland 14, Ohio
.

CHARLIE PRIMBS, 2924 Famosa, San Diego 7, California
.. Whippa New Jerse Late last year, the three HLG proposals (Questions I

JOHN G. TRIOLO, 195 Parsippany Rd, ippany, y
Iv, & V) were submitted to the Contest Board, but the

,

HAM avenham Close, Malvern, Worse vote results failed to reject any of the proposals, and

En eee eee eet honorary member.” , , *
also failed to approve any of the three for further study& ’ by the required vote. 1962 Chairman Bob Hatschek, real-

;

had hoped, we now have one decal skétch ready to izing that if any action were to be completed in time for hdshow,and there is another one in the works. Let us have 1963 rules, submitted his alternate proposal to the CB, #
your ideas comments and suggestionson this one: and to Pete Sotich, Dave Copple, Dick Kowalski, Richard

* ’ Miller, and Bud Tenny for their comments.

eer he oe ea. Bob formulated his proposal after noting that, even vo
sf SeAMiAlGanonasnnri Gopianecnnirer > vote indicated clearly that "mike HLG" should be eliminated

i if}Alme 00K7 mle | Biel an PoMULIERY, oP) and that the method - minimum weight for HLG (set forth in

Mdete tedee ee Questions Iv &V)received a majority of votes.
SS  .. ......,ae

. ee ee ~ each question, and mail the ballot to Bud Tenny, Box 545,
Oe Richardson, Texas. Please decide as soon as you can and

The background ellipse represents a microfilm wing, and do not delay sending in the ballot. If you subscribe to
the color is two-tone blue, representing light reflections INDOOR NEWS, and wish to have your ballot count, send $1
from the film, Since there is little to suggest that NiMAS © Join NIMAS. Non-members may express their opinions on

also has glider-flying members, let's have suggestions from ‘he ballot, and the results of the poll will be published.

the glider boys, alsol H#HHHPAT INDOOR HLG? Pitieset
Liability insurance is something that all types of

model flyers need to be concerned with, and Richard Miller's including Lee, Richard Milter, Devo Gopetee and Hal Cover”
ree a sormed NIMAS/East club has found an insurance plan are working to set up Indoor HLG as another FAI event.

pretty Goode If you are interested, and desire more information, contact

When the New York area indoor flyers tried to obtain
Lee Hines, 20346 Hawthorne, Torrence, California.

permission to use the Brooklyn Armory, they found that From a personal standpoint, we feel that the FAI pro-

beeasily uot. “After some looking, they turned up vate «$400,18,8, YOrs bepesicied Erogian, and, e jogioal ene. to be

insurance issued by Heber Smith Morris, of Alexandria, Va. modelling picture is considered. At the sametime, the
ott satisfied the necessary authorities and closed the Academy was established years ago to co-ordinate and aid

‘

eal, both for the insurance and for the Armory. model competition in the United States, and here lies the

'
The cost of a $20,000 liability policy is $34.50 min-

first responsibility of the Academy today.
mum premium deposit, and coverage for additional members It is becoming generally known that the AMA may be in

at the rate of $1.27 geen. Tats Coren the notification some financial hot water, and many lay the blame at the
» organizations, etc. the policy is in feet of the FAI program. Certainly, there would be more

effect if proof 1s required, gives similar coverage to our money available to spend on domestic modelling if there
AMA insurance plus member-to-member coverage under one were no committments for participation in FAI. How much
type of insurance, Since space is limited, interested more we may neverknow, but we question the right and the
parties can contact Heber Smith Morris, 115 North St. advisability of spending arly AMA money except postage and
Asaph Street, Alexandria, Virginia for more information. office overhead expenses necessary to co-ordinate the two

programs
HHEXNIMAS BALLOTHHH

Therefore, while we are glad to see more FAI interest
At long last we have a need for an official position and participation planned, we must caution both those who

on all the various indoor rules proposals that are now in would add more events to the FAI program, and those who
the hands of the Contest Board. So now members of NIMAS plan and participate in the present program, that FAI must
can exercise their pencils and express their feelings on be a completely self-supporting program. If this is not a

each of these indoor rules proposals. primary goal of all FAI flyers, we stand a good chance of

fn losing both the FAI program and the domestic program in
: In all cases such as this, a point sometimes overlooked the present forms.

as that a change may not be necessary Just because a rules

proposal has been made. If you feel that this 1s the case If the AMA should fail to set its financial house in
for any or all of these proposals, feel free to reject the order, and cease to exist as an organization, the contact

unnecessary proposal, but at least express an opinion. If with the NAA, and therefore with FAI, will be lost. We
these pass, you will have to fly under them, so don't say will then be in the same state or worse as before AMA was

anything later if you keep quiet now. Put up or shut up! formed, and there will be no FAI program at all.
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How to finance the FAI program is something we have 13. What determines the heigh 3
pondered and worried about for some time, with no real

°
effect does change in wingheight have? Strute? What

ideas coming forth. But this problem must be solved, or 14. What factors control the climb in a low celling?the future of organizied modelling in the U. S. faces a 15. Since drift control seems to be quite important indim future. Contrary to the belief of some people, a Category I flying, your editor plans a summary of al)—spot on a FAI team is only the right to go, and not the info on the subject that he can get. So, what do yomeans to finance the trip. No one has the right to take know about drift control?? Please send along anythinor aapegi me he Suse sets Sonyear” Europe on the basis you have found out about methods to control or combat
’ ’ - contrar a, -

performances of most of our teas. y to pas drift- maybe we all will learn something!

#4#%PAT INDOOR REPORT
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

AUSTRALIA - TASMANIA
Local Elims

a Boyereistead sent along a picture of his B Cabin
model which won the 1950 Aussie Nats with a flighChicago - ree Fh Re ungt aon Surect mel 11 12336 ~ in a 50' ceiling! It sounds as if Boyd would be

ete coticn, ° nda, ey cago 3 ° right at home
Kansas City - April 1. 1962, Kinnick Hall, Olathe N.A.S. alsoe ° sn our Category II sites, and a top flyer

Benard Drummond, 9115 Charlotte, Kansas City, Mo.
Yallas ~ April 7, 1962, S. M. U. Goliseum, Dallas CALIFORNIA - WILMINGTON

Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas Dave Copple reports that the Easy B has made it into
Moffet Field - April 15, 1962, Moffet Hangar the records column - Don Miller was flying an Easy B for

Joe Bilgri, 2563 Locust St., San Jose, California that new Junior B Stick record.
Los Angeles - April 21, 19627? Wilmington Rec. Center

Dave Copple, 823 S. Mariposa, Apt.#1, Los Angeles 5 COLORADO - DENVER
Detroit - Tentative The Martin Model Masters held the first of two planned

Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan indoor contests this season on February 25. Times were
Cleveland : Tentative low, due to unfamiliarity with the 33' site. George Batutik

Owen O'Malley, 3115 Stanfield Dr., Parma34, Ohio reported the times and opined that the next contest would
Lakehurst - Tentative - April 8, 1962 show &® big jump in times. High in HLG was 0:23.2, tops in

|
Richard Miller, P. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York Stick was 5:16.4, and Paper Stick went to 5:56.5.

QuarterFinalElins ENGLAND ~ COVENTRY
,

Arthur Barr wrote last month, relating that repairs on

=. Chicago - April 28, 1962, Madison Street Armory Cardington Balloon Shed, recently completed, should further
Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 6end Pl., Chicago 29, Ill. improve flying conditions there. Indoor interest is not as

' Dallas - April 29, 1962, Livestock Coliseum, Dallas high in England as here, but his club does some low ceilingMoffen Freug wen 218 oo Merton Hasan flying in a 20' x 30' room with a 20' ceiling. Their top
-

’ ’
Joe Bileri, 256% Locust St., San Jose, California

times have gone over 8 minutes with a 60 sq. in. shiplt
Los Angeles - May 19, 19627? Wilmington Rec. Center ENGLAND - MALVERN, WORSC.

Dave Copple, 823 S. Mariposa, Apt.#1, Los Angeles 5 Reg Parham also reported on the Cardington repairs,Detroit - Tentative and was surprised last year that the U. S. team had rated
Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan conditions there better than at Lakehurst. OC. S. (Rushy)—Lakehurst - Tentative - May 6, 1962 Rushbrooke has obtained permission for six indoor meets

=

|
RichardMiller, P. 0. Box 27, New York at Cardington this year, the first on April 14-15, The

|

Semi-Final Elims
British team should really be ready this year!

ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
WESTCOAST yecet 1962, MoffetHangar Californt

The 5th Annual Aeronuts Indoor Contest was a real ball
.

EAST COAST oer tati oe os Bo ose, Valifornia that drew 37 contestants, according to a report from Pete
~ Tentative - dune 3, 19 Sotich. Top time in Paper Stick was 13:05, and high mike

Richard Miller, P. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York time was 18:36.0. Tommy Neumann overshodowed even the
CENTRAL AREA - Tentative Open contestants in HLG, with almost a six second lead at

Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan 1309.4. Charlie Sotich reports that it was breezy in the
For those who plan to fly in the Elims at Moffet Field, Armory, preventing real good times in rubber events.

Joe Bilgri advises that he will have to be notified ten
days in advance so he can furnish a list of names to the KANSAS ~ WICHITA
‘Navy - you won't be able to get on the field, otherwise! Stan Chilton reported that the Cessna club held an

indoor club in a small gym, with paper-covered ROG's and
‘RECORDS? MAYBE) HLG events. Top ROG time was 3:46, top HLG was 0:24.2.

Wichita activity is still limited by lack of a regular
The first order of business this month is to correct site of reasonable dimensions.

our goof of last month in giving celling heights for the
Chicago Armory - the correct listings should bes Armory MISSOURI - KANSAS CITY
lecture room, CATEGORY I 22' ceiling, Armory drill hall, The Kansas City Model Association sponsored one indoor
CATEGORY II 75' ceiling. contest featuring HLG, Easy B, and AMA Stick events. No

times were available, but the site was 60' x 30' with a

February activity seemed to about normal, but either 20' ceiling. A second contest on April 1 will also serve
the birds weren't flying so well or the CD's aren't sending as FAI local elims, and will be held at Olathe N. A. 5.
us the info - here are all we have for February:

NEW YORK ~ NEW YORK
Wilmington Record Trials - January12, 1962 The big news in the big city is that the State Armory,

CATEGORY I - 29' 11" ceiling. 357 Sumner Avenue in Brooklyn has opened up to indoor
Open HLG - 0337.0, Lee Hines flying, thanks to the concerted efforts of many of the

N. Yo. area flyers. The first date is March 6, and we

Wilmington Record Trials - February 9, 1962 believe that they have several more Tuesday evenings from
CATEGORY I - 29'1 i ceiling. then thru June 26 lined up.

~ 6:20 on MillerJunior B Stick » D
TEXAS - DALLAS

Chicago Aeronuts 5th Annual Indoor Contest - Feb. 24, 1962 The second indoor contest this season by the Cliff

CATEGORY II ~- 75' ceiling. model Club was a smashing success - 25 entries by 17 con~

Jr. B Paper Stick - 11:44.5, Jim Skarzynski testants. In spite of good conditions, the top stick
times were below the buildingpotential - 9325 8 wate —B Stick. Coming on March 11 is a Category ecor r

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS in a site whichmight be the best site available ~- 105' x»

This past month there was no time to query another 112' floor space with 24° arched roof.

panel of experts in time for publication. However, the
mail has brought in some more questions for general
comment:

. ¢
.
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THE HAND LAUNCH GLIDER
.

PART FOUR by RICHARD MILLER

a
DESIGN (General

:

Design is a tool, a means to an end. Consequently the covering cannily complex curves. In the case of the all-
veginner, whether his goal is simply sport flying or max- balsa HLG where we are not faced with these problems the
imum duration, will probably be best rewarded by putting zero-taper wing with rounded or elliptical tips remains :

his energies towards the ends of improving his building very popular nonetheless.
skills and practising his launch techniques. Design he
can leave to those with more experience. There are a number of possible explanations for this. |

Laziness is one and another is the ignorance of how to
This would have been less true twenty-five years ago carve such @ wing. Still another is the reluctance of the

|

when just about everybody was a beginner in HIG. The high builder to cut any further into a good piece of HLG wood oe

degree of development that HLG design has reached since |

than he has to. In light of the scarcity of really good
then make it increasingly difficult to add anything of sig- wing stock and the distance it will sometimes go in the
nificance to what now exists. This is not to say either minor wheeling and dealing of the model builder's world :
that those who made the contributions that we have access this is not to be judged enttrely as an act of cowardice.
to today were infallible nor that there isn't a lot of room Nonetheless one excellent wing is worth several just good
for the patient and imaginative designer~innovator to ex- ones and the carving of the elliptical wing is not, as we.
press himself. It 1s to say that it is shortsighted to ig- will see, a1l that difficult.
nore the hard-won conclusions of our forebearers and that
we are better off building on their successes and avoiding Aspect Ratio
at least their unsuccessful experiments. Then too, any
current contributions to design are probably going to have From a theoretical point of view the higher the A/R
to be more sophisticated than earlier ones which means and finer the tips of any wing the higher its potential :
that the amateur can delay his entry into design for a performance will be, In the second of his two articles

;

correspondingly longer time. on HLG in the January and February 1960 FLYING MODELS Stu —

‘ Savage calculates a projected 42% increase in duration by
For those who are less experienced perhaps the best increasing the A/R of a glider from 5 to 10:13; and theor- «

approach at the outset is to shop through the market-place etical L/D figures for some airfoils of infinite A/R go as ©

of available designs ~ in the Year Books, magazines and high asa 140/1 I'm told. a
newsletters - until you find one best suited to those per-~ .

sonal characteristics such as temperment, morphology, body Against this projected superyield of high A/R, this
weight, hand-span and motor reflexes which constitute you, tantalizing invitation to the glider builder in search of

|

the hand launch glider flier. The final choice may be higher times, we must put a few substantial facts. The
large or small, of high or low aspect ratio, have a little first problem that will come to most anybody's mind, par- ..

or a lot of dihedral - and it may take some building around ticularly in the ease of IHG, is the structural one. The =

to find it. But when you find one that rewards you with theoretician will give a thought or two to scale effect.
.

performance and consistency, when one out of the crowd Someone with practical experience in high A/R will wonder ~

speaks to you, stick with it, build it often, get to know about the roll and recovery rates and the person whose
it thoroughly, master it. When you begin to understand experience includes building and flying high A/R IHLG may
pew it 1s suited to you, why it performs well, what its be eager to discuss a largely unspoken problem - already
f rtcomings are - and how you can improve it - you can

— alluded to ~ in longitudinal instability.
.

,

. vfitably begin those experiments and modifications which
we call design. And now to that. The High Hat

The Wing For a point of departure in discussing these problems
let's take a look at, Bob Hatschek's 10:1 A/R Hi Hat men- -

In powered aircraft the wing and power train assume tioned last month. We have a 1:2 ellipse with a base
.

greater or lesser importance in proportion to the power/ chord of 3" and a span of 24", The total area is 56.8 SQe
weight ratio. As the ratio of power to weight increases in. and the airfoil thickness is 3/16". (See MAN for July .-
the wing tends to assume less and less overall importance '59 for more details and plan.)
until at extremely high ratios, as in the case of a rocket,
it is done away with entirely. Contrariwise, as the power Now ig you're skeptical about the ability of a glider —

to weight ratio diminishes the wing assumes ever greater of these proportions to stay together when thrown by some.
importance until, as 18 the case with the non-powered of the best arms around I can't say that I blame yous The
glider, it becomes preeminent. The wing of the HLG then is fact that the wings do stay on is a testimonial to the
unquestionably the most important single component and structural advantages of the elliptical planform, careful
deserves the most careful attention. construction and tapered glue joints - and a practiced ,

launch. It is also due in part to an easily overlooked
From a general design standpoint we can state that the plus factor, the fact that we can use increasingly heavier |.

wing we want for the HLG will have an elliptical planform wood with incteased A/R. This is because the ratio of
of the highest practical aspect ratio coupled with an air- wing volume/wing area decreases as A/R increases. This
foil section combining low drag (to permit maximum height means that a 50 sq. in. wing with an aspect ratio of 531 a
on the launch) and high lift (to insure a low rate of sink will have more wood than a wing of the same area but an -
in the glide). We'll take these factors one by one. A/R of 10:1. If I were a mathematician I'd be happy to °

include a chart showing the relationship of A/R to wing eh
There seem to be very few home truths about wing design wood weight. However the fact that the Hi Hat wing is oa

(or about any kind of design for that matter) but you will frequently made from 7 to 8 lb. stock will provide both we
get few serious or responsible arguements against the aero- an indication of the scale and a point of departure in -

dynamic and structural superiority of the wing with an building.
;

elliptical planform. Structurally its superiority comes ae
from the fact that its greatest cross-section, and there-~ The few extra lbs./cu. ft. are quite significant but *
fore its greatest strength, is at the base chord where the they by no means solve the strength problems definitively.
greatest stresses are encountered; and nearer the tips Wings must be fashioned carefully from first-grade balsa, —
where stresses are smaller, so is the cross-section. Then Joints must be true and it is wise to taper the glue skins x
too, with construction factors equal, higher aspect ratio at the joints in order to assist in absorbing excessive A
can be built into an elliptical planform. It also provides loads. But we do know that a 10:1 A/R glider such as the ©
a bit of sweepback and tends to minimize tip losses, one of Hi Hat will,.even under unlimited ceiling conditions, stay .

the most serious problems related to wing efficiency. together and that this 1s perhaps the least of the problems.f“ally, by having the center of mass of the wing nearer encountered in high A/R HLG. We also know that, despite a .
'

4 center of the aircraft the center of gravity is kept mean chord of slightly more than 2" and a very low gliding =
_iower and inertial forces are reduced. speed, the Hi Hat will (on occasion) fly so extra-ordin- <<

arily that we needn't break our heads over the scale -The main case against the elliptical planform, of effect business. It may, of course, complicate other *
course, is the difficulty encountered in construction. As problems we have, but by itself it doesn't seem to be a af
a rule all sorts of odd sizes of ribs must be tapered and hazard. .

curved along geometric lines and you finally run up against (To be continued next month.)
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|

HHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* Quarter Final Elims -
The month of March blew in (very hard in Texas) and Chicago ~ April 28, 1962, Madison Street Armory

.left NIMAS with twelve new members for a total of seventy- Pete Sotich, 385 | W. 62nd Place, Chicago 29, Ill. ©six members as of April 1, 1962. We welcome these new Dallas - April 29, 1092, Livestock Coliseum, Dallasmembers ? Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas
Moffet Field - May 6, 1962, Moffet Hangar o

BOB CHAMPINE, 25 Beechwood Dr., Yorktown, Va. Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. “
ROBERT HARRISON, 1721 Tehoma, Oxnard, California Detroit ~- May 6, 1962, State Fair Coliseum, Detroit
BILL HAUGHT, 1811 Hanford Rd., Baltimore 6, Md. Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan
WILLIAM G. HULBERT, 174 Castle Blvd., Akron 13, Ohio Los Angeles ~ May 19, 1962, Wilmington Rec. Center z

PAT McDONALD, 3539 "B" Street, Oxnard, California Andrew Faykum, 9410 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif.
JIM McGEE, Clinton, Ohio Lakehurst + May 6, 1962, Lakehurst NAS, Hangar #6
DREW MORRIS, 25 Nassau Ave., Plainview, New York Richard Miller, P. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York oe
MARVIN MOSS, 25 Union Ave., Maplewood, New JerseyHAROLD REDNER, 19 Stephen St., Hazlett, New Jersey
FRED WEITZEL, 1314 Warburton Ave., Yonkers 2, New York Semi-Final Elins
LAWRENCE WELLMAN, 8 Park Street, Groveland, Mass. WEST COAST = June 3 ;

- 1962, Moffet Hangar 7CHARLES YUSTER, 60 Woodland Ave., Great Kills, S.I.8, N.Y. senrace Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dre,Sante Clara, Calif.
AREA ~ Tentative ~ June 2-3, 1962eturn of NIMAS ballots has been a little slow ’

.

with less than half the ballots presently in hand and
, Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan

counted. Perhaps it is in order to point out that there eet eschena” tice pe ~ June 3, 1962
is still a good chance that NIMAS will eventually have a chard Miller, P. 0. Box 27, New York 23, New York Pe

more important role in rules revision than we now enjoy
but that a lack of response from our members can only

, For those who plan to fly in the Elims at Moffet
hurt our chances to assume & more responsible role if and Field, Joe Bilgri advises that he will have to be notified
when the opportunity arises. ten days in advance so he can furnisha list to the Navy, :

you won't be able to get on the field, otherwise!
os

The reasonably unique make-up of NIMAS cortatmy is wo

our most important qualification to assume the pos on
.

of advising the Contest Board on indoor,rules changes, FAT_IndoorResults
that should be perm éone oor oer ievortect wale in ba future. i theory This issue was delayed long enough to publish results

*r group represents the sport of indoor modelling to a
from local elimination contests in Chicago, Kansas City,

ery large degree, and NIMAS members hold at least 25% and Dallas; the May issue will contain the rest of the =.
of the existing indoor records. If our present rate of local elimination results and the results of the Chicago
growth holds, we will in fact be truly representative of and Dallas Quarter~Final elims. ~
our hobby - so we should follow through, demonstrating
our interest and potential strength by making a 100% CHICAGO = March 31, 1962, 14 entries and 7 qualifiers.
return of the ballots. Don Kintzele - 22:59.0 Bob DeBatty - 21:07.2

Tommy Neumann ~ 22:45.7 Vie Hotz - 20:03.2
Walter Mumper ~ 22:09.0 Charles Sotich - 20:03.0An interesting sidelight of the balloting was the

7

large number of comments and suggestions also set et Art Christensen - 21:21.6
.

by the voters. A summary of these comments wi be inthe May issue, some of these will probably stimulate a see tee Erbaen $2 1962, 1 entry, 1 qualifier.
lot of discussion of our present rules system. alter Erbach - 6:25.

The general trend of the balloting has been to approve DALLAS paprit 7, 1962, 8 entries, 4 qualifiers
.

of three-flight scoring for IHLG and the addition of FAI
| Tim Gian Ordels ones, er - 193026

as a new category; and disapproval of the Cliff Model Club Wee rry Murphy - 5:13.
.

IHLG proposal, the Skyscraper's IHLG proposal, ine ,oolid DETROIT - April 8, 1962, 10 entries, 5 qualifiers; times
-stick" proposal and unlimited Class D area. Still “on

tots were not available on short notice, but will be
the fence" so to speak, is the vote between the Wilmington printed next issue.
IHLG proposal and Hatschek's alternate proposal, Some Phil Klintworth Ed Stoll
voters complicated the issue here by voting for both these Paul Crowley Jim Baget
proposals, very likely there would have a ctear-cut count Dick Kowalski

her if this had not happened. ~for one or the other
ANOTHER EDITORIAL

Only a few comments have been received so far on the
ee

decal design as presented last month, but no adverse com- The response to our editorial of last month which
ments came up. This would tend to indicate a general took a strong stand for a completely self-financed FAI
approval of the design, but maybe some are waiting on the program was low, but the letters we received were very
other design before making any comments. well thought out, regardless of which side of the fence

they came from.
Just before press time, Joe Bilgri has advised us of Unfortunately there is not enough space to quote any

his new address; 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. of these comments verbatim, and we would hesitate to use

any part of such a letter, for fear of unfairly present-
HH OR REPORTH###* ng a statement out of context.Bee AMA headquarters furnished the best argument we've

Local Elims seen for such a stand, in the form of the 1962 Rule Book.
Re me te referto pages 50 thru 53, “BY-LAWS: ACADEMY OF MODEL

- April 1 1962, Moffet Hangar . 8 section, a welcome-but-long-overdueagrit eeileri, 1255 bdckriela Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. addition to the Rule Book, outlines just what the AMA can

jos Angeles - April 21, 1962, Wilmington Rec. Center and cannot do; and then outlines how these things shall
Andrew Faykum, 9410 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif. be done.

Cleveland - April 29, 1962, Central Armory, Cleveland Other pages that should be of extreme interest to all
Chuck Tracy, c/o CLEVELAND PRESS, Cleveland 14, Ohio who would be an active member of AMA, and an effective

Lakehurst - April 8, 1962 Lakehurst NAS, Hangar #6 vork temberof AMA, arepages 42 and 19. In a manner of speak-
e O. Box 27, New York 23 ew Yor ng ese pages shoul. e of more importance to all mem-Richard Miller, F , , pers than the section on the rules.

.
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A careful study of this information would have saved and adds rigidity. When a surface gives out under power,
hundreds of hours of mis-directed energy that could have a wing tip especially, drag goes way up.
accomplished wonders in the proper channels, if the mat-
erlal had been available and heeded. Heretofore, groups 2. Make sure all surfaces areflat, and will stay that
of disgruntled AMA members have charged off in all sorts Waye

:

of campaigns to accomplish some desired end, only to come oe
head-on with proper procedure requirements. Quite often, 3. Build props that flare out during the power burst.
the desired end is achieved through proper channels, or Keep the pitch to diameter ratio over 1.631 and as ment~
is demonstrated to be an undesirable event and the "why" loned, allow props to flare out. Low pitch means a
explained, but only after the delay caused by wrong pro- rocket climb.
cedures has occurred.

In short, the democratic machine which is our AMA 4, Keep the flight circle tight - even to the point of
may seem slow to act sometimes - but this is a valuable torqueing in. This will keep climb down in the burst.
safeguard to our interests in the long run.

5 Build in extra area on the torque side of the wing
as this will reduce torque effect without increasing the

RECORDS?MAYBE! drag as much as extreme wash-in on the torque side of the
win

Garland Aeromodelers Record Trials - March 11, 1962 Se
CATEGORYI - 26' 4" ceiling. (Garland, Texas) 6, Use wash-in on the torque side of the wing, startingSenior B Paper Stick - 6:43, Richy Earle with 3/32",
Junior Autogyro - 0:13.2, Kent Britain

° using a na
Chicago Aeronuts 5th Annual Indoor Contest - Feb. 24, 1962 teu wees 6 motor stick that will bow slightly under

CATEGORY II 75' Ceiling
Junior B Paper Stick - 11:44.5, Jim Skarzynski 8. Try a C.G. location at 50% of wing chord. Model will

Chicago Area FAI Indoor Eliminations ~ March 31, 1962
hit the ceiling, stall down, and go up again.

CATEGORYI = 22' Ceiling 9. Try coasting on the ceiling if it is not obstructed.
Junior B Cabin - 5:08.4, Jim Skarzynski A C.G. location at 40-45% of the wing chord will giveSenior C Stick - 9:26.2. Dennis Kargol instant recovery.
Senior D Stick - 14:36.1, Tommy Neumann

10. Try a stab with a flexible leading edge, and stiff
CATEGORYII - 75' Ceiling trailing edge. Model will climb slowly under full power,Junior B Stick - 8:39.08, Jim Skarzynski and instantly pull out of a stall when the flex is justJunior B Cabin =- 7:15.0, Jim Skarzynski right, regardless of C.G. location.
Junior Autogyro - OFT Jim Skarzynski ;

Junior Helicopter - 3:44.0, m Skarzyns
- ee

Senior O Stick - 14:38.2, Dennis Kargol
11. Build one model and lots of props.

Senior D Stick 2 2210530) Tommy Neumann 12, Start winding the motor while walking out. Add about
CnAOP Hell COpLey. — g 40% of the total turns this way for higher ratio of cruise

Dallas Ares FAI Indoor limine tions . April 74,1962, turns to descent turns. (Higher average torque)
CA RY Ir - 55' 9" Ceiling (S. M. U. Coliseum All of these tiy—-aeeneay vanead . ps have their difficulties. One couldOpen Ornithopter ~ 1158.4, Jerry Murphy

go on and on with each technique. Some of these tech- |
‘

. niques, used in combinations with others, would resultnewLn wont ve received information from AMA Hq. on a
in models very tricky to fly. But, we are faced with ay-confirmed record:

CATEGORY I problem that requires much practice, and time devoted to
Senior Helicopter - 2:06.7, Robert Michelson. experimentation.

We have no info on where Robert hails from, but the THESTATEOFTHEART
record was set on December 30, 1961, which makes it likely In this colum, like "RECORDS? MAYBE!", we will have
that the flight was made in Seattle, Washington at the to lean very heavily upon those who have set records and
same site used by Phil Hainer for his 14:23.1 B Stick are willing to share the information with us. So, this
record (see plans page, and THE STATE OF THE ART). column will last only so long as the information comes

'
in - or it may appear on an irregular schedule as material

As far as we've heard, Tommy Neumann's winning HLG is available.
flight at the 5th Annual Chicago Aeronuts Indoor Contest
would be a new record, "if" it weren't for the fact that There have been many people who have indicated strong
a mike HLG holds that record at 1:28.0. This flight was interest in what should be flown in low ceiling sites -
1:09.4, a very impressive flight for that site. so we have almost two extremes in the two schools of

thought represented below. We neither champion one way
In future letters, we would appreciate an indication of flying over the other, nor express approval of either,

from our readers whether they would like to see this col-
we are merely reporting on these two schools of thought.

umn continued - usually the readers indicate a like or
dislike for various features, but this one has drawn a Each flyer has taken his own site, building time, and
blank. If there is interest, we will have to have more other factors into consideration; and each has advanced
info from those who set the records - don't expect your the state of the art by establishing a new record for the
CD to do it - he has lots to do already! class he was flying.

QUESTIONSANDANEWERS Jim Kagawa is a senior aeronautical engineer for North
' American in Los Angeles, and a member of Wilmington Mode

Although the following remarks by Lew Gitlow weren't
Airplane Club. Jig holds two Category I records, accord-specifically in answer to question 14, many of these
ing to the info we have; B Paper Stick - 11:35, and ¢

comments fit in very well with that theme. Lew writes:
Stick - 14:09. Both records were set at the Wilmington
Recreation Hall, which is made available by the Los Angeles

"Regarding low ceiling flying, I think the question Recreation Department and has a 29' 11" ceiling. Speaking
very simply is this, | How can I get the highest times of his Paper Stick (plans on page five), Jim says:under a low ceiling?"

"

"You asked for details on my paper stick model, but
The main thing to keep in mind is that the weight of the design is so simple that I would hesitate to have it

rubber used should be quite high relative to model weight. circulated. I nearly got laughed off the floor when I
By using nothing under a 1:1 ratio of model to rubber first appeared with it in November of 1960. The wing and
weight, we can use the flat portion of the torque curve stab looked like an enlarged version of Sotich's "Dinky |—for a long cruise. However, it becomes a problem to Dip" and the prop was a single spar type with square tips”

—

harness this energy for CRUISE, rather than CLIMB. Here Still, it was doing better than 10 minutes with surpris-
are a number of approaches to the problem: ing regularity and was once clocked at 11:20. I later

added some circular tips to the wing and stab and tried a
1. Build rigid models. Light weight models under low

two-spar prop. It was with this configuration (94 sqe ine
ceilings gain little in the long run and will be demol-

wing and 30% stab.) that I was able to squeeze an extra
ished. Well thought out bracing costs little in weight, minute out of ite
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His FAI ship-is somewhat heavier than the average, and
"T puilt this model to see what a simple design would he has sometimes had trouble matching his motor to the

do in Category I paper stick, and for low ceiling flying varying weather conditions in the Armory. After some
I am convinced that elliptical and other "nice to look at" better-than-usual flights someone asked Tommy what his
wing planforms are not necessary. Also, a rigid, fairly power was ~ he replied "One loop of .080 and two strands

preavy model with adequate power will turn in consistently of golf bali!" =

ter times than a very light model that is tossed around
the turbulent air of a Category I building. I ama In a more serious vein ~ this visit inspired a search :

firm believer in plenty of power in low ceiling flying, for data on the Aeronuts and other similar clubs. Unless
you just have to provide lots of thrust to enable the we have overlooked something, the Aeronuts presently hold
model to recover from collisions with ceiling and wall as many indoor records, both Category I & II, as any other
obstructions. A small turning radius is desirable. My Single club. The Madison Street Armory, with a lecture ~

paper stick has a turning radius of about 6 to 74 feet -
.
room in Category I and the drill hall in Category II, is

,

have you ever flown in a telephone booth?! a real boon for this club, and they make full use of it.

"What I have written may appear contrary to commonly
We inspected the lecture room, site of Charlie's 15:20 a

accepted ideas about building and flying indoor models,
Class D flight, and feel that this is a significant mile-
stone in indoor flying. Only 22 feet of ceiling, andbut I think that this is the easiest approach when it part of that is taken b te b

comes to getting the most out of a Category I model, and up by concrete beams which extend
:

into the flight area. We hope to give a report on this :for the present it 1s good enough for me. Later perhaps, model and flight soon, a 4
when necessary, I will try some other approach." & con, @8 space permits.

Phil Hainer designer of the "Bumper", the other one .

.

of our feature models this month, works for Boeing in the NEWSFROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
model shop of the Seattle plant. His approach to low~ &
ceiling indoor flying represents almost an opposite to CANADA ~ TORONTO
Jim Kagawa's technique - the ultra-light model. If we From John Easton's AIRFOIL, we note that a little “

examine the plans of "Bumper", we note a weight of .0257 indoor activity happens occasionally, and we understand
OZe, it rubber weight of son’ oz. The record flight, that an attempt will be made to paricipate in the FAI :

in ¢ é 28 preps lasted 14:23.1 on 1300 turns spinning Indoor World Championships this year. a
. 4

As a further definition of his low-ceiling philosophy COLORADO - DENVER ~

Phil says; "I'll give you what I think are good basic
,

The Martin Model Masters held their last scheduled
proportions for low ooetoe ships: indoor contest in March. Times increased about 15% over .

ting aspect patio- {6 1 the first contest, which 1s the usual trend as groups _
Stap pan = 10F 58 on ning span begin to get used to a site and "in the groove",
Tail moment - from 3 to 3% times wing chord goingforawhile. if this havpens, th}s eroupshould -

(measured from maxe Wing thickness to max. stab. set some records soon - they have a 334§* ceiling!
Prop diameter - from 50 to 55% of wing span with a 3
uaa

P/D ratioof 231 ILLINOIS - CHICAGO 8 “

er area - 8% Charlie Sotich 4
om

The motor weight should about equal the airframe Armory sessions havebeen gettingso ecnwaes that tee -

f ‘ght. These are things that come to mind and may not
|

plan to appeal to FAA for some type of traffic control! .
ee with anyone else's thinking, but they work for me. At one time we heard that the Aeronuts may get another

armor c

Jim and Phil expressed, almost word-for-word, a basic the sadison StreetArmoryaftertheApril 26 foeodonIf .
philosophy for low ceiling flyers - "In Category I, you they get another site, the Aeromts will definitely be =
just have to keep trying! the club to beat at the Nats this summer!

REPORT ON CHICAGO INDIANA - KOKOMO : |
Chuck Borneman continues in his efforts to get ind

|

In February your editor and Jim Clem were privileged Bev “ncoor

to attend an indoor session at the Madison Street Armory - fermly under a4 2 Indiana, and 1s holding the only reg- |
stomping grounds of the Chicago Aeronuts. Thanks to their 7 attonda 2 ndoor activity in that area. This results |
excellent hospitality, we had a real ball. The Aeronuts Bu x Mthete oe all over the state for their meets at |
even furnished us with models to fly - Charlie Sotich unker r Force Base. , |
loaned us an unbraced paper stick model to fly, and Guy you ror ay ne ean at1401West Taylon, enet activity 7
Negri gave a glid .

OXOMO, ANd. |eri gave us a glider to fly as long as the arm lasted Drop him a line - he has a real live-wire group! - |
It turned out that the glider was a test - sort of

All the real "arms" had flown this particular glider,
° MISSOURI ~ KANSAS O1TY .

ne
including Richard Miller who had passed through the week ow that Dick Black has moved from the Kansas City oy
before. Your editor had long realized that IHLG was a

area, SLIPSTREAM has been taken over by the Kansas City
'

|
real art, but he found a new appreciation for that art Modelers Association and is edited by Bill Wright. Bill's |
etter lacking about ten seconds in trying to equal times olube on theaves by a staff of associate editors from |
urned by that glider when flown by Miller and Tommy Indoor activity in the Kansas City area seems to kee

-

Neumann. P
,growing steadily under the combined efforts of Jim Dunkin, }

During the day we witnessed Tommy's fabulous arm-and
Tem Johnson, and Bernie Drummond. ,

Sweepette combo - including two flights of 1:04 and one |
of 1:06. As we were loading up the cars to leave, Tommy NEW YORK - NEW YORK |
topped himself and got 1:08. Tommy will be one of the Richard Millers last report on the armory was that 7

guys to watch at the Nats this year. the sessions have been a little shy of rubber flyers, but
.

the glider flyers were hard at it. The ceiling was meas-
Our own specialty is rubber - so we spent most of the ured at 75' 6", placing the altitude in the same range as ,

time with the rubber flyers. The Aeronuts, like all live- the Madison Street Armory in Chicago - maybe we'll have (wire clubs, usually have a bit of good-natured banter mail contests between these two clubs sometime?? Contact |
going. The high-light of the day was the by-play between Richard at P. 0. Box 27, New York 23 for dates of flying
George Flemming and Charlie Sotich. It seems that George sessions in the armory.
didn't have another motor and borrowed one from Charlie - Note to Junior flyers in the New York area ~ Walter
then topped him with it! Charlie, usually high man for Schroder, Editor of M.A.N has put up a trophy toward 2
fo day, could get only 14:20, and then George put up a an Easy B event for the Armory Ste waht » Y and *t
' ght over 16 minutes. Somehow, the word got around your feet wet ~- boys, this is a lot of fun! » be |
vnat the borrowed motor was one that Charlie had discarded , |
Pane tehee eea emere eure All in fun, and really OHIO = CLINTON

;
.

iTwo letters in rapid succession from Jim MeGee tell
Tommy Neumann is also a rubber flyer - one of the of a club sponsored by Goodyear that includes indoor act-

few Aeronuts who fly all day long at the Armory sessions, ivity in the planning, and of a flying session in the

|

Goodyear Auditorium. This site has floor area equal to



wo. ”

about six basketball courts and a measured girder height wash-out in the outer panels) I was getting close to home,
of 33' 6", but he didn't say how much further it is to But the matter was even simpler than that: all that was
the roof. So it 1s either high Category I or low Category necessary was to carve the desired amount of washout into
II - but they can use more flyers each session in either the wing blank before shaping the airfoil! At this point
‘ease. Contact Jim at Clinton, Ohio for more details and the solution seemed so plastically simple that I could
get into the swim. have kicked myself twice around hangar #6, Lakehurst NAS, -—~

in chagrined retrospect for struggling so long with some~ .

VIRGINIA - YORKTOWN thing so obvious.
The Newport News Armory has been the site of several

indoor sessions, and Bob Champine reports that interest As far as washed-out tips go then (even to the extremes
in indoor flying is growing slowly but steadily. As with of 3-5°) I would like to follow some tentative observat-
most groups just starting low celling flying, the times ions with some very optimistic, but not necessarily
were a little low, but are expected to pick up with more accurate assumptions:
"stick time’, Anyone in the Yorktown area can contact
Bob at 25 Beechwood Drive, Yorktown, Va. for dates and 1. From the standpoint of glide performance alone, washed-
times of more flying sessions, out tips seem definitely desirable on medium to high A/R

HREKECREDITSHHH gliders and are probably benefificial, in lesser amounts,
on low A/R machines;

In the last-minute rush to finish the March issue
and cram the most pertinent information into the two 2. At higher speeds excessive washout will ung
pages remaining after the plans, glider article, and cause drag and prove a structural liability. (Certain

ballot, we cut out mention of the fact that Hardy Brod- sailplanes incorporating washed-out tips seem to have a

erson handled the decal art work. Also, Hardy was too definite performance advantage in thermal flight but are
modest to sign the plans ~ so, we are indeed inbebted to slowed down on cross-country hops between thermals due to

Hardy for all his efforts in the last issue! toeheout ye deflection of the wing tips - caused by the
~ o)3

THE HANDLAUNCSGLIDER 3. When a HLG with a 0° wash wing is thrown at launch
PART FIVE by RICHARD MILLER speeds there is a tendency, due to the lifting action of

_

the section, for the wings to fold up and back. A wing
DESIGN (cont.) with excessive wash-out would tend to fold down and back;

4, There is a point (and this 1s where the optimismHighAspectRatioProviems begins) between these two tendencies, say 2-3° of wash-
In continuing our considerations of the problems en- out, where the downandback shear will somewhat neutral-

countered with high A/R gliders we'll go kind of lightly ize the BB Ang aGk break load, yet create no special
over the height and roll out problems with the observat~ problems 0 8 own;

a R eseunot ba'tusown to thea1titune Siectblecite a Sow a/R 5 (Most optimistic of all) At some happy point the wash-
out will tend to reduce stress loads and drag losses in

glider of similar area and that more careful adjustment th 4 dur the 1 h and b in additi highl
will usually be necessary to assure a decent transition. vavantae ur te the tide fit atof th 3 hing ghly
However the greater duration yield of the higher A/R vantageous to whe giideritiigny o © machine.

machsne shows more than make up for any small losses in
It seems likely that wash-out is going to have a def-

e transition. inite relationship to A/R; they will increase numerically
together. On the other hand wash-out, due to the down —s

the nea trom Te eeeoe tee Peta eNewsaehasbeen and back break load would seem to have a definite limit,
implied, when one of the good Hi-Hats settles down to perhaps 5°, perhaps more. Finally then, incorporating

2 wash-out in proportion to A/R would force an upper limitglide it is inspiring. The tail sits low, speed slackens
A/R th a t Bet

off, the wings rock with the slightest bit of air move~
on » 88y on the order of 7 or O31.

ment and the rate of sink drops to a point usually assoc~
4ated with ultra-light, highly undercambered low-ceiling So much for theory. Does it work? My first exper-
IHLG. Unfortunately this is the sort of once-in~a-while fence with a 7:1 A/R glider which was hopeless (tip stall)
phenomenon that has made the Hi-Hat essentially a one-man last year indicate that 2° degrees of wash-out carved
machine. into the tips has done the trick - although one glider

doesn't make a season. It is also worth noting that just
When the Hi-Hat doesn't make the grade (aghrrr!) it about the most successful design around these days, the

will dive ever so slightly in the glide; the increased Sweepette, employs varying amounts of tip wash-out in
velocity is immediately apparent to the practised eye. different versions. It has also been my observation that,
This curious shallow dive may last for as long as 15 or perhaps due to the unique planform, the Sweepette tends
20 seconds before, quite suddenly, there 1s an abrupt to acquire wash-out even when it isn't carved or sanded
stall followed by a quick drop of the inside wing tip. in. This could account in some measure for its remark-
This will be followed by another extended period of dive able successes.

and another abrupt stall. The addition of a shade of
.

weight will result in an unrelieved dive -~ and a very And this brings us, as neatly as anything could, to
short flight - while the removal of any clay, no matter wing planforms other than the elliptical and to sweepback.
how little, will simply cause the stall to appear sooner. The big pitch we made earlier should definitely be temp-

ered by mention of the parabola (a sort of fat ellipse),
Experiments - and a Solution the reversed ellipse ("Hey mister, your wing's on back~

wards!") and sweepback. They all have been used many
When I built ny first Hi~-Hats, naively expecting the times of course.

exquisite performance I'd seen from Hatschek's machines,
I got what I've described above - and miserable duration. The stabilizing effects of sweepback, and the fact

!I tried everything I could think of to remedy the quirk. that it can permit a reduction in dihedral, have long ;

I used larger and smaller stabs, lifting and symmetrical been noted. Whether, or in what part, this contributes
sections, larger rudders, more dihedral, turbulators, and to the success of the Sweepette it would be nice to know.
toe-out at the polyhedral breaks - plus frantic letters That the glider is successful is beyond arguement. Most
to Goldberg, Blanchard, and Ritz. people who have tried it, according to Lee Hines, the

designer, have seen their indoor times go up about 10%.
Finally, after more months of experimentation, con- A quick look around seems to substantiate this. Ron

versation and correspondence than I'd care to admit, the Wittman won the Nats (1:14.5) with one; Otto Heithecker,
probable cause became blindingly obvious to me, The Hi- using a modification, established the current Category
Hat has three features which induce tip stall: high A/R, II Open record (1:15.0) and Jim Baggi used Otto's version

taper, and generous polyhedral. Combined » they reenforce to take Jr. IHLG at the Nats (1:07.2). Tommy Neumann of
one another. Add to that the low Reynold'’s number and the Chicago has done an incredible 1:09.4 under the 75! _
seale effect of a 1%" tip chord and is it any wonder that ceiling in the Madison Street Armory. Lee himself has
there was an instability problem? done 0337.0 with a low-ceiling version under a 29' 11"

ceiling, 0:51.8 under 45' and 1:16.2 at Moffet recently.
When I had gotten, toward the end of my experiments, Times like these can leave little doubt as to the quality

to the point of toeing-out the polyhedral joints (to get of the design.
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” BUD TENNY Voice of NIM.A.S. MAY 1962

####ATIONAL INDOOR atta eneeee |
OR MODEL AIRPLANE So¢iemees .Lhmr,rrr—”——.C—C—C—“EREREEETCCsscsthh el CC—=.rt—“‘(Csi '

NIMAS membership increased by seven during the month oo ye bb. BoB Bo fs -_- §4 |EA ££ BE FB Hr el C.m!hUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUhU |
of April, for a total of eighty-three. The names and — Mr Fbten si zt Ge ,
addresses of the six regular members and one honorary ooENEEAN 2: eee i, |
member who Joined last month are:

: | EARTH W 1fe. oo :

fA TT treewdhlUllmUmmlha 3 ee lee ae. fee ee. —2 2. '

DAVE BALES, 1511 Hollywood Way, Apt. 0, Burbank, coir, | | ¢ @WAHYRf Yh re
AL CARLSON, 10129 Brockbank Dr., Dallas 29, Texas ee ;

JACK DANIELS, Box 451, Oak Lawn, Illinois INOBO ,
FRED PEARCE, Dynamics Branch, NASA, MSC, Rich Bldg., ee NetCe dlrlwrrrtr~—~”~—“ UC |

Telephone Rd., Houston, Texas
. NZ i |

JIM SKARZYNSKI, 3800 N. Odell Avenue, Chicago 34, Ill.  ————— lL |
RON WITTMAN, 200 West First St., San Angelo, Texas OWACINGOG TESDEL AIRPLANE 20 oe

| NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY |
DEVON SUTCLIFFE, 21 Burwood Rd., Matamata, Waikato, OND INNOOR ove AERne Octa |

New Zealand 8 A oo
Stre eet fo
Ce ae

A final tally of the NIMAS Ballots that have been
:

See eee ee ee es

returned showed a total of thirty-four ballots cast from eee

2

about eighty possible. This is just over 40% returns, co Cota eensSeeae ns
and just a Little disappointing. Only time will tell just _ on ae _— |

ow important the results to follow really are, but NIMAS Hm Le rl
. LO. } s ’ reLF . |

| could only gain from having had a larger returns Leos Co ., i

I. Wilmington-Detroit-Chicago PROPOSAL A (IHLG design) PONATIONALTNDINA NUL EEOINELANEULIELYoo |

18 for, 15 against, 1 no vote FeSiein™»™=

II. Wilmington-Detroit-Chicago PROPOSAL B (IHLG scoring) 40 Lee el -

III. Wilmington-Detroit-Chicago PROPOSAL © (FAI Indoor) We24 |

IV. Cliff Model Club IHLG Proposal ee ay ee “Sf

a Skyscraper's IHLG Proposal Co LRGNA ee os
"| 4 for, 29, against, 1 no vote SS Le.NINN, GeSSCe )

+e Hatschek's Alternate IHLG Proposal a ee |

11 for, 14 against, 9 no vote. | — - #2 «A
:

wl
VII. Solid Stick Proposal _

Se,ae -
gate ergeeeeainst; || no vote Re ee ee

e n mitea D 8tick
Pee ESESN SoSH SESELL EOOOLE IOI LEO TSAERO en EL Oe we we

6 for, 23 against, 5 no vote
-

, The first decal suggestion was made by Fred Weitzel,
About the time the ballot was issued, developments on

with the art work by Hardy Broderson. The background is

the various IHLG proposals were moving far too fast for light blue, the HL¢ and mike ship (we hope they show up)

"even the short deadline of INDOOR NEWS to keep up with, are white, the border and lettering are black. :
with the result that only the very earliest ballot returns 3
had any chance to affect th t

y The last suggestion comes from Ron Wittman, who also
y 2) ec e outcome. At last word, Bob :

Hatechek indicated that the Contest Board had given suft-
414, the art work. The coloring is mostly pastel shaeess |

detent support to his proposal for it to enter study, at
with light blue front on the letters and pale red shadow.

the same time he requested comment on another alternate Ron also submitted about a dozen variationsonthis theme_ vl
proposal that defined the flight of IHLG, specifically,

to show adaptation to patches, FAI Indoor team emblems, ~ |

thatthe glider would gain the najor portion of ite flight and other uses. |
a ude from the launch. This would probably be effec
in ruling out long thermal flights of inike! gliders oe In order to make it possible to have the decals by :
negating flights which gained significant altitude from Nats time, each NIMAS member should drop a card to INAV |
saoring. Since the above mentioned bulletin, there has indicatinghis choice not later than May 25. Even sooner

been no further word on the status of any rules proposals. woees coming tf 8 ep eifenthon Tou have no

To comment briefly on the ballot questions other than
.

those on IHLG, we can note the following:
Rules Sugsestions |

II. This vote shows a majority of NIMAS members favor
Along with the ballots the members sent rules commente

a three-flight total for scoring IHLG, which should be
and suggestions. Most of them dealt with items on the '

a strong factor for the Contest Board to consider ballots but some were new concepts of rules sent in for |
° comment.

III. An overwhelming majority for adding the FAI Indoor To consider the rule book as a whol hi 1 |
model to existing categories of indoor models. We believe ‘voverned 8 &

whole, we have a -arge

that both II and III are in the study period; they should
number of events governed by complex rules. In our humble

7

pass in time for the 1963 Rule Book.
’ y opinion, when3er of our rule book attains the beautiful|

simplicity exhibited by the rules for FAI Indoor Rubber,
it u

So

VII. This vote should result in
we will have "arrived". Every time an attempt is made to ;

Solid Stick proposal, which £ an Tine eeeetteep ee the legislate the structural constitution of a model, such as

our own viewpoint.
’ the Solid Stick proposal, or the precise design consider- |

wr , ations, a8io Ten rete the result is & comp?icated |
4

-

tI. Since VIII was sort of an opint
rule. uch a rule will have enough loopholes so as to

on pol |
af NIMAS should originate such a oeenosal) unlimitedwine. prevent efficient administration except by the group that

,

area for Class D obviously 1s considered undesirable. conceived the rules, or it will require a legal education

to interpret the meaning.
Final Decal Sketches In other words, that which has been conceivedby the |

mind of man can be circumvented by the mind of man - all

1
In addition to the decal sketch published in the March 4t takes is a little time and effort. It is unfortunate }

ssue, we have these two other suggestions: _
that our society contains those few who make & game or a ,

- —s«dMAffe philosophy of circumventing the rules.

enticement eneerseramnnsnwnn noe REE PE EASPORTSTPCT nnineeennneeentnieteeneitentiasntetenennetnnerapetnpeniintinnnstnninmstnntaneennenenennint
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All of which was a windy introduction to the following .

. "The Easy I"
two suggestion that would simplify our rules - maybe there by Ron Wittman
are other ideas to do the same??? Hardy Broderson suggests:

1 1Explore the approach that in each category of ceiling The "Easy Iv was designed primarily to create more

heights the modeler be allowed complete design freedom interest in Low Ceiling glider flying. The idea was to ~~

for the best time under that ceiling in "mike" and paper ~ have a glider that was easily built and still have high
both cabin and stick." And Bob Champine says, "I would performance. The "Easy I" takes but a couple of hours to
greatly prefer to see all rules changed to drop the wing build but trims out easily.
area rules and substitute wing span requirements which are
much easier to process." Monthly contests for the "Easy I" along with the "Easy

B" rubber powered model should make for fun-filled indoor
If either of the above rules suggestions tickles your sessions.

fancy or arouses your ire, let your feelings be known. Or Construction
if you have a rules suggestion, send it in. Now is the
time to start on rules for 1964 ~ if we make good changes. First, the selection of wood is of great importance.
At the same time, let's avoid rules changes for the sake Choose the wood carefully, keeping in mind that you want
of changing something - the ballot poll also brought many a glider that is light and will reach the ceiling without
comments that indicated both a satisfaction with the time preaking under the force of the launch. Also it should
honored events we now have, and the rules for them. not be able to go over that heteht very en eee on the

an all-out effort in e launch.
*eWEFAL INDOOR RELORDNWS* right glider for that ceiling.

Quarter Final Elims Fuselage

Moffet Field - May6, 1962, Moffet Hangar The fuselage can be made from strong, light 1/16" or

Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 3/32" sheet. Draw the outline shown on the plans includ-
Detroit - May 6, 1962, State Fair Coliseum, Detroit inoluding the undercamber curve right on the wood. Cut it

Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan out and sand it smooth.
Los Angeles - May 19, 1962, Wilmington Rec. Center TailSurfaces

Andrew Faykum, 9410 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Lakehurst - May 6, 1962, Lakehurst NAS 1/32"sheet. andrudder aremade irom Light quartergrainedRichard Miller, P.O. Box 27, New York 23, New York sheet. vw € stab out and draw the center iine on

, 7 3
the top. Sand the leading and trailing edges as thin as

1-Final ELL possible without causing warpage or danger of breakage
. SemiaFingt £.ims leaving the center portion at 1/32" thickness. uals a cut
WEST COAST ~ June 3, 1962, Moffet Hangar along the center line of the stab approximately 3 of the

Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. thickness deep all the way across the stab. Cement in the

CENTRAL AREA June 2-3, 1962, State Fair Coliseum, Detroit anhedral shown and let dry. Cut the rudder to the shape
Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan shown and sand it thin like the stab. Cement the rudder

EAST COAST - June 3, 1962 - Tentative to the fuselage first, then the stab.

Richard Miller, P.O. Box 27, New York 23, New York Wing

FAI Indoor Results The wing should be made from 1/16" sheet balsa, quarter
a grained and as light as possible. Mark off 16" ona 4"

cee Local Elims
a

widepieceofwood, then mark off the center lineof th”
~

~ oe wing. Cut the sheet to the wing outline shown and sand
DETROIT - April 8, 1962, 10 entries, 5 qualifiers an airfoil section with the high point at 30%. After the

_

Paul Crowley - 23:0 Ed Stoll - 21:09 airfoil has been sanded in, cut the wing in half. Cement
* Dick Kowalski - 22:05 Jim Baggi - 19:30 4t to the fuselage, adding the dihedral as shown.
Phil Klintworth - 21:55 Finish

LOS ane April 13, 1962, 5 qualifiers, times not After sanding all the components to shape the next

BLP t Ce
Ton Pinch step is to get them as smooth as possible. This can be

re ok ou 1 ow Git done by using #600 wet or dry sandpaper and then #1000
Gari Redlin ow ow polishing paper. Sand lightly with the #600 until the
ari nedlin wood feels smooth, using fairly worn out paper. Then

NOFFET FIELD - April 15, 1962, 13 entries, 7 qualifiers _--PoL}#h thewood with the #1000 until 4tshines,If youM. Andrade - 32:19 Hal Cover - 26:59 g 2 oat

Joe Bilgrt - 30:40 Phil Hainer - 25213
has been completed, the parts are ready to be cemented

Hu Entrop - 30:03 W. Williams - 23:01_ together. Flying
At - 273Be wood 7:07

Balance the model at approximately 60% of pre eee
LAKEHURST ~ April 8, 1962, 9 entries ualifiers from the leading edge. Hand glide the model, ves

Ray Harlan - 26230°6 79 piliBless = 1423722 with no sign of pulling the nose up (Andicating negative
Jim Grant - 25:16.2 Ernest Kopecky - 14:32.0 incidence), warp the trailing edge of the stab up until a
John Triolo = 24:00.0 smooth glide is obtained. If the model stalls, warp the

trailing edge of the stab down, Get as close as possible
NEW YORK CITY - April 17, 1962 7 entries, 4 qualifiers to zero incidence, with a barely noticeable positive angle.

C. Ve Russo — 15:25.0 Drew Morris - 10:54.6
Julius Rudy - 12:55.0 E. Franklin - 10:06.0 Now adjust for turn, either left or right. For left

turn warp the trailing edge down, thus creating wash-in.
Quarter Final Elims In the glide this will create drag and force a left turn.

The turn can also be increased by tilting the stab and by
DALLAS - April 29, 1962, 5 entries, 4 qualifiers warping the left stab trailing edge up and the right edge

Jim Clem = 15:26.5, 16257613 32:23.6 down. Above all, don't give up until you get the results
Stan Chilton - 12:53.4, 15:33.93 28:273 you want. The more you try, the better your adjusting
Terry Hamer - 10:50.4, 11241.6; 22:32.0 techniques will become.
Bud Tenny - 8:22.2, 11:43.63 19:33.4 THE HAND LAUNCH GLIDER

CHICAGO - Postponed until May 12, 1962 by circumstances
beyond control of CD. Contact Pete Sotich, PART SIX by RICHARD MILLER
3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago 29, Illinois, RE 5-1353

sexaesetl CTE EASY Ttaeaesea DESIGN (cont.)

fecently we had the good fortune and pleasure to meet TheAirfoil
Ron Wittman for the first time. Naturally, there was a

long bull session about people, places and models. Then, t Any bietory of pe development Tneonteae waughtyRon asked "Is there a need for a "fun model" type of HLG?" © record lr. Reynolds asa man wio © y
number which, when it was ne was worth spending abe

" part of the R & D budget on (because everybody, at leas

you zat onetts Hedidn'thave one then,bets aa ate everybody who's civilized, wants to get there yesterday)
there was one = the "Easy I" Here's the story: and when it was low managed only to become the subject of

yu. y? an occasional report which had very little to do with how
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS RECORDS? MAYBE!

During the past month Ray Harlan and Ted Gonzoph were
—

.

asked to air their views on Question 13 (presented in the of thie oe ene Rangeve pavewatched since ine pete i.
ff March issue and repeated here) and Question 16. We have

as presented - jud ed by the numb
y

P lieti n. that
on

several comments on drift control (Question 15) but there finell confirmed
&

Go a ation info tt ngs a are

wasn't enough bine ert over at te end of ea Indoor to three Jources - official AMA publications vand letters.° 9phi ienebearteat ba ees t anyone??? any pasio comnenus
from either the CD or the record holder. So far, we have
been confirmed on over 70% of the times, and some listings

13. What determines the height of the wing struts? What in the April issue are just too new to be confirmed yet.
effect does change of wing height have?

.

16. What determines how much dihedral should be used?
we mise — end thet aepende upenour wielese pee

nodeel (Cosaot what is themost eetieiency) of di—
the information. As it now stands, this column will stay :

;

in print so long as there are reports coming in in time

Ted Gonzoph says:
to serve a useful purpose.

"I cannot give you a single, definite formula for
determining wing height, since different models have diff-

t
The largesiete hastmonte fort ‘ took the wind

erent characteristics. Checking some old notes on prev~ out of our sails 8 month, an ere have been no rep~

fous models, I found the following percentages worked well: orts of high times since those listings.

A ROG ~ 258 et Prop diameter NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Fe eee oe ee aay oe CALIFORNIA - SANTA CLARA

|

C & D film - from 15 to 18% of prop diameter Reports from Joe Bilgri and Lew Gitlow on the Moffet ;

FAI local elims made interesting reading. Besides the
Some modelers may present wing height figures based high qualifying times (page two), Carl Redlin posted 36:50 .

on wing span, but I feel that the problem is more directly for high time of the day, followed by Lew Gitlow's flight
ne

related to the prop diameter than to wing span. of 3h she with a brand new "co". Tom Finch turned 30:22 oe

with a "C" - in fact, all those who qualified at Wilming-

dene omernS hoewins posi tontenesmale the a-
ton were out in force for a day of test flying, making

6

mo pirally & rn power con use of the first opportunity this Spring to fly in Moffet
4tion. Opening the turn or more dihedral will generally °

help. Raising the wing induces a looping tendency under ENGLAND - COVENTRY
wo

full power, necessitating down thrust. 4 secondary, less Arthur Barr reports that two situations marred the

notaced citer cor ne moe ee eee on wile stratgnt first indoor session in Cardington - some misunderstand- —

keeping the model in 48 turn ing about dates made it difficult to get on station the s
. first Saturday, and the repairs to the shed weren't com- ee

te as had been reported. With a real gale outside the vsIncidentally, the high wing position should be given pre & es
some consideration with the upcoming solid stick paper ship coneete wets Menliee ith ~ Ron Draper lost a ~

tog tendenetes those wefiay pending stickswillhave myn Arthur and Ron Draper have been testing some different i

|

g ’ . batches of Pirelli, and found it to be like wine - better
~

f ‘  “Difedralis another variable, dependent on model some years than others. The best vintage was 1960, with

type ard flying speed. To generalize: 1962 and 1958 very peor, and 1959 was pretty good.
|

.

-

_
4at

,

NEW YORK - NEW YORK .

: poner te Ree oe ctotof eoan Activity in the new Armory has been slowly increasing, oo
GC & D Film ‘ if per foot of span especially since C. V. Russo proved that 15 minutes was

possible during the FAI local elims there. In fact, he

V Dihedral - very easy to build and brace, but spiral proved it three times and got the model back each time!

dives easily. W ND ~-

Ponype ey perennereranee "Noedie® tie (r en-

“ vonn Malkinia meking an all out effort to boost the
.

erally use a tip of about 20% span) gives good Cone indoor activity in New Zealand, along with all his other

trol in tight turns and under high power
interests. The latest issue of the Upper Hutt Aeromodel-

Polydihedral - just a little more work to get the same
lers Bulletin has an article by John with good tips on

.

results as polyhedral. getting started, locating sites, getting supplies, and “

general cheering on cf the timid. With such enthusiasm
Elliptical ~ after Hacklinger, what can I say? However, things should be jumping there soon.

unless used generously, it tends to drift and the

slightest air disturbance will make it roll out of OHIO - CLINTON .

the turn pattern. Although the attendance is still poor at the indoor
sessions in Goodyear Auditorium, Jim McGee reports the

Ray Harlan commented on #16: rubber times to be climbing up to around 8 minutes with

“After thumbing through Perkins and Hage's “Aircraft many hang-ups. Jim is presently top dog in gliderwith
Performance, Stability and Control", I've come to the flights ranging around 0:37 (43' ceiling but 33' 6° to

conclusion that this question is not worth considering the bottom of a maze of rafters and wire) and a top of

analytically to any great extent. However, the dihedral 0:37.4. With Jim's guidance, the other flyers are rap-

effects can be summed up from two extremes to essentially idly catching up with flights up to 0:31.5.
justify "using what everybody has used for years". First,
dihedral creates a force unbalance resulting in a rolling TEXAS - DALLAS

nouate gpiraliing tendencies. Ontheothersideof the aoe eeeoe eeeeentestedneda area,buton
negate spira ng tendencies. n the other side o e end o e form ° ’

fence, too much dihedral reduced the damping of lateral May 4 the Walnut Hill site opened up for reguiar sessions

Sooenee eee erokeceton) UMM Etattendance wasonollthe first eventing, but rubber
so that the model wou ex prolonged responses to e attendance was sm ’

small disturbances and probably would be very subject to times were over 7 minutes for both Sentor and Open cesta
vetenye eee by propeller unbalances (weight and/or phe reer the wasthat THUG wthonckthe plans for the fasy

¢ e
8

4

°°
I (see story and plans this issue) had been out less than .

With these extremes in mind, the best answer is to 36 hours, this glider dominated the HLG session. Flown by
fr se that which seems to work. I prefer plain tip dihed- Terry Hamer, the Easy I now holds the building record of

al (with my tips taking about 44% of the span) of about 0:16.0 (20' ceiling). The next sessions should really be

20 to 25 degrees. It is certainly the simplest to build crowded, considering the enthusiasm generated this time.

and is just as effective as any more elaborate schemes ~

TEXAS HOUSTON .
|

to achieve adequate lateral damping. - |a Pane
Letters from Warren Gillespie and Fred Pearce tell |

One additional dihedral effect is the creation of of several members of the Brainbusters, including Frank |
vortices at the dihedral joint due to airflow disturb- Parmenter, have moved from Virginia to the NASA facility
ances. This is a form of induced drag, whose magnitude in Houston. Indoor activity in Texas will take a big
is difficult to measure. I would question the worth of jump if these boys can get started in Houston.

avoiding dihedral joints on the grounds of trying to red- . |
uce this drag."
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1. Maximum wing undercamber 3/32" at 30% of chord.
2. Fuselage depth at wing 3/4".
3, Extra light gliders may use up to 1/32" less undercamber.



effortlessly a HLG goes up nor how reluctantly it comes

down. In the interests of reducing drag (once again) there
seems to be some justice in having a shade of upsweep of

Nonetheless, despite this serious oversight on the the lower camber at the leading edge, or a slightly raised

part of Theoretical Science, we are far from oN art entry point. Lee Hines recommends using 1/16" on his

7 Rout the effects of low, or even ultra-low, R/N airflow. Glidette and I use about 1/32" on wings having the same

tere 18 a far from meager fund of experience related to thickness as the Glidette, namely 7/32".
voin and thick sections; sharp and blunt leading edges;
forward, middle, and rearward nen points; raminar and Undercamber

bulent airflow and their combinations. na senseevery glider ever built and flown has been a small con- Undercamber is, #s inferred earlier, a must ror on
tripution to a vast, pragmatic research project aimed, to ceiling gliders and a little may be in order even for e

paraphrase a loquacious linguist, in determining the stat- unlimited ceiling glider. The old RAF 32 type of under-

{stical regularity with which the permitted combinations camber of past years seems to have given way to the full

of the constituent elements - within the pattern of the chord style and the amount is simply all you can carve in

particular configuration - recur and can be classified in and still get the glider to within a couple of inches of

terms of formulae which are concerned with the classical the bottom girder.
-

probability of increased performance; i.e., duration. In
'

Short, some airfoils work better than others. And some If you've read this far and have the feeling that

don't work as well, although a flat plate will maintain a you're very little wiser than before I can't say I blame

HLG in a fashion. Thus, in our concern with the individ- you. What makes airfoil characteristics so difficult to -
ual model builder's realization of the specific form that pin down is the great variety that have been used success- ba

aerodynamicists have given to Bernouli's application of fully.
Venturi's principle (that an increase in the velocity of

t of
a mass of air causes a reduction in its pressure) we would Nonetheless I think it is safe to outline a sort of.

:

do well to take a look at what has been tried and how well COOe te ei fectonswalohhave ooane oatherestest te

it has worked. ose de
Section Thickness regularity on the most successful gliders. Supposing a 4"

.2 chord such a section would be about 7/32" thick, be flat ae
The choice of the thick, highly undercambered airfoil bottomed, have a slight upsweep to a rather sharp leading .

sections which pretty well dominated general model build- edge and a high point at about 30% of the chord. This

ing fifteen or twenty years ago seem to have been dict- conforms remarkably to a section with the rather curious
ated by the feeling that if a little camber produced a designation of NASA-USNPSI shown on p. 58 of the 1951-52
little lift a lot of camber would produce more. This Zaic Year Book - and recommended for HLG. Here are the c
assumption, which made sections such as the RAF 32 and vital statistics:
Eiffel 400 so popular in those days was probably pretty f, UP'R LW'R % UP'R LW'R Be

close to correct. What was equally correct, but over- 4__33 50 3.80 0.00
looked, was that an increase in camber and an increase in 5 2.36 0.00 60 348 0.00 Y
lift was also accompanied by an increase in drag. 10 3.16 0.00 70 296 0.00 by

20 3.80 0.00 80 2624 0.00
Perhaps it was due to the fact that this drag penalty 30 3.99 0.00 90 142 0.00

-

was so immediately evident in the HLG that caused glider 40 3.96 0.00 100 0.32 0.00
throwers to stich to Tata thin (eed the Nonethe hese _

the existance of the i Xx plank (and the mistaken idea
: This NACA section is shown, approximately, an #1 in

that one had to use the lightest wood availablefor glider the airfoli drawings, #2 1s a reliable section, easy to .(ings) tended to do to the HLG wing what the 36 strip did carve anf quite popular. The third (ridge-type airfoil) .
o the span of the 4A gas model for years. The 1/4" x 4" has been used with a great deal of success by Curt Stevens S
plank gives a section thickness of just over 6%. Just and can be found detailed on page 168 of the 1957-58 Zaic
what the ideal thickness is is dependent, of course, on 4 Year Book. The triangular section (#4) actually does work. ~~
number of related factors and cannot be stated categor-~ As a matter of fact Pete Nishanian has even used a variate ~

ically. My own experience and observations indicated that ion in which the top camber was scooped out to a convex hy

somewhat thinner sections, ranging from about 4 to 5% of curve ~- and did very well with it. #5 4s typical of the
the chord, give better results, at least for unlimited current undercambered sections, the one here being quite
ceiling flying. (And remember that wood weight can in- close to what Tommy Neumann is using on his 1:09 version -
crease in proportion as the wing is thinned down; and that of the Sweepette. Take your choice.

finishe) is both more resilient and takes a higher 1finish. —lee
:

With all other factors equal the highly cambered, high -

lift-high drag sections do improve glide speed rate-of- NASA -USNPS/ (APROX)
sink. It is under increased thrust that they become waste- zZ
ful and the reason for avoiding them, of course, is in — a *
order to get maximum height under unlimited ceilings.
Under lower ceilings, where we have a surplue of power in SIHAPLE CURVED ALCPOL.
our arm to ceiling height ratio. we can increase the air- 4 Fir .

foil thickness somewhat and the undercamber radically, or — eeeuntil it takes all the strength we have to get a .3 02.

glider up 30'. And this exercise provides an excellent
lesson in how much energy a little camber in an airfoil KIOGE-THFVE FURFOL -
can absorb.

ich Point ffHig oin

In the general uncertainty that surrounds the select-
TE

-

4on of which airfoil to use the specific case of just TRIBUCAILAR FURFO/L. -
where to put the high point of the upper camber can well 5 a

represent the quandry of the designer. The extreme limits aoe
seem to be about 20% to 40% with something close to 20% Bier,being most popular. Wally Simmers seems to feel that a VRE OC L104 7 oe

40% high point is worth experimenting with principally as
LMOERCHAELIE

-
a means of decreasing drag - and it is interesting to note THE STATE OF THE ART -

that Hacklinger used a 40% high point on his 44:20 mike a
~

job. At least according to 7 out of 10 reports he did. This month our featured model is not a record holder,
but only because of cireumstances beyond the control of a

LeadingEdge Radius& EntryPoint the builder. Tommy Neumann, with this version of the now
i™ as ma 1 ess of 1: de ,'

‘Things are somewhat more definite in regards to the a7st collins «1109.2 tobe sees tm exee tomy is only r wo
feading edge radius, There is fairly wide feeling in 18, he is a Senior; that is the highest time we've heard

.

favor of sharp leading edges and about .05% (or a diameter of by a Senior. u2

of about 1%) would seem to be a good place to start. This
;

is onfe factor which can be controlled carefully by the use Admittedly, your editor hasn't had enough experience
~

of various sizes of wire or monifiliment. | (Another ver- to check on specific points of construction for this
;

sion of the sharp L.E. is the 1/8" xX 1/32" L.E. wedge glider, so if the plans don't give enough info, check with
-

strip which Stu Savage used to cure one of his high aspect Tommy at 1350 Davine Dr., Glendale Hts., Glenellen P.0.,
ratio designs.) Tllinois.

“amereemteneertrtentetanensorerteawattet earthRan eV FERS TPR en nASERENEING THnUOrGSSRENTUTenetren nnensnennnnenstmtnnrenttees ersrnnrnrerenemesweer ttrenwa eet nn ete nner eSRPUSTERRIT N-enrenanerrenaninmnpertteatesnennnnnaenimanintttinnnnnn
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Voice of NILM.A.S. JUNE 1962
mo INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subseription only) $2/year

N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) bs/year
#*H*H"NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*### LOS ANGELES - (Wilmington) 5 Qualifiers

Tom Finch - 13:46.2
Only two more NIMAS members joined during the month of Frank Cummings ~ 12:15.6

May, bringing the total to eighty-five at press time. grace Paton - loses
MERRICK 8. ANDREWS, 320 DeMott Avenue, Teaneck, New Jersey Lew Gitlow - 10:32
RON DRAPER, 74 Morris Ave. Wyken, Coventry, England Quarter Final Elims(Honorary Member) eaetaaalniieaanons

CHICAGO = May 12, 1962, 6 QualifiersMoreonBallots Charles Botich ~ 21:38, 2515501 473141
In the ballot report in the May issue we stated that Bob Rintecle =2o.uay “BacBhcd igidgeg |

we believed that Questions II & III were under study by Tom Neumann - 18:11.8 09:31 8 39:43.6the Free Flight Contest Board. Ron St. Jean called us Vie Hotz ~ 16330.0 "06:28 8
° 36:58.8

on this and a check showed that last year's Chairman of Clarence Mills = 15:15.8, 14:38.4 29:54.2the Contest Board failed to submit these issues to the ereewe “ °

Board. This oversight has been called to the attention DETROIT - May 6, 1962, 12 Qualifiers
of Bob Hatschek, but time has run out and 1964 is the Dick Kowalski - 24:09.2, 27313.0 51:22.2
earliest possible time for these proposals to become eff- Bill Hulbert ~ 24311.0, 2321720 47328.0
ective, in spite overwhelming favor for these proposals Stan Smith - 23:58.7, 22:49.2 47328.0
on the part of the NIMAS membership. Jim Skinner - 212:40.6, 22:59.2 44:39.8

.

Harry Harps - 19:42.4, 23:31.4 433138
Along this same line, we have been aware for some time Phil Klintworth - 21330, 21:00 42 330.0

that Par. 4.7 of the AMA rules has been universally Jim Baggi - 20:07.0, 21:42.5 44349.5
ignored at local contests and at the Nats, at least with Ron Roharik - 21:37.7, 1931161 40:48.8
regard to indoor models. Would you like to have this rule Lou Willis - 20:13.7, 19:52.3 40 306.0
enforced? ,

Paul Crowley ~ 17:17.9, 22338.3 39:56.2
Missing Something? Ed Stoll - 18:13.4, 18:37.2 36:50.6

Frank Pavliga - 20:37.7, 15:08.6  35:46.3
A few times in past months, we have received letters :

complaining that the writer had missed one or more issues NOPE ~ May©, 102 gtd eTo 71 120.0of INDOOR NEWS; in each case the complainer had moved and ort an nan JA 3e 431020, 36:09.0 7019.0failed to notify us of his new address. All copies of Fra tow 768 45 0, 35211.0 6954.0 .

this issue have been mailed first class, normally we use Lew Gitlow - 3 3028 8. Sr iibeo ee rhtgecond class mail after it is felt that the address is Bill Atwood = 52:290, 37215. ote

a,f~sht. Carl Redlin 65:40.0
: Bruce Paton Berekee' There normally are a few extra copies of any given Joe Bilgri oe

issue left after all mailing is done, and extra copies Manny Andrade
. 6187-0

are availableto subscribers as long as they last. In Bud Romak fa: 5view to future requests for copies of back issues, there John Lenderman
a8 eGoare some copies of the December 1961 issue, and then the Warren Williams 096

supply skips to April and May, with some of each on hand.
LAKEHURST - May 6, 1962, 7 qualifiers gost2.8Try to avoid missing any issues by promptly notifying Ray Harlan ~ 35:01.2, 292116 t1e6

us of your new address, if you wait you maynot be able Bill Bigge - 27:24.8, 25 345 20 732098to find a spare COPy'’e . Jim Grant - 25:05.9, 243 2 935 ef
John Triolo - 23:02.0, 213:29.0 44331.0

Shame on You! Julius Rudy - 23:02.4, 20:31.5 432339
C. V. Russo — 23:40.8, 19:18.2 42:54.8

In the January issue an editorial request for guidance Edgar Franklin - 24:10.6, 18:44.2 42:54.8
on the matter of a special charter for NIMAS; except for
the charter members and one other member there was zero, SEMI-FINAL ELIMS

,

count om, Zero comments on the subject.
For several reasons, only the erst place times are :

shown below, and complete results wi be presented nextreturn fromthege oto eae Tesultedina smashing 40% month. The Central Area elims was postponed until June
— 16-17, and will be reported on next monthalso.

The final presentation on the NIMAS decal was made in
the last issue with a plea for a choice to be made not WEST COAST - Moffet Field, June 3, 1962

4jater than May 3a 1962, As it now stands, it seems likely Carl Redlin - 35:15, 35:28 70 343
that less than 20% of the membership will have a hand in
chosing our symbol we will use for identification. Only EAST COAST - Lakehurst, June 22 1962

6506& pressing desire on the part of your editor and the other Julius Rudy - 20257 3 f09 $510 >charter members for the decal is keeping the issue moving. Bill Bigge - 30:48.2, 34:05 3536
In other words, if the membership doesn't care, why bother?

#This flight allowed on a restart pending aruling py
A bouquet to Chuck Borneman - he is the one member who Bilgri, On the aborted flight, Rudy's model struck a

cares enough to have answered in each of these cases! balloon string and damaged the wing. At the time the
balloon was being used to_retrieve a model which had hung
upe If the restart is allowed, Rudy is the East Coast

HRHEPAT INDOOR REPORTHHS team member, if not, Bigge will repeat as the team mem-
~~

ber, which makes two out of three left from last year,
FAI Indoor Results H8H8NIMAS MEETING AT NATS?#HHe

om Local Elims A majority opinion of the charter members indicates
that we should try to hold a first meeting of the general .Da aprilre eae 18 eeeHALaae irae0 NIMAS membership at the Nats, provided we can line up aFrank Payliga - 15224.0 Jerry Bkrianc --14209.0 meeting place and a time that doesn't conflict with other

Willi 3 ifs t Fits Rare 5 rjanc 12:46 3° important meetings which must be attended by some of our

Tin Sick. a or las 5.0 T Ren be harik - 13038" members due to their holding important AMA posts. Watch
Stan Saith Arsh } on Koharik = les for an announcement of meeting time on the main bulletinan omen ~

Mtoe board at the Nats.



HINTS AND KINKS

: By nature, model builders are a little lazy ~ not too 1 mae causer Oo oerecan,be Givided into poree fe aeees!
lazy, but just enough to "invent" their way out of some aused b idgea 15° tencoehoet
work. Therefore, we feel the need for this new column certecdby tenet Contacting obatructions thet chasse.
which willappearas often as there are enough contrib- the flight pattern without hanging the model.

The idea will be to simplify our hobby by passing on and OFee are: eternde oreae nardest tocombat.
work saving ideas on any phase of building indoor models. that ricochet rt is almost always detri ental + th
Please submit your favorite tricks and short-cuts with a best interests of the model Sometimes persistentoffend-
sketch if necessary. The deacription will be re-typed, 4 obstructs an b . a ad P a t Li
but the sketches must be clear and complete, with good there le nolthor a vattern totheeffect od, bu ffond v

contrast, since our printing uses a photographic process. nor a way of effectively removing it. F x2, te: Sn i
Keep the sketch dimensions to a maximum of 6" wide, using irregularities in a snonth Seilas nea othe mp eee th
as much vertical space as is needed.

ng r e edge o 16
flying area - if the model (circling left) passes to the

Trimming Microfilm outside of the "snag" and contacts it with the left tip,
the next circle will probably be much closer to the wall.

Of the two methods of cutting or trimming film that If the model passes inside of the snag and brushes it
we've heard about; the hot wire and thinner-on-a-stick, with the right wing tip, the pattern usually shifts toward
each poses a problem. The easiest to do is the thinner the center of the flight area. To remove or not to remove?

method, but it is likely that some thinner will run out.
on the surface and leave a hole. The hot wire is a lot External or weather drift 1s caused by (usually) un-
of bother, no matter how the wire is heated, and some of even heating of one wall of the building by the sun, or
our more exotic films are very inflammable. by a combination ofhigh winds and leaks in the outer

walls of the building. Sometimes, sunlight on a patch of
The trick is this: use a very soft balsa stick and floor will set localized drift patterns which cause lots

a slower evaporating thinner such as butyrate thinner. of trouble. For the leaks and hot floor the correction
Let the end of the stick soak in the thinner for a while is obvious; for the unevenly heated wall little can be

at first. When you're ready to trim, drag the stick on
done except hold the contests at night, which is OK only

the edge of the bottle to remove any excess thinner and for the smaller local contests with no out-of-town entry.
: cut the film with the "fumes" from the thinner that soaked

into the wood. It 1s now possible to trim right next to _Internal drift sources cause the most grief in Cat.
the outline of the surface without tearing into the film I sites, but they are usually easiest to combat in the

on the surface. Of course, it goes without saying that low ceilings also. Causes: lights making hot spots on

the film must be stuck to the surface all around for any the floor, and groups of spectators or contestants. From

trimming method to produce a clean edge. Also, the stick personal observation, normal movement of people does not
' should be dipped again every 6" or 8" of trim so the cut- set up drift patterns, regardless of how much turbulence
, ting will proceed smoothly. is generated. But three or four people sitting quietly
,

for a period of time can generate a miniature "jet stream"
Double Thrust Bearing across the celling away from their location.

The double thrust bearing has been used for years to The building and ceiling configuration has much to do
control the angle of the thrust line and to minimize prop with the magnitude of disturbance caused by localized heat
wobble due to rubber creeping up on the hook. Here is an sources ~- an "ideal" site with a smooth unobstructed
improvement on standard aluminum double bearings, dreamed ceiling will permit the models to spend most of the power

.

up by John Triolo and reported by Manny Radoff: burst and about 50% of the cruise within 12" of the top,<™
where the drift will have the greatest effect. Girders,

STANDARD Hoot FOR FUSELAGE iignts, and hanging heaterscause many a tense moment due
P GC o ricochet drift, but usually force the model to hold aBEARIV pABeace VERTICAL mean altitude somewhat lower than the drift pattern from

a WEB localized heating - so you can't win!
iy

| G Hu Entrop, a member of the group of indoor flyers in

—_

! | Seattle, Washington and present holder of the Category I
O10 Wiki3 A ROG record (12:10.0) and Class D stick record (15:24.0)

, pointed out early this year the advantage of dispersing|. A SECTION A-A contestants and spectators around the room to avoid build-
:

:
ing up a pattern of interior drift. In his last letter

MAGNESIUM RIBBON (SHOWING SHAPE OF he relates,"As I told you in one of my other letters we

WASHER ADDED HOdOwr ) try to disperse all spectators evenly around the room,
but as the contest gets under waythere definitely seems

to be a drift pattern that eventually dominates, driving
DOUBLE THrRust BEARING all models against one wall. When this happens, we employ

the opposite technique and bunch up to 10 or 15 spectators

Says Manny, "We have given up double bearings of one (providing you have that many) uP against the walt in,the
piece. The rear slot in dural always wears out and the boat 8b¢ of the time,fr teat prevent + t mu Oe At
shaft slips out when least wanted or expected. Correct-~

about eo e time, from striking the wall, in fac

4on is to use old fashioned single bearing and a .010" may even start the model off toward énother weed abe
music wire rear support." employing the same technique again it is possible about

Porte 80% of the time to prevent the model from striking any

Note trom thepreten that the added piece of wire is wall.
supported inside the fuselage by the doubler web, and is Charlie Sotich, member of the Chicago Aeronuts, had areattioned serpent. AanoahteesMeeeoIOhmeer” few comments on "Living with" arift, applicable to/al1

handy, samples of .009" and ,012 were bent up and weighea,
‘7400¥ flying:

with the .009 seeming to be a bit light. Weights: .009" - a a Y\LN
20002 0z.; 2012" - 000395 oz. Even the added weight of / Cr IIT 5)
the washer should not be a weight penalty, total install-~ Liffloche, X
ation weight ought to be less than .00075 oz.

| KY yyyo

,

QUESTIONSANDANSWERS * e x (4)URETIONS AND ANSEERS —— Ce, |

Im the Maoh, Lesue we Pong te sutetony several tow
mopec’s PATTE@N ——MoDEL'S PATTERM

cu know about dr contro na tion, seve ow-
.

- - . :Prt medium-ceiling groups were contacted for more info on RESTRICTED TO A CINE RESTRICTED TO’A
_

controlling and/or "living with" drift as it occurs in RECTANGLE
“ss

our indoor sites. "tn the diagrams above the circles represent the paths
- As in most other problems facing us, drift control is that models could have in a flying site. Using the lar-

a very complex problem, and is affectedby dozens of var- gest circle possible, the center of the model's path must

tables. The basic problem, of course, is that drift will stay on a line, otherwise it will contact the wall. If a

almost always terminate that "good" flight by pushing the smaller circle is used, the center of the model can occupy

model into the wall or some obstruction, and usually the a much larger area, This means the model with a small

model is damaged. circle can drift more without getting into trouble.



In general the drift varies with altitude. Near the
ceiling it may be from North to South while at the floor

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

ae ee pe ne inddown itis sometivespossibletoseo, -«-LTEORNIA ~ PACIFICA
on its way up and down es po War
how the air is circulating. A little thought will often are holding BasyBcontestsatterthe thine meetincone
show you how you can get a few more minutes by observing month, The site is an auditorium with 20' ceili

5
if

.

the drift. Last Saturday (1/27/62) the Aeronuts had a attendance builds up they will try for a larger site/ “iup contest for paper stick models, Dennis Kargol could Good luck on this project - Keep Y
on flying! °

«ot get his model to climb to near the ceiling. It went ILLIN
—

straight up and down without much drift, and he got over Ate ~ CHICAGO

114 minutes. I was flying my model with a small prop Mad
ough the Chicago Aeronuts have lost the use of the

that gave 4ta good climb. On my first flight 4t climbed 1
ison Street Arnory until the winter indoor season, the

well, but drifted fast near the ceiling and caught on a
club will remain sharp in indoor. They have secured the

light in about 5 minutes. The next flight I rewound and OE: of the Armory at, 52nd Street and Cottage Grove in
packed off a few more turns. After 5 minutes it was still hicago. If memory serves us right, this armory has a

above where I had launched it. It climbed abit higher 90' ceiling, a gain of 15' over the other armory.
and started drifting. It traveled the length of the The monthly achievement award from the Aeronuts for
Armory and hung up on the far wall after 12 minutes. A May was presented to Jim Skarzynski, who set five Nation-
bigger prop or less rubber was what I should have tried." al records in Category II, Junior division. Incidentally,

Jim is 13 years old!
So there you have it - some remedies tothe drift INDIANA ~- KOKOMO

problem, but nothing sure-fireand guarranteed« Comment- The Kokomo Knight of the Round Cirele finished their
ing on Entrop's "steering" or "counter drift" technique 1961-'62 indoor season with a bang. The last contest had
we have tried this in the Walnut Hill site (20! ceiling) 5 events, includi a flyin a’ ng ying scale event with a total
with some success. One flight on a paper stick model was entry of seven.
deflected time and again from hitting two baskets opposite Some "special awards" for the Junior events were don-
the main body of spectators. A group of five youngsters ated by Bob Larsh and his wife - they were cakes baked by
provided solid" control, affecting the pattern within Mrs. Larsh! Sounds like a delicious trend?
WO CAPCLOB« OHIO - BEDFORD

tt " ; Along with the report on the Cleveland Area FAI Local

only car thet themodel showedno tendency ieeeawe ovor Elims, Mike Karlak noted with regret that the Armory in
the group after it started down; conversely, the extra Cleveland where the elims were held will be torn down this
turbulence over the group seemed to cause the model to beonens piikenotesthat ndo 20 years of qadoor my5ns
lose altitude faster. Far better control was maintained loses oo htet re Pett and 4 pee ae cor

by keeping the group at least 5 or 10 feet ahead of the ones a re Storical site when the Armory Goes.

model's path. In our own personal opinion, the use of TEXAS - DALLAS

steering reduces the potential duration somewhat over that
_.

The second Walnut Hill session hadamuch larger turn-
possible with an unlimited floor area with noobstructions. out that the first. Nothing spectacular was done in HLG,
The only gain involved seems to be trading a very long but the rubber times approached 84 minutes, about the level
flight (potential) that would have been terminated early they were at the end of the last summer session as the
in the cruise by a hang-up, for a shorter flight that Center turned to basketball last fall.
lands in the flight area in a normal fashion. The prettiest model on the floor? Dick Jordan's scale

Corbin Super Ace! Dick is still working toward an optimum
_

STATE OF THE ART motor for it, but early test flights showed promise.

ev This month's model established one of the higher Cat. .

‘ tient BO) E been coming up recently - Open Class D THEHAND LAUNCH GUID

stick (15:20). In spite of the fact that the record stood
only a little over a month until a new one of 15:24 was PART SEVEN by RICHARD MILLER

set in a 28' ceiling, this record is still a rather im-
portant one since it set in a 22' ceiling. The designer, DESIGN(cont.)
Charlie Sotich, tells the story thus:

Polyhedral
"YT used the same set up that I had been using for the

higher ceiling;(75' ~ Ba.) 18" diameter, 30" piteh prop, Just about everyone knowledgable enough to know his

powered by an 18" loop of .080 Pirelli rubber. My first longitudinal axis from his tail volume coefficient would
three flights were 12:49, 13:06, and 11:50.8. There were hasten to answer the question "Why do we need dihedral?
too many turns left after the third flight so I shortened with a statement very close to "For stability. And es=

the motor by 1%". The fourth flight was made by putting sentially, of course, he would be correct, although in the

in 1300 turns and backing off 80 turns before launching. case of the IHLG not all that correct. An outdoor glider
About 160 turns were left in the motor after the 15:20 which must be kept from spinning in all sorts of conditions

flight, which figures out to be 69 RPM. The prop was a including thermal flight needs just about as much dihedral
single spar type with a 24" maximum blade width." as is common today, but not an IHLG - at least not in the

glide. Perhaps the extra dihedral is there to get us
through the launch then? Partly, but we really don't need

RECORDS? MAYBE}
4% there either - if our control is good! By elimination
then we have left only the transition anditis procisetyhere that enough dihedral to give us a satisfactory ro

previously listeaar has been received on two records rate 1s most critical. -

tnee a eenOem HOON NSOSh eereid Bo tarehy We can begin therefore by stating that we want enough
CATEGORY II, Livestock Coliseum Dallas “70! ceiling dihedral in our design to give us 4 roll rate which will

Senior HLG - 1:5561 Nickey Jones (uike) forgive our worst launching sins. What wewant to know is.
roDels y (a) how much is enough? and (b) what is the best config-

CLEVELAND AREA FAI LOCAL ELIMS, April 29, 1962 uration? We'll look at the second part first.
CATEGORY II, Central Armory, Cleveland, 4st ceiling

. ;
Now certain types of dihedral, principally polyhedral,Junior B Stick - 12:22, Ronald Roharik are more efficient than others. inpractical terms in-creased efficiency means that we ge @ stabi y anee TROAGESORY Il MacnioaeBias O119e2 eum roll rate we desire with less actual tip elevation. This

JuniorD Stick = 21:37.7, Ronald Roharik in turn means the greatest possible true wing span and

Senior D Stick - 22:59.2, Jim Skinner
decreased wing losses due to highly angled breaks and

vrrens sharply canted tips.

amae stare QUARTER FINALS, May 12, 1962
: As in the case of the wing planform (part 4) the

' Junior Autogyro - 0:54.2, Jim Skarzynski De oe ee Oe une moet ste cotane. eo °

CATEGORY II, Drill Hail fashin ton Armo 90! at least theoretically. Someday, perhaps, someone will

Junior Autogyro = 1:59.0, Jim Skarzynski carve an elliptically shaped wing from a big block of
|

| Junior ¢ Stick = 11:24.5, Jim Skarenski balsa, or (more likely) laminate several layers of 1/16
:

Senior B Btick - 12:10.2. Dennis ra ol
sheet to form an elliptical wing blank. In the meantime

ees & we'llhaveto struggle slong cetting as close aswe can
WEST COA ‘A -

o this elliptical ideal w the Zona saw, the sandingCAtnCoRe tthe hottet Hansen” 3, 1962 block and good guess work.

Open B Stick - 34:15.6, Tom Finch



we “3

It is immediately obvious that we are likely to come ones. Whether this configuration is superior to the ord-
a lot closer to the elliptical form by using something inary 4-panel type (#4) is an open question. Suffice it
beyond dihedral; and the heading for this section - Pely- to say that the "Curly" has a fantastic roll rate which
hedral - states the case for dividing the HLG wing into usually rescues it from the sloppiest of launches, yet
more than the two traditional panels. Dihedral, of course, deosn't seem to suffer at all when it comes to performance.
is quite serviceable and we're not likely to see the end
of it for a long time. But the obvious advantages of Part of the explanation of the "Curly's" excellent .—
polyhedral, in terms of improved roll rate and increased roll rate seems to be that the mean line of its panels

—

duration, and the relative ease of cutting and glueing form the arc of a somewhat smaller circle than do those .

the extra panels, make dihedral a poor compromise and 4 the ordinary 4-panel wing. Thus the radius of roll is
lazy man's out. reduced, and the rate of roll is speéded.up.

Just how advantageous and common polyhedral is can (There is, incidentally, a little roll rate test you
readily be seen by a glance at Bill Dunwoody's excellent can easily perform on any ve your gliders 1f you wish,
chart (Outstanding Gliders of the Last Ten Years) in Hold the glider by the fuselage near the tail - upside
M.A.N. for July, 1959 - p. 25. It is noteworthy that only down - letting the nose drop just a shade. Now swing the
one glider on the chart, Dagand's, has dihedral. The fact nose pack and forth rather smartly and note the tendency
that Dagand's time is listed as 1:16.4 might seem to some of the glider to roll in the hand.)
an excellent arguement for saving a few minutes extra work.

/

Nonetheless (if the stories are true) Dagand's is reputed- When it comes right down, in inches and fractions, to
ly a good consistent 1:08 glider, one that got an 8-second how much polyhedral to use you can do yourself a favor by
boost one day. Based on this the best dihedral gliders being generous. But, no matter how poor your launch, you
would seem to be about 10 seconds behind the best poly- should not have to go beyond the 2 1/4" total of the
hedral gliders; and sawing those extra panels worth the "Curly" - if you use it in the proper manner. As you gain
little additional trouble. control - and are sure of it - you can begin to lower the

panels bit by bit. Working in this direction you will
It is obvious that the more panels we use the closer find that the gain in the launch profifiency will have to

we can come to the ideal of elliptical polyhedral; and be considerable for each little gain in duration. This is
just as obvious that each additional cut into the wing is just another way of saying that for the inexperienced at
laible to be a cut into its total efficiency. The 4-panel least a little extra polyhedral is an excellent investment.
wing is the compromise most people have settled for and in

general is highly satisfactory. Both the 3- and 5-panel There is one further way to increase the efficiency
wings have the advantage of a flat center section which of polyhedral, a method which is contingent upon the fact
can be plunked directly onto the fuselage without the that the model need only roll in one direction and one
bother of notching and trimming. The main disadvantage which carries the additional provision that it be used

|
I've found to this arrangement, however, is that without with a lifting stabilizer. This is achieved by angling
a center joint in the wing to give it firmness, the soft the outer left panel of the wing (assuming & normal left

:

wing wood rips out easily. Nonetheless it is worth noting turn in the glide) somewhat less than the outer right
that Tommy Neumann's version of the Sweepette (INAV, May panel as in illustration #5. Thus, as long as there is

" 1962) uses a 3-panel wing. a lifting and slightly tilted stabilizer, the vector of
lift in each wing panel, from right to left, is put in a

|
The 6~panel wing (#2), despite the possible losses progressively different relationship to the vector of stab-

from the extra breaks, might be a slight improvement on jlizer 11ft. (See "The Effects of Stab Tilt" in Oct, '61
the 4~panel arrangement. It has probably not been tried M.A.N. for more on stab tilt.) I call this set-up “ellip-

: more often due to the extra work involved, although this tical stab tilt". What it does is to drag the tail of
seems nominal to me. the model around in Just the way we want it as the model

decelerates into the transition, a phenomenon that will .™~
‘ But however many panels you choose, 3- or 4— or 5— or be discussed in more detail later on.

more, their arrangement seems to me to be of somewhat
greater importance. The advantage of the 6-panel design, Elliptical Stab Tilt is not a half-baked idea but a
of course, is that we can get very close to the elliptical device that I have used repeatedly with very positive res-
ideal with it. The nearest to this ideal we can come with ults and one well worth incorporating in any HLG.
a 4-panel wing would appear to be the "Curly" type (#3)
with relatively flat inner panels and highly upswept outer
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WHSENATTONALINDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOGLETY ##it# It would seem most important to have an agenda ready
_

The month of June brought eight members to NIMAS, one before "Gud Tenee ~ Bieasematt pusgeetions to:

of them from Finland: c/o Nationei Modell Airplane Championships
ava r Station

JIM BAGGI, 17390 Riopelle, Detroit 3, Michigan
BOB BIENENSTEIN, 9821 Colwell, Allen Park, Michigan Glenview, Illinois

BOB DEBATTY, 3130 Maple, Berwyn, Illinois It probably would be a good idea to get any agenda
|

RONALD HIGGS, 25 Rossander Ct., Scarboro, Ontatio, Canada suggestions inthe mail no ister than July 19, 1962, .

VIC HOTZ, 319 Homewood Court, Chicago Heights, Illinois since I'm scheduled to arrive early to help with judgePHIL KLINTWORTH, 834 Brooklawn Rd., Birmingham, Michigan training. See you all at the Nats!STAN SMITH, 4418 Urban Road, South Euclid, Ohio

ESKO HAMALAINEN, Pirttipolku 5B, Maunula/Helsinki, Finland XHUMEPAT INDOOR REPORTee .

Decals-At Last! Results Irom The Semi-Final Elims

The final tally of decal votes showed that #1, the WEST COAST - Moffet Field, June 3, 1962
iecal design featured in the March issue, to be the leader. Carl Redlin 35315 35:28 70343 “

Delivery on the finished decals has been promised in time Joe Bilgri 33347 36:29 70316
for them to be mailed with this issue of INDOOR NEWS, or Carl Rambo 31:05 35:11 66316 a

at least in time for the Nats. Lew Gitlow 30:40 31248 62328 .
Frank Cummings 30:05 31305 61310

Since there are quite a few of us who are strangers to Warren Willians 26324 30:52 57:16
one another, your editor would like to suggest that each of Bill Atwood 20:17 35:38 55:55
us who attends the Nats "splurge" with one decal and make a Hu Entrop 21:37 32:46 54:23
name hadge to wear for easy identification. We plan to use Bruce Paton 28:15 25:08 53:23
heavy celluloid or light plexiglas as a base for the badge Bud Romak 22:34 28:07 50:44

; and to fasten the decal and a nameplate to it. The main Hal Cover .21355 27323 49318 :

; thing is ready identification so we can get acquainted, and Phil Hainer 22310 25:15 47325 .

to advertise our organization even further than it has John Lenderman 19:27 §=612:51 32:18
already been. 7

CENTRAL AREA - Michigan State Fair Coliseum, June 16-17
Handy Dictionary — Bob DeBatty 24250 .4 25:340.6 50:31.0

Dick Kowalski 25:32.0 24:45,.0 50317.0 :

f ‘\ Year by year, the dictionaries of our language change Bill Hulbert 25:20.4 24:51.2 502116
'  Jheir content, using popular usage as a guide. For some Paul Crowley 2420128 24:44,.3 48 246.61

time now, your editor has been waiting for common usage to Charles Sotich 24:56.2 23:48.0 48:44,2
define a promunciation for NIMAS. Now, seven months after Don Kintzele 24333 04 23:36.3 48:09..7
we organized, it appears that this pronunciation will be: Tom Neumann 2330325 22334.4 453379
NEE-mas (to rhyme with Christmas) If this is at variance Stan Smith 22332.4 22:41,.2 45313.6
with usage in some parts of the country, please let us Ed Stoll 22:06.8 21:41.8 43348 .6
hear from you. Phil Klintworth 19349.0 22:59.8 42:48.8 te

.

Lou Willis 17249.2 21:10.5 3825967NIMASProjects Bud Tenny 18:06.0 16:55.2 3530142
Clarence Mills 19:49.2 15:09.0 34:58 .2

With over fifteen NIMAS members at the Detroit Semi, Mike Karlak 2120722 13:08.0 3431562 *

it was almost inevitable that future p°ans for NIMAS would Vic Hotz 16:44.4 16352.0 33236.4 :
be discussed over a beer or even between ~ounds at the Frank Pavliga 1722129 153474 3330963
coliseum - and they were, both places. Jim Baggi 1721005 15205 94 3221269 .

a, 22947 20:46. 0:16.
One of the most interesting projects to come up, and.

Harry Harpe 912901 3 70:4
~

one of the most important, is the development of a set of EAST COAST - Lakehurst NAS, June 3, 1962
NIMAS measurement standards - starting with standards of ”
measurement to define rubber torque output. Pirelli varies Due to the collision-or-not-collision question raised

_

from batch to batch, and even varies on motors cut from when Julius Rudy's sixth round flight terminated on the
the same hank of rubber - so lets tie it down to a known string of a balloon being used to retreive a model, the
and repeatable standard so everyone understands what any- East Coast member of the U. S. FAI Indoor Team has still
one says about his own rubber. not been chosen,

_It was also suggested that a survey be made of all our FAI Indoor Committee Chairman Joe Bilgri ruled that
indoor eet cataloging them by ceiling height, condition, there would be a fly-off for the team slot between Bill 7and availability. This might be worked up into a booklet Bigge and Julius Rudy, and this fly-off is scheduled for —_to help wandering members find their way around, and to July 8 at Lakehurst.
give & basis for comparison of different sites. -

Also as a consequence of the mix-up, the rest of the .
Two other suggestions dealt with awards - first, 4 Lakehurst results are not available in final form. How- ms

perpetual trophy for Indoor Stick at the Nats (there isn't ever, Bigge's total, announced last month is 64:54.4.
one set up right now); and an award to the person or group Rudy's total, not counting the flight he was allowed in

,

deemed to have made the greatest contribution to Indoor case.of a favorable ruling - 54:42.8. Ray Harlan posted
during the past year. a total of 56:08.2, and single high flights for two other.

qualifiers = Jim Grant - 26:45.3; John Triolo - 26:45056:
If you like any of these suggestions, or have some of

your own, let us know how you feel.
Ri xwor BRORT ON DETROIT .

.

: #HHNTIMAS MEETING AT NATS2eee
. Smooth Electra flight to Chicago ~- amazed hostess

After considerable discussion with many people, it asks, "What's in the boxes, bodies?" --Bull session with
seems that the best time for a NIMAS meeting, if it can Pete & Charlie Sotich & Vie Hotz on Chicago-to-Detroit
be arranged, would be right after the close of indoor drive -- Welcoming crew "takes care" of “hicago crew, Lo.

flying on Monday, July 23. Actual time and place will Kowalski, Baggi, &Klintworth at motel antil wee hours,
be announced poster-wise at the indoor site, since this DeBatty & Kintzelle up late at Bob Bienenstein's house =

will undoubtedly give the widest contact with all indoor Tommy Neumann played it cool & went to bed early.
flyers, members or note
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. ended the day with no models due to broken motors and
Test flying & first 3 rounds uneventful in beautiful the rafters and Frank had a real streak of bad luck. His

conditions - everyone getting acquainted - hydrogen gen-# tt best ship was damaged in the box before the meet and he
erators and balloons all over - “Dead bird" dives with t ans ajust couldn't seem to get enough turns in the motors
wings folded are common both days -~ Frank Pavliga over- during the meet
powered slightly - thrilling 30 seconds in the rafters °

before the fatal plunge, it looked as if he might make it , 4 . hae a.

for a while -- "inekyt Kowalski flirting with rafters in Bill Atwoot wan ronming o petrapusing& ae ofaearssecond round for 8-10 minutes, takes the lead with third —

two motors The motors were geared in parallel; thatround flight that drifts across the hall twice -- Everyone ° SE . ? ~~2
vows to “get more sleep" tonight, but few do

the gears were in the front end so that the gears drove a
’ °

a gear to which the prop shaft was attached.

Results at end of round 3: Kowalski 47:17.4, Neumann
.

4533709, Kintzele 43:46.6, Crowley 43:12.2, Klintworth QUESTIONSANDANSWERS
42:48.8, Smith 41:47.9.

Last month a question was submitted to a panel of
Ath round - DeBatty pushes into 2nd place with 24:50.4 three flyers, but tco late for the answers to be returned

beautiful flight - climb-out @ 52 RPM for 14 minutes -
for this issue. The question:

lightly tips beams several times while Neumann & Kintzele
"needle" him - Bob is too sleepy to react -= Kowalski in 17. From a standpoint of structural reliability, is it
second by precious few seconds. better to attain @ given weight of structure by using a

arge cross-section of very ght wood or a smaller cross-
Between rounds 4 & 5 comes discussion of future NIMAS section of stronger wood for each component, assuming

projects - Kowalski offers suggestion for rubber torque equal quality of wood in each case?
standard - 5 voices in unison, "Aha! A volunteer!"

Bill Tyler, one of the all-time indoor greats and the
Round 5 - De Batty inches up, so does Kowalski to first to break 30 minutes with a B stick, offered some

hold first - Stan Smith hangs his ship solid, has to get comments on question 13, which covered the height of wing
it down in pieces ~ complete tail section glides down like struts. Sez Bill:
erfect “mike” HLG!P

It doesn't matter how high or low the wing struts are
Round 6 - Kowalski still leads until last 3 flights - designed, What does matter is that they are long enough

Hulbert flies and misses by less than 6 seconds - DeBatty to allow sufficient depth for proper bracing of the wing.
makes it by 14 seconds, and it is up to Kowalski. He Imagine the triangle formed by the front view of the wing
winds for 28 minutes and all is OK for 11 minutes. His spar, strut and bracing wire. If the strut is too short
test flights had shown that this time was possible - but the effect of the bracing wire will be insufficient.
it was not to be. The model tagged a beam lightly, flips
upside down and loses 30' altitude in recovery, landing With braced sticks, (no bending action) the ideal
2:33 short of winning - tough break for a fine competitor! place forthe wing would be right on top of the stick to

cancel ou e looping tendency of the high wing-braced
Unusual model features noted - Sotich, Neumann & Smith stick ship under full power turns, which not even down

used highly swept wing tips - they slide off obstructions thrust will fully control.
more easily -- Smith had dyed film on one wing -- Detroit XLESTNDOOR AT THE NATSiete
flyers using 20° dia. high pitch props & .093 Pirelli - ——e—e—

the tighter you wind it, the more it flares. The site for theindoor Nats will be the Rockwell
Thanks to'- Pete Sotich for many miles of personal Armory in Chicago, 2653 West Madison Street. The ceiling

taxi service - Hardy Broderson for service beyond the is e UP and cleaner thanmany Cat. II sites. Floor“~7a
call of duty in loaning repair facilities - Oakland Cloud are out 150° by 165°, somewhat limited for the Nats, ,

Dusters for donating first place trophies for all U. 8. entirely usable.

Semi~Finals- Detroit Balsa Bugs for second & third place
awards - Balsa Bugs and especially Bob Bienenstein and In another part of the building there are two lecture
Norm Gura for a very smoothly run contest - Mike Karlak, rooms with 22' ceiling that probably will be available
our roving "circulation manager" - - and to all who made for test flying. It behooves all NIMAS members to set
this a very enjoyable trip. an example of test flying and flying courtesy to avoid

the "kicked-over bee-hive" appearance that is possible in

REPORT ON MOFFET
sites with limited floor area if the flyers aren't careful.

by TOM FINCH Although the beams will not present a major problem
of hang-up ~- there are hanging light fixtures which will |

Carl Redlin took all the marbles with flights of 35:15 cause some problemse It will be wise to have your own
and 35:28, made in the first two rounds. In general, balloons for retreiving, and imperative that you use care
conditions were rather bad due to unpredictable drifts and consideration for other models while retreiving.
caused by outside winds up to 30 knots. Taking nothing
at all from Carl, he was rather fortunate to get two The best of luck to each of you, and may the best
flights to the floor as he did. flyers win!

With Carl sitting on top, the pressure was really on #HHHDRAPTSMANWANTED###%
the rest of the fellows. By the end of the fifth round

" tRambo, Atwood, and Bilgri were all within striking dis- Several months ago we “advertised” for volunteers to
tance; Rambo and Atwood having flights of 35 plus and help get various sets of plans in shape for publication.
Bilgri with 33 plus. Obviously, we have received help in this department, and

8 out of a sense of fair play that we ask for more
The sixth round started off with conditions slightly help in this department. The material gradually is build-

4mproved but drift still pretty tricky. Of the three, ing up so that an appreciable amount of lead time can be
Atwood got off first and climbed well but driftedinto granted and the volunteers have a fair amount of time to
the wall at 15 or 20 minutes. Meanwhile, Bilgri got away plan the drawing and make it. At present all our drafts-
on a real all out effort. He needed nearly 37 minutes, men are working on future projects, further help would
but it didn't look as if he had the necessary altitude. both ease the load on them and help you editor have time
However, he hit some pretty good air and hung on quite to build some models.
well; the only difficulty was that he was decending right
over a couple of trucks parked off to one side and very If you feel you could help with this phase of the
close to the wall. At 35 minutes it was obvious that he publication of INDOOR NEWS, please contact Bud Tenny, Box
had the altitude but was too close to the wall. He ball- 545, Richardson, Texas.
ooned the model but apparently waited too long to do it
and the bad air and drafts brought him down 27 seconds RECORDS? MAYBE
shorte

Indoor record appl “ss

Rambo meanwhile broke three motors trying to get one then, have been rather scarce this month. ‘Magbe thie
iene orf suse a ainuteefter tne leviesor the lest column will have to go underground for a few months!

round. The flight did make it up and down to the floor From Bill Haught 1n Baltimore comes confirmation of
but was, I believe, only about 33 minutes so that it these two records by his son, Billv:on Ma °

wouldn't have won if he had gotten it off in time.
y , 7 y 6, 19623

CATEGORY II - 5th. imental '
‘The other two who might have been contenders, Lew Junior A oan Fess ntal Armory, 75' ceiling

uniorA R 820.4, Billy HaughtGitlow and Frank Cummings, both had their troubles...Lew
—

Junior © Stick - 11:46.6, Bill Haught



The back plece is made from very hard balsa, the
~

HINTSANDKINKS Lo spacer thickness determines the thickness of cut, and the
+ blade supports are hard scrap, added to re-inforce the

,

tinue to present suggestion to simplify the task ’

of bulletins and flying indo eeesels - and to remind our blade mounting. The free end of the blade in the orig-
f readers that this column can use more ideas. Please send inal stripper had a tendency to wander when cutting thick

any necessary sketches with your ideas, keeping the sketch spar stock, so the extra spacer and support was added to
y

a rey ood contrast, and a maximum of Bu wide. the blade. The width of the cutting channel determines
-neat and w & ’ the maximum thickness of sheet that can be cut, and should ~—

be as narrow as possible. The cross-hatched area may beAnotherThrust Bearing
-- removed so that Rouble stripping" may be done, which in- —

Our favorite thrust bearing is one suggested by charles creases the versatility of the instrument.

Sotich. It has the advantage of extreme reliability an .
. tale In normal stripping, the stripper is held in the right

|fairly light weight, and uses readily available materia. hand with the blade facing to the left, and the stock in -
a Lc the left hand. Pull the wood slowly through the stripper

r+8 oe Ceranauee 4
while exerting even pressure against the bottom of theTA For ProP ShAF ee cutting channel with the right edge of the stock; take it |

CG iV i GRIND pal a slow, and practice makes perfect. To double strip a spar,
i / ! FLAT ” (useful when a perfectly square strip 1s needed, or when .
wa meant \| that "perfect sheet" of balsa is thicker than the sparDe|i pa you wanted to make) run it through the stripper rotated

' \ i .
. © 90 degrees from the first cut; support the spar with a a‘A+ —~ B Sec. A-A Sec.B-B  Twsraceation

scrap which pushes it flat against the edge of the spacer
d use the left thumb to hold the spar against the bottom —

As can be seen from the sketch, this bearing mounts an
-inside the fuselage on the stiffener web at the front of of the cutting channel.4

In this fashion .024" square m

the stick. When formed from .015 music wire, typical strips can be cut from 4 lb. .032" sheet.
we

weight runs .0012 02.6 Final precautions; use Gillete "Super Blue Blades" |
sre .002" larger than the prop for best results, be sure to keep the blade free of glue.

aha ee tae erarel to ween the front ond of the bearing, in the cutting area, pull rather than push when double
-

and needle nose pliers to form the rest of the fitting. stripping small spars after a start is made. ;

Dimension no will be determined by thedepth of your NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
:

stick, while dimension "D" determines the clearance o ENGLAND - COVENTRY .
the prop ener ano eeria BY test, 010 music wirewine Arthur Barr's latest letters reported on the May and
safely ho ° ? June flying sessions in Cardingdon airshed.
rubber size you plan to use. The May session was still bothered by drafts from

windows not yet renvaired and heavy weather outside. Few a

ana ATteE formingthe bearing, grind the front endfet Really serfoug flights wore attenpted, but Artur dia log

pearing carefully, using a straignt wire through the bear- 19:44 with a "C" after conditions settled down. Ray Monks <:
’

towith the stick
and Ron Draper were testing new FAI ships also.

ing to aid in alignment w ° Although conditions were better in June, the usual -
rough air up to about 50' prevailed, causing some trouble “

f™ BRACINGHINT in getting above it. Ron Draper almost topped 30 minutes
_

Beginners often shy away from bracing because of the and Arthur boosted his best Cardingdon time to 26:24.
7

supposed time and difficulty. This idea, used since 1955 FINLAND - HELSINKI
*

by Reg Forban:makes it possibleto brace a wing starting
_

Esko Hamalainen reports that the Finnish FAI team has onfrom scrateh in . been chosen, with the elims being held under a 45' ceiling. ~
ta very small balsa peg on the wing This site is the best available in Helsink1, and times -frame eves placethe “ire wu touch, and Nee the peg as a ran from 17 to 20 minutes. Top time of(20:07 was made

-

hook to hold the wire. The entire wing can be braced with with a 270 sq. in. model pulled by a 20" dia. 40" pitch -
; one stringing, the tension weight added, and then the wire non-flaring prop. :

glued into place. See sketch: ILLINOIS - CHICAGO -
Weekly indoor sessions have continued in the Washing- .

Ris ton Park Armory in Chicago. Best time (90' ceiling) was

WING@ a turned by Tommy Neumann the week before the Detroit FAI

SPAR Semi - over 28 minutes with his FAI model!

MARYLAND - BALTIMORE
TIP SPAR OR Bill Haught reported on the annual Baitimore meet

aOUTLINE held in the 5th Regimental Armory. An unusual arrange-
ment of events permitted all models to compete directly,
by flying against the existing record for that model

Pec (Avveb) class.
In addition to regular AMA classes, events for the

Ranger 21 prefab kits and for Guillow WWI Flying Scale .

Balsa Stripper kits.
Th t the A ad it h twi hh

.

Periodically the balsa stripper appears in articles floor senof the Rockyell.Armory in Ghicapos” wiee the

on model construction, one of the latest times was in the
"Parlor Mite" article, pe 26 of Feb. '62 M.A.N. Here is NEW YORK ~ NEW YORX
an improvement on that stripper: NIMAS/East, the eastern newsletter by Richard Miller,

(see TEXT) ACK reports that Pete Andrews built a ship "for practice" and
SE 8 flew it at the East Coast Semi ~- and will have a better :

7
SPACER one out for the July 8 session.

| |] as partas
UN BLADE r With a limited attendance, the June 29 Walnut HillZ| SUPPORTS cL session turned up two new.site records - Easy I glider -

~

4
moved up to 0:17.0 and E-Z-Bee jumped to 6:25.2. Jim

ir Y CUTTING Clem's E~Z~Bee threatened to up it still further, but
-

a
CHANNEL BLADE hung on every flight. /

,

- SPACER WASHINGTON - SEATTLE
| |

LUE 'S OVER BLADE News from Seattle has been pretty slim, even thoughGLUE SHIN OVER
these boys are real sharp - maybe they are too modest?? :
At any rate, the last letter from Hu Entrop said they are

BALSA STRIPPER Losing most of thelr sites, but are still looking for
;

to 4 xen : 1
7

“Set trentreason AaRURALTERRE ns oer wennenatnthmnntirinaenimanenpngeteRten mn titinrtnertenanmtnntteriteirttirenereneinnntnit te teeter nestersnanny eenintennrerrecnennitenemensittenarettenamepntinti”



THE STATE OF THE ART

Last January, during the rather hectic flying at the In no other instance does the resolution between the
Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet, Mike Karlak set a new B Paper conflicting demands of performance and stability take
Stick record of 14:57.0. greater judgement, nor cause more problems, than in the

determination of adequate longitudinal stability. This.
On page five the details of Mike's model, the Buckeye, is particularly true in the case of the hand launch g~ “r.

are shown. The model is rather similar to Phil Hainer's
7

"Bumper" (April INAV) and very similar to Ted Gonzoph's In the first place the task of the non-movable stab-
Category III record holder, which will be featured next tlizer is a difficult one. Part of this difficulty comes

month. from the fact that the HLG wing, like most others, tends
50 produce its best results (highest lift/drag) at an

It is of more than passing interest that the Cleveland angle-of-attack very close to the stall point of the air-
site where the record was set is quite similar to the foil. It is therefore up to the stabilizer to keep the
Rockwell Armory in Chicago, where the Nats will be held wing flying at this critically high angle~-of-attack
on July 23, 1962. (probably 7-8°), to keep it from slipping across the

; ny
razor's edge into a stall, and finally to bring it back

THE HAND LAUNCHGLIDER to a normal flight attitude as quickly as possible in the
event of an upset.

PART HIGHT by RICHARD MILLER
Although both the sixe of the stabilizer and the tail

DESIGN (conte) moment arm are important factors in the Lingitudinal stab-
Llity equation it is the stab’s angular setting with

The Stabilizer regard to the wing - decalage - which determines, more
;

than anything else, its effectiveness. By mounting the
Once we have come to some more or less definite con- stabilizer at a somewhat smaller angle-of-incidence than

clusions as to what we want in the way of a wing we can the wing we enable it to fly at a greater margin of safety
turn to the attendant problem of the auxiliary surfaces than the wing (vis-a-vis the stall point) and to maintain
necessary to support the wing in flight. its purchase on the passing airstream when the wing has

gone over the edge.
Flying the wing by itself, without and additional

elements, is the ideal we are forced to abandon. By pro- The Decalage Compromise
viding most, if not ali the lift, the wing is, after all,
financing the expedition through the air in quest of The effectiveness of the stabilizer, its ability to
higher times and anything we hang on it is bound to be put out energy for the maintenance of longitudinal stab-
costly in some degree. In this respect the wing is some- ility, varies directly with the amount of decalage (or
what like a race horse. ‘The horse could undoubtedly run longitudinal dihedral as the British call it). Yet, at
faster without a jockey but wouldn't know where to go - the same time, each additional degree of decalage causes
nor how to get there. So the 100 or so pounds on the the stabilizer to fly at a more wasteful angle-of-attack.
horse's back in the price for getting it to the finish In short, the energy used for stability purposes is drawn
line. directly from the perfomance potential.

The closest approach to the ideal of the jockeyless But decalage has another serious drawback beside which
horse as far as we're concerned is quite obviously the the slight losses caused by the stabilizer are trifling.
flying wing glider. A lot of work on flying wings has This is the looping tendency, only half of which can be
been done in the full scale field but despite the excel~- tolerated in a good HLG for quite obvious reasons. Ass
lence of some of these gliders (notably the Hooten and well known the looping tendency results primarily fro“*
Fauvel series) they have apparently been unable to over- ‘the negative incidence in the stabilizer and increase.
come the inherent design problems adequately to compete radically with any increase in the speed of the model.
with the more conventional machines, From this we can see why the HLG, with its extreme low-

to high-speed ratio, can tolerate only a shadow of dec-~
The rub, of course, is that without a stabilizer (or alage; no more in fact, than a good Martini has Vermouth.

the alternative of sweepback and wash-out) the glider has And we'll devote a lot of time to that presently.
no longitudinal. stability and without longitudinal stabe
ility things are pretty rough. And while, as was pointed The Tail Volume Coefficient
out earlier, wash-out is not particularly detrimental in
Low speed flight it does have serious drawbacks at higher Given this specific, small and arbitrary amount of
speeds. Furthermore the high speed problem in the indoor decalage as a constant (thinking of the setting as 0-0°
HLG, which may have a high- to low-speed ratio on the is a little misleading) we can now calculate the tail
order of 83:1 or more, is potentially a greater problem volume coefficient for our design using the area and the
than it is in the full-scale sailplane with its ratio of moment arm as factors.
about 4:1. Thus it seems that we are about as likely to
see the twin pusher replace the Boeing 707 as we are to The tail volume coefficient is a felicitious method
see a successful tailless IHLG and indicates that our of calculating, and expressing in a single factor, the
problem is not whether we shall have a jockey on our horse complex relationship between the aerodynamic forces of
or not but rather how shail we mount him and what instruct- the wing and stab: an expedient manner of predicting
ions to give hin, within general limits the degree of longitudinal stability

of the model; a very handy tool for the HLG designer; and
Thus, dismounting our metaphor, we come to the next finally a small, well directed blow against the conceits

logical step in design - usually the next in procedure of ignorance and folly.
and certaily the next in importance ~- the size, shape,
placement, etc. of the stabilizer and rudder and their The coefficient is arrived at by dividing the product
total aerodynamic relationship to the wing. of the stabilizer area X the moment arm by the product of

the wing area X the wing chord; (the moment arm here being
ALeverAtThe EndOfAStick measured from the CG to 25% of the stab's MAC). The

number which results from this calculation may fall within
Performance and stability, whether in golfing irons, fairly wide bounds. If the designer is disposed toward

racing yachts or the IHLG, are almost invariably mutually a small symmetrical stabilizer and a forward CG (45-50%)
preclusive. With the single exception of stabilizer tilt he may come out with a number as small as .7; if on the
I doubt that there is any single stabilizing technique other hand he favors a large lifting stab and a rearward

: which does not impede performance, nor any means of ine CG (60-65%) the number may be something like 1.1, perhaps
creasing performance which dses not necessitate some sac- higher.
rifice in stability.

,

.

Next month we will take a look at these two schools
In this respect successful design consists of, on the of thought concerning the stabilizer and its potentials.

one hand, of keeping as close to the proven aerodynamic oo,
ideals as possible and on the other of paring away, degree
by degree, at the stabilizing elements; of making a series
of compromises between various sets of factors ~ weight/
strength, dihedral/effective span, ete. = then bringing
them into harmony with one another, And the successful
designer is the one who makes the most effective comp-
romises, the one whe treads closest to the precipice of
instability, yet keeps a sure footing.
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*HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ALRPLANE SOCTETY#i#it#
.

We feel that significant progress was made, in spite
of the fact that there were only five board members or

NIMAS membership climbed to a grand total of ninety- their representative present. In effect, any vote taken
eight members during the month of July, with the follow- would not be final, but would reduce the number of mail
ing indoor flyers joining the fold: ; polls needed to complete any single item.

BILL DUNWOODY, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd., Northport, New York One of the first trends to appear was the apparent
OTTO HEITHECKER, 33151 Willow Lane, Fraser, Michigan demise of the solid stick proposal - it appears likely
BRUCE PATON, L. M. Cox Mfg. Coe, Ince, Box 476, that an official rejection of this proposal will soon

Sante Ana, California be made.
FRANK PAVLIGA, 245 N. Roanoke, Youngstown, Ohio
GERALD SKRJANC, 1671 East 34th. Street, Lorain, Ohio The series of IHG rules proposals came under dis-~
ED SMOLA, 159 Prentice Road, Painesville, Ohio cussion that evening, and some progress was made toward

straightening this problem out, but not in time for the
HANDY DICTIONARY

.

1963 rules.
.

From charter member Dave gopple comes the pronunciat- Finally, considerable discussion of the unworkable
|

'  4on used on the West Coast: NI-mas, and Ronald Higgs sez and unenforced "winding rule" (Par. 4.7 in the AMA rule
Canadian accents will probably wind up with: NEM-as. book) was made, and recommendations by Kowalski were made

& part of the minutes of the meeting. It appears hopeful
No matter how we say it, NIMAS stands for the nicest that this ambiguity in our rules will also be eliminated.

group of fellows it has been our pleasure to mects ailpanded together for the purpose of insuring ndoor

model flying never again dies out, but instead goes on to RESULTSFROMTHEINDOORNATS
hiponew heights of achievement and fellowship

JUNIOR THLG 1. Jim Skarzynskct or9.22. James Lewis 0:47.ELRSTNIMAS MEETING 3.DickRobinson ord.2 .

After a long day of flying indoor, followed by a long « Dan Neumann ste
evening of processing models forthenext day, about 20 5e Dan Vogt 024161
NIMAS members assembled for our rst meeting. er e

usual introductions and chit-chat, several items of old SENIOR IHLG 1. Tommy Neumann 1205-5
and new business were discussed. 2. Dan O'Malley 0258.2 .

om . ;

3. Faust Parker, Jre 0:54.2
, ‘ he list of NIMAS projects suggested in the July issue 4, Larry Miller 011904

were discussed, and some approaches to the eee ota 5 Larry Loucka 0:49.3
determining the quality of rubber were discussed by
Bigge and Dick Kowalski. Phil Klintworth reported on his OPEN IHLG Ae otto Hetthecker 1203-0
plans for a site survey form, giving emphasis to factors . Robert tans 8 1032
which would enable the reader to have a clear picture of

-
i? jinpage n 3088

e eflying conditions in each site.
5. Tem Johnson 0:57.8(0:57.6

The first opportunity for NIMAS to act in an advisory Reid Simpson 0:57.8(0:54.0
capacity came at this meeting, also, Frank Ehling, Tech~
nical Director of A. M. A., recently came across the old JUNIOR PAPER STICK 1. David Erbach 11218.8
Stout Commercial Trophy and decided to rejuvenate it. 2, Jan Servaites 921502
Frank then asked for an official NIMAS opinion on what 3. Ronald Roharik 7324.6
use it could be put to. After due deliberation, we sug~ 4, Bernie Wisniewski 6206 63
gested that it be used as a perpetual trophy for indoor 5. Billy Haught 5344.9
stick, but that care be taken to keep the past history
of this trophy alive and to preserve, if possible, the SENIOR PAPER STICK 1. Jim Skinner 12253.2
names of the original winners, who were competing in out- 2. Shaye Diebolt 10:29.9
door rubber-powered cabin events. 3: Terry Hamer 10:04.3

« Tommy Neumann 921269MoreonDecals 5. Dennis Kargol 8354.0
The production of our decals was consistently nampered e

by high and changing humidity, which in turn seriously OPEN PAPER STICK 5° Poi Kiintworth thizo ce
slowed delivery on the finished article. A partial ship- *

Bill &.
Bee 1433520

ment was hand-carried to the Nats by Kowalski, and several Z° Ba Tt cough 13242.0Cy s emembers received their decals at the Nats. 5. Ted Gonzoph 13241.9
It all boils down to this ~ your decals should be in

your hands before or with this newsletter, and if you do JUNIOR INDOOR STICK ye gin Skarzyneki yar 1300
not receive them by August 1B) you have been overlooked

5 DovidEwbach 9312.0
eand should notify me at Box 545, Richardson, Texas ,

4° Billy Haught 9302.6
It Ain't So} Se Mary Alexander 9:02.22

If you have written recently and haven't received any SENIOR INDOOR STICK 1. Jim Skinner 192092
2. Dennis Kargol 1330661answer, please do not assume your editor has died on the

Chad Kro 12246.0vine. When he left for the Nats, there was a backlog of Z° . ren an 9223.1
over 15 letters - upon his return, fifteen more awaited. ° sommy °

Hopefully, these will soon be answered, and thing w
“™“ OPEN INDOOR STICK 1 Phil Klintworth 23229.0ome back to a more normal state of affairs. 2° Ted Prasol 2120407 -

Contest BoardMeeting 3. Dick Kowalski 193519
4. C. Ve Russo 1932525 oo

Almost everyone attends one or more meetings at the 5. Ted Gonzoph 1852.3 1

Nats, and we were no exception. By invitation, we sat in 6. Ed Stoll 18338..9
on the Free Flight Contest Board meeting called by Bob

e Don Kintzele 1805.6
Hatschek, since there were indoor rules proposals under ge Gerald skrjanc 17356.0 :

discussion. Dick Kowalski, as Central Area Indoor FAI 9. Charlie Sotich 15 33862
.

Chairman also attended. 10, Walter Erbach 14304.2



"

JUNIOR CABIN 1. DavidErbach 7335 8 ofmodels. please a>ace eneourans say aroup to use tbe
20 .Oat 624720 facilities of another group when there would be the

Z Horbe ‘ Schubert 0107.0 slightest chance of causing the site to be closed down.
« Horber swte B/G applies in the tee Ps aR/O on 6/6 eitos F/F in

only sites, and for an on sites, no
“™

SENIOR CABIN 1. Tommy Neumann 1029.0 matter vhere or when it occurs. The loss of a site due
2. Jim Skinner 525861 to lack of consideration and/or misuse by any group is

R° Shaye Diebolt 229202 now acute ~ and should be editorialized against rather
« Dennis Kargo 52356 than encouraged. Gas powered models indoors is unwise|

OPEN CABIN 1. Bob Champine 15:50.3 Point, and intolerable from’anethicalstandpoint. After
5° pharlie Soteen 9 140°5 all, the powered models can be flown out-of-doors, and the
° e e

4, Phil Klintworth 8217.2
reverse is not true.

.

5e Bill Bigge 730661 As a final stop-gap for your own treasured sites, it
would not be amiss to warn the sponsors or directors of

NATSREPORT your site that something like this might be suggested by
other groups, explain the hazards to the sites and part~

A complete, and we hope accurate, report of the Nats icipants, and make sure that there is no chance of your
results appears elsewhere in this issue, but we would pass group being blamed for the actions of some other group.
on impressions of the trip and flying as we saw it.

AND AGAIN - - ~

As we feared, the air was pretty crowded all day long,
but especially during the HLG session. Drift was high The vast accumulation of mail awaiting us brought
all over the building most of the day, except right in more disheartening and disturbing news - this time from
the center, and collisions were pretty frequent all day New Zealand. For several months John Malkin has been in

long. The Navy furnished helium for balloons, and so
close contact with the proper authorities over the matter

those fortunate enough to hang on lights without sticking of his proxy entry in the upcoming World Indoor Champion~
solid were able to fish them down. However, there are ships. After his model and entry were received in
some kind of projections on the top of the light fixtures England (shipped at his personal expense of over $100),
that often foiled attempts to remove a model in one piece, he was informed by letter from Henry J. Nicholls that

due to the likelihood of damage requiring extensive repair
It appeared that everyone went out of their way to to indoor models, proxy entry would be unacceptable.

avoid snagging models with the balloons, but it is a pity
that this courtesy did not extend to keeping the floor Even though Mr. Nicholls was only acting in his ecapac-
clear of people. One time in particular, twelve models ity as FAI delegate for the S.M.A.E., it seems that some

were in the air, which would allow a maximum of twenty- effort could have been made to have avoided such a gross
four people on the floor (twelve timers and twelve owners), meglect of simple human courtesy, especially since it has
Even these people should have been on the sidelines, since been common knowledge in most circles that John had con~

visibility was good enough for the timers to keep track templated entry for some time.
of the models and the owners could do nothing for their
models except pray in case of danger to the model. At An even deeper undercurrent of concern arises from
the same time the twelve models were counted, a quick this action, something that strikes at the very foundat-
check showed close to ninety people out in the flying ions of F. A. I. model competitions. At one time, the

~

area, most of them with no connection with any models at practice was to hold international model competition in -

all. the country of the previous year's winning team. Now,
it seems that sites have been limited to the area in and

The high points of the trip for us occurred on the around continental Europe. For years it has been custom
Saturday previous to the indoor session, as we attended to permit proxy entry for those teams unable to afford a

@ practice session at the Washington Park Armory. This trip to the contest site ~ and again this is being done
turned out to be a very relaxed flying session, which away with.
surprisingly enough was poorly attended.

It was estimated that it would cost over $1400 per
We saw Tommy Neumann hit 1:10+ with his glider for man to field a team from New Zealand - who could afford

the first time, and our own ships turned in the highest such costs?
times ever for Category II flying. The real Joy, however,
was the completely relaxed atmosphere of a casual indoor Maybe the time has come to evaluate the entire F.A.I.
session, the likes of which we haven't seen before. This model competition program. Is the site restriction and
is the real joy of indoor flying, rather than the high possible elimination of all proxy flying consistent with
level of pressure which exists during a contest. The the concept of a "Model Airplane Olympics" as it has been

Chicago area flyers are really fortunate to have an armory in years past? Is it possible (perish the thought!) that
available almost every week all year long. this noble concept is degenerating into a European contest

for Europeans, and possibly even a show place for state-
sponsored Iron Curtain teams?

HHHHON GUARD LttHe
Se In days gone past, the feeling of true international

Almost immediately upon our arrival home from the Nats, competition was preserved quite well by moving the event

a brief attempt to relax and unwind with the latest copy of to the country of the winning team, a feeling which isn't
MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS was shattered by the lead article on preserved by the mere entry of teams from several not-so-~

page 29. In the unlikely event you haven't seen it, this widely separated countries. Also, the proxy entry made

was a three-picture-and-lengthy report on flights made in it possible for distant countries to maintain touch with

a 42’ x 60' gymnasium with an .010 powered R/C model. the event and be in better shape to win if the contest
came close enough for them to participate in person. If

Complete model details, design suggestions for this the Malkin ruling is truly an opening to eventually do

type of flying, and the statement that indoor R/C flying away with all proxy flying, as some feel, the FAI model

49 the answer to cold weather problems pretty well com- competition program will truly have degenerated to merely
pleted the article, but one other thing grated harshly as a good European contest,

we read on: "Here are a few tips to put you into the act

in case they open Lakehurst for indoor R/G: - - =e ¥#HeEFAL INDOOR REPORTHER*

Maybe this doesn't hit you as hard as it does us, but East Coast Results
we know of more than one indoor site permanently barred
to model builders because model builders sometime in the LAKEHURST ~ June 3, 1962
past had operated power models in the site, with the easy- Julius Rudy - 30:5704, 34:09.4% 65:06.8 oo,
to-predict result of fuel mess and worse. Such {li-advised Bill Bigge - 30:48.2, 34:06.2 65306,.8
and inconsiderate actions on the part of a selfish few Ray Harlan - 28:314.2, 27354.0 56:08.2
seems to be the norm in these days, and the hobby suffers John Triolo - 22:02.7, 26:45.5 48 348 .2

as a result. Jim Grant ~- 26:45.3, 11:35.0 38:20.3
Edgar Franklin ~ 13:31.5, 13:44.6 27216601

Our immediate action, which we suggest you reinforce
with letters of your own, was a letter of protest to the *This flight was made on a re-start allowed after collise

editor of the article and copies to the editors of each ion with a balloon string being used to retreive another

of the three model magazines. The letter said in part: model, pending a ruling by Joe Bilgeri. Joe ruled that

+ocen meeenemessnenmuatnerymanaseteten tRe te ERT TN Cn REEPOO TEPAPU ORY SA IOANTSA AT OOOEE NEONCCCCC CTO CSCAAC CL AT Se a TT eTTL eT
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str< wood for each component ‘assuming
there should be a fly-off between Bigge and Rudy, arid sectionof stronger woo ’

that fly-off was held July 8 with these results: equal quality of wood in each case?

a
Tom Finch, present holder of the Cat. II A ROG record

po Bigge an 3 and theCat. III B Stick record makes these comments:
of =om ee e e

.
.

mS 3639.2 % ooiaets * "First, we'd better attempt to define what 1s meant
7

2 3305 or 2 by "strength" as applied to wood for indoor models. There
4 4 1020 *

1 ; 208 are two factors involved, they are: stiffness or resist-
2 30% 730 1723100 *

ance to bending, and ultimate strength or the maximum
°

.

2221900 le load that a part will carry before failing. Generally,
Best 2 # 57:26.2 44844 5 one would talk in terms of strength per unit area, but

for purposes of comparison I think it makes more sense
CENTRALU.S. TEAMMEMBERRESIGNS to consider strength per unit weight. In general, lighter

wood is stiffer on this basis while the heavier wood is
A rumor making the rounds during the last of the Nats more flexible but will take a higher load before breaking.

stated that Bob DeBatty would be unable to make the trip It is on this basis that the choice of wood must be made.
to the World Indoor Championships for unspecified personal Which of these characteristics 1s more important in the
reasons. This was confirmed by a call to Bob, so this particular usage? There are two basic structural members
team berth will be filled by Dick Kowalski. With this involved in an indoor model; tubes and strips. Generally,
cnange, the U. S. Indoor Team is: a fairly light wood is employed for tubes. For very light

WEST COAST Carl Redlin structures an extremely light wood is necessary to keep
CENTRAL AREA Dick Kowalski thicknesses up to workable levels. For spars, it is
EAST COAST Bill Bigge another story. General practice has been to use fairly
MANAGER Joe Bilgri heavy wood, about 6 or 7 pound stock. One reason for

this 1s probably that, generally, good light spar stock
FOREIGN FAI INDOOR TEAMS has not been available. However, recently we have been

able to obtain some exceptional 4 to 45 lb. wood with
Finland

.
fairly long grain that makes beautiful spars. In summary,

'
then, light wood is best if you can obtain good wood, but

Public Hall in Helsinki - 45' celling good spar stock in the 4 to 44 lb. bracket is hard to
- Esko Hamalainen 20:07 come by.”
Harry Raulio 17:28
Arto Tauria 14330 Charlie Sotich, who flies Category II almost exclus-

. ively, and has to contend with obstructions on almost ail
Manager ~ Reino Hyvarinen flights, made the following comments:

Germany bight wood seems to have the characteristic of breake
. ing with a “snap often followed with a small puff ofThe German Championships will be held in Dortmund on dust. When a wing or other structure is made of this typeAugust 12, and the site there has a 75° celling. The only of material, I have found that the wing (or other part)advance info available on possible team members is that tends to crack very easily when it bounces off an obstr-Max Hacklinger has made many flights over 30 minutes in uction while flying.

|

Using wood that has a higher den»we site,so ony an upusual ron of bad luck will prevent sity, and usually higher strength, requires the cross~
6 . section to be reduced to keep the weight down. If the

fo \ GreatBritain heavier wood is stringier it won't crack so easily on
-

impact. I prefer the wood that is stringy and slightly
-

Good flying conditions at Cardington have been very heavier (about 6# stock) to the light wood for several
spotty, and some concern1sbeing Fee r e peteieh reasons:
remaining before e/ Wor mpions e ’ ‘
Championships will be held in Cardington at the August te Th dese nepaizing. so I can do more flying
session, but no recent reports have given the date.

2. Good 64 woodiseasier to obtain than 5#, or AfHungary stock.
Using heavier wood, a finished model is likel

So far there has been no news of indoor activity for 3e to a heavier, but strong, 80 it can be flow,
team selection in Hungary, although we assume they will under most conditions. Using light wood, parts
again have on entry. are often too weak and won't permit any flying

New Zealand until some bracing is added,"
As mentioned elsewhere, John Malkin has submitted a NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

proxy entry from New Zealand. John has received word
from Henry Nicholls that proxy entry would be unacceptable, CALIFORNIA
but Reg Parham and others have gone to bat for John, in Reading between the lines in a letter from Hal Cover,
an attempt to get his entry certified. we might guess that the Smogeutters have found one of the

RECORDS? MAYBE pest Cat. I sites around ~ ceiling at 34' 9" and only twoRECORDS?MAYBE! obstructtons in the form of speaker boxes. Where? The
Culver City Veteran's Auditorium!eCReie 1962 The times at a record trials held there were quite

Senior D Stick - 30:26.0, Drew Morris good = top glider time (balsa) was 36.5 by Sonny Myers,
@ Senior. Sonny also put up 8:06 for a new Paper Stick

NATIONAL MODEL AIRPLANE CHAMPIONSHIPS, July 23, 1962 records planedesignby Hal Cover. Hal's helicopter went
CATEGORY II, Rockwell Armory, Chicago, 75' ceiling or he er record = 5:21, and Frank Cummings and Tom

Junior C Cabin - 7235.8, David Erbach Finch were also out trying for "A" and "D" respectively.

guntor C Stick - 113 os Jim Skarzynski
_ ENGLANDSenior C Cabin ~- 10:29.0, Tommy Neumann

Senior Paper Stick - 1225302, Fan Skinner From Reg Parham and Arthur Barr comes reports of the

Open Gebin - 15:50.3, Bob Ghimpine ri Uhelr seasione go: far fas petra thor naaraaeTeP Stick « 351.20 . ELintworth
1

ene: een ratner 5a an SOpen Paper Sti 1525100, ¥ * repair work on the hangar is still going on. Conditions
Junior Helicopter - 3:42.2, David Erbach

— nisshige eofullpotentsone.nas really been able to fly :
! re is grow concern

L. A. SMOGCUITERS' CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, June 28, 1962 over picking the British team for the Championships.CAT. I, Culver City Vet's Auditorium, 34! 9" ceiling In addition, some housing on the base has been torn
Senior Paper Stick-- 8:06, Sonny Myers down, 80 some of the Championships entrants may have toon" Open Helicopter = 5:21, Hal Cover be put up in Bedford (about 2 miles from the base).

STIONS AND ANSWERS FINLAND
The public hall in Helsinki, where the Finnish FATSome time ago this column posed question #17 and elims took place, has been made available to the flyerspolled some flyers on their opinion and practices with

every weekdayduring the summer months - lucky boys!regard to that question. EskoHamajainen also predicts that the 45' site will be
seeing 8 over 23 minutes as the boys progress.17. From a standpoint of structural reliability, is it Esko fii ;

" "

better to attain a qiven weight of structure by using a
es copilot on @ "Caravelle" for FINNAIR, the

large cross-section of very light wood or a smaller cross-

ialeaeeeesneenerineneteintmeenaieteiaiinamaeineehieintatemienenanancman neersnahie nniine ins ssn ns nes nmin nmmamnmmnnmnmmeattantimaimmnnaaetamaenane maaanemaaaeamaane cielmnRRR td netnae eine odie cilia neh ec enenetiai eaceeidamneeneneemnl
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The rate of flow is regulated by carefully tilting the cu
largest Finnish airline, making regular runs to several for even pouring, while also regulating the water cover~ P

cities in Europe. FINNAIR, incidentally, sponsors the age by the speed at which the cup is moved across the
Finnish FAI team transportation costs to the Champion- tank.
ships each year,

Of course, if the flow rate is regulated and repeat
NEW ZEALAND able, much more uniform results and less waste can be had.

After hard work by John Malkin and others in the Plastic squeeze bottles with detachable funnel-shaped
Upper Hutt Aeromodellers, the N.Z.M.A.A. (equivalent to spouts can be modified to deliver constant flow at the
A.MoA. here) adopted two ceiling categories, divided at proper rate for your particular film. Refer to the two
30', and changed the flying procedure so an indoor flyer sketches below, and modify the spouts as shown:
can now hold his model while winding. The club is still
working to get indoor classes returned to the agenda for '

the N. Z. Nats. ' ' ' i

The Vogue Theatre (in Upper Hutt?) 4s the present ' j i !
scene for all the club's indoor sessions, and has a 26'+ boy-- ay loge--=p--
ceiling. Easy B (Wilmington rules) is the most popular ;

event, and the top Easy B time is 6:19, set by Brian
Roots. It is reported that John Malkin is hard after tythat record, so it may not stand long. y

STATE OF THE ART }
Someh issed ting Ted G h at the Nat

TeFLOM OR NYLON
omehow, we missed meeting Ted Gonzoph a e Nats 9 -

and didn't get to compare his fifth place winning ship Cur off Ewo oF INSERT DRILLED
with the one shown here. In his last letter, he indicated SPpouT UNTIL THE TC OESIRED SIZE
plans to duplicate this model for Category II except for END WAS PROPERhigher prop pitch than shown here.

.INSIDE DIAMETER
The details of power, flight time, and R.P.M. show

up on the plan,but Ted sez an earlier version using a If you have. several of these bottles, the method on
_

6% airfoil was "a great big zero". It would be interest- the left is easiest. Working carefully, trim the end of
ing to build several wings for a given ship, changing the spout until the remaining spout has the right sizeonly the airfoil, and test fly until enough flights under hole to give the proper color sheet of film. If too much —
varying conditions had proved out the best airfoil. material is removed, the tip can be heated until it close:

HINTS AND EINK
down some, but this is not quite as satisfactory.

If desired, the same spout can be used for several
Microfilm Pouring Spout different film solutions and film colors by making several

different teflon or nylon inserts, each with a different
A uniform and carefully regulated pouring rate is a hole size. A good place to start on hole size is #37

must for good sheets of microfilm, if all other factors drill - gold and hazy brown sheets indicate the need for
are equal. For years, the practice has been to use a a larger hole, while red-green "saran wrap" film shows
spoon or similar container to pour the film solution from. you have gone too far.

Fc saannn nnn nemnnereaininaeneaeenianiaaenealammmnannnanaimaamms



To use this gadget after making a trial modification suggesting a long tall moment arm) and on the other b
on the spout, re-attach the spout to the bottle and cut the limits which extending heavy fuselage wood rearward
out the bottom of the pottle. Pour two or three table~ from the CG places on the TMA (thus suggesting a large

,

spoons of film solution into the gadget while using your stabilizer).
Little finger as a stopper for the spout. Leave the film
( ottle top off so there will be a place to set the gadget The juggling of these two possibilities - the large

fter pouring a sheet. stab/short MA vs. the small stab/long MA - fortunately
has a definite and coherent history which can provide us

For right-handers, hold the filled gadget about one with some valuable information. If you recall, we exan-
4nch above the water at the right end of the tank. Start 4ned (inpartII) some bizarre looking gliderswith 7
a uniform, sweeping motion toward the other end of the nose gaps and 4° tail gaps, roughly the opposite of what
tank, while simultaneously unstopping the spout. About

we know today. These gliders, dating from the early
eight or ten inches from the end of the tank, cut off the thirties, were representative of the large stab/short MA
flow while following through with the sweep. If the flow era and we can only imagine that things were that way
runs too close to the end of the tank, wet solution will because that's the way things were. In those days long
bunch at the end of the tank, producing heavy film and TMA was associated almost exclusively with racing air~
drying too slowly. crett and speed models pearing out the rule of thumb

that the faster the normal speed of the model the longer
After use, clean the spout with thinner, and store the TMA, Thus the ultra slow HLG, like its full-scale

until the next time. This gadget will give uniform sheets counterpart, the sailplane, was short coupled.
time and again, and results repeatable the next time.
However, no guarrantee is made about picking the film up Nonetheless in the decade 1935/45 the long TMA rev-
after pouring - you are on your own in that department! olution took place and became fully established, It was

unquestionably a major factor, along with polyhedral, in :

the sudden jump from sub-minute to 1:10-plus times. ItSHE D LAUNCH GLIDER
was tound that the rong fuselage extention to the rear of

e wing was not all that disadvantageous. The long tailFART NINE by RICHARD MILLER
boom could be made slender in the interests of resiliency

.

DESIGN (conte) and thus be kept quite light. The long TMA was also a

welcome visual revolution a8 yell according to Pete Nish-
aniane accentuated the tail~hang-down-drag of theEvo Schools of Thought
true indoor glider as it loafed through the air,

When 4t comes to determining the size of the stabil- e :
4zer and the work it is to perform there are two schools SalientStabilizer Specifics
of thought separated by a heaa shades of varyingopine There still remain a good number of factors bearing =
soooeee ree eee tna Toe nendatorneedto Gp oh the design of tne stabilizer. fn general what applies
more than is implied in ite name, and do it very modestly Be ene wing and its design can serve as 4 guide for the

at that. The large 1ifting stepschool, on the other °

hand, ask themselves why the sta zer shou e
. ‘called on to perform a more versatile role. Both schoois PLanvorm: Senne nesake OFFPDpearance » on in oreee vom S

have the feeling that theynave the best solution to8 + mon to carry the wing planform over into the stab. If
At ony rete,4?theteenot they etould ben are right. the wing is elliptical, parabolic, or something similar a

con ; y ° in shape, there is little or no problem. Where the wing a
;

The small symmetrical stab school reasons that planform is less conventional it may prove a little more a
insomuch as every bit of stabilizer causes structural difficult to achieve harmony in this respect. The Sweep~
bl add font. £ a a and mises ette is an excellent example of maintaining the spirit ofPrope es S weight, increases drag and compromse the wing planform in the stab yet varying the stabilizerlaunch altitude that it ts wise to keep the surface as

lanform in such a manner so as to make it both structsmall and unobtrusive as possible. Such as, for example, D
1 4 and attractd et in

otn struct<

a 20% stabilizer on three chord lengths, Gliders such as #§ Urelily sound and attractive at the same time.
.

Foster's 1:14 machine and the Sweepette fall into this Aspect Ratio: Higher A/R is just as desirable in the -

category. stabilizer as it is in the wing, especially when using a

lifting section. Bill Dunwoody seems to feel that an
The large lifting stab proponents, although they're increase in stabilizer A/R has adverse effects on recov-

quite ready to admit the above claims, argue that this 1s ery put this seems a negligible point and one overshad~
not, by any Means» the whole story. Why, they reason, owed by the likelihood of a little increased performance. ”
when you've gone to all the trouble of selecting the wood, The practical limit to stabilizer A/R is, of course,
building the stab, aligning andattaching it to the model, simctural. Nonetheless I feel that the small additional

betat.why (they weet unosyou'vegone toail thie can amount of weight entailed (agrrr!) in increasing the A/R
? ee,trouble, shouldn't the stab do some additional work on

of the stab might be offset by performance gains.
the way down? Section: If the stab section is symmetrical the maximum “

thickness around the 35 to 40% mark should give the least
People with such convictions are liable to go to 4 drag. If you use a lifting section simply pay heed, on a .

stab area of 30% or higher and use a lifting section as reduced scale, to everything that applies to wing airfoils.
well, They are also liable to point out the fact that a As a general rule a thickness of about 1/16" should do :

lifting stabilizer can be tilted in such a manner as to quite well for gliders weighing 3/4 of an ounce or more, -
be @ considerable help in turning the model and getting On gliders weighing in the neighborhood of half an ounce
it to recover more smoothly, Finally they would be apt 1/20" stack should be adequate and for those around 1/4
to. point out that a lifting, or at least non-symmetrical ounce, 1/32" sheet. ‘This 1s ultimately a matter of feel

.

stab section is less liable to flutter during launch then more than anything else and “what the traffic will bear"
@ symmetrical section and that many builders use lifting 4s determining factor #1. .
sections, even when not concerned about lift, for just
this reason. “Hedral: The proponents of both dihedral and negative

dihedral make reasonable claims for these variations,
HowToGetWhat We Want stating that such angling aids in recovery or in thermal-

ings My own experience has proved nothing either way;
Once we have an idea what it 1s we want from the put it is certainly easy enough for anyone interested to

stabilizer we can begin the somewhat less difficult prob- experiment and come to his own conclusions. Chop off one
lem of assembling our elements in a manner best calcul- side of the stabilizer, reglue it at the desired angle,
ated to achieve it. Our first problem, as implied above, and note the difference in performance.
is general stabilizer effectiveness. Now as any able

pornmatuer aerodynamicist knows, a large stabilizer on a A dihedralied stabilizer leads us in the direction
ort moment arm (MA) is roughly equivalent to a small of the "Vv" tail. This is possibly a rich area for the
stabilizer on a long moment arm ~ at least as far as experimenter. To cast off on this strange sea will
glide performance is concerned ~ and the Tail Volume undoubtedly mean shedding a lot of well established ideas
Coefficient formula can be made to yield the same results of HLG design and adjustment and experimenting at consid-
from either point of view. erable length. But if the results are anywhere near as

encouraging in HLG as they have been in full-scale sail-
How then to proportion things? We are hedged in on planes where the "“y" tail has proven to be a considerable

one side by the fact that drag and structural limitations asset in several respects the pioneer will be richly
dictate an absolute size for the HLG stabilizer (thus rewarded.e
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Two more members Joined NIMAS in August, bringing our GREAT BRITAIN Cardington aerodrome, England
membership to the century mark after eight months. We 1. Ron Draper 61:27 (2 flights)
welcome these new members: 2. Ray Monks 61:08

tt
; 7

3. Reg Parham 58355
CARL W. FRIES, 8798 Sturdy Drive, Crestwood 26, Missouri ,

DONALD R. GOLDBERG, 1706 Foxchase Dr., Reynoldsburg, Ohio
a, PROXY OR NOT?

Our one hundred members are scattered over five count-
a. oo

ries and eighteen states of these United States. Over. Lastmonth we reported on the initial effort to keep
half the Open indoor records and many of the Junior and John Malkin's proxy entry in the World Championships from
Senior records are held by NIMAS members; over half the being accepted. Since then we have received reports that
top five places in the 1962 Indoor Nats were won by NIMAS— this issue hadonly been discussed by a minor committee

members and NIMAS made a clean sweep Open Paper Stick and of the C,I.A.M.
Open Cabin. In addition we took three of the top five At this time it aappears that a close watch should beplaces an open ee eetasthe of ten places in Open kept on the proxy flying situation. Possibly we should

° ow. be concerned that the matter is being discussed at all;
«RULES?

_ certainly we should be prepared to arrive at a definite oe

ponetusion on whe timer wewant proxy flying to be allowed
oe n ure years. From this vantage point it seems that we

on any rrate cf Our rules changes chat dre sendingoat we would lose a great deal in international flavor and a
vp Change! pene.ng spirit if proxy were eliminated.Andifit is eliminated :

seems that we are hung again on complete inaction from
some time in the future, we should insist that at least

the higher echelons of the F/F Contest Board. one calendar year shouldelapse between the decision and

AMA Elections final adoption of such a move. In all fairness, however, a

anal oo ,

. At seems that there really 15 no question about whether ~

ted + without it only the wealthy
-

It 18 now just a very short time until we elect new proxy shou © Perm vy y

officersto represent us in every phase of AMA official or the state subsidized teams can participate. -
business. As soon as possible we should carefully con-

,

am

: _ a

sider phe qualifications of the nominees for each office
aesSUMMARY E i. INDOOR Hae

and make sure that the best man rather than the most og

wa
" In a well planned and well executed system of elim-

.popular one is elected to each office. ination contests, ninety entrants of FAI local events =

.

yee gen
amen” ; . ew against the stiffest competition on record.‘Inthe oy

om va nes +> NEW STARE MEMBER . . ix quarter final contests, - forty-one flyersqualified .
Se Be eg ce ge vg | for entry in ee semi-final elims. In the thirdround owWe are greatly indebted to considerable help trom a thirty-seven entrants were narrowed down to our present -

very cute young lady with this issue -in several places. team in one of the hottest competition events yet seen. -

Mailing labels, proof reading, grammar correction, and. The entry breakdown is as follows: :

now some illustrations in this issue. If all the extra
|

oe es
work doesn't scare her off, she soon will becomea per- 1

at af ;

.
"

manent member of the staff. Already her indoor models
The entry breakdown for the local elima is as follows:

ie

threaten to shame your editor off the floor! WEST COAST CENTRAL AREA EAST COAST
_

S
Los Angeles - 10 Chicago ~ 14 Lakehurst - 9 ag

_
., S#HHREAT INDOOR REFORDHHH

| Moffet - 13 Cleveland -~18 New York - Z 7
Late last month the Society of Model Aeronautical 25 pert ~ i 1 of

Engineers (British A.M.A.) announced the following Kansas City - _1
. a

entries in the second World OTeeeeasie indoor ‘
* 31 ee

Model Aircraft, to be held September 22-25 in Cardington The latest tally ofmoney collectedas a result of ze
aerodrome near Bedford, England: theFAT indoor elimination system shows that $368.50 was -

collected-quiteahealthy piece of change from a phase .
PINLAND 1 Esko Hamalainen Manager: . eet wan Ht tt -

2° Harri Raulio Reino Byvarinen
of model flying that was "dead" a few years ago!

:
3+ Arto Tauria All of us who participated in the FAI indoor program a

nee 2 this year owe a big vote of thanks to Joe Bilgri, Dick nesGERMANY Jo MaxHecklingereo |deter wadbaum Kowalski, and Richard Miller for the planning, and to all “
3. Klaus Hewell

“es - --the CD's who ran the meets, and to all the helpers who o
° made each meet a successes

_ bee
GREAT BRITAIN he Rog preper Bert spur Although we have no indoor championships in 1963, we an

3, Ray Monks can and should start planning toward eliminations for the a
° team for 1968. There1s enough activity to hold at least “

: one more elim on the West Coast, and at least one more in /HUNGARY Ler ee en Bor ak the East. For the benefit of fiyers in the Central Area, "

3. Geza Varszegi plaming should begin now to find and activate a site os

nearer to the geographical center of phe Central Areas waa
Bey 5

° n 1961 none of the flyers who qualified in the South were aUs Be As 2 Gari Redlin Jeo Siler’ able to get to Detroit for the semi; in 1962 your editor a
3. Dick Kowalski or was the only qualifier from the South who made the trip.

NEW ZEALAND 1, John Malkin (Proxy flown by E. Thorpe)
/

SEATS OF THEART -
om sete “Aad Although the purpose of this column has been to report me
“~*~ Previous issues have reported the qualifyingtames on models which have establishedanew national record, -

£ the teams of the eS patie Hungarian toam Te it will also be used to report other noteworthy develop- fs
flight times are availa Senor ¢ ¢.. one r

D ° ments in this field. In months to come we hope to show
qualifying times for the other teams are; 7 three-viewsof leading FAI models from allovertheworld, we

’ as this info becomes available. This month, however, we =

GERMANY Westfohlenholte, Dortmund» sen (75*) present models developed for a proposed event that never os

LS Klaus Howell 34 e4o was adopted, to show once again that model builders need ~
3, Karl-Heinz Rieke 24325 no more incentive than curiousity to tackle &® project. 7

ie ceencneneemneaneatnanmnneaminaenememenmememmeneneeneimembeniameneemmmmnennnneemeRRnRREEmmnnnEneemennaian etenammeneeeananEEEEeeSerine RCRADRAAAtC Anat ttt RRS ENR ITCAN CACO RONLBLCIRREieHt netmetNennet tetanica REE RE timer ttt notontdetalinh nnnsenna pe srmmttensDur a
.
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The event, solidstick classB paper covered models, Easy access to the model at the site implies that the
proposed to eliminate all bracing, rolled tubes, and all box will open wide enough for easy’ removal of the model
special construction techniques" and develop a beginner - parts and simple but reliable mounting devices which will

class of model. It becomes obvious that a 100 sq. in. hold everything in place properly. Proper mounting means
unbraced model is no beginner project after you try one, that each component is held in such a manner that it won't _and it is next to impossible to define such a model with come loose by itself and that "G" loads from read bumps,
rules that a beginner can read and still cover loopholes. accidental dropping of the box(horrors!) and pumps fromhandling will not damage the structure. sy access also

At least two flyers developed models for this class, includes room to put your hands into the box to engage
Hal Cover in California and Charlie Sotich in Chicago. and release the fasteners if this is necessary.fede model has been flown in Wilmington (29' 11") for a

me just under8 minutes, and for 10 minutes in Moffet
hangar. However, Hal feels that 14 minutes is a possible

Most of the various boxes for indoor models can be
divided into two categories: “unit” boxes which hold no

upper limit of duration for Cat. III. He reports some more than two models and usually only one, and multipleoccasional trouble with the wing L.E. tucking under and yg a tone ee
boxes carefully engineered to hold a large number ofthat the solid boom sometimes twists in flight. With a :

models of various classes. The hand launch glider flyersweight of .060 oz. the limiting factor seems to be motor
stick strength - .060" rubber is the largest practical arealmost unaminous in using & multiple BOX» sonetimes° ° w elaborate mounting arrangements for each model.

Charlie's model shown here is the second he built
_

with the first having straight tapered wings and stab. Almost all the boxes are constructed from either wood
or cardboard, with cardboard seeming to be in the greatestSome trouble with wing tucking was experienced with the

e Woodenb xes, carefully designed. are strong andstraight wing, but this was the only difficulty. The uses aay eke +: Fee ene ng
pest time with the straight wi fi t a4

durable and will give the mostprotection from atmosphere
Street Armory (75") was Stop ng configuration in Madison and dust if equipped with rubber sealing strips. However,

cee unless one has access to wood-working equipment and is—
,

he wi .
quite talented in using the machines, wooden boxes are

mentdeverited tyRay Harlon tn pacts Pag bet veasbooke: usually quite expensive. Also, wooden boxes hit harder

The new configuration seems to have cured wing tuckin
° when they are dropped, are heavier to carry around,and

ab ted tee best ti to 13210 in th
&

it
& usually are more awkward since the large investment tends

and boosted the best time to 15:3 n the same 81UG. to ensure that many models will be stored in each box.

RECORDS? MAYBE! Cardboard boxes are used (we suspect) much more often
.

; than wood becausesuitable boxes can often be found free
There have been no reports of any record applications if you beat the trash man to them, and cardboardia easy

in our mail box this month ~ but there have been a couple to work with. Here again, it takes careful planning to
of record trials held since the last reported date in ensure air-tight construction and maximum utilization of
the August issue. Until, just before press time, when we space (new-found boxes almost never fit your models).
received our new Model Aviation, we had assumed there had On the minus side, cardboardboxes are more susceptible
been no records set.

,

to puncture damage, and usually will not stand to have
record tablished weight piled on them. They also seldom are waterproofed

in now OF see that ns following mecoras were @8
andwill hold moisture longer, and thus are subject to

,

ayey oe ee ce Le replacement more often.
- 8311. 29/62Shen AvAsScGs 21956,"soe Poster 1/23/88

aor Ar oust Ne surpect net both, typer, ot boresfe
. . ’

:

‘

Wn
-

- goofed ~ we were notified ofthe app-
| boxe. A unit box, carefully tailored to the model size,lication,anderroneously understood it to be less than

© (or conversely, the model designed to fit the box) makes

+i. cord which wasn't so:
— “> maximum space utilization, exposes only one model ata

an existing reco , time to danger, and permits one to leave myanted models |at home. If transportation is a problem it usually is
Junior Ornithopter - 0:20.0, Steve Houlihan

unit boxes can be stacked in a variety
of

y of arrangements
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS “ so that many models and people will fit in one car.

— ae  pteat on!

For example, a recent excursion to a Cat. I sessionThis month we have three new questions, the first on ’

the previously discussed topie ofmodel efficiency and Found five poopie, four gliders, eight Easy B models, and

the other two new topics - but all open to comments and one B paper stick stashed in a ‘57 Ford sedan with room

t t ll sources:
to spare. On the way to the Nats, the same car held two

suggestions from a ° Fo People and their clothes, two stunt models, two FAI models,
our B paper stick models, one B stick, one Easy B, and

18, Assume a model strong enough to handle full power 9 ’

without the flight surfaces warping or twisting under complete repair facilities including bracing Jigs. On

flight load: what flight adjustments or method of trim the return trip another FAI box and assorted .junk was

will give nas Lmum flight effeciency (duration vs. power) added, all without impairing vision out the rear window!

for that model, without making major structural change? hn ,ime size of a proposed box is difficult to determine
whether it be a unit box or a multiple one, but adequate

. 19. Does anyone have a sure-fire method to prevent the space for many models in a large box takes quite s quate
rubber from creeping off the prop hook? toarrange » ror unit boxes the length is usually just

a
t

longer than the wing span, the width just longer
20. What kind of boxes or containers are best for storing that the stab, and the height about two th jue taller
and transporting indoor models, including the factor of than the wing posts plus the dihedral. In this type of
maximum utilization of space? box the vans ig mounted in sockets by the wing posts and

e selage group 1s mounted in U-shaped brackets
Question #20, containers for indoor models, presents and locked in. Props are mounted on individual hooks on

one of the more neglected aspects of our hobby. An ideal the sides of the box (with safety catches) or the hubs
model box will offer maximum protectionfor themodel, are mounted in brackets with fasteners on the bottom of

easy handling and storageof the box, and easy access to the box.

the model when it is timetofly. Needless to say ereare about as many different solutionstothis problem as Clarence Mills (Chicago) showed us how he changed the
there are flying groups, plusafew. = wing mounting in a unit box so that two models would fit

— the same box and the wings could be installed and removed
Any box which is easy to handle and store usually is from the box more easily. He simply mounted the wing in

fairly light, small enough so it is not awkward to carry, sockets on @ strip of 1/2" x 1/2" palsa as before, but
and will fit easily into vehicles for transportation. The instead of fastening the strip to the bottom of the box,
small dimensions will only be acquired by having the pox he mounted a bracket on the side of the box and slipped
well filled so therewill be mimimum "dead space" consist- the mount strip in vertically. “,
ent with easy access to the model parts.

Now, the wing mounts on the side of the box, leading.
When the protection of the modelisconsidered, this edge down and the top of the wing facing the center of

4neludes protection from dust, atmosphere (humidity), and the box. This leaves room for another wing on the other
shock from handling and transportation of the model. side of the box, and there already was enough room for
Dust and humidity protection suggests that the box will another fuselage in the bottom of the box. Props can
be air tight or nearly so, and shock protection includes be mounted on either side of the wings and on the bottom
careful mounting of the model inside the box. of the box, or can be carried in a separate box.

L008 nr RYEON RO ILECCRTAPRA CT ee RA ETT: OT OURTAEEAYPORN ON TREROR ERRTT AE REET RT YRTN CTH IHS PRITCHETT7° HPT hi PP SPPR PU/C RSA F-FDDNP



Unit boxes, in order to afford maximum protection to FINLAND .

the model, should be constructed similar to a shoebox, The Finnish team attended the German FAI elims to get
that is with a completely removable one-piece lid which_ some experience in a higher ceiling. Generally low times
is a snug fit on the bottom. The flaps in the bottom and prevailed due to turbulent air most of the day. It was
the lid should be coveredwith another layer of cardboard valuable experience for the Finns, since the less-than- ©. -

fed in, If the lid is made the same depth as the box, ideal air showed up weak points in their ships. Esko
f Swill result in a doublethicknessofcardboard411 |=

Hamaiainen reports that he is changing over to the same
- w.ound the model, and greatly increases the strength of wing construction as the Germans are using - a stressed
the box. The box will then resist crushing from any wing which has greater strength to weight.

5v ea

direction and will support considerable weight if it is we

-

necessary to pile stuff on it. CALIFORNIA
sis _ BS 7

- Although the Wilmington sessions remain as record
Under no circumstances should flaps be used as a top trials with Easy B events, interest is growing rapidly in

for the box. Flaps admit dust and moisture, endanger the indoor flying scale. Vic Hardin isthe CD responsible
model during removal, and will not support any weight on for the growing scale interest, and is assisted byother
top of the box. They can also open up accidentally and members of the Flightmasters.
submit the model to air currents - scrambled modell!— ...

An added attraction ~ Lew Gitlow will hold classes in
indoor building at all future Wilmington contests!

Unit boxes of the type described canbe made fairly 5 M'

easily, starting with larger boxes and cutting them down, INDIANA
or building from scratch with fresh cardboard. However, Chuek Borneman's group (Kokomo Knights of The Round
some container manufacturers will make such a box in job Circle) has already started plans for regular indoor
lots for about $4 - and for less than $3 in large numbers. activity starting in November. Last year this group,
The problem would be to get & group of fellows to all flying at Bunker Hill AFB, had the only organized indoor
agree on what size the boxes should bel

. activity in the state. For more info, contact Chuck at
1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, Indiana.

HINTSANDKINKS NEW ZEALAND
7 Meter Flying sessions at the Vogue Theatre continue amid
sorgueMOLer rumors that two other sites in New Zealandmay soon open

ed by Charlie Sotich, is upe Times continue to climb, with John Malkin picking uptntecsta porane neter sckine motors during the break-in a new Cat. I record with his Easy B - 7:12.3. John had

to see if the rubber meets some arbitrary standard met almost broken the 6:19 set by BrianRoots on two previous ;

by a motor you have used in the past. The construction
_

occasions, and is now shooting for8 minutes.

and calibration goes as follows:
TEXAS

"
.

sic wire 6" Although the Walnut Hill site in north Dallas still

“Tt cone ot oce aPloceof ee wine wire 4s fast-_ resists attempts to increase the high time above 9308.5,
ened tnthe pack of the tubing by soldering it to a the E~Z-Beeclass times still are climbing. Hotshot .

oie of 3/64" wire perpendicular to the brass tubing. class record is now 6:41.5 in Open,set by Bud Tenny. Don

A pointer ig soldered to the other end ofthe 1/64" wire Chancey upped the Junior Hotshot record to 6:01.2. Don

and a hook is bent in the end of the 1/64" wire also. A currently holds the IHLG record for the site at 0:25.0. oe
pushing solderedto the brass tubing holds a plywood dial The September 21 session is the last regular session oo
which is graduated during calibration. until after the basketball season, and there is a trophy Le
wom a hho oe - a "

set up for the high time of the last three sessions. So re
: - T calibrated the torque meter by fastening 4 24

: far the E-~Z-Bee models are likely to claim it, but there aa
wece of 1/8" sq. balsa to the pointer (centered). i are several models being readied for a real crack at a

then moved & «1 02. weight along the 1/8 balsa in 1 new site record.
increments thus: move the weight to the 1 position,
rotate the meter until the beam is horizontal, markthe FUN MODEL REPORT

;

pointer position on the dial, and repeat for each 1° in-
~~

“
crement. This meter will calibrate to about 1 inch-ounce= Quite some time ago Wally Miller designeda small

of torque”. 4 indoor model for his son to build - and created one of -

se the most significant promotional devices ever used for re

lg Pos, our hobby. That original Easy B, as Wally's model was

So Peg 4b called, sparked the brainstorm of holding regular events 7

oe Bushing to hold dial p dep,
for “formila” models.

:
x xP to brass tubing Y The Easy B class, as flown in Wilmington Reerestion

@ 4? 4 Hall in Los Angeles, made an excellent event that every- *

ge’ &” y one could fly. The novices and beginners flew it since
x0 Brass Tubing Y the models were easy to build and lots of fun to fly.

Ss Ih The experts flew it - Gitlow, Finch, Miller, Copple,
@ A bes and others ~ because a total washout of a model still bo

4 =f cost them only a few hours. No matter what the level of woe

™~ the flyer's experience, the Easy B class presented a big .

y challenge.
,

1/64 D music wire— y The challenge of a simple model might be obscure, .

Y until you try it. When two people compete with Easy B
Plywood dial~ models, the challenge is between the flyers, and the

formula evens out the score until it is almost 100% skill ae

of building and flying. The possibilities fordevelop-
ment and experimentation are limited only by the imagin-~ oe

ation of the flyer ~ and the resulting models are almost on
a perfect match for Category I sites.

In just about two years the Easy B and many different ~

. varlations have spread all across the world. Chicago, *

Dallas, Kokomo, Kansas city, New York = even in Upper Hutt, os

New Zealand the "fun models" have become popular. All of “

the present New Zealand indoor records in their brand new

Category I are held with Easy B models.

oom NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD What 1s this magic formula? In the simplest form, it “

aaa is a maximum wing span, maximum chord ruling coupled with
wiGLAND requirement for an all-~balsa prop. The original Wilming- “

After having firmly established himself on the team, ton formula was: All outlines must be straight Lines y
all

at the British elims, Reg Parham started testing John
_ components solid, no bracing, all-balsa prop, 18" maximum .

Malkin's FAI model. Reg has been taking care of the span, 3" maximum chord, maximum stab area 50% of wing
model since its arrival in England, but it will be proxy area. Covering could be either paper or microfilm, and
flown for John by Ee Thorpe. the novices usually started with paper.

eeedgierneat neg tennnn een net



In New Zealandthefull Wilsington formula vasadopted Showsbelow.The top tine for.thisnogel te nov6241.7),flye geliminated the maximum chord and tail area rules, Power for the record flight was a 12" loop of .040" ofand specified paper covering. The winner, Vic Hotz's Pirelli turning a 9" prop with blades mounted on the sparEasy 18, is sketched on this page, 4 gait x 15" prop,sna a at 45° and a slight helix warped into the blades.
_16 ror of Pirelli supplied the “go” for 625 ”

If you have a thriving group of avid indoor flyers,coliing. all of them gung-ho for contests afd record trials, theIn Pallas, the flyers had the most leeway of all: the "formula" model probably will do little for you. However,18" x 3" wing was specified with an all-balsa prop. The if you are a lone indoor flyer or have a small group andcovering for the Novice class was limited to paper, and need more activity to justify the use of a site, this isthe Hotshot class was no holds barred. The complete simp- the way to get more flyers. The fun models are simplelification was an experiment to see if great inequalities enough that no model builder will admit to being unableresulted from loop-holes in the rules. So far, they have to build and fly them, and beginners can build them withnot - the Novice models are of the simplest construction very little supervision. Combine a fun model contestand the expert "Hotshots" tend to build miniature indoor with a record trials and the expert flyers can make theirmodels complete with bracing and sometimes rolled motor record attempts and the other entrants will make up thesticks. Since it is expert against expert, no one stays minimum of ten entrants to qualify the event as a record
on top for long, as it should be. The model which holds trials. That is, the experts will make record attemptsthe puilding record for the Walnut Hill site (20 ) is af they can let theEasy B's alone long enough!
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1. REIKE,Karl-Heinz Germany "44339-43208 «©

A540 38:50 30219" = BAB
_ 2, HACKLINGER, Max

~ “”

“Germany’” "34:13 37:42 «42:40 36234 «A337 «3.9238 86:17

on

gammy

|

wee De Gewese bere eyht gage :

vo By : ge es
ep inbe B ieees SYS eagle bp eee

4, DRAPER, Ron ge BES TE KG sad 107 24:50 (33:55 55348 25:33 76:32
5. HEWEL, Kalus © “°” Germany” «30:03 35207-3354’ 318 BBYO9 "$2203" Gorn

.
. er Se ne ke tips) 8 Bees se sgd gg ul bah w garekod §

cae
Woe ee *

gs ha tow fees: ween ren we ese ; ry Heder seed et yO Ry SEP

6. MONKS, Ray aS Be eByt 33203" 21286  BSiSH? BRS TS SO" 679" -

cata cage oad ERR Oo ipgphugeer
. seeoctoh pthBe tee HB aneaydee we Paes VP oy Bek oso OB Spy onebray scr hoh memes FA

Te HAMALAINEN, Esko . Finland 22257 34:05, . 12328 alge wah bb bas tyke 202 Sis 67102
Fe tiene ne

8. EGRI, Antal = = Hungary§ = 32:25 34301
«© «3035717358 28716 25235066226

9. VARSEGI, Geza = Hungary «16236 «27:12. 30349. 33:33' “B¥:30°° 28320 "59:09 oe
me 10. “BIGGE, Wilitam” °°“US'sas 8st?” 30281 «=21:19 25311 9821

=

28208 «=: 58229 a
11. MALKIN, John New ‘Zealand 19325" 22:01 “38:03 “BATES5304 “@h:09 °° «53:07

:

,

. (Proxy: E. Thorpe)
.

ya wae Cc bades qa? pete rere,cae pe Fes bye hyamebey spp iged ec ays Erpee SedMarea tey dese bea dire ee a

12. PAE i , , : Reg
beetie

7 ;
-aBe: ie "Beaa” 23 254 “Be Se “Fy 236 " {9:37" "25220 788130 PEt stds : tetha

.

-
13. KOWALSKI, Dick «Ua Sy, Ae,= 3228614239 18:05 19:33 11:31 stg
14, RAULIO, Harri = Finland =" 2:56" 17:53 27323 «1:03 «1:03«14255 50319 |

SEA Owe RR eo ED Sirehy rebarEh ripageds ghent sewage Pree one trate eel omerek gttege: gene ee per 8 cot
oo 15. TAURTA, Arto Finland “306° 10231 = 27304 207° 235293 7329 0817

-

16. OSCODI, Zoltan' ~ ‘Hungary 15:04 235° 23:01 17210 10S BA
a - :

- rrr bee bag mt .
|

2e GREAT BRITAIN 196:41 5. HUNGARY 165 :46 os
So ...3« UNITED STATES 194:48 6, NEW ZEALAND 33:07 -

We are very much indebtedtoRegParhamfor his air
=

ably settled’ by this time, that’with two other flights _ wimail delivery of the results right after the end of the| over 40 minutes the others would really have to pull some- =
contest; and to C. S. Rushbrooke for sending the official thing out of the bag to catch him. Both Carl and Max &
version as soon as it had been prepared. tried really hard in their last flights to do it, but it C

was not to be. ae
A careful scanning of the results above yields some

— .
interesting information: First, there were seven flights Dick Kowalski started off very well with 32:46, but ~

over forty minutes, and two of them were over forty-five from there on was plagued with atrocious luck; he had two js
minutes. Just a few short years ago very few people had collisions when wellsetfor 35 to 40 minutes, suffering 4
flown for longer than thirty minutes, and now the new damage. One outstanding memory was Bill Bigge, having i:
mark is just 50% higher! hung up, climbing out over the girders from a side cat- 7

walk, calmly taking his rubbermotor off, stowing in an Bo
A second observation from the results points up the envelope, then gently launching his airplane to glide a

rather high degree of consistency showed by the teams of down from some 120 feet. Many hearts were in mouths. a
all countries.

ec ge ng age waeevap ay Loyvene ba pees aureaeens as
a Be

.

Both the Finnish boys Raulio and Tauria, in spite of -
Something that doesn't show on the score sheet is

= -their inexperience, worked really hard to get their
|

-
which of the two high flights came first. This info is flights in, having suffered damage in earlier attempts,
given in the commentary by Arthur Barr with his summary but did remarkably well. The New Zealand model of John

7
of the "most fabulous meeting ofall times"; Malkin’s was ably flown by proxy Ernie Thorpe, assisted

: CS by Reg Parham.
"Firstly, conditions: practically perfect. Although ' ' .

rather cold, very little drift - Saturday beingthebetter With Carl's and Reike's last flights being made during i:

of the two days. Organization was good with three time- the closing stages of the contest, everyone was gathered
keepers to each team who had to get in three flights on around the scoreboard anxiously awaiting the final results,
each day. The first forty minute flight was put upby although there was no doubt as to the winner; and so

Ron Draper (a new British record) and this really set the ended a most memorable contest.

pattern of the mootings yite bothRieke andHackliger ss ~

aiming really high wit eir most 6 client models. eas _ me: “ecpateaccaataielMis tan tsuneo + estab tegti pg wR to!
;(~nere was no doubt that the German team's aeroplanes yore WHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANESOCIETY#s0#

.0o6t consistent as seen by the results; with approximately ,

Two more indoor flyers Joined NIMAS in September, tovod and 45 RPM it was obvious that they were really pring totalmembership to 102
2p °

.
JAMES E, GAFFNEY, 15004 Grapeland, Cleveland 11, Ohio

|

In spite of this, they were being pushed hard, part ‘ NE y P , : °

doularly when Carl Redlin came up with a terrific flight | HARRY E. HARPS, 2837 Minto Drive, Apt. 16, Cincinnati 8,
of 45:17, the first to break the 3/4 hour mark. This was Ohio
quickly followed by Reike with 45:40, and it was reason-

mt a cee
oe

s
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The November issue will be the twelfth issue since >
INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS was nationally published, and all

We have never met John Worth, andcertaistyhaven,

heard anything but good reports of him, scanty though
subscriptions,taken out berore the middle of December those reports may bee However, we do know Maurice Teter

re o clally started w e December issue. Next
month there willalso be a statement of income and all and feel obligated to make his qualifications and feelings

expenses incurred to date. ° “~

RU. By far the most important qualification Mr. Teter ha.
LES?

4s experience with all facets of AMA business _bithouge
a

. Maurice has been a fierce competitor in e pas e 8

tayneeebee to inform our membership that there appar- realized that high level administration and competition
ently has been absolutely no action by the free flight a t mi Thus we find that 1948, his first year of
Contest Board on any of many indoor rules proposals. ministrative work with model airplanes, was the last
Some of these proposals have been "pending" since 1960; administrative wor 4 1 aot ‘

rp ’

some of thenhave been inthehands of two different CB year he entered a model contest,

rmen without ever having been circulated to the Board
.

.

.

for preliminary vote! With the present rules-amending i since een he his Leader Member-Contes « ore ter
gchedule, it 16 almost too late to get these proposals nt t ach ear and was active as contest director

pintothemill ier consideration in time for publication for Plymouth y Ho’ ie an netive Exchange Club member,
or the rules °

serving on the Aviation Committee of the National

NIMAS 4s currently considered as (unofficially) an Exchange Clubs. He has established two annual Class AAA ff

advisory organization with regard to indoor rules. and meets in Texas, and is largely responsible for establish-

it is felt that WIMAS and similar organizations should ing the only permanent model park in Dallas.

a eas ecome official advisors w regard to rules
for the special field of each organization. At one time, thr On thenationallevelheha directedtne iecomm
could & re Ola eee circles felt these organizations ittee which has total responsibility for planning the
could and shou ecome responsible for their own rules.

Nats each year. He has also twice served as Secretary~

t Niwas eat? your editorwasoptimistically in favor Treasurer of the Academy.
° ving respons y for the indoor rules, but -

the Sonevinat, lacksdasical response to the firet NIMs
se yisetera Pecting tne necdtobebetterinformedballot somewhat cooled his enthusiasm for this project. Peter pie ere eatione to several undefined but very

Perhaps one nosponse would have been better if there had real problems \nowever he strongly feels that our rules
een more at stake, perhaps not. . ,

‘

revision procedure is in need of repair, certain fiscal
'

Our present problem, and a thorny one at that, is to aspects of the Academy need definition, that there should

press for action on all’ pending indoor rales legislation be better rapport between different geographical sections
with enough vigor to make our voices heard. With the of the country, and that the et program neces at P the
present rules machinery, we have absolutely no recourse brought into realistic perspec I w ten e a 2 to eo.
when the CB Chairman ignores his duty to keep things AMA competitive picture, especially Ww regar ° rep

rolling; in turn, the Chairman has no recourse if several resentation v8. participation in the various events.

or mothe Chana fo answer their mail on rules querios
It is our personal opinion that Maurice Teter is very

rom the rmane °

:

highly qualified for the AMA presidency, and has always
We therefore urge that each NIMAS member contact the demonstrated a high degree of personal integrity and a

' AMA VP for his area. outline the problem, and urge that deep concern for the welfare of the AMA. ~~.

he investigate the matter. Send a copy of your letter - °

: to the CB member for your area, and one to AMA HQ. Then, UESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Boyri 2 “tae oiean bee trea own feelings on the matter
Last month question #18 asked for descriptions ofso various ideas can be aire °

flight trim and adjustments which would result in maximun

fo summarize the magnitude of inaction we have decried flight efficiency of an existing model. Bill Tyler sent

in previous paragraphs, here are the proposals in question: these comments:
DETROIT-CHICAGO-WILMINGTON Proposals "In addition to the specification that the flight

Proposal "A" (IHLG) ~ Submitted for preliminary vote surfaces will not warp or twist under power, you'd better

along with three others, no further action taken after add the assumption that the boom isn't floppy and that
CB members returned comments. full power doesn't bow the stick too much, With those

two additional qualifying factors in the assumption we

Proposal "B" (Scoring IHLG) Not submitted yet. can proceed with the discussion.

Proposal "c" (FAI Indoor) Not submitted yet. Don't test fly the model, test glide it! Attach 2

clay weight to the thrust bearing equivalent to the prop

Cliff Model Club IHLG Proposal - Same as Proposal "A" weight. Hook the motor (put enough turns in it so it
doesn't sag or swing about) on the bearing. Try to test

Skyseraper's Proposal (IHLG) - Same as Proposal man glide in dead air; launch from the same height each time
and time the duration of glide. Once you've obtained

Hatschek's Proposal - Submitted with other IHLG maximum duration as a result of small changes in incid-

proposals as composite alternate. ence mark the position of the wing struts in the tubes
80 you can duplicate the incidence setting. Then put

Solid Stick Proposal - Originally passed, recalled the prop on and make the model fly at this incidence set-

due to not being published in Model Aviationas required ting by using down thrust if necessary (use double thrust
in the Rules Revision Guide; there have been enough neg- bearings for positive thrust adjustment). What you ve
ative OB votesto reject it this time around, bute full Seatoe eoeeds “Thisto thebestadjustmentforCB vote has not been called. °

maximum duration under any circumstances. In high cell-

ing flying one can very easily be flying a ship out of

adjustment and not be able to see it as the "flat" part
HHRHAMAELECTIONS#0 of the flight occurs so high up you can't observe the

model's flying speed or performance.
Just over two months from now it will be too late for

AMA members to return their ballots to elect officers for Power-off, power-on conditions of fully wound moters
1963 - even though the ballots haven't been sent out yet. will cause high-wing ships to stall unless there is a

In fact, the nominees for most AMA offices have not been certain amount of bend in the stick. This bend in effect
officially announced, although precious little time is increases the incidence of the stab at the beginning of
left for voters to decide upon the best qualified mene the flight. Too much bend will make the model unflysbie~

unless a brace is—put on the stick and hooked to the en’
The most important and influential office at stake, of the stab. This works in an emergency by the bracing

that of AMA president, has two nominees on the slate - wire pulling up the stab to compensate for the ovsr-bend
John Worth and Maurice Teter. Beyond any doubt, each of in the stick.
these men was considered capable to fill the post, since
each was nominated in good faith. Further, each man feels Stiffly braced sticks on high wing ships may cav.«

he can do justice to the job and presumably is aware of stalls at the start of a flight even with some down-thrust
the extreme work load of this office, and so indicated added. Luckily most braced sticks have some bend so the
by his acceptance of the nomination. problem isn't always acute. A power stall at the start

Se.ster eaneeeaneeeesinbenanerertamonntlintic nati -rtmaanenetancrtitssseitncenrammapcannepeenettiscitaisiaaasitansianatnttia nti OOT
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+4 oC
- ding stick can sometimes "Pirelli rubber requires a great amount of lubricatic -of the flight caused by @ none

k c f d before The motor must be quite wet. This will frequently getbe controlled py movie ne er ane thismoves.
excessive lube on the underportion of the motor stick. Tu

attaching the rubber to the rear hook. This moves the ! ;

tht viton of the stick, I'veC. Ge forward for the beginning of the flight, but it avoid any Tee ee oy ieeeat ony drug store) carefullywon't work on a really packed windup since the rubber is used zinc stearate (ava
Le

iene balsa for at
s0 tight it's like steel wire. (I've had ships wound up but thoroughly rubbed into the pores of he balsa Tor“"™o tight the knots put holes through the bottom of my least half its diameter. This is a bitof extra

¥ m ,
t ick didn't fold up I'll never know. but well worth avoiding a collapsed tube. After a day sgishappened on ny paperB when 1tset a record of 22 flying is over, wipe this area dry with Kleenex or cotton

minutes back in '56. Man, was that ship ever wound!) ViolalDryetettaitie! the next session.
On double bearings make certain that you don't glue

them onto the stick so that you've bullt in right thrust RECORDS? MAYBE!
4nto the model. This can be very disconcerting and has aet

happened to more than one innocent builder. We presume that the top flight time for ach team at
1 i hips will be accepted as & ow recor

Build washin into the inside wing panel while bracing tae teat countey,and’ that Kanl-Heine Reike's 45:40 will
as it's much easier to do at home than at a flying session. be confirmed as @ new world record. A summary of thoseI favor offset center sectionsso as to keep the wing as

flights follow:"straight" as possible for less drag.
. any - 45:40, Karl-Heinz Reike (World Record

Depending upon your flying site and conditions, keep United States ~'45:17, Carl Redlin (Cat. III Class
the flight circle as large as possible. Tight circling D Stick, Open)ships need more washin than wider circling models, and Great Britain - 40:46, Ron Draperare harder to handle at the beginning of the flight. Finland - 34305, BekoHanalainen

.

‘

, - : P rv
Ray Harlan, also commenting on #18, has this to say: Hungery ena

- 28:03, Jone Malicin oo

"A lot depends upon the prop diameter and pitch,
,

Le comes confirmation of two new records
along with the ceiling height. Assuming the prop is not by Larey Renegen. flown at Wilmington in August:too large for the model's weight (so as not to allow it

oT CATEGORY I, Wilmington Rec, Hall, Los Angeles, 29°41"to be easily disturbed by gusts, convection currents, Senior A ROG - 8:16.9etc.) we would start with a motor equal to or slightly Senior B Stick - 10:38.6
er sor than the wetgnt of the model (Gry)andaboutoPor 30% longer than the motorstick,. e ‘

|

working up to enough turns to get the model 20-30 feet NEWS FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
off the floor, with perhaps only one short flight to see— CALIFORNIAthat nothing radical occurs.

The Sky Hoppers of Orange County: spearheaded by
t to fly the Bruce Paton, have made 4 real breakthrough, or yearsRegarding proper trim, one shoutd one oth yarn indoor flyers have been seeking to use the blimp hangarsmodel just short of 8 stato, out ne ne:

era at Santa Ana. A three-hour conference and demonstrationte put vee Seirel y's een meee the erricieney tee resulted in monthly sessions for the Sky Hoppers withtern (larger circle 8 6 ghe' A :
,

in this trent tar to dragratio, aon courees ereiitee permission to have open AMA contests four times each year.
require urns to reduce girde °

.
:Level flight with turn can be enhanced with stab tilt. menbene Wen ae ee eet ag coveieneane peatricted rattn,

.

:
, >.

‘flyers who are both AMA members and members of the Sky :1abe flat except ror the inboard pened ( oou Tag tt Howpers However, the Sky Hoppers are opening club men~should be flat except for the inboard pane assuming tip
5 et . owe oe ed enon Pi eoes oetelde the nomnaldihedral) which has about one degree washin at the dihed- oren P. ° n ere fly

|ral break, The rudder shouldpe, et fo one theproper reach o ec .
oe

turn, although I always augmen Ww us
ti revent right COLORADO .torn andstalls u fe a omer’. Phestabwill sometimes . George Batuik reports that indoor sessions held by aturn and stalls under ovens.

; ; : the Martin Model Masters will begin in November, and will athe viela ou het at foe’ oer whpower: to Dring
continue for five months - George can be contacted at athe model around in its turn under

fu

. ° *s
: 3066 South Osceola, Denver 19, Colorado.

ve

Thus, after the 20-30 foot, test flights» in which | HOLLAND 3
cruise trim is set, turns can be increase y steps o

LLAND a te ee . . 3
200 while power trim 18 corrected. Finally, the correct An inquiry after indoor informe thOn aeAg on Been "

that th del lands with just a very Wolthoorn of Rotterdam,afterhe read of
NIMAS

in AER®pov eturee lott? oe 3 near
41 T uch MODELLER. He related that the Dutch indoor record is ~few turns left, yet cruises near the ceiling. oo mu 3323.7, Setapliched in 1046. "We sincerelyhope theti. :

poueT now nathe Weedsuicging te vntle too iigtie. Wolthoorn will succeed in solving the many problems he ospower oftenplays inconsistent fricks, sometimes appear- will face in getting indoorstartedagain in Hollands i

ing fine, but later giving no performance whatsoever. pnyone wishing to eer ore temancouragenent can contact
oF,

.

’ Sle: -. 9 ne ? e
.

HINTS AND KINKS MASSACHUSETTS
_ “

Ray Harlan reports that indoor activity is picking up -
in Boston, and that they will have monthly flying sessicr» aHelium Source in their hot armory. Now that Larry Reneger has enrolled a

.

group, boy slab meibereBalloons have long beenanecessary part of equipment teas Be ence eneeeoro ekg ta ee ns
7needed to safely fly indoor models, and sometimes it is. 71 Brighton Avenue_ Se.

quite a bit of bother locating a sourceofhelium or _ Allston 34, Mass. fs

hydrogen to fill the balloons ahead of time. A portable
_

source of helium would be the ideal solution, and would| DALLAS
make "instant balloons" possible. You just inflate them The September 21 Walnut Hill session was scheduled to oas the need arlses, in about three minutes per balloon. be the last until next spring, but the new winter schedule oe

issued in September listed weekly sessions all through the Le

t
Many chemical and laboratory supply houses stock small winter - a real bonanza!

lecture bottles" which can be purchased for about $10,
oe$6 of which is a deposit on the steel bottle. ‘These con~ With a real nice trophy as an award for high time in

tainers are about 12" long and 1 3/4" in diameter, and the summer season, the September 21 session produced some ;

will fill about five average balloons to about 12" dia~ startling times. In an exiting photo-finish for the
—

-preter. Sincethis 1s pretty expensive per balloon, these trophy, the last two flights were 10:21.6 by Jody Brock, a
* “ottles can be used to supplement ordinary hydrogen gen- and 10:34.2 by Don Chancey. Both models were brand newrators and other balloon sources in cases of emergencye class B sticks, and Jody's model was her first mike job.

_

The first weekly session, September 29, was plagued .

ProtectionfromRubber Lube by drift that still didn't prevent Don Chancey from upping
two site records: E.-Z-~Beé-- 7:10, indoor stick - 11:30.Dave Call, one of the "old pro types" from the East Bud Tenny's "El Cubo" B paper showed good potential every o

Coast, makes the following suggestion to prevent indoor flight and hung every time. Bestflight - hung at 2325,sticks from becoming lube~soaked; relaunched for a total flight time of 10339.4.

“
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STATE OF THE ART amy nx OF. thenumerous. considerations inregard ‘to rudder
design - and therearemany of them - thatof size is |

: Due to prompt action by Carl Redlin in furnishing the Unquestionably the most important.Asisthecasewith
plansand to Chuck Borneman in makin@ the tracing, we the stabilizer absolute ruddersize assuchis ofLittle
have the firstmodél tobreak the 45 minute mark.” Carl's importance: a big rudder is nomore a big-enough
comments were made before the World Championships,“dnd - rudder than a big-enough rudderisabig rudder! Itis.
were suitably prophetic,or80 it seems! oe the effectiveness of the rudder as a steering and

‘ stabilizing mechanism which concerns us and this isa
Last year Carl's models had underslung rudders, and product of its moment arm aswellasits size.

.

we askedfor comments on the subject. Carl replied, tag an See wea ae oe ge sigs gre a

for underslung vs. aft rudders, I can'tseeany apprec- Up to this pointwehavepretty well followedinthe
fable difference in high ceiling performance. However, tracks of the stabilizer; but now we part company. For

I canbuildanunderglung tail combination lighter than when it comestothe determinationof how much rudder. ..
the aft rudder”combination plus the desirable feature of effect (which we'll simply call."rudder" for convenience)
having the C. G. shifted forward slightly with the rudder is desirable there is only one serious School of Thought:
on bottom. The only reason I went to the aft rudder is The Least Possible SchoolofThought. To all intents
pecause they take up less space in the indoor box, simple and purposes the rudder should be as small as possible
isn't ite commensurate with the demands of stability. The only

real problem which confronts us is determining how much

My props this year are lighter by .0015 with more that little bit is.

flexibility increasingpitch under high torque). oan _

Although the best time I've been able to reach this year In light of the number of complicated factors which

has been just around 37 minutes, I feel the ships are ~ bear on the problem it would befairly easy to make a

capable of more whenfully wound." reasonably difficult process out of determining the
correct rudder size. We could take theburden of calcu-

“ lations on ourselves, grindingpolyhedral, aspect ratio,
THE HAND LAUNCH GLIDER wing planform, rudder placement, fuselage characteristics,
ras blanketing, etc. through a Rudder Volume Coefficient as

PART TEN By RICHARD MILLER. our full-scale brethren do.and come out- hopefully ~

—

BO

— with something close to The Truth. oO wee

DESIGN (cont.) vee Se ake:
" me es And if modifying rudder size were “anywhere near the

Phe Rudder problem for us that it is for them wemight be Justified
ee

_ in this approach; but fortunately variations in thesize
With the stabilizer designed and in place we can of a HLG rudder can be made, inseconds - and the results.

move on, once again in the order of importance, to the| of the modifications can be observed almost a8 quickly.
rudder, or vertical fin.Actually the rudder is amuch Consequently the best formulefor ruddersize reads some .

petter candidate for theanalogous role of Jockey thinglike: sheetblasa +razorblade+an hourtest|.
(mentioned in Part 8) than the stabilizer is, for while flying in the park = the proper area. Been your exper-
the stab aids the wing in determining that the glider iment by gluing a small temporary rudder 5% of wing
flies, it is the verticalfin, or rudder, which chiefly area 1s a good point of departure) to the fuselage.
determines where it goes and how it gets there. Yet Now grab a knife or razor blade and go out to test fly.
despite this versatility, rudder design, for the majority Keep cutting away at the rudder between test glides.
of modelers, consists of nothing more than trying to until the slight wing rocking and tail swinging known...
adorn the tail end of the fuselage with the pleasantest as Dutch Roll sets in. When it does, go back one step,
shape possible. just enough to firm up the glide, and you probably have



ae

es

ay

a rudder as close to the ideal size as you can get
(although as you become increasingly familiar with the Now each rudder position, from the highest to the
design the need for some slight additional change may lowest, has its own particular characteristics and
become apparent). uses. To get an idea of the possibilities, let's

By this process you have solved the complicated wane ¢ reat oiden The eae wad > eee a ore? ane
;

a centered rudder. e top rudder, because opposes
wv“ “Rudder Volume Coefficient problem far better than you yaw and roll, gives the least twist" of any of the

could have with the most up-to-date data processing ossibilities. Most of us are familiar with the so-

equipment - even if you knew what to feed into the mon- pelied "grass cutter.” When launched side arm it
strous mathematical machine. In this instance the usually does most of a half circle quite near the
glider itself becomes the data processing machine, one ground - cutting grass - before zooming up into the
in which all the flight factors, down to the last climb. This is shamefully wasteful, horribly inept
shimmering nuance, are present in precisely the correct frightfully dangerous ana’ simply not worth wuile. ,

amounts. But even more portant than this is the fac But it is not quite the whole story either, as we shall
that you can watch the clickity-clickity-clack of this shortly see.

y ,

machine with understanding and profit. If you are
observant you will quickly see how the addition and The other extreme is the sub-rudder in which case,
subtraction of very smallpendent of rudder (particu- with yaw and roll combined, we have the highest twist-
larly around the critical area) have far-reaching ratio. With the usual launch this combination will

effectson the fright of theglider. And if you ane the result in the glider twisting right up off the deck -
east bit methodical you w soon sbsorb a sort o to the vertical - and probably rolling again in such a

Ruddereffectphilosophy which will come in handy on many manner as to come out ahead of the launcher. Thus the
occasions. sub-rudder is a sure cure for an intractably low angle

of launch. It can also be used to advantage on
Rudder Twist-Ratio practice gliders destined for use in a slight breeze

due to the fact that it tends to get the glider some-
Close on the heels of etze comes the next considera- what upwind during the launch, this saving downwind

tion in the design of the rudder: to put it above the steps. But as far as efficiency goes it is not the
.

fuselage, below, or to combine the two. And here we thing. Just as a glider should net turn any more .
run smack dab into another of those characteristics during its launch, neither should it twist. Each one

which make the rudder the versatile ~ and frequentty is potentially wasteful and should be avoided whenever
perplexing - surface Be is is 5 4 vs 80 possible.
placed, to indii¢é a pivoting movement around the vertical
axis (the basis of any turn) and at the same time to This would seem to leave the middle ground - once
cause a rolling movement about the longitudinal axis. again - as the most fruitful. A centered, or Curly type

‘ rudder (with perhaps 3/5 above and 2/5 below the longi-
I doubt whether many model builders have a very good tudinal axis) and with the overhang used for adjustment

idea of how versatile a thing the rudder is and the
_

purposes, seems to be the most desirable compromise.
theyput a rudderontop or onbottomsimplybecause that. the majority of its powered flight tscemeee° owere is as near
it suite their Fancy » or because at meres assembly jel

vertical as possible - whieh is, of course, the object. we
easier. et few surfaces can work better for the mode ae
builder than the rudder in achieving the sort of launch

-

This aspect of rudder design then finally comes down a
trajectory and characteristics he wants. By positioning to fitting whatever degree of twist-ratio that your Me
the rudder in just the right place we can build certain particular launch demands. A very simple guide here is: ae

adjustments into the design, thus doing away later with the lower the angle of launch the lower the rudder mef— some of the problems of trimming. position. ‘If you launch at a low angle and are stuck S
with it then a sub-rudder may be the thing. If your ae

t a makes the rudder 60pouty ee ract that it launch is in the middle range then the centered rudder 4
8 subject to the “aileron effect. erons, of course ae
are used for rolling and they achieve this because they oeeeadea ctep aheadof the same by havinga ae
are placed well away from the longitudinal axis. By high angle of launch, you can add to this’ the economy of “3

| Gertainenountof aileron effect, providedit18, eee eee ee tee ched neon the wemiosiehen a glider is launched near the vertical. vs

placed in the proper relationship to the longitudinal
wae nace .

~
axis. And finally it might be added that the first place -

“ to begin tailoring someone else's design to your needs “

; botteswee ee st keep in mine vhenusing top or is by modifying the rudder. The other fellow's hot de- oe
toturnamodel is the degree to which sign may be hot for him with his launch and disaster for

oethe uae tends to twist or roid the model puto or you with yours. Once you've determined what rudder

then” To rudder opposes those ty er ts ¢ ooeen. placement best suits you - and experimentation here 1s
;

.

to roll the model out of ite turn,whereas bottom ns desk n ven aBu tiy Poth con reeorite the other fellow’
~

.

j

a sua me pr .

rudder combines the two and tends to roll the model
eet ens ang ues ™ some pre

oe

into its turn.

B Shaded pertion represents
cf portion ef rudder vsed To Turn

glider

:

ssi

.
.
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#*#*ENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*##* An additional expense which was greatly lensened byen was the
The month of October brought three new members for personal time donated by Hardy Broders = 3 OF

NIMAS ;
During the past year, incomingmatt has totalled

S86 over 500 letters, and your editor has originated overLARRY RENGER, 420MemorialDrive, Cambridge 99, Hass. 600 lettersin anewer to incoming mail and in quest
of information for e newsletter. y e me youTERRY THORKILDSEN, 4082 South 5th St., Murray 7, Utah receive this issue, his total expenses excluding

a

Eric and Larry are students at M.I.T.; Larry is a office supplies and postage for letters will have
senior and Eric 1s a junior (academically$; both are climbed to about $430, or about $90 over income. This
members of the Tech Model Aircrafters, the model club 4s a very favorable indication of the progress of the
at the school. Terry 1s our first member fromUtah and newsletter, which was priced on the basis of about 150
flies with a pretty active group of indoor flyers. members and subscribers. | . a

Rudy Kluiber Of course, the object never has. been tomake money,
wepe gg ge

' but as soon as membership reaches a high enough figure,In the past we had benefitted from the very helpful the added money can be used to expand the technical cov-and thoughtful attitude of Rudy Kluiber, and it was a
. erage. The expansionwilldepend upon something else,real pleasure to meet him in person at the Nationals this also. The material must be made available by those who

year. have it. it the present time,about 80% of thepaperdepends almost entire upon ose readers an ers
Therefore it was quite disturbing to hear of Rudy's who are willing to share their ideas, plans and coments.recent death, In spite of our brief acquaintance, we

, °

feel a deep loss at his passing. It is notable that two The outstanding part of the story has been the help
different persons are assuming his AMA duties for the given gratis by many people. They have reported the news, |
remainder of this year - for Rudy was one of the few in written articles and comments, drawn plans, rounded up
the country to hold two AMA elective offices at one time. more subscribers and offered suggestions and criticism.

Without this help (a list of names would just about cover
All of us - Rudy's family, AMA, NIMAS, and modelers the NIMAS membership list and a few besides) the paper

everywhere have suffered a great loss. Those who knew has no life. Out here in the sticks (indoor is rather
Rudy will agree that this is the greatest possible under- new in Texas except before WWII) we don't get news except

“~~ statement that could be made. by mail. It's just too far to covermuch of the activity
‘

,

in person! Thanks to all, and keep up the good work! is
AMA ELECTIONS!

. ee oe

.

,
,

###*PAT INDOOR REPORTH##* ©

Action taken at the 1962 Executive Councilmeeting
brought forth a reform in the voting schedule which will Some time ago we pointed out that, in terms of plans
permit the newly-elected officers to make appointments and preparation, the 1964 World Indoor Championships are
for 1963 before the start of the year. not very far off. Total planning needs to include sites,

oo.

team selection details, and model design. Right now scmue .

While this change should permit AMA businessto get groups are beginning to hash over model design, and each
under way more smoothly, it places a hardshipon voting flyer will undoubtedly contribute his own experience and ae.
members who will have 15 days at the most to get their ideas to the total technological effort. Site planning
votes returned by the deadline.’ for each area will consist of finding and securing the

best possible site and using it to the utmost. Be
Our reference for this statement is found on page 6 _

of the October 1962 Model Aviation which reads (in part): Quite a bit of criticism is always levelled at tean ia
"

selection methods each year in all phases of our FAI oeBallots shall be published and distributed as soon program - some of it well-deserved and some not. Perhaps wagafter September 1 as printing and mailing time will our team set-back this year will foster even more such 1permit. (About November 1 1s the objective, depending comments, but we hope that more than just criticism will :

upon printing schedules.) come out of any dissatisfaction that anyone feels,

The other end of the schedule is set forth thus: It is doubtful that any selection method will find
.

"
acceptance by everyone, and most methods will have some

~

The cut-off time for accepting votes shall be set disadvantages for one group or another. In the form it
and printed on the ballots as of November 15 (postmark)." is offered, the following suggestion would practically a

ype A Pape eliminate qualification for the team in an area where
It is unfortunate that the deadline is so close, for there were no blimp hangars, but this is easily overcome. oo

normal mail deliveries from AMA vary widely in arrival The important thing is that it is a suggestion that has -

time. From personal experience we can state that our good features, and can serve as a starting point for
copy of Model Aviation (presumably the ballot will be more discussion and planning.
mailed with MA to save postage) has been as late ag 10

|

days behind delivery to other members of AMAin the area. _ The suggestion is as follows: set up & period of |

time during which each contender flies for an official ,

Such late delivery certainly is unfortunate, and not time as often as he can, with a record kept of all his
usual, but it happens. And anyone who has recently moved official times. After the cut-off date the teaa would

,

stands the chance of being disenfranchised by this short be selected by choosing the flyers with the highest total ;

deadline. The main point is that you should have already of three attempts. The following advantages are offered
read that section mentioned above, and have made your for this systems:
choices. Now, get that ballot inl!

; . ;
a anoon . ne 7 ” ~ a 1. It makes for unlimitedandboundless interest because

HHEHPINANCIAL REPORTHHH @ man doesn't meet sudden death. (Bad luck at oue meet)
This issue of INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS is the twelfth 2. A hard luckfirst-or-second-trialflyer could come

regular issue under the subscription system. Income from through with flying colors at a third or fourth triei-c.
subscriptions and memberships amounts to just over $347,

. ee nenptenea ue etere
and expenses for eleven issues break down thus: 3-¢ It would not eliminate any flier becauseofconfiiet| .

of interest or sudden trouble by missing an elim datc.
Printing costs $276.77
Postage (newsletter only) 0.0 4, It would enable more flyers to compete due to reasonsashege

7

mentioned above.
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such stresses as the blades dry out will produce the
Also mentioned was an effect of this method - that

. permanent camber mentioned above. Check the blades per-
choosing the team this way could result in more than one lodically against a Bilgri-type prop block to see that

cnelivwestorn teams, Te teargued that thiewould'give” FIM PSS*E22.0426hoTmes an’anebiccks77 weesle Se
-

° nishe ades to e hub on the block,
a stronger team ~ but we wonder. The final argument is

"that three top times is a better system than a single vA DG Ac B
lucky flight, which is probably true - as long as the

Beaoe LEADING EDGE hee Bacsa Beave

proper use is made of the top three times.

The major disadvantages of the above suggestion can _~
be overcome by one modification. Change the scoring to eeaward points to the flyers for each called official |attempt in proportion to the top time for that site, then -~344---- roo

~

average the scores. This produces the most consistent|
(

fliers as team candidates, and the resulting competition —

will improve the state of the art to a high level. SuccesTE&O SPAR LocATiow CENTER LINE OF DOWEL

It is hoped that everyone will consider this issue
.

and the merits of the suggestions so far. Make your More-For-Your-Money Test Flying
feelings known, along with suggestions on what to do to
correct any shortcomings you may see. In this way we can

From Carl Redlin comes this hint for test flying new

arrive at the best plan - and let's do it soon! models or refining the performanee of older ones: To
test my FAI models and props the past two years, I have
been using a spacer (see sketch below) in combination

RECORDS?MAYBE! with half-length motors to reduce flight turns and flight
time by roughly one-half (more test flights per day's

.

Last month's comment about allthe top flights at the flying). With the spacer I'm able to see the models
World Championships drew fire. Two different readers erform under full torque without the danger of landinPp sorque & &

werenot het and20Aprecedentwassetsone time Seon) HORS Oey gh the anecen na note combined
» & °

)

e me time ago orks nicely, althou e spacer and motor combination
over a Wakefield flight by Hatschek. That's what we get must be balanced very carefully. In testing with this
for making uninformed assumptions! system I have found that average prop RPM's for all prac-

tical purposes are the same.as with full length motors.

considered a Ne bo record. since ster atchoue lyons nave lewcoliingfleige conditions.” MER colling props under
e ° - - ° .

no site that would permit a crack at that time. :

| QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
J

|
One new question to add to the list appears below, | at

but space does not permit a discussion of answers this L
| month.

|

Dowel SPACER & WEIGHT
21. What is the normal range of thickness of microfilm ~

color by color, and what phenomenon causes the films
, NEWS FROM AROUNDTHE WORLD

 Easanen,then Purpye (ine ond of the vietble spectrum) to cAL-TFORNTA - Sante. Ans
) Twenty-six flyers attended the first session at the

HINTS AND KINKS Santa Ana hangar, with conventional models sharing air
: space with the flying scale enthusiasts.

All-Balsa Props Top times ranged up to around 30 minutes, with all-
| Bs =28i88 srops gut ores fa scouraged by heavy drafts near the top.

With the current boom in Easy B model flying, it is en the installation of new ventilators is completed| of interest to relate a discussion between Bill Big e and the drift problem should be somewhat abated,
,

your editor after the Parlor Mite article appeared (MAN. The first contest scheduled by the Sky Hoppers will| Feb. '62). At first reading, the prop construction method be on December 2. Contact Bruce Paton for details of the
discussed in the article seemedto be merely forming a contest at: 1010 N. Mirasol St., Santa Ana, California.
wet blade and air drying it. Bill commented thus: "When-
ever balsa iswettedto make a bend, it should preferably CALIFORNIA ~ Visalia
pe baked. For a prop blade, cut .020 soft aluminum sheet The Visalia Sky Kings have a wery active indoor group
to the blade outline or a bit larger. Form in the camber that flies indoor scale, paper stick, and mike stick at
and twist with the fingers. This results in a form that their contests, The contact man for this group, Don C.
sheet balsa will readily conform to. Bind the wet blade Farnsworth, can be reached at 1607 W. Houston, Visalia.
plank on the form with thread, paper, or cloth. Bake it, ;

trim to final size and assemble on the hup.' TNDLANA kB tuc orneman reports that the Knights of The Round
After some discussion between us, we decided that the on Nowetines +g24 the oasaret andor contest this season

repeated bending of a damp blade as scusse n e e site 1s on Bunker AFB; eventsParlor Mite article resulted in permanent patch and camber are HLG and Easy B. ,

by @ slightly different mechanism - the wood is deforme

(stretched on top and compressed on the bottom) until the MASSACHUSETTS
relaxed atate of the wood is the desired camber.| That

of badeon egtodet atroratters havescheduled a@ series
this results in a permanent shape seems to ve been the M. I. rymory ocated at the
proven by a couple of experiments. Although high humidity corner of Massachusetts Ave. and Vassar st. in Cambridge.
will sometimes cause a baked prop to lose camber, this The next session is Nov. 17, 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM, and
has not been observed with the formed (or deformed) props. probabay will be sanctioned as record trials. At present

e ons are open to e public The Armory is '

The second evidence to support this theory comes as low Cat. II, but a good alte.
° me y 42",

the formed blade is sanded to reduce weight or increase

flare, the blade relaxes and can be reformed again. We NEW ZEALAND
have on hand props that are nearly two years old that The new site at Palmerston North turned out to be a
have shown no sign of losing their camber. top-notch site, 40' high and floor 80' x 150'. The

A handy way to add helix or twist and camber simul- Strack bey ehe Hasanee ee te Easy it aha ionbo tn one
wist @ mber  Simusn $30.6 e

taneously to all-balsa prop blades and still produce a club there is so enthusiastic that John feels that New
true-pitch prop is as follows: Make the hub assembly as Zealand records will soon be broken right and left.
usual, and cut out the blades and sand them to the proper
thickness. Moisten the blades one at a time and wrap UTAH

them around a 1/2" or 3/4" dowel with the axis of the Terry Thorkildsen reports the availability of a 32!
blade inclined to the axis of the dowel as shown below. school gym and a 30' church gym. The group is active and

their paper stick times are up in the mine+ ranges, On
Rather than wrap the blades and holding until dry, December 28 they plan a contest, put hope to have a

wrap the blade around the dowel until the camber is much record trials a bit sooner. Contact Terry for more info,
greater than desired, then release the tension. Several his address 1s 4082 South 5th St., Murray 7, Utah.

‘enaemeuenm ni aintwarentnteentmnt ntiruerrereri—rerinrrntitennnemreresettee erentnett ASO SAA AES TERS RNP LRRD  HPrnmvernreertetae remreetthA RIArnc viderAeAtetra ARG PN RIAORN RO RINNE
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wee
co oe

ee . “ ee So “The prospects for Cat. I look good, as an average of 1:30
_ eeWhen any Category III indoor stick record reaches the ,

’ mL
30 minute plus region, any new record set in that class

has been mace several times under only @ 12" ceiling. °

usually represents only a minor increase in the time. h 1 :

The model for this month, however, Vou. whole hog and
The fol owing comments may be helpful:

upped the "B" Stick recordby over 10%. Designed and
—

4

flown by Tom Finchand drawn for INDOOR NEWS by Bill Tyler, the turn isadjusvedby teilthite ee eretente
the model follows ia design trends. OF tae nodel Tom °

says: ‘As for the ship, it is strictly conventional. The correct size circle must be used- too wid be
. oll ize circle must be.

- e & &SP Bota tnd’aSo/2i'aontopeentop uteat stbuage eiate’ GHEPagynilt elve's SRL Mfoshemald S°Stecne dh
.

(constant chord alaBilert). Kotor used vas a 16" L0oP the climb.
SF ~

of . we NE 026; the motor could probably have
4

ay adel wild ae
taken 2450 turns. I used single bracing on the stick to

/

It is better to keep it light. A heavier model will ee
: eae

need more power, and therefore more torque control to
| Lthe wane, sonete. Tatepamtiteg the stickto pow. 2et prevent ¢ aptzel, dive unger full power. AdG some rotor

prop was quite stiff with the spar right on center and, ©Sxtremecase may require mors netoroffreee Antshteeexept Tor the bowed ShAcE, would have reached peak model with less power may be directionally erratic after a

ude in about
6

minutes”.
. peadie diene 80, raige the prop pitch. Note: In

HHUMCHANGE OF PACE iH
|

ne uu ng » dO not reduce wood sizes for rotor spars
eae Sat and mast. If these are flexible, adjustment becomes ae

Somehow in the quest ever-increasing efficiency for
difficult. Try to hit .040 oz. or less.

.

~

our conventional models, only a few fliers accept the
challenge of the less conventional classes such as auto- Construction techniques follow the usual indoor

*methods - the motor stick is 1/64" sheet, covering isgyro, helicopter, and ornithopter. microfilm, etc. The wing should be fairly strong :

To providea change of pace, then, we present this especially the frontspar.
. a

autogyro by Fred Weitzel. Fred has been quite thorough Bo:

La

«=in his development of this model, and we have somotinee .
Rotor incidence low incidence gives slow rotation,

been hard put to Keep up withdesign changes. Anyhow high incidence gives fast rotation. In between" is good
the design has jelled to a very interestin machine , for slow climb and fast cruise. On thia model, +16°

& °
seems necessary~it looks high, but works well.

.

“ , .

: eo eo

Mister
G™_ by Fred Weitzel Kotor position - locate the rotor mast at that spot

“om Eg TER TRE a ache i epi ton gh which gives level posture towards the end of the flight.
"Mister G" has turned out to be not only a good auto-

gyro, but one that is especially suitable for small area
- The plans specify a non flexing prop, but since the

flying. This is because of its naturally smallflight plan and article were finished, Fred made more tests andcircle, and the ability to bounce off walls and ride the relayed the following comments on flexible props:
ceiling like a small pa .

:6 ™ TH Paper stick model
- "trying a flex-prop gave some quite different results!

.

The entertainment value of the modelisincreasedby The duration was much better, but bounce and recovery
lively rotor action, which gives the flight good "eye very poor! It seem the model was stalling out on the

appeal"; and the duration 1s aided by the prolonged climb, ceiling due to getting into a too nose-high attitude.
|

few,
.

. , ~

sate

a oa
.

-

a < cetape, rial ere .
oe seyieall
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This was corrected by moving the rotor back 1/2" behind tempered and contemptuous. Such fuselages are still
the C.G. This way, the model flies well with a "flexer" widely and successfully used. But when you start compar-
put only in a small circle (6') and doesn't climb much. ANGesee

.

Opening up the circle a little (with tail tilt) gave a —

better climb, but lots of incomplete flights (drift, poor In terms of simple strength there is no particular
recovery from upset, etc.)",. argument between the two types.. We know that the streng-..

of balsa varies directly with its density; and that there-

fore . oO Oe te tod, Raving twice the cross-section
of a boom o 1b. wood w not only be its equal inTHE HAND LAUNCHGLIDER

oe weight but in strength as well. What this definition of
strength eaves out is how much further the small, hard

PART ELEVEN By RICHARD MILLER boom will bend before it snaps... and all that this abil-
d .

DESIGN (conte!
ity to yield implies

Whether this flexibility 1s an unqualified advantage
TheFuselage or not is another question. Wally Simmers, for one,

wonders. thou t would probably be going to far too
Certain glider builders are surprisedto learn that call Wally a wholohearted advocate ve the atift fuselagethe HLG fuselage is anything more than a stick of slightly he is quick to point out some possibile liabilities of

rounded wood which holds the wing and tail surfaces in the flexible boom. In examining photos of gliders being
some sort of alignment and handily protrudes beyond the launched Wally (who always has one eye on component drag
1. e. of the wing in such a fashion that clay may be added losses) has noticed a certain amount of blurrr around the
to or subtracted from it, depending as we wish to cure 4 tail surfaces, indicating some displacement. This, he
stall or a dive. feels, might be slowing things down a bit.

This limited view of the fuselage and its functions And he's right, it might.
-

has no doubt come about in part due to the low position
it is given on any list where the major glider components And then on the other hand the surfaces might simply
are graded aerodynamically. Practical matters, however, be moving into a less drag resistant position - thanks
cannot be overlooked. In this respect Frank Lloyd Wright to the more flexible fuselage.
once remarked that anyone whe purchased a house: ne fatterhow daring the dwelling, had a rig o expec a e

. Of cours 4 n .

) roof be tight against rain. By the same token we should
© this might not be the case either

| expect the glider fuselage - which takes a pack seat to In any event this is not the whole case. Tail sure
none when components are listed structurally - to stay faces at the end of a flexible boom, if they whip, whip

) together during the rough and tumble of flying no matter for only a short time (albeit a very critical one}, There

|

how exceptional the rest of the machine. is the rest of the flight to be considered in terms of

Actually then the HLG fuselage, far from being a stick, “rag. If thefuselage spends its minute-plus coming down

4s a highly variable item. Each part of it has a specific at around a 7” angle-of-attack, as there is every good
function to whichdefinite design considerations, some reason to assume it does, it is doing a good deal more
structural, some aerodynamic and some purely practical, dragging than we might assume. This would argue for the

apply. Consequently it should be designed and built to slimmest possible fuselage.
pest fulfill these combined functions. To do this let's oo

—.

divide the fuselage into five arbitraryparts and examine We will finally have to leave it to the option of t
each in turn. individual as to where on the flexibility/stiffness spec

trum he will alight. About most other factors of boom
The Boon design and construction, however, there is generally less

argument. A good boom usually tapers straight and uni-
The boom, because it 1s the part of the fuselage most formly, that is from the top as well as the sideview, .

liable to break, deserves the most careful attention. In and has a cross-sectionasclosetoround or oval as.
the early days of short tail gaps (and limited altitude) possible. The cross-section.is habitually deeper’ thanit
the broken fuselage was one thing. But with the movement is wide, usually on about a 2:3 ratio or thereabouts.

|

to long moment arms - mentioned in Part 8 of this series ~ The reasonfor this (if you've ever wondered) is that
it became another. The incidence of breakage telescoped vertically the fuselage must support the relatively large
right along with the tail gap. loads of the stabilizer while laterally it has only to

support rudder loads.
-

But 4f human affairs, as the historian Toynbee has a
forewarned us, 1s Challenge and Response, and if the Res- The only fuselage that I have seen to date that

|

ponse is in proportion to the Challenge, then the stage- violated this basic structural role was one of Pete Nish-
was set for a new boom in HLG design. Who the pathfinders anian's whichbegan in the normal fashion at thewing +t.
in this endeavor were I can't say. I picked up the trail e. but flattenedandwidenedatthe l.e. of thestab-|
amid the Skyscrapers, principally from Hatschek, and 4lizer. The consequences of this were an extra-flexfbie
worked it out to my own considerable satisfaction. How boom which gave way slightly under launch loads, result-
satisfying this satisfaction has been is attested to by ing in a little additional positive incidenceinthestab.
the fact that I have never (What, never? No, never!) Consequently the glider went straight up when thrownthat
broken such a fuselage since mastering the New Technique. way. When, in the last fet feet of the launch, the boom
This despite untimely plunges (somebody built a girder in asserted itself against the airflow forces the glider
the wrong place) into concrete from 100' and more. whipped into a quarter arc.

The secret of this success, if anything so obvious It is not surprising that, with the limited time
can be considered a secret, is a lean, resilient fuselage available to us that day, we didn't get any really satis-
of the hardest balsa (about 20 lb. stock as a rule) that factory results. We did, however, come close to some.
can be found. When such a fuselage is properly constr- conclusions about what we had observed:
ucted - and this is largely a matter of feel - it will St

have an even flexure between the wing t.e. and the stab 1. The minimum size of hard, well made boomsisnot so

l.e. Conseguently it will tend to absorb impact loads much limited by strength considerations as by flexibility.
evenly along its length, leaving no weak point to break. The boom in question was quite slender (the glider only
Its flexibility will cause it to give way to shock rather weighed about .4 oz.) but stood up to unlimited.throws.

_

than trying to resist it. And while saving itself in
_.

this manner it will also provide a buffer between the 2. The two-position boom may be just the thing for any-
hard knocks up front and the brittle q-grain tail surfaces, one chasing the bright bird of a straight-up launch.

Perhaps the best approach is to begin with a fuselage on

The principal alternative to such & fuselage (and its the heavy side and sand away between flights till the <—™

historical antecedent) is one of lighter wood = as light desired amount of “lay-down” is acquired.
. balsa - with a proportionate arger cross-oaTor8 Such a fuselage tends £0 be on the stiff side| 3. The force necessary to depress the stab to its low.

and this quality can be enhanced by several coats of dope position has to come from somewhere; and no matter where
which will give a tube-like effect to the boom. it comes from the launch altitude will suffer in some

degree. Nonetheless the gains of a straight up launch

Knowing all you do now about the virtues of the oer may offset this by aconsiderable degree.
and twistable) boom of hard woo ou may wonder why

oo se

-anybody would want d. bother with anything else. This 4, It was fun. Next month: More about the fuselage..
4s a good question and all the answers to it are not 111-

enact teaeneteaematteidetiaeiteedamntamandenaeeece etna eatenetaenemeaentelcnemeneennetnnneneaeeedentiitenethdabit nent tadnain cme neneinemementsieince nendennn naam namnimanemmnemenmenantemmnememenehiamndetaemneeimmeeaererermanneninadrmrenemmiara ERE
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beige we et nee
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-oe ee. Ww a) —li C. S. RUSHBROOKE, Model Aeronautical Press, Ltd. ‘to mgaON ee 8 Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts., England
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wee eee) 8 sO cE Oe ULCUmCC 3 are mone ,
1, Holland :Ge Yeee,£82a ; C. WOLTHOORN, Binnenrotte 110, Rotterdam-1, Holland
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ti hi 8rn —|. FF #43i zw»
: De ye —ea a’ % @ a OC oa Pe There are a few back issues available, mostsy né aei reoe A -.“ae a from recent months, These can be had On & 26g - Te .

‘so an i ™ =e first-served basis fora.handling charge o “in stampsae.ae % i. fF? would be convenient if the remittance is made in stamps. -oe vee . , i. fs “Be ae eaea Cs CU i Numerous requests have been receivedfor early copies a
a ne ae. Cee

a re a of Richard Miller's HLG article. Beaneee eeOeOe oe7a a |___—i«siCiés MM ovrint, 2 new run wouldhave tobemade.If these whoare|ae fi oe interested in such back copies would drop a vines Weotieee eee

a Oe a figure prices and let you know howmuch they w COST.
aaa ae ed ee .

.wees ,— —=EeLSEe iwUCUCUCCCO  eet—ta 7 ed cf _ :

| -**H*FAT INDOOR REPORTHHHHBeeeS -_. esrll me, ete wes ne gaos eros eres - 4N Ee ec tc ~

coi ae«=—li(<(<‘i‘érehhlhlmlmlt™tCt~”~C:«C#CR RB Rosie
Be ESReSd mt Hi Pe CE ks eas OS ae wo

: tom
of Pe | eee ae .— Lo roo Joe Bilgri recently announced that he is resigning

.a ro fF € as Chairman of the FAI Indoor Committee. He served in -

oo a oo .hmDrhCUCU this position for two years, and the committee had the
a ee Pull benefit of his years of experience to draw from. Thank(i: ee a Pu you, Joe, for all the time and effort you put into the

on ~~ |. Program - it is appreciated very much]en lr :

: genplan Si SRT alee ee,CE a PY UL oo _... ". * KowalskiAppointed” “ .

a _ =F sas ee pean he gtUh >...|. Dick Kowlaksi, who was the Central Zone Chairman for 2JF LC a. | | the past two years, has been appointed asChairman of the

Drm CU tan hh —t—<“<“‘“i:;SChC(C-©6€©6€6 lCcommittce, Dick served as Team Mandger in’ 1961 and was a

i aeon hUurklUcre coed gk ae
|

:_-. gf eee NewCentralZoneChairman
-coe.  . a . ae ss _.

.7fa | maa.hlhlUlc Pr Paul Crowley, 16855 Lilac, Detroit 21, Michigan, has4UD =_tee6™h™hC~mrCiaFts=té“C;@=~—~C*‘Cé#Atweeepted the post vacatedbyDick Kowalski, Paul is the— 5| -_——-.h—rti“‘i‘ rChCCOCOC*~C~C;*COCO man to contact for information pertaining to FAI Indoor| ™”Wy . Ff += ~~ arrangements in the Central Zone.|. Ff _  #«' no4C :

xe<a =ot rr 6 Selection Program 9i_ -* — ey 1965 Team Selection Programee Se
neeeS

_
—

Dick Kowalski has issued the following statement on
HHHENEW STAFF MEMBER¥#H* team selection methods for 1963 which will result in the

TO formation of a U. S. team in 1964. Please send your
In the September issue we hinted that INDOOR NEWS comments and suggestions to Dick at 20203 Moenart,

might soon have@new and permanent memberof the staff. Detroit 34, Michigan.
ody Brock and I were marriedonNovember 8, 1962.

oe, Cob oe bec
Jody

uO
me sos "It 48 quite possible that team selections for the

We are living in Richardson, Texas, and we invite any 1964 World Indoor Championships will be made during
readers of INDOOR NEWS to contactusif you're in this 1963 in one of the followingmanners. Since there
part of the country. Our phone number 1s AD 5-4035, and appears to be some criticismregarding the 1962 team
the area code is 214 if you're calling from out of town. selection method, we would appreciate any comments any

interested flyer might like to make about. our thoughts.
+#*#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY *###% 1. Use the same system as was used last year, in other

i words, Local Elims, Quarter Finals, and then a Zone Semi-
ElevenU.S.members‘andtwomembersfrom overseas_ Finals. The three top men would be qualifiedtofly at

swelled the NIMAS ranks to 117, with every indication of a Semi-Flyoff to be heldat theNationals. This system
continued growth showing up. Even more heartening is the could onlybepossible if transportation to the Nationalsflood of membership renewals, some of themwell aheadof could be arranged, and this is being reviewed right now.the due date.

sy.
- oe This method would obviously give the very best team since

only the cream of the crop would be flying. The ultimate
SID BERNSTEIN, c/o Research Facility,

New York team selected would be chosen ora true national basisRockland State Hospital, Orangeburg, New Yor:
rather than the less national basis now used. :

DICK GANSLEN, 1303 N. Oakland, Reyottevi tle, arkansas - vee av DORA, DOBLE NOW USCC“— »» D

an
. . as tw ole ek ce, mef PAT GREEN, 16880 Woodbine, Detroit 19s) re ooht 2. Use the same method as above except that perhaps two‘FRANK KAROL, 6536 Mill Road, Brecksville41, Ohio Semi-Flyoffs would be held - one on the West Coast andNew Jersey y

r L SOas |ERNEST KOPECKY, 911 Garden Street, Union,N one on the East Coast. One team member from the West‘Cle Ohio .
. . 16 WeTEDD KUBIT, 3714 Revere Ct., Cleveland 9,

so and two from the East would tend to satisfy the nationalA. LIDBERG, USS Klondike AR-~22 SO y
a

Ense A. A.

t P. 0., San Francisco, California aspect, butthis would be considered as an alternative__¢/o Fleet P. 0., San Fr ’
411. P in the event that 1% was not possible to arrange trans-BILL LINDSAY, 216 Warrior Road, Drexel H

» Pa.
portation to a centralized sémi-Flyoff.LAWRENCE F. g2IK 813 Bayridge Blvd., Witlowsck, onto ~ oo

DeWALLY SIMMERS, c/o Midwest Model Aircraft Supply Co. oe
- owe ae :

me an . 8 gram as was us7541 South Halstead Street, Chicago 20, Illinois 7+ Use the same program aswas used in 1962,

——eerranneenrnenieaeet et Ate ACABAA ceaRete ta SATA rT PS EN HSER neers
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- It is enlightening to hear just who answered promptly
These proposals are mentioned only to communicate

.

1s LO
our thoughts and some possibilities and are not to be "and screamed the loudest. One incumbent _AMA VP who had

considered as multiple choice "pick one only"type of ignored important AMA mail for some time answered by
thinking. Everyyear we hear "Monday morning quarter- return mail, Another elected officialwhose regular AMA

backing" put seldom, if ever, does anyone take the time business had been neglected for months was loudly vocal,
to comment before the program planning is complete. but he also answered promptly. ~~

Bear in mind that no program willever satisfy everyone,
but we do our best to field the best team and keep as On the other side of the coin, many officials who

many as possible happy. When proposals auch as these are
_

take their jobs seriously avoided complaint, however

presented and we hear no comments, we automatically feel strongly they felt the injustice. You see, they have
that everyone is happy with our plan and continue with been answering their mail and know how hard it is to get

no restraint. answers from some other officials.

awing near and
"*" @hereis a moral in this storyforallAMA members?

eeeeee eeEtunD Samuaryissue of INDOOR NEWS some _ We have permitted our elections in someareastobecome,_
concrete plan can be announced. If you have criticism

_

“ @ popularity contest- electing officialswhoarenot
or suggestions regarding the program outlined here, act willing to assume the duties that go along with the pres-

immediately so that you may be heard." tige of the office. Makeno mistake = someofthese
"popularity leaders" are highly capable, and would be

From an editorial point of view, it seems that plan just the men for the jobs, IF they would only work.

#1 would be the best possible choice, provided that the
-

ms -

transportationcanbe arranged. Without transportation, It is no exaggeration to say that the AMA is headed

plan #2 would impose more severe penalties upon fliers for trouble if all the electedofficials donot perform
in the Central Zone than the 1962 plan did. At the same the Jobs that go along with their elective posts. And

time, lack of a site even slightly comparable to the. it is a sad commentaryon those officialsthattheir past
Finals site also restricts the Central Zone flyer. It performance made suchdrasticstepsnecessary.
behooves the Central fliers to somehow activateone of

—

cs : Olea

several sites not now in use so that a more realistic |

““““" We have two alternativesthatwillallowustoavoid—
approach to trim may be mades = “the difficulties of non-working elective officials. We

can, as a group, institute a performance review that_
“Since the entrants from the Central Zone comprised would prevent such anofficialfrombeingeligible for

over half the total entries last year, we deserve some any office again, and indeed prevent him from holding
consideration. Howeyér, we must help ourselves find a office for a whole term if he had beenelectedfora.
place to fly - it should be centrally located and as term longer than one year. Or, we can ail start ‘paying
high as possible. There are buildings over 100' here around $100 apiece for our sporting licenses so there is

|

but can we get in??? enough money to hirethe work done. Either way, we can

r

. Gpange 221 Models:ecrroenniemenn a ve bestest Neat ak wate «Supplies Anyone?
_ Boyd Felstead, our memberfrom Australia, injects See a

these comments forourconsideration: = = =
- As our hobby has grown, the little specialties that

,
, ee “we need increase in number-and special wood is hard to

“What I feel now, as regards FAI specifications, that find. The following addresses areof indoor suppliers
the wing span should be reduced to 2/3 the present limit. who strive to fill our needs:
I am suggesting that the 35.4" projected span be reduced “oe ,

”

,

to approximately 24" for several reasons: —
__.

MicroDyne Precision Products (Lew Gitlow) ao
_™ sO —_ oo BP. O. Box 65774 a nt es

1. The smallersizeshipwould circle tighter with less
_

Los Angeles 65, California
=

chance of drift orhangups. ag oe

:

_ Micro-X (Gerald Skrjanc)
2. The smaller ship is easier to transport, which is 1671 East 34th Street

=>
.

important when travel to other countries is involved. Lorain, Ohio
Pe Pertestnensr rade feo» Retta RCBES ROM 0 MEN lt ENR AN SRR ORASif

“i
Ra A WAR RERTURAND0 RIMS ASERTC SARE ALLGe ESROLLE So ON tes

3. With 40 to 45 minute flights, it takes a long time to
_

gem Products (Walter Erbach)
complete a contest- the Class B (approximately) size 2979 Dudley -

should reduce durationtoabout 30 to 35 minutes. Lincoln, Nebraska
"

~ an oo Bhoaneces ana eee syne eageratan was Fp y memeerogiaenden gHIMNneyge iSoe naesee nytitlaartoe be . ses were ee :

4, The smaller wing area would present a bigger chale Great Laker IndoorAirMeet
lenge than we now have. cles ety year people from hundreds ofmiles aroundthe

tt eveland area attend one of the most amazing indoor
What do the other NIMAS, members, think?

wee events ever held. The Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet, with

FOR SHAME! no entry fee, features regular indoor events plus special
ee

. oo, ae

events for youngsters in four ages groups below age 16.

pallotreturn, commenting thatalate arrivalof the For more informationandforentryblanks, contact

pallot could really throw things in a bind
Chuck Tracy, CLEVELAND PRESS, Cleveland 14, Ohio. It

y &
;

. will be possible to test-fly your models on December 30,
Almost as if that warning were a prediction, the 1962 arene Pupite Hall trom Noon to 6 Me Oh, yes ~

ballots were late. I wasall set to lambast AMA HQ for to 6 PM in the Publie dail in Clevelesa. the eitehaa”
their usual (I thought) lack of planning, only to find an 80' ceiling and the floor measures120'x140! .

that some of the very people who set up the early ballot
,

.
.

procedure were responsible for the failure of HQ to send RECORDS? MAYBEI
out the ballots on time.

|
oo .

; _

With the resumptionofregular contests and record
In complete disregard for the established deadline, trials in.all partsof the country, new records are now

about half the area VP's failed to turninthe nominat- peing set. The following flights were filed as possible
ions for 1963 offices until quite late; only extrené

|

records: coe me

effort on the part of HQ got the ballot out as early as
oo “ BRE EES

it WAS « WILMINGTON RECORD TRIALS, November 9, 1962
CATEGORY I, Wilmington Rec. Hall, Los Angeles, 30°

If the following seems to be off the subject, bear (30' ceiling) oo
with mes Early in November, AMA HQ was faced with the Open C Cabin - 8:23, Bruce Paton —.

.

problem of finding out quickly how various Wakefield | ee eo
fliers felt about increasing flight time for Wakefield TECH MODEL AIRCRAFTERS RECORD TRIALS, Novembér17, 1962 _—.

maxes from 180 seconds to 210 seconds. Knowing full well CATEGORY II, M. I. T. Armory, Cambridge, Mass.
that many AMA members have to be forced to answer mail, (42' ceiling) — 7

Frank Ehling inserted a clause stating that failure to Senior A ROG- 8:46.8, Larry Renger

anewer the questionaire was an automatic vote for 210 Senior C Stick-16:40.1, Eric Greenwell
seconds.

Day et ae a

.

Late word from Ray Harlan, CD for the Tech Model Air-
Democratic? Hardly! However, the answers poured in, crafters, is that those two records have been homologated.

along with lots of invective aimed at Frank and his re
:

ballot stuffing" methods. At this point I heartily CATEGORYI RECORD TRIALS, Murray, Utah (32' ceiling)
congratulate Frank for having the guts to do itl Senior B Paper ~ 8:39.5, Terry Thorkildsen
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD UTAH - MURRAY cs a
myles oo ft Terry Thorkildsen reported onthe site for their

CALIFORNIA ~ SANTA ANA
_ oo

ovember record trials, and noted that it had a 32
The first contestheld in the Santa Ana hangar by the smooth ceiling. Another contest in a 30' gym is to be

7 Sky Hoppers of Orange County was a huge success - they held on December 28. Contact Terry at 4082 8. 5th St.,
“ “ave out $90 worth of trophies and still made a little! Murray 7, Utah for more information. .

.

The air was cold enough to kill any hopes of records,
- g

:

but the events were hard-fought - an averageof 12
UESTIONS AND ANSWERS

entries per event. Partial results: Open Stick ~- 34:16, In the September issue question #19 was
é

‘

sha
ps

meh posed, askingigegr eats Open Cabin = 20344, Bee gen eee. Gaey B-
=

how to prevent rubber from creeping up on the hook. One
. sf wood; Paper Stick - 15:01, Ha over; ' suggestion, given us some time ago by Dick Ganslen of:

HL Glider - 1:18, Lee Hines Fayetteville, Arkansas. Dick suggests that powdered
,

; ; ~* ¢pana - resin be placed on the hook and inside the rubber loop.pace th PaperBelek was pickel“up ty hake Gitign’ the't THe prevents most mubver creeping quite effectively. =
wife of Lew Gitlow. ~

-
-

.

:
. :

_
Another approach to rubber creep is used by several

|

a
,

members of the Cliff Model Club of Dallas. They make aany Hopperedon't have exclusive use ef tae manent, ‘hay SESPHAL BOGE 1ike the skotoh below, with an Spend inthev

* 100. at tends to prevent the rubbercreeping.
group that purchases third party insurance (about $21) .

® P &
and obtains a license to use government property can get _—— Z- BEND IN
permission to use it. The Marine Commandant requested

-  eauunenameenene P ENDthe Sky Hopperstohandle individual requests, so a $6
a

oN Loo 7

membership fee to the Sky HoppersplusAMA license will =
|

ne Lat .

cover all requirements. Last month question #21 pertaining to the thickness
: * of various colors of microfilm was presented. At first

See vhete was one more session in Cardington in October gence areal Pandora's Be bearPert eea A conTy
" ox of 8s questions and con-

but conditions were again fairly poor, and only Ray Monks siderations. A study of the physics of light and thin
topped 30 minutes. films reveals that it is difficult to measure these films

a in the first place, and that two different films could
Some headway has been made toward forming an Indoor be showing the same color and be much different in thick-

seliey one eeetitsont @foumitteeof four The greys wild ness. wewilt report on this further as more information
| ° 8 available.

have representation on the S.M.A.E. Council, also. .
HOLLAND

oo oe

| STATEOFTHEART |

Our new NIMAS member in Holland, Mr. Wolthoorn, has In our report of the Nats, we indicated that flyingbeen flying in a gymnasium with a friend every two weeks. conditions were somewhat less than desirable. InspiteHe states that they are looking for a site with a higher of the extreme turbulence, Bob Champine set a new record
ceiling, since they are beginning to outgrow the gym. with his winning flight in Indoor Cabin. Here is the
INDIANA’ — KOKOMO

;

.
three~view of his model, as drawn by George Batuik.

|

Chuck Borneman reports that 21 contestants turned. ‘The fuselage truss was built up in this fashion:
“ “out for the first indoor contest at Bunker Hill AFB, each cross-member was cut to length so that it approx-pnd that Open Easy B haa eeremants » meeewt most imated an equilateral triangle with the fuselageside

|eartening results, and a big incre ge 3a, ast year. and the preceding cross-member. Four cross-mémbers were

tineby BobLavsh was 38 Beranew atte peeend their cut for eachstation, to assure symmetry of the finished
* . uselage. e truss reverses on opposite sides, so that

next contest tentatively set ror ee: 16, contact Chuck top and bottom cross-members also will form a truss.
e8 ylor, Kokomo,

_

a HINTS AND KINKS ~. ,

ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
,

;

The winter indoor season has opened in Chicago, with Most of the innovations and developments that turn
the opening of Madison Street Armory, 2635 West Madison up in our hobby are simple modifications of existing ways
Street on every Saturday for one year. The flying will of doing things, yet each makes a contribution in terms
be scheduledas follows: . of reliability or convenience. So it is with all our

let, 3rd, & 5th saturday of month-9 AMto Noon =

una
suggestions this month. (Sketches on back page)

’ ’
- Oo No -

_

Noon to4 PM - Rubber Modified Rudder

énd & 4th Saturday of month - 9 AM to 1 PM ~ Rubber Last June, we observedan unusual rudder on Stan
1 PM to 4 PM - HLG Smith's FAI model. Quite often, trailing rudders have

A WICHITA
a tendency to be weak at the point of attachment to the

mANEThe27" Wichita University Girl's Gymnasium is the fuselage. | Stan s rudder was shaped as shown, with a

site for three flying sessions this winter Regular recessed place waren provides two giue jointsinstead ofre ° e usual one. e resu 8 a much more reliable anclasses ore ae tirdataiis Contact Stan Chilton, 446 Ida, sturdy rudder mounting, at very little increase in weight.
, $

Wing BracingMASSACHUSETTS ~ CAMBRIDGE k cat. II
.

In an attempt to take one more crack at some Cat.
records before the end of the year, The Tech Model Air- quickly intoabull session. Oneof the thingsthetwe
Crafters obtained a sanction for their December 1 session. discussed was the bracing on Bill's FAI model. It is

even completed. thelr next contest will be February9. TegeaueGngeSiz) wal’ cuetonina onane ofnee ee. ° seems tha was sketching on one o e wor
Contact Eric Greenwell, 420 Memorial Dr,, Cambridge 39. tables in the hangar - and theywouldn't let us bring
TEXAS - DALLAS .

Ce, it home! Bill has found one disadvantage with this type
A November 17 record trials and contest produced good Cop wire chenhandline the medals remember the long

flights and 15 entries in threéevents, but good air in
the 20' Walnut Hill site lasted only half an hour - not Bruce Paton tried Bill's bracing, then modified it
enough to “zero in” on any records. as shown in the second sketch, Note that both the front
ay

: fe EE A fe, yeacrand rear of both tips are braced onBill Atwood's model,ONE robesee aesostbert ea Se u'Gs Gelubousen Goer MateBruce,used only loading sage pracing on. tho tips
32 Thi a to b 11 ot site the on revious He found that by leaving the trailing edge unbraced the

time it was used “prift was very low and theairwas eT Ane wee not materially affected, but the modelwould
.

.
vi MAC ‘ .

very buoyant, so the 50' ceiling may permit flights near
Brace oft 08 ong more easly

25 minutes after some practice. Contact Jim Clem (CD)
3505 Rosedale, Dallas, Texas or Bud Tenny, Box 545,
Richardson, Texas for more info.

“s

ane .

.
‘ .

- seeecnpmtecsutens sistaLaSan.case we ret. oe soattininSseics assiaigk .
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nV

sedesede of the three zones. Transportation with some reservat- ee
WHANATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ATRPLANESOCTETY*+* ions as to the starting point, will be avallable to take oe

NIMAS membership climbed to 122 as these five joined
the Semi qualifiers to the Nats.

.

ce
in the month of December. On the other side of the coin,

mun

1. a, po
2. The CD's of the elims last year have been contacted nethe rate of renewal continues to be high, to see if they will repeat this chore this year. For a

apes those in the Central Zone, please contact Paul Crowley, ieEMANUEL RADORY, 81 Speingtrook ha. Lavinesten werent CentralZone Chairman, 16835 Lilac, Detroit 21, Michigan
BUD ROMAK, 85 Sullivan Drive, Moraga, California

for the latest planes
|

oe
Jim Peohnen BoxOe DonnerHae? Carnegie Institute of If Chairmen for. the East and West Zones have been oe
HUBERT F. SCRNBERT 428 Pansag Ave Lorain, Ohio picked, word has not yet arrived as to their identity. iS

’ ad , Eastern and Western fliers, contact Dick Kowalski for is
Sites We Don'tHavel info = 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Michigan. a

For a while, Richard Miller was cataloging (for our 3. Those planning elims should try to plan to hold those ya
mutual misery) sites of former years that we no longer elims before the end of April. Please notify your zone BS
can use, and sites that have since been built that we chairman or Dick Kowalski if you intend to hold these ae
aren't using now. We have expanded the list, and would elims, and get the dates nailed down assoonaspossible. <&
appreciate further help in noting these sites. Here is eS
a partial list: World Championships Cat, 11?

. ae

Hangar #1, Hitchcock NAS, Texas. Near Galveston Germany has asked to hold the World Championships in =
this hangar was on the same pattern as those we use at 1964, If their offer 1s accepted, the site will be Cat. na
Lakehurst. Unfortunately, Hurricane Carla caused quite II - about 70' ceiling. This should give fliers without ee
a bit of damage to this building and it has been torn blimp hangars a better edge toward winning a slot on the a
down - before we had & chance to use it! team ~- and also sharpen the competition somewhat! a

Brittannia Assembly Hall, Bristol Aircraft Works, IwoCentralSemiEline? ea
Filton, England. This is the largest hangar in the world —_ ” a ey
and engloses Tk acres of land with a 1054" long shed that

_ The possibility of holding a South Central Semi-Final
4s 420! hight! The total volume enclosed is 33 “million elims in addition to the one usually held at Detroit is Bs
cubic feet of airlt - being explored. A large number of indoor fliers in the Se

~~ - _ LEAD South have been contacted to determine just how many are a
‘

City Auditorium, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Stan interested. The response, plus other considerations, -
Chilton spotted this one, and said it looks like a 75' will determine whether the second elims can be held. If Ae
ceiling. The seating capacity is 6500, and might be a you are affected by this issue, please voice an opinion ea
good place if it could be used.

| . pro or con. Address these comments to Bud Tenny, Box 54s, Be
- Richardson, Texas. ar:

The Sketchbook oe
OS oe

— _ FAI = 2?
.

wa
For some time Lew Gitlow has been selling his Indoor

_

Sea ag

at

. oO woe
Sketchbook for #1 - an outstanding buy. This little book Last month Boyd Felstead's suggestion for small FAI ws
has dozens of hints, suggestions, and other vital info models, about half the span of the present models, was

—

i
on our hobby. 7 presented. Comments received here were all in favor of won

.

this proposal, and Boyd received several comments, all @
Lew is now working on a new Sketchbook, and can use against the idea. At any rate we are pleased to find a e

some contributions to help fill the proposed 64 pages. topic that people will comment on! m-
He is interestedin kinks, theory, ideas, testing gear, " "

“

,
and not so much in plans. He will acknowledge your cont- MODELAIRPLANENEWS oo

os

ribution in the book, and you will have the satisfaction ie
of helping to make up one of the few books available that In years past, our hobby has had quite a bit of sup- a
are up-to-date how-to-do-it on indoor model building. port from MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS magazine, including NIMAS -
Congratulations are due for Lew's efforts in the behalf membership for Walt Schroder, Editor. ‘The February 1963

.

of our hobby - 80 few of us are willing to make this issue, (due about the time you receive INAV) will carry ‘

large an effort! -
several indoor features. .

The cover is a color shot of oF

a

indoor subjects, a construction article of an FAI job by Be
.

IT'S LATE? Dick Kowalski leads off the contents, and Joe Bilgri's =
——

-
report on the World Championships tops the reading. ‘The ms

Unlike Ken Sykora, editor of SCATTER,theexcellent models which topped 40 minutes are featured in three-view  ..
newsletter devoted entirely to FAI outdoor FF, we haven't presentation, with full-size plans of Rieke's model and 5
resolved to "never come to this typewriter without a |. 4n Kowalski's article. This looks like a good one, and

jittie glue on the fingers.....a little balsa dust in the we are grateful for the support of our hobby. &
air’, but we do try to meet a publication date of about

. ~
the 7th of the month. Perhaps we should build more and

_

| ANLOPEN LETTER TO BILL EFFINGER
oo ceevevueem

fly.a little more??
a

seis

.

Bill Effinger, a ao oR industry leader, authored ae
Last month the troubles. multiplied like rabbits - a. "Tech Talk’ in the Jan./Feb. AMERICAN MODELER, which is ie

late start followedby a delay at the printer followed by billed as a tour of eventsat theNationals. 0 2 0 ks
Christmas rusn mail....but we're still in business! This .

”

month, we're early to try to save postage before the big Dear Bill; -

increase, .

~

:

Ck For years.I have known you by reputation - the rep- _

dies wy 3 uo. -FAI INDOOR REPORT utation of being one of the outstanding leaders o e .es a oO oo

- industry, and an old-time model builderbesides.
_

an
Team Selection Program 7

- VIEWS a
~

However,as@ditor of INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS and as a
ee

.

Our early cut-off date may miss a late letter, but member of the National Indoor Model Airplane Society, I “
as ot thes wre ang the following actions are under way

_ must protest your recent commentsabout indoor models in |
‘pending final approval:

-

the "Tech Talk! articlein AMERICAN MODELER. “
1. The team members are to be picked at a flyoff during In your preliminary remarks you charge that all the ie
the 1963 Nats. Probably the flyoffwillbebetween the — qurrentNationalRecordsarehigh as a resultof rules
top three winners of the Semi-Final Elims held in each

_. changes which abolished oldrecords- yet the only major -

etatenrnenenrntseremgentirennns «meres mn fe
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immaterial

.

. * \

change in the indoor rules has been the addition of —
oo . oo.

Category I & II flying. The present Cat. I "D" Stick BillBigge was moved to mathematically examine the
record of 15:24 was set in a 28' ceiling with a model properties of solid motor sticks, and while he was at it,
that would have been legal years ago! the properties oF most of our other structural membersalso. all boile own to about seven pages of math ~ oe

You say that indoor needs to*be pepped up, but the "not too much calculus involved." He offers these flat
four events at the Nats have increased in popularity statements withoutthemath, but will furnish the math

until a plimp hangaris crowded 11 during a 12-hour con- if you gotta have it:

petition day. At Dallas and Chicago, where we have no
blimp hangars, we really need two days for the event 80 1. <A motor stick is lighter for the same stiffness andp & ’ y y
every one can get a chance to fly. Where are all these clearance if the cross-section narrows toward the top
people coming from if (as you say) indoor has little to - than if it is rectangular or narrows toward the
offer to the newcomer? bottom, saving up to about 5%. .

.

You say that we need new events - and suggest ones 2. A motor stick is stiffer for the same weight and
- like indoor CL speed and stunt, battery powered FF, and clearance if the edges are not rounded. Rounding
ultrasonic controlled RC type models. All over the the lower edges is about 2% times as bad.as rounding
country, many dedicated indoor fliers spend much of their the upper edges. A section 2 mm x 4 mm with a 4 mm

'

time and effort attempting to secure the use ofsites- radius on the edges is 2.9% less efficient than a
and to keep them once they are in them. Just one tinfe rectangular section of the same area with the height
with any of the events you propose would be sufficient equal to twice the width. : , oe

to permanently close the sites we have labored to get. Aft ied the aaa tions that th taer making the assumption e cross~section
You see, when the managers of potential sites are of a motor stick is homogeneous and non-concave, Bill

contacted, the initial reaction is one of horror. "Model recommends that:
re

AIRPLANES! They will break the place up!" Only after
-

they are shown a microfilm model, or see an Easy B fly 1. The edges be rounded enough to avoid crushing.
,

in their office are they convinced that it is safe, Can 2. The cross-section be made narrowerat the top, if it .

you imagine their reaction to .025 powered stunt or speed is not too much trouble to do this accurately.
jobs? If you think I've overstated the case, please try
to set up a site for indoor flying. Please do ~- we need Bill goes on to say of other structural members:
more sites!

"I recommend rectangul -

You propose events that can be flown indoors as— for all nenbers pecause they are easiertemake sccun=
"rainy day event insurance" - but, after all, our models ately and are usually slightly more efficient. Prop
cannot be flown out-of-doors even if 1t isn't raining! spars should perhaps be round because it is then easier
You are willing to risk our hard-won sites for the sake to attach the ribs nicely. However, round prop spars

' of wpepping,up ntoor flying. 1) reine cntirely, you are structurally more efficient only ifs
propose cou eliminate our type o .

:

1. Strength and not stiffness is critical, and
Further, in spite of the fact that the Navy is saying 2. The angle between the side of a square cross-section

that the Nationals has grown too large for their station ‘ and the direction of load exceeds a certain value.
facilities, you propose even more events! You propose to If prop spars are properly placed and properly
hold these events jn ery hangars, even though this is matched, strength may indeed be more important than
against Navy reguiations stiffness." a.

; ;

7

There is one final point you have failed to consider: '
yo oo

For all the new and "peppy" events you suggest, it costs
Bill's comments should pesektanate interesting te

,

to fly the models one time than it costs to build Easy B fliers (solid motor stic and +o ene °
more to fay 2 = will need to make more efficientmodels, starting with
and fly an indoor model! Indoor modeling is about the the structures and movin .g oute Many peoplewho have been
only form of competitive flying which is within the reach examining the information available on the German del
of all people regardless of financial circumstances. It. tend to discount some small differences in weight and. 8

is the only form ct moder oryang phere ene porters other minor details, then pounce on some radical depart-canoe emente ally improved by spending hug ure andsay That can't possibly make that much differ-
- .

. ence am willing to say that any one detail of theseSincerelyyours, models won't make a lot of difference, but if you add upBud [ae the effect of six or seven 3% gains it amounts to a lot!
In other words, anyone who wins at the World Championships

Dear Mr. Effinger: |

in 1964 will (barring luck) have made sure his model is
I am afraid I will have to challenge your comment, . nearly perfect in every phase of design and construction.

"Indoor flying does not offer much to the newcomer..." Further, he will have made sure (as did the Germans) that
Since I had never heard of indoor model airplanes he is totally familiar with the model under all flight

until last July, and am just beginning to realize how conditions.

ignorant I am on the subject, I believe I qualify as a NEWS FROM AROUND THE. WORLD
I was hooked after building my very first modes a CALIFORNIA =~ VISALIA

paper-covered Easy B. For anyone who enjoys creating
Einge Wih ato hinds, Len! t'datiofiea aatli they are pgp, RZfH INFORMER, neveletten,of the VisaliaSky Kings,
just right, and has a competitive spirit, indoor model- ©

temporarily filled their sites. A search is under waying is a fascinating hobby. And what a thrill it was and any suggestions will be welcome. Contact Don at
-

when that very first plane actually flew! This first 2040 Cecil Circle, Visalia, California ;

model, incidentally, has competed with great success
’ ’

*

°

against moderns built and flown by several experienced CALIFORNIA - WILMINGTON (LOS ANGELES)
ndoor ers.

I find pouring microfiim to be great fun, and the
are being applied for, withWally Willeriecding offae,

microfilm models even easier to cover than the paper CD for the first three months. Scale fliers note: on
ships, although they're much less durable when subjected Feb. 8 the Indoor Flying Scale Annual will be held The
to the inexperienced handiing of the newcomer. Those high point flier will win an 18" engraved trophy. “Wallybracing wires always get in the way of my hand! Miller's address: 22142 Welby Way, Canoga Park, Calif.

I have started a new model and I'm impatiently try- ’

ing to get time to build an ornithopter, a helicopter, CANADA - WINNIPEG

foe cnough satiety? A ROG, and then an ROW model.
,

Ds Hs McRae reports that some flying is done ina
.

a ¢

a

22° auditorium in Winnipeg. On rare occasions, they getBud and T wide oun be competing in the Nats next to fly in a RCAF hangar with 40'ceiling. Since they are
summer ~ see you then

Sincerely, - hoping to increase activity there, Mr. McRae will welcome © ~~

.

ys inquiries - Box 15, Group 33, RR 1, Winnipeg, Manitoba.ody vem t CANADA- VANCOUVER
: Greg Stevenson, of the Vancouver Gas Model Club, has

RAT,

ANA Sg . .written asking for contributions on indoor subjects forSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS tein tee cite tate gets inet club members are
now ying in a site w ee ng, gettin oodThe September issue contained a report on two models results from Bilgri's Ditto and Floppy. NIMAS, arisettthat were designed especially for the solid motor stick Send contributi to: 388 éclass which was finally defeated unofficially if not yet 13. B.C

ributions to: 3885 West 65th. Ave., Vancouver

officially. yee



|

i

MISSOURI «ST. LOUIS
4 be et

PIRELLI NOMOGRAM a
Carl Fries reports that the St. Louis Arena is strung .-

:

Ae
like a birdcage with wires, but that they are hoping to rubber by Bob Getechee aoease easanarticle ora toe ES
set up some flying sessions in a church gym. Contact

number of turns:
’ &

ais
form or &

: » Garl at: 8798 Sturdy Dr., Crestwood 26, Missouri. ‘ is
mo ,

_ _

.

~ MARYLAND - BALTIMORE oN 2 mumbor often ee -
The annual indoor meet in Baltimorewill be heldon _ L = leneth of the notor in inch ms

Jan. 27, 1963 in the 5th Regiment Armory on Hoffman St. wo eLent ° f Eber on n inches is.
near North Howard St. Events: HLG¢, Indoor Sticks Prefab = weight of rubber in inches

_ . ee
Kit, Flying. Scale. Contest hours: Noon to 4:30 PM, test

ae neflying 9 AM to Noon. CD: Howard Weil, 4014 Chatham Rd.
on Robte terion workedup the Zoztowing nomogram based

Baltimore 7, Md. ee SUENL, Oss of course for AS
’

:

Pirelli. Because of variations in the rubber, the air dies

a
ae temperature, winding technique, and other variables, this =New aie Berneternhae roundedupquitea few fliers and nomogram is’intended as only a guide. Under many sets

a 29' auditorium in Orangebure. h ity 4¢
‘ of conditions most motors will take more turns, but this ©

geburg. the major activity ts nomogram will give a good startin; int.
,

now in B paper and HLG, but other types are welcome. 4) + Give& Go iS point.
a

Even Richard Miller has flownwith this group and holds ae
the HLG site record at 28 sec. Contact Sid c/o Research 10

. o
Facility, Rockland State Hospital, Orangeburg, New York, . ro |

9
“

TEXAS - DALLAS
~

. BF 0
N= 6,351 Vw “

Excellent flying conditions helped Don Chancey and |

fe 8 500 ~
Jerry Murphy set new Cat. II records (see RECORDS? col.) y) ne
at the second indoor contest this winter, The site, SMU Li W”) Ww om
Coliseum, has ideal construction for draft-free flying O Z LJ .
with the flight area 20' underground and the entire site Zz 6 Y Tr
surrounded by a corridor. It is hoped that this site > ey. > O © os

will be available for more contests after basketballhas
= © tay, 90k inds :

finished up. Contact: Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, 05 Fy F- bt = OS
Texas to be sure of receiving contest notices. on &

1,
1000 2 on ees e

|
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS —_ © 04 - oN oO = = e

Several times in the past, we have received questions Q :

Lad 100 = Zz ce
. about rubber motors and their handling. We still hope > oO © ai
to receive a promised article on the subject, but in the a

Ss ee or a
'

meantime, these questions can be summarized in these LL fF O3 s 2000 + 15 Oo ah
three questions: : oO 2 150 f- oe
22. What is the best way to break-in a motor? - s 300

.

= g e
23. Is there a difference between pre-winding and break- a > 000- 200 a

in? If so, when is each used?
a ; ObLoe = be at—_ |

each

a oh |
x 4000 ~ 204° "

24, What is the most effective way to use the technique <= e eg
of "backing off" turns?

.
—

s = 5000-300 C bs
Last month, we sketched a prop hook with a Z-bend

\ oO ree
that prevents rubber from creeping up on the hook, in EXAMPLE:A MOTOR 17" LONG WHEN NEW, > Be
answer to Question 19 about rubber creep. Dick Kowalski WEIGHING .06 oz. CAN STORE A MAXIMUM 25 AY o
suggests the hook sketched below: OF 1800 TURNS \IOWITH 16:1 WINDER a ss

Lone 486 7
.

.

.

ng)
t~ Ol | 30 #4

ae |

SHare V
|

| -
RECORDS? MAYBE}

,

Awri-Creep Hook S. M. U. RECORD TRIALS, December 22, 1962 we
CATEGORY II, SMU Coliseum, Dallas, Texas - (56') oie

_. Diek gives the credit for this hook to Carl Goldberg, Jr. A ROG ~ 8310.9, Don Chancéy is
and claims that it has seldom failed him - and it iseasy Jr. B Paper - 12:01.0, Don Chancey 8
to bend! The sharp "Vv" forces the rubber to stay put "Open Ornithopter - 2:10.0, Jerry Murphy Ben

- under tension, and long leg against the shaft also helps ee

oe
prevent the rubber from slipping off.

-

, HINTS AND KINKS wy
.

For some time, several groups around the country have ooHorenO eT re nerees thethapa be thyond througe been using hydrogen-filled balloons to retrieve indoor are
th

; HA lution 18 to leave the hook and models from certain unfortunate perches. The hydrogen ye
e@ bearing. His solution is to leave ‘the hook and a

is "home made" with various types of chemical reactions ns

. reinforcement stub on the model, and to spotglue the prop in home made h dro en
| sneratoes ' ee

to the stub. He cautions that the front of the stuband
me HAGE BYCROESH Gene re

| i
the rear of the prop should be dert square and et Before describing a typical generator, we should oe
G00 aLgnmNts oe oon eee 8008 Prvotethesketch below: examine certain dangers associated with the use of hydro- |Prop oe a oe gent Unlike helium, which is chemically inert, hydrogen =.

is violently explosive if ignited when mixed with air or nae
_ Weep Matine oxygen. Since hydrogen-filled balloons are always likely

SURFACES SQUARE to break or puncture, such a mixture can be formed a8 the 2s
gas escapes from the broken balloon. If this happens oeFoR ALIGNMENT a

. near an overhead heater, the explosion tan result even Ee
Maric if the heater is not running since they usually have a igs

pilot light for automatic start-up. =CENTER us
oom ; a ; Our typical generator, as used by Charlie Sotich and We

other Chicago Aeronuts, uses this chemical reaction: Be
SorTEN Gave JowT

ee ee

Charlie deseribes the equipment. and operation thus: “
"My generators consist of quart. "pop" bottles that 38

. : are wrapped with masking tape. In case the bottle breaks = =



or cracks, the chemicals and glass fragments won't go _
.

oe

flying around. The ingredients are lye and aluminum foil, "Thanks for letting me know about the B record. Not
both obtainable at most grocery stores at low cost. the faintest thought had entered my mind about it except :

that an Easy B couldn't possibly stand a chance against
I use a fairly large 10¢ balloon and Ifind that a real mike B, or even a tissue one. I think it is a

about 55 oz. of aluminum and 1.6 oz. of lye fill these neat eventforseveral reasons, and not the usual ones
balloons to a good size (.3 to .5 oz. of lift). atall. For one thing, the lack of bracing and solid

I have a plastic cup that I use to measure out the gross culdengowhen oneprom is rede Wome sheet belea
lye and I pour it into the bottle through a plastic fun- prop requirement allows more convenient experimentation
nel and add about 3/4 of a pint of water. The amount and when necessary, prop tip clipping to match power to’
of water used controls the rate of reaction. Very little a ceiling in an emergency. In a discussion with one of
water gives a very concentrated lye solution and a very the professors here, it developed that in some cases a
fast reaction. More water slows down the reaction. I flat bladed prop with a constant pitch angle (no warp at
prefer a slower reaction, because when it goes fast, all) could be the best, but that no one really knows much
ateam is generated which later condenses inside the about the subject. It 1s my personal opinion, however
balloon, reducing its lifting capability. If steam is that in the case of a tractor indoor model the whole air-
generated, it gets the balloon and bottle too hot to craft 1s efficient enough that a "true-pitch" prop is
handle. It usually‘takes me about half an hour or more best. Enclosed are the plans to my Easy B, the "Easy
to fill a balloon this way. Breezel s Theoddtriangulartips were suggested by Ray

Preparation of the foil can also control the rate of maintaining strength. theall-upwelgnt (ese ccton) Le
reaction also. I roll the aluminum foil into a fairly .023 oz. (not at all a fantastically light ship) ."

tight wad, so that not too much surface area will be ex-
,

. posed. The foil 1s dropped into the lye solution and the
,

' ‘balloon is then put over the neck of the bottle,
_

QHE HAND LAUNCH GLIDER ° = 7°

To make the balloons easier to fill with hyd PART TWELVE b mo

blow them up with air in advance to prestretoh tesand EXCUSES
7 RICHARD MILLER.

reduce the pressure needed to fill them."
I ‘ h

as , Co

.
.

n recent months Richard Miller has changed
Since the lye solution is a highly caustic agent, we ,

and the new one has had him gadding around the country
need to remember that accidents can happen while handling interviewing people. Some of thase who have occasion
it. The work area should have free drainage and there to write to Richard and to me have noted some difficulty

'  ghould be some way to flood the area with water in case in contacting him. Not too long ago Richard passed on
of spillage. The pressure generated with this method is the following gem - newsletter editors please note:
low, so the main danger from fast reactions is not an Wee

a

explosion, but rather spillage due to cracked and leaking Let me suggest the multiple post-card technique for
_

generators if the bottle is overheated. Be CAREFULI! recalcitrant contributors. Take ~ buy that is - a number
of U. S. Government Post Cards, like 5, 6 or 7. Address

Adjustable Tail

| Writea seenen® fprog sosive mecnieegnen? On the backs,
justable Ta Incidence erles of progressive messages... ‘

During a recent visit to our house, Bob Champine 1. I have the distinct impression that during 1958
°

we

showed us the adjustable tail and bracing system that he promised me a drawing of the "superSplooen" 38 you “Ns

uses on his FAI ships,
.v*

2. The more I think of it the more certain I am about

Figure 1 (plans page) gives the over-all view of the that “SuperSplootch” drawing..ccssees
tail bracing system Bob uses with the adjustable tail.
Of the bracing, Bob says, "This worked very well and Be Yes, I remember distinctly. You said you'd have
there was no tendency for twisting - probably because SuperSplootch" to me during May ...1958 that was...
the tail is working at such a low lift coefficient and a

the pitching moment is low.” 4. Now, when you do the "SuperSplootch” drawing....
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate theadjusting mechanism. De You Bum, sees.

On an unbraced tail it would be very simple, just a post
on the real of the tail boom and a tissue socket on the With the cards thus prepared to your satisfaction
rear of the stab to slide up and down on the post. This begin mailing them. Mail one on Saturday, another on

permits incidence adjustment of the stab similar to the Monday, a third on Tuesday - skip a day ~ then one on

system normally used on the wing. Thursday, one Friday, ete. Recalcitrant contributors
can quickly be broken down in this manner,"

The adjustable tail gets a bit more complicated when

the tail is braced, as shown in figures 2 and 3. The However, after Richard's article failed to arrive, I
front bracing post fastens to both the boom and to the followed his instructions only to receive an interesting
stab leading edge, while the rear post fastens only to series of excuses such as:

the stab trailing edge. The fin also fastens to thestab, on the opposite side of the socket. hus, when an "Dear Sir:
adjustment is necessary, the entire bracing system and for our illustratedlistof wxous haeberee | request
the fin goes along for the ride. ‘Things may get a bit will always be sent on request Yo W te » 48 promised,
crowded around the back of the model, so Bob suggests - timely and heartwarming

q + ,rour interest is

that a small wire hook be used to move the socket up and .

seeeeeces
.

.

down on the post for adjustment.
4 nee? pleasebear with us and we'll catch him soon.

Bracing Hint: ne bas prom sed to visit Texas in his travels and, if1 int y, he shall be staked out at hard labor until

Larry Renger passes on this hint, which was dreamed phevords hone forth! Perhaps a girl-shaped glider or

up by Ray Harlan. Figure4 is almost self-explanatory, mect?? Ae aped girl could also be offered as induce~

put the idea is this: Instead of a notch in the post or x
ctually, Richard is not malingering - this we

a small peg glued on the post, Ray uses a longer sliver nowe There is nothing so conduciveto unproductive
of wood with a pin hole punched in it. The wire is then activity as quite a bit of travel, unless it is a lot
threaded through the hole during bracing and glued after more travel.

the alignment is complete.

STATE OF THE ART
. RE Ne anti,

This month our model set the Cat. I B Stick record of
10:38.6 in a flight at the home of Cat. I flying -

Wilmington Rec. Hall in Los Angeles. The outstanding
part of the story is that Easy Breeze is a Wilmington
formula Easy B ~- solid motor stick, all-balsa prop, and

no bracing of any kind. The builder, Larry Renger, left
for school without realizing that he had set a record.
In a letter to Dave Copple, CD, Larry said:
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. it :| BUD TENNY "Voice of NILMAS. FEBRUARY 1963
ll INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subscription only) $2/year os

.
N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/year

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*##* for the six-month study period. Bince this proposal wasaaaeras

put forth as a “beginner” class, which it is not»(if you‘ Eleven new members joined NIMAS during January, and don't believe it, build one to the letter of the ruley
now our ranks number 133 members. However, INDOOR NEWS we feel that it cannot serve any good purpose, and would:

also has 15 subscribers who haven't joined NIMAS but still eliminate the most popular rubber event we have,,

help carry the message.
Proposals #1, IV, V, and VI all deal with methods toJ. 0. BAILEY, 147244 Lemoli Ave., Gardena, California close the loop~hole that permits microfilm covered glidersNORMAN BURGDORF, 9822 Whitcomb Lane, St. Louis, Missouri that "soar" to compete with balsa gliders. #1 and iV

DAVE CALL, 5628 North 2nd. Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa. close the door on the possibility of this type of glider,BOB CROWLEY, 2211 Royal Oaks Dr., Irving, Texas while #IV (intended to replace large sections of the ruleNORMAN C. GETZLAFF, 19606 Elsmere Ave., Cleveland, Ohio as it stands) establishes a class for each type of glider.LARRY LOUCKA, 3542 Sackett Ave., Cleveland 9, Ohio Proposal #VI, suggested by Hatschek as an alternate thatLARRY MILLER, 13706 Tyler Ave., Cleveland 11, Ohio combined the best features of the other IHLG proposals,JOSEPH POLOSO, 4710 Osman Place, Bronx 70, New York presumably would not still be in the running unless Phil
: STANLEY J, SCHUTE, 47 Walnut Street, Millis, Mass. . Klintworth felt 1t should be submitted with the other ‘

RALPH WILSON, 2534 Brooklyn Ave., SE, Grand Rapids 7, Mich. proposals.

JACK. ERIKSEN, 44 Seaview Tce., Mt. Albert, New Zealand| Proposal #II (separate from other HLG proposals) deals
with a change in scoring IHLG and has no effect on theCc. S. Rushbrooke elimination of "mike" gliders.

Lagat week we received the unhappy news that C. S&S. Proposal #III is self-explana aRushbrooke passed away early in the month. Even though intended to vid with" any of the tory» propecele te tee
we never met him, we respected "Rushy" for his dedication Detroit-Chicago-Wilmington groups.to the hobby we all share. He will be missed all over
the world, for his influence spread far beyond the borders #VIII was included on the ballot merely as an opinionof England. poll to determine if there was any feeling for an enlarged.

limit or no limit on Class D Indoor Stick wing area.FFCBBackinBusiness
. Last time, there was some confusion a

:

Phil Kiintworth has been appointed as Chairman of the items on the pallot and some members voted fortwooftheFree Flight Contest Board. He has already prepared a proposals and thus negated their vote on that mattercourse of action, and the backlog of CB business should
Therefore, please note these stipulations:

" °

Boon be cleared out.
1. Vote for only one of the following:-<2, IV, af,

: AMA President John Worth hopes to be able to neep Phat ee "SE: aoe on8 wt on their own merits:
clear out the backlog by shortening the six-month study

. Vv ee
2 ALT. :

period to three months so that the proposals left over
3 thosein otipuleten eeweapte orted to thea

from 1960 and 1961 oan be accepted or rejected in time for CB as an indication of feelin thee thi 1the 1964 Rule Book. This should help the HLG fliers, as has sufficient merit to be submitted 8 proposa
their records picture has been beclouded for some time by .

impossible times set with “mike” THLG. Since items on this ballot cover every phase of indoor#HH#NIMAS BALLOTHHHH flying except Indoor Cabin, each NIMAS member who activelyre cen ee flies contest (except specialists in Cabin) has a stake
Some of the old-timers may well say, "Oh no! Not in the outcome of these rules proposals. Please feel free

. again!" However, over half the present NIMAS members to omit a vote on an issue out of your field, but pleasehave never seen the ballot and haven't had a chance to do return the ballot. These are your rules! Return the: express an opinion of pending indoor rules proposals. ballots to Box 545, Richardson, Texas.

FF CB Chairman Phil Klintworth has expressed the hope *###SPONSOREDJUNIORMEMBERSHIPS####that NIMAS will play a major role on indoor rules pro-~-
posals, At the present, we can serve in two ways to help Last month our mail yielded up a check for $9 from awith these proposals. First, we can act as a clearing NIMAS member who prefers that his name not be used. He: house for new rules proposals and help to clarify new felt that many juniors, very interested in indoor butproposals and get them into shape for the Contest Board with a limited budget, could use some encouragement in:

to consider, Second, we can act as an advisory group to becoming NIMAS members. So hia check 1s the start of athe Contest Board so they can better fill our needs. To fund to sponsor Junior NIMAS memberships, with the costthis end, we use the ballot as an expression of your feel- to the junior only #1.ingse For the ballot to have real meaning, 1t should be :

returned by all NIMAS members who will fly under these As with all matters of policy, the NIMAS charter
.

rules, members were consulted on this fund. . It has been decidedthat the fund will be handled in this manner:As with all responsibility, we will have to carry ourpart of the load or official NIMAS action will be without 1. Any AMA Chapter or Charter Club may nominate one ofmeaning. The individual NIMAS member can fulfill his their junior members as the most deserving junior indoorresponsibility by filling out the ballot (included with flier in their club. In the case of fliers in areas withthis issue as malled to members) and send it back as soon no clubs, special consideration may be made.as he can. Now is the time for us to prove we can be
:

depended upon - if the return is scanty, it will only 2. The club will then notify INDOOR NEWS of thie nomin-: prove that we don't really care. If that turns out to be ation, the Junior will pay $1, and the balance will comei the case, NIMAS will have lost its best chance to be of from the fund. :

i service to indoor flying. :

°

3- Each club is limited to one such membership per year; To fill in newer members, the ballot covers these unless the club wishes to donate additional money to theissues: Solid Motorstick B Paper, Indoor HLG, FAI Indoor, fund for extra members.and an opinion poll on Class D Indoor Stick. The "solid
stick” proposal was originally passed by the FF CB in the 4. Each Junior is eligible for sponsored membersnip forform of suggestion to the CB that this would be a fine one year only, but he may renew as a regular member.idea and the wording was unsuitable for inclusion in the

~

Rule Book. Further, it was passed with the assumption The staff of INDCOR NEWS is happy that this fund has
_

that 1~ had been published in MODEL AVAITION. When this - been started, and has added #3 to the fund. This nowwas found to be untrue, the proposal (now in the form . makes 81x Sponsored Junior Memberships available, and weshown under number VII on the ballot) was re~submitted: invite further contributions to the fund.
,

*

NL
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###*PAT INDOOR REPORT#HHt# 4, Entry Fee: Open $2.50, Seniors $2, Junior $1
ener 5. Use FAI rules as provided by the FAI Committee

FAI Indoor Committee
| 6. No rounds to be used, other than those made “

TT

necessary by the site.
5

Since last month the entire FAI indoor committee has 7. Top 50% of entrants qualify for entry in Quarter rd
i been activated. The wembers are:

.
. Finals. A qualifier unable to attend Quarter

/Finals is obligated to notify the next in line.
CHAIRMAN: EASTERN ZONE:

Dick Kowalski - Bill Bigge QuarterFinals
20203 Moenart 5131 Mass. Ave. NW
Detroit 34, Michigan Washington 6, D.C. 1. Must be held before the end of May.

2. Qualifiers are entitled to enter any or all
:

CENTRAL ZONE (North): CENTRAL ZONE (South): Quarter Finals held in their Zone,
: Paul Crowley Bud Tenny

,

3. Should be held under the highest appropriate
16835 Lilac . Box 545 ceiling available.

:

Detroit 21, Michigan Richardson, Texas 4, Entry Fée: All contestants, $3
5 FAI rules exclusively, as above.

: WESTERN ZONE: ‘ 6.. Rounds will be used, or if possible, the C.D. may
Dave Copple elect to require 3 flights by a certain time
823 S. Mariposa, Apt. #1 limitation.
Los Angeles 5, California 7» Qualification for the Zone Semi-Finals:

Elimination Schedule EAST COAST:
.

———

Northern Area - Top 10 or top 80% of entry, whichever
A complete series of elimination contests will be , is fewer.

held in each of four areas of the United States, the extra Southern Area - Top 5 or top 80% of entry, whichever
area coming from having the Central Zone split into two ‘ 4s fewer.

i geographical areas, due to the wide-spread activity there.
/

\ Following a policy established by Joe Bilgri in 1961, a MID-WEST:
: flier may consider himself in that area which will be the Detroit - Top 12 or top 80%, whichever is fewer.
;

easiest for him to reach at elims time. Incase of doubt, Chicago - Top 8 or top 80%, whichever is fewer.
contact the nearest zone chairman for more info. — Dallas - Top 6 or top 80%, whichever is fewer. (This

; may be amended pending further planning on the
j The following dateshave been announced for elims, South Central Semi-Final.)and those marked * have been confirmed.

West Coast Local Elims WEST COAST:
Wilmington, California ~ April 12, 1963+ Northern Calif, - Top 8 or top 80%, whichever is fewer.
Andy Faykun, 9410 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif. Southern Calif. ~ Top 10 or top 80%, whichever is fewer,

Santa Ana, California - April 14, 1963#
A "

ZoneSemi-Finals
:

e ° a. a s
:

Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St., Sant na, Calif
1. Must be flown before the middle of June, about 4

: West Goast Quarter Finals weeks otter the quarter finals in that zone are
Santa Ana, Galifornia ~ May 5, 1963# ompleted.

:

Bruce Paton, 1010 Ne Mirasol St., Santa Ana, Calif. 2. Qualeriers are entitled to enter only that Semi
n eir zone. cnet eye mene gen eg

Lene

.-
West Coast Semi-Final Elims ne coe ~~“ 3« Bhould be flown under highest available ceiling. gt
—““SantaAna,California— June 2, 1963 4. Entry fee: All contestants, $3

=

Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St.,Sante Ana, Calif. 5- FAI rules exclusively, as above.
6. Rounds will be used, or 1f possible, the C.D. may

: Central Zone Local Elims elect to require 3 flights by a certain time
“Cleveland,Ohio limitation.

Chuck Tracy, c/o Cleveland Press, Cleveland, Ohio 7+ Qualifiers: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners at
all three Zone Semi-Finals.. (This may be amended

Chicago, Illinois later, due to the Southern Semi.)
Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 8. To qualify for free transportation, qualifiers

must:
Detroit, Michigan - April 21, 1963 (a) Commit himself to the Committee Chairman

:

: CD not named yet. within 7 days after the Semi-Finals, other-
wise the next man in line will be given his

Dallas, Texas - March 17, 1963 transportation.
CD not named yet. (b) Commit himself (in intent) to attend the

World Championships, in writing, at the
:

Central Zone Quarter-Final Elims same time as transportation is requested.
hicago, illinois (Provided that he wins a team position.)
Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago 29, Ill.

Semi-Flyoff,

Detroit, Michigan ~ May 12, 1963 .

:

CD not named yet. 1. FAI rules exclusively, as above.
2. Time limitations to be decided by the Committee,

Dallas, Texas - April 20, 1963* when necessary.
.

CD not named yet. . 3. Will be flown during the week of the National
Championships but not during the National Indoor :

Central Zone Semi-Final Elims
. Championships meeting.

Detroit, Michigan, June 8~9, 1963 4, Entry fees: All contestants, $5.
CD not named yet.

/
. 5. ist, 2nd, and 3rd place winners will comprise the

1964 U.S.A. Indoor Team providing: They
;

Dallas, Texas ~ May 18, 1963%* re-affirm their committment to attend the World
CD not named yet. Championships during 1964 within 90 days follow-

. ing the Nationals.
East Coast Quarter-Final Elims

Lakehurst N. A. 8S. - May 5, 1963 FAI INDCOR RULES
Cc. Ve. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey

The FAI Indoor Committee recommends the following to
East Coast Semi-Final Elims be used until such time as the C.I.A.M. prints an Official“~Lakehuret N. A. S. - June 2, 1963 Indoor Rule Book.

. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey
Chairman Kowalski has announced the following stip-

"s be flownvroverlywithin an eeeSs ony when 1% can
3g

' ulations regarding the holding of elimination contests: 2. The wing span of Indoor Models shall not exceed 90 Cm.
.

‘ill
Local Elims

- (35.4") Other structural details are left to the
a contestant only.

3- Only rubber power is permitted. :>! AL Tevet threesree ent er thoen 1963 4, Flying time shall begin when the model begins its
3. Can be flown under any ceiling. independent and unaided flight.



. The time of flight shall cease when the model lands The purpose of this new column, which will appear as

cm
°

or hits an obstruction during flight and remains stat~ material is received and organized, will be to encourage

fonary, that 1s to say, has no flying motion for six systematic testing and development. A rubber testing
seconds. In this case, the timer shall continue to article has been promised, but we welcome suggestions for

time for an additional six seconds after the moment of test topics and testing methods. We envisioned a series

{mpact and shall then subtract six seconds from the of tests for microfilm solution, and have used and eval-

flight time. uated some of these tests.
6, If, while in flight, the model drops any of its parts,

. the flight time fs calculated only to the moment of Testing Microfilm

of th Art«
7 une OO ae aS rombuaden during a contest, to In order to fully describe and test any film solution,

*

 Anfluence the flight of the model, either by the hands several parameters or characteristics need to be evaluated

or by any object, or by producing an artificial air to give a complete picture. For example, nitrate dope 1s

current, except as follows: "Balloons may be used to nitrate dope, but various samples will have different
/

alter the flight path, although the balloon or the amounts of solvent. This will affect the viscosity of

tether may only be in contact with the model for a golutions mixed with the dope, and thus change the rate

period of 10 seconds and not more than twice during of pour and spread. These are suggested characteristics

any flight." for film testing:
8. All flights are official and recorded except when the

model collides with another model already in flight. te 1 eecost ty (of any eomple solution) « ape pampeest
The contestant may, at his option, declare the flight est wou @ rate-ol-tlow from NEaPG OPATACGs Ne

a "no start" but the decision must be voiced to the selected a 2 milliliter eye-dropper and ground off the

timer at the moment of separation of the models. tip until the orifice was .100" in diameter, then marked

9. The total of the best two flights of all 6 shall det- it off at the 2 ml. and 1 ml. points. In use, it is

ermine the winner. filled to the top and permitted to drain. The rate of.
10. Each contestant is allowed 3 models to complete his flow is timed from the upper mark to the lower, which

flights. will give comparative viscosity for various samples.

FAI + 2?
,

2. Standard pour rate. In order to duplicate color in
See nlimeeare successive sheets of film, two factors must be duplic-

Last month w a this same headi t e
ated: rate of flow and rate of distribution. Fifteen

comments and etuffabout Boyd Felatead's proposal.to lower different jets were made for the microfilm pouring spout
the maximum wing span for FAI Indoor models by 1/3, or to (INAV, Aug. 1962), but so far no non-mechanical method

about 24" span. Boyd pointed out that our comments had of duplicating the rate of distribution haa been devised.

shrunk the model more than he intended - and he's right! Tests tnd cate that close duplication of these two para-
° meters will give close duplication of film color andto poing ve eee tne glandck (or iutended to, snywey) weight, but without a mechanical pouring mechanism this

wing area of the present FAI class, All clear?
~

test will remain subjective.

3. Rupture strength. This test mechanism has been well

wre eee eeeeshurEEtTne meer Clahione’ — gstedy,and Fecylfe dro fairly well defined, Tost, cranes

major point in favor being that the outcome of the World 6"

x 12" from 1/4" square balsa were used to make the

Championships both years was largely affected by drifte test samples, and the cured film was loaded in the center

oo. The smaller models with potential maximum flight time 35% OF rang nat eee bennis,(ping-pons)  at00ag nn
f less (pased on current prevalent estimates of maximum h

°

ithet a's 1 y hot load at t tn, pt
Qe or. :

otential time ~ "B"=35 or 36 minutes; "FAI"=55 minutes) ave withstood 61 lead shot loaded into the ping-pong

vould certainly be leas affected by drift ball before rupture. One sample weighing about .0012 oz.
° per 100 sqe in. supported over 200 lead shot and still

The major point expressed so far against this proposal
did not rupturel The cup was running over!

is that the rules should not be changed indiscriminately.
There should be a very good reason for any rules change, te egiehtperunit areas rete test requires only + very
rather than to change the rules for the sake of change. they can be weighed (It see

y
h . a tel) “whe 8 80

We should be sure that such a change will benefit the FAI chests should be about 300 6

ee in. for oodagcuraey.
program and the fliers before we seriously consider it. Gs ° & ve

5. Dimensional stability. This is important if we are

from BillBigge? WNots thatFAIi -a smaller size than the
 %© build very light models - non-stable film will soon

,

full "D's", If reducing the size did not reduce average warp all but the heaviest structure. So far, no test

flight time, 1t would be rather pointless. If it did, it apparatus has been devised. Suggestions, anyone?
would be gravely wrong. Let's not throw away the quest 4

for the natural ultimate which, for me at least, constit- Cs aveckinesstest. We propose to preparesual frames
utes the appeal of indoor as against outdoor aeromodel- a at rem wom, ane cure enemies 8

ling." test “patch” will be put in contact with the larger frame
° of the same batch and the force required to separate the

THE LAB patch from the film will be measured. Very "dry" films
. will not stick, and very sticky samples would doubtless

TestsAndMeasurements fail to separate.

The indoor fliers of the world are faced with an
. Tw t la

interesting challenge - that of developing the best pos- and rateofcure, Thefirst 1e importantfyoutrim
giple man-and-model teams to try and win the World Indoor with a hot wire, and the second 1f you are in a hurry to
hampionships. use the film. Comments, anyone?

Last year at the Nats and the Detroit Semi-Final,
-

RECORDS? MAYBE}
NIMAS members came up with the idea of a set of standards
for teat and measurement. These "NIMAS Standards" were Just after we went to press last month, Pete Sotich:

Bo bepracticalstandards, non-destructive ” nature if sent a list of records applied for after a record trials

equipment and make the teste for himself. sn Chicago on December 29, 1962+ They ares

CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR RECORD TRIALS, December 29, 1362
;

In our corresponde.ce with one another, we mention CAT. I, Madison Street Armory (Lecture Room) (22!
that such~and-such rubber is better than the last we had, Jr. Helicopter ~- 3:52.4, David Erbach
that a new film formula makes better film than we've ever Sr. € Cabin - 3:35.2, Tommy Neumann
had before, etc. However, we have no standard tests to Sr. Helicopter - 2:41.4, Dennis Kargol
base these comments on, so they are less meaningful than Open Helicopter - 5:41.7, Walter Erbach
they might be. Why tests? We all test our building Jr. Ornithopter ~- 0:30.1, David Erbach

—_ Jmaterials some way to see how good they are. Cur present Cat. II, Madison Street Armory Drill Hall (75')
5 ‘testing is rule-of-thumb - but everyone has a different Jr. B Stick - 14:14.3, David Erbach

.

thumb! It has been proven that no group endeavor can Sr. B Cabin - 4:08,4, Dennis Kargol
function effectively without a system of meaningful com- Sr. Autogyro ~ 0316.8, Dennis Kargol
munication to transmit results from one member to another. Sr. Helicopter - 3:26.1, Dennis Kargol
NIMAS Standards can furnish the language for communicat- Open Paper Stick -16:19.6, Charles %otich
ion so that our test results can be understood and used. Open B Cabin ~- 5:23.5, Walter Erbach

the ane the only way we can truly advance the state of Open Helicopter ~- 5:50.8, Walter Erbach
e arte ciently.

ll a as a Nta oe ote es eee oe pce te Es Saati ss oe be lg



STATEOFTHEART The Equiangular Spiral
This month the featured model has several unique and This curve, or perhaps it could be called a familyinteresting features, along with the distinctive planform. of curves, has one gutstanding feature of convenience.It was designed and flown by Tommy Neumann and holds the If ribs are cut to this curve, they can be trimmed in —Category I “D" record. At one time it also held the

. length by cutting off the trailing edge. The rib that
Senior Cat. I "D" record. It has also held the Sr. Cat. remains has the sane thickness and the high point isII record, as Tommy see-sawed back and forth with Jim -located at the same of maximum chord. Thus it becomes
Skinner during the 1962 FAI elimination contests. The unnecessary to plot new riba for different chords - just |

design holds a high time (unofficial) of over 28 minutes ‘make a template for the largest chord you need and cut
in the Madison Street Armory, set during a practice meet ‘all ribs with that template,Just before the Central Zone Semi-Final in 1962, ‘ ‘This airfoilis somewhat involved to plot, but here

The design features which differ from common practice is the method . First, the general equation of the curve
.

are the swept outlines on wing and stab, semi-stressed is: @ = ae where?
‘dihedral and an up-~swept rudder. The rudder location is @ is the didtance from the origin
believed to give better handling under drift conditions, é = 2.71828,.. the base of naturel logarithms
while the swept outlines and semi-stressed dihedral give & is an arbitrary constant
a better chance of sliding off lights and obstructions k is a constant which determines airfoil thickness
such as are common in our Cat. I and Cat. II sites. The °

e 18.the angle P makes with x axis (in radians)
major objection to this bracing scheme, according to Tom,
is that the wing tips wash-in during a tailgiide after LET a2@ “7

.

:

6~ er upside down.
- “

-
-hang-up, forcing the model tofa ov p

THEN P2@ K(T-9) on e@ rligo-e)
|HINTSANDKINKS

. (rf Ors tw PEGREES) ' :

Ever since the advent of low ceiling flying, one of LET Hz 4.58 (8 % THICHwvess) ‘

our major problems has been controlling the climb of our |
‘

modela so that we can avoid hang-ups. In the past, we -4.58 (180-9) = ~08(/80- 6)have braced our fuselages so that they wild be Meter P=¢e 57.29 éfor a given degree of stiffness. Although we first saw
. -o)=

.this combination of altitude control and fuselage bracing -08(180-8) tn P
as used by Dick Kowalski, in recent months we have hed

| .08(/90-e)= Lnaoseveral different variations of the same theme come in as_ .

suggestions. '

, The following values of k will give the thickness
: indicated: :

Figure 1 (page 5) shows a side view of the bracing
acheme. The’ total weight added to an unbraced model is k 922 7235 6.1 5.25 4.58 4.05 3.65
low, and consists of a length of tungsten wire. two ad- T 48 54 62 7% 86 9% 10%
justment plates made of 1/64" balsa, and enough glue to
add these parts to the model. Figure 2 shows a close-up Richy Earle “turned the crank" for us and produced
of the adjustment plate and method of installation. The ‘the following set of values for k=4,58 (8%),
wire is formed into a loop at one end (figure 3) and the a

opposite end is secured to the fuselage a e rear hook. e e .PP
(degrees) An ? e (degrees) Ln P e

During the adjustment procedure, the fuselage is per- 90 ~7 02 <.001 170 ~0,.8 449mitted to bow under full winds so that the peak altitude 105 ~6,.0 20025 172 “0,64 0527: reached will be just below the ceiling. If you have to 120 ~4 8 0082 174 -0.48 06185 —_
: fly in a higher ceiling, the wire can be moved up to a 135 ~3.6 20273 176 ~0.32 0726,

higher set of notches to permit a higher peak climb. 150 ~2 4 20907 - $78 “0.16 2852Figure 4 shows a feature which should be built into new 160 46 2018 179 ~0.08 2923models scheduled to use this technique. Since the posts 165 ~1 2 2301 180 -0.0 1.000"bottom out" in the socketa (they must be cut to length)
the sockets should be reinforced with a balsa plug at To further clarify this method of plotting airfoils,the bottom. see the sketch at the bottom of this page.

After having used this technique on two models so fer, NEWSFROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
we can whole-heartedly recommend this as the most use CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANAadjustment we've seen. Incidentally, the model is assem-

;Ried as usual, and then the bracing wire is passed through coptere to be mentg tae the hangar caused all the heli-
4ne. and then @. This, plus cold weather heldthe wing bracing, hooked over the thrust bearing, an times down on Jan. 13, Some flights: Cummings - 37:55hooked into the proper notches. (598 Dae Finch - 33 #58 (C); Redlin - 32:30 (FAI); Atwood

~ 710 (geared FAI), :One other suggestion: Lew Gitlow has suggested that /
.

. oo
a short length of jeweler’s saw blade be substituted for Marinepeed 3 RT was Goins full blast until the entire
the front adjustment plate, and a wire peg for the rear quadron was mobilized at 3 PM and the hangar was
plate. The saw blade has much closer spacing than is Pree We move the helicopters out. Before that, these
possible to make in balsa wood, thus permitting finer REM 321); Gitlow i 32102 (B); Btiges (1199 arma: FOOD,, ° , -

.adjustment. Atwood ~ 32:40 (geared FAI); Paton ~- 31:38 (geared FAI).| _ PropBlock CANADA = VANCOUVER
=~

TS

ne

__Last month we asked for contributions on indoor to beThe continuing good results and simplicity of the sent to Greg Stephenson (we even mis-spelled hia name) inBillgri-type mono-spar prop makes 1t the most popular prop Vancouver, Canada. As some of you found out, we gave the
design to date. One difficulty has always been that wrong street address. It should be: Greg Stephenson,

_

the spar, when large enough for the required strength, is 3885 West 36th Averiue, Vancouver 13, B. C., Canada
so high that it 1s difficult to Join the narrow blade out- (COLORADO - DENVER

-

cee tena eee
line to the spar. Bob Champine uses & router to gouge George Batulk reports that a new site 40! high without clearance for the spar near the hub, permitting the floor 118' x 290' has been opened up. The Martin Model ;outline to be built flat on the block and still join the Masters have already held two indoor contests, with threespar in the center. Bob also (see figure 5) uses small more coming up. Contact George at 3066 8, Osceolabalsa scraps to outline the blade, assuring identical ‘Denver, for more info, ’

size blades. FINLAND - HELSINKI -

AIRFOILS hiptedonnual New Year Contest was held in the Helsinkt
ex on ha in very cold weather.Since the subject of airfoils has largely been left Hamalainen ~ 13:52; H. Raulio ~ 5120; KeKanne n guaee

‘out of this newsletter (primarily due to lack of info) The activity 18 very slow in Helsink4 due to the extremeit 1shigh time we establish this column to air such cold ~ but the skiing is finelinformation as we receive it. oYses@= 165
, a,.

@= Bol ea: 90° “

. —_ SP @<.00/
:

Pe eg —— ~
.

@=/80° =
.

FO tteeee ce MN Bettate nt TTI ee SS ac= 400 -
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INDIANA - KOKOMO
Chuck Borneman's contests are well attended by fliers THE HANDLAUNCHGLIDER

from all over, and the events are hotly contested. Easy a
/

oO,

B times are over 7 minutes, with less than a minute PART 12A RICHARD M
between 1st and 3rd places. HLG times are up to 42 sec. A WORD OF EXPLANATION, ILLER _~
with top time now held by Bob Larsh. The Kokomo MAC has ee

’ ‘s

challenged the Chicago Aeronuts to an Easy B and glider As Bud
. pointed out in the last issue of INAV my new

contest. The challenge has been accepted and the bash assignments for American Modeler and Air Progress have
takes place February 3. kept, me hopping for the last several months; 11,000 miles

on e Chevvy since August will give some idea of the
MASSACHUSETTS - CAMBRIDGE amount of traveling. Not only was the work load heavy

fhe Tech Model Aircrafters of MIT have a monthly - but the constant moving made it momentarily impossible to
flying schedule in the MIT Armory on these dates: Febe 9, carry on with NIMAS/East and the HLG series Ai thou h I
March 2, March 23, April 20, May 11. Contact Eric Felt ¥

mt} g

a i ; ra é
felt bad about this there was nothing, under the cirecum- .

Greenwel ,
420 Memorial Dr., Cambridge 39, Mass. stances, that I could do about it.

MISSOURI - KANSAS CITY
The Sodbusters club 1s planning a scale indoor The regrets about the NIMAS/East activities were soft-

contest sometime soon. For info write Jim Dunkin, eene ned ee co eeeroot Toney tones Nobody
1 .

° e news-o eee eo Kansas City, Mo Letter and attendance at the armory was downright dis-NEW ~ graceful. ere were seldom more than 3 or eople at a
The Union M.A.C. has been holding indoor contests in flying session. However quite a number of people had been

the Union High School Auditorium (30' ceiling). This club swindled into paying for the newsletter and now that it
has several top-notch indoor fliers as members, and they has been discontinued might want to make some claims. A
are helping train the other club members. They have two fair restitution will be made.

more scheduled sessions: February 28 and March 28.
.

With the HLG series resumed (at least for the time
©

NEW ZEALAND - AUCKLAND being) this leaves only an explanation of the contributor-
Jack Eriksen reports that a monthly indoor session bugging technique. Apparently Bud didn't understand that

ig held in a 22' site in Mt. Albert. The times run to _ the method (outlined in Jan '63 INAV) applied only to

11:51 (Spar class HL) (Cat. I record) and to 7:34.2 for SuperSplootch plans. For installments to the HLG series
tissue. Jack was somewhat apologetic about these times, it is as follows: Take - buy that 1s ~ a number of U. 5S.
put they are pretty good for that ceiling height! Government Post Cards, like 25, 26 or 27. Address them

a DCeoeevevsvece
NEW ZEALAND NATS ( )

.

The N. Z. Nats held indoor for the first time in 12
PART 128 DESIGN (conte |

years. Twenty-four advance entries boiled down to 12 .

:

fliers making official flights. ist and 2nd place models
.

Lowering the Boom

were tissue covered Bilgri "Ditto" with 6:48.7 and 5:26 Even the most casual comparison of the altitude

respectively. Third place was an Easy B with 5:16.7. achieved with a straight, or almost straight-up flight
The site was a cluttered 30' with very rough air that path, and that reached by the traditional corkscrew climb

held lighter mike shipa to lower places. shows a decided gain in favor of the former. Further, it
implies. that the two-position stab might be the key to

OHIO - CLEVELAND generally higher flight times and makes consideration of
,

Over 270 contestants braved cold and turbulent air the flexible fuselage boom as a means of getting those
|

to fly for trophies to fourth place at the Great Lakes two positions a profitable area to nose around in.
Indoor Meet held in the Cleveland Public Auditorium on Am
Jan. 6. Top times: HLG - Otto Heithecker - 1:09.2; We know from experience that the difference between a

,

Pre-Fab ~ 2:23, Mike Karlak; B Paper - 12:18.2, Otto properly adjusted glider and one that doesn't quite make

Heithecker; Indoor Stick ~- 15:32.4, Don Eble. it over the top is a shadowy fraction of a degree of trim.

MORE ON EFFINGER wefurther know that thisdifference is critical enough to
:

MORL ON DEPLNGLN
etermine whetner eg er Ww recover from a ve or
not, and that the faintest of touches on a very amall

We are very grateful for all the support and letters portion of the stabilizer trailing edge can decide the
,

we received after our "Open Letter To Bill Effinger" in issue. This variation is so slight that it should -

the January issue. Bill Cullen, a member of the Long
&

: Prop
Ieland Gas Monkeys, adequately summed up the matter 4 erly be measured in (angular) minutes, of which a degree
thene werdee

ys, quately P n has 60. And while we're reflecting about all the agoniz-
;

, ng moments that a few minutes of uplift can bring us we

'
lso take time to thank whoever invented 1 itudinal"As regards 'pepping up’ - or popularizing indoor

stabilise oe aor

flying; Please - Hands off! In my opinion, indoor, and oealiderewoelanet nee minute margin without which
the outdoor FAI events, are the highest form of the art, ye ,

and I don’t want them watered down to some common denom-
nator. Rather, I want to improve myself and my airplanes

While it usually proves somewhat bothersome to tread

unt1l t can beat the Vexperts”™ at their own game ne razor ; etge rue in search of the perfect setting,
‘ we fin at the tables are turned when we want a little

tra work out of the combination for other purposes If
This is the challenge behind our sport that makes it eh burp 3

worth the hours that we spend on it, and from which we the setiection is omer, 80 will be the energy we need to

derive our pleasure. This is also the challenge that : : gourse oes set us the task of shaping the

will cateh and h oom to precisely the dimensions necessary to get theni old the interest of that one young fellow results we want, but by ust th th 1
in a thousand who has the potential to be a serioug sae y ng @ practical approach of ,

i trimming the boom during actual flight tests this should
student of the art. (If we can make him aware of it.) 8

:

URSTIONS AND ANSWERS
° not prove to be a great problem. There is the danger of

Q i going too far but at least two solutions come immediately
to mind. The first is to glue some wood back on, prefer-

Bill Bigge lumped questions #22 and 23 together and ably a strip of lighter balsa; the second is to trim away

made the fons comments on break-in and winding a little stab area-if possible.
rubber motors:

‘

4
Now if we're going to work it so that we have slight-

Motors may be broken-in by stretching or pre-winding, ly fewer ninutes (of angle) during the climb we can eas-
but pre-winding is probably better. Pre-wind several ily manage to have a few more when, near the top, the
times, increasing the number of turns until the maximum stabilizer straightens out the boom. Having seen that a
is reached, keeping the motor well lubricated. A motor hair's-breadth of decalage can save our skin we can hope
wound several times to the practical maximum produces that the addition of one breadth more can do at least
consisten orque on re-winding. half that much again. It will certainly tend to dampen

stalls more readily and by this token should prove h -

The most effective way to back off is as little as ful in the abrupt transition that will result.from perp
possible. The Germans were taking off exactly one straight-up launch. And it might even be enough to get
winder turn in transferring to the rear hook. If the around that tip stall problem from which the high A/R .

perae a excessive, let the prop spin until flexure or designs like the Hi-Hat suffer.
—.

ooks normal.
Finally this experimenting with the fuselage, partice- —

Since several groups of low and medium ceiling fliers ularly trimming it down to marginal dimensionsthat ntte
Wind to maximum and back off a certain number of turns to affect its flexibility to the point where the launch path ~

regulate the peak altitude, 4it would be interesting to is changed, should give a keener appreciation of the
' hear from some of these fliers for a better description structural functions of balsa. Needless to say, good wood -

of this technique. and workmanship are essential prerequisites.
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subscription only) $2/year
N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/year

WHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETYiti ,

DALLAS, TEXAS, March 17, 1963
,

,Six new members joined NIMAS during February, and Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas
,&. least one has already returned his ballot! MOFFET FIELD, CALIFORNIA, Hangar #1, March 24, 1963

Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., Santa Clara, Calif.EDWARD R. CENKNER, 19581 Goulburn, Detroit 5, Michigan (Please contact Joe at least 10 days in advance soW. G. GRAHAM, 1743 Grant Ave., Winnipeg 9, Manitoba he can complete security info for the Navy.)DAVE NICOL, 4ag7 West 214 St., Fairview Park 26, Ohio WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA, April 12, 1963LAWRENCE PACIFICO, 11148 Condon Ave., Inglewood 2, Calif, Andy Faykun, 9410 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif.
—

GERALD RITZ, 9520 Greenwood, Des Plaines, Illinois SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA, April 14, 1963ROSS STECKEL, 7437 Collet Avene, Van Nuys, California Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St., Santa Ana, Calif.
. Cy CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, April 20, 1963wit SPONSOREDJUNIORMEMBERSHIPS ius Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago, Illinois

. DETROIT, MICHIGAN, April’ 21, 1963
.

The fund which was started last month has now grown Paul Crowley, 16835 Lilac, Detroit 21, Michiganto $22. This amount will subsidize eleven junior member-
ships, with the cost to the junior being $1. So far, no FAI Indoor Committee

.
clubs have forwarded nominations, so we still have the .

entire fund available. CHAIRMAN: EASTERN ZONE
Dick Kowalski Bill BiggeHHSENIMAS BALLOTHHH 20203 Moenart 5131 Mass. Ave., NW,

.

Detroit 34, Michigan Washington 6, D. C. BeThere has been a most heartening number of ballots
returned so far, but we still have a long way to go for CENTRAL ZONE (North) CENTRAL ZONE (South)the optimum 100% return. If you still have your ballot, Paul Crowley Bud Tennyplease vote on those proposals concerning the events you 16835 Lilac Box 545

afly and return the ballot as soon as possible. Detroit 21, Michigan Richardson, Texas.
ee

Contest BoardAction WESTERN ZONE
, od

. ne Dave Copple =Chairman Phil Klintworth has distributedto theFF CB
.
823 Sourth Mariposa, Apt.#1 7a memo reviewing the Solid Motorstick proposal and intro-

_

Los Angeles 5, California msducing @ proposal for the addition of F.A.I. Indoor Models
8as an AMA category. He plans to follow up with action on WE GOOFED!oo other outstanding vroposals at an early date. Good Work! ”

|Last month we published a list of rules suggested by =BackIssues? the FAI Indoor Committee. Rule #10 stated that only 3 amodels may be used by a contestant to complete his flights. .

There are a few back issues of INDOOR NEWS available Actually, the 0.I.A,M. has ruled that there shall be noon a first-come-first~-served basis. For NIMAS members limit on the number of models used, Sorry!the cost is 25¢ handling charge, and for non-members the
price is 10¢ per copy.

LOW CEILING FORUM
We have a few copies of back issues on hand that are Last month we received the following comment:available to NIMAS members fora 25¢ handling charge, or "I have read numerous magazines, etc. on indoor works,for non-members the price is 10¢ per issue, In addition, but they all leave me COLD. They are talking to someonewe plan to reprint back installments of "The Hand Launch I am sure, but I doubt if 1t is any of the indoor fliers

:Glider" by Richard Miller. We have some orders now, and in our area. I can't even imagine what this 75 and 150if you would like to complete your set, let us know which foot ceiling flying would be like; we, and I think a greatissues you want. Since the number of orders will help to many fliers, can use help, suggestions, and results ofdetermine the method of reprinting and also the price per experiments in 25 to 35 foot gyms where you can't keepCopy, get your orders in soon’
* bouncing from basket to basket without getting hung up.in other words, starting with a basic 8 or 9 minute plane aIS YOUR WING AREALEGAL? what do you do to get 10 minutes? I believe you have the

ea.Some time ago it was customary to use the formula
Area=0.8 x max. chord x wing span (projected) to figure As most of you know, the Dallas area indoor fliersthe wing area of the parabolic development planform with are blessed (or afflicted) with fairly frequent accessvy" dihedral. _to the Walnut Hill Recreation Center, a 20' gym in NorthDallas. We have had excellent cooperation from ClarenceOn page 206 of the 1959-61 Zaic Yearbook, Ray Harlan Frank and Glen Dalton, who manage the site as part of thegave an excellent discussion of this problem,and proved Dallas Recreation program. The only fly in the’ ointment oethat the coefficient should be .8333. This results in a here is that this building always has drift to some degree, “larger wing area than would have been figured by the old which effectively prevents most attempts at systematicmethod, which could be a shock if your area was pretty experimentation (it's most frustrating for three flights osclose to begin with. out of four to hang up at 8 min.+ with 18' of altitude “

and lots of turns left!),This topic comes up here by request of Frank Ehling, ‘

oewho received a letter a while back asking about this very Our main problem has been to live with the drift and
:topic. By the way, the same article by Ray also has the hope for those rare occasions when it stops. During those “ohformula for the same planform with tip dihedral. We won't few times the mike record (for the site) was boosted to :reproduce it here, since it is quite complex ,

put if you 11:30 (B stick), and the paper time was set at 10:39. Itlike a neat mathematical discussion, try Ray's article. is safe to say that without unis bite indoor flying would
be dead in this area; but your editor and the others canFAIINDOORREPORT feel kinship with the author of the above comment.

wo Local Elims Schedule So let this be a plea in behalf of Low, LOW Cellinga

Fliers everywhere: Please pass on all comments and .Due to late confirmation of sites and late planning, suggestions you have for improving times in sites withthis may not be a complete listing of local elims. Please less than 30' ceilings. Next month we will kick off the“check with the FAI Indoor Committee rep for your zone if Forum in style with comments for the glider fliers byyou want more info. Lee Hines. Anyone else??
-

agence aensnnenapaeininttennnnennerwretmententnes~-e reesetSESS HRSREHTseiepetnennrreenentnnoremeeeneanf enn tienenttiineenintnunnnnsrgeranmessehnnsnnieettartnrtttttniner-ermeaepunssniaiin



AN_INDOOR_ LIGHT BOX

by RICHARD MILLER
'

! ' .

To use the chart, determine how many turns were used
: I don t think I ve built a single HLG wing or stab in ina flight (unwind and count the remaining turns, sub-

the last few years but what I thought how nice it would
t & thi b t th b tarted with), and

be to work over a piece of glass which was illuminated rac 8 number irom the num oh t t th e
ber of —,

from below and thus be able to watch the sanding as it lay a straight edge across the chart a e numer °

progressed. The idea finally caught up with me and I turns and the flight time; where the straight edge crosses

went off to the neighborhood glass shop and got the the RPM line read the RPM. Example 1: 1600 turns (100
fixin's, stopped at the local lingerie shop for some gift winder turns) were put in and the model landed with 6.
wrapping paper and picked up a GE bulb FG (for gliders?) winder turns (96 turns) left in the motor. This leaves _
#1048~AX which 1s a tubular frosted bulb about five inches about 1500 turns used during a flight which lasted 20:05.
long. An hour after getting home I had used this assort- This figures to be (from chart) 75 RPM. Example 2: With
ment of odds and ends to make a stabilizer and was very an RPM of 75, it would take almost 1900 turns for the
excited about the results. same model to fly for 25 minutes.

The first place that the under-lighting came in handy 700 100°
was in placing the template on the sheet of balsa. Grain
doesn't always run parallel to the edges - so why should GO
the surface cut from the plank? After some preparatory {000
planing the stab-to~be was placed on the glass for the \o
majority of the sanding. Not only was it possible to .

work much more quickly by this method but the fine grad- 41/00 7
100.

uations of light which showed through the wood permitted © ,

a degree of ccntrol in sanding the surface that I had

_

never experienced before, {200

The technique need not be limited to the HLG however,
It should prove just as handy on motor stick and tail ©

1300 + 80 \5 90
boom blanks for mike and paper ships as well as on tapered
sheets from which spars are to be cut. And of course if o~

anyone is still carving wooden props the application is 1400 2 Cy
obvious. qO & \

The pleces of glass I got from the glazier measured & 2
806 x 24 inches, one frosted and one clear, and ended up /500  ExAmpeet 2

taped together. The use of frosted glass (like the back =: “ass ZO $ w
plate on a camera) was to diffuse the light. I got the » . —

5gift wrapping paper in case the the diffusion provided v /Gg00 {00 wv, >
by the glass wasn't adequate - and it wasn't, so one layer °

= ~

.
of the paper was sandwiched between the two layers of

. KR v :

70 =
glass, The bulb was frosted for the same resaon and was o 700 z 25%
laid end-wise under the glass-paper-glass sandwich which = x EXAMPLE 2 =

- &
itself was supported temporarily on a couple of cans.

>
Hoo og e a

1 1800
Although the glass didn't cost very much ~ $2.50 for ~ em (30.

the two pleces - I think you can do better. I looked for, ” ly x n

but could not find, ordinary glass shelving. These stan- = 1700 120
Q & GO 2

dard glass shelves have several advantages, not the least & z 5 3 ~ ty,
being that they are manufactured in the long thin shapes e 3

% u. RK :

we want. Secondly they usually have rounded edges which 2000 .

>

the glazier's glass doesn't ~- thus the tape. Finally te ie 40 2
i they are designed to be supported at their ends with a ° 130 © >
, ‘load between. If charring were a problem you might try v 2100 5 50 w

some of the asbestos or glass cloth used by photographers ly & & &
to diffuse spots or floods. Otherwise two such shelves, Q \y Owith opaque paper between them might be better. And the z 2200 I 5 a
ideal solution to the light source might be fluorescent > 140 & ‘55 °
bulbs which give off a diffused light and come in a > 2300 > 0 40 ovariety of lengths. ’y & (continued top of next page) b

WHAT'S THE R.P.M.?
.

2400-+-150

A major factor of indoor model performance is the :

RPM of the propellor. As an example, it would be almost 2500 30
a practical impossibility to carry enough turns in the
motor to fly for 30 minutes 1f your model's prop RPM is 160
higher than 80. In a reverse example, many low ceiling
models use only part of their turns, landing with quite
a few turns left A smaller prop would use more turns,
and possibly the total flight time would be higher. FLIGHT Time 4 RPM, CALCULATOR

Top Time - 25 S&e. Floater Class T
2o'CEILING ~e-to

|

ere | | HLG, By: BonChamety |

1
.| ' |
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2% | | 32 SHT. 4
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' ; flatten the right side of the fuselage to an extent, butEither, or any way you try it, I think you ii find the fact that the middle finger rests laterally on thatthe ability to look into the wood you're working on, side makes it less essential
rather than simply at it will be well worth the modest . .

- investment in time and money. As a rule of thumb (agrrr!) I make the T-zone about
’ 1/8" deep for every 10 sq. in. of wing area; and because

RECORDS? MAYBE! most of my gliders Sre close to 50 aq. in. this dimension
is usually 5/8". And because my ,pand is fairly large I

A OR MODEL AIRPLANE MEET, January 27, 1963 find that the thumb area is 4- orward 0 e. wingANUGAT.Tt, 5th Regiment Armory,’Baltimore, faryiand t.e. ~ although this will vary with the individual. One
.

(75' ceiling, beams at 50' and lights at 35' more factor of personal preference enters finally -

Open B Cabin - 11:56, Bob Champine whether the flat area will be bevelled to any degree
Open B Cabin ROW - 3:50, Bob Champine (giving a sort of V-shape to the fuselage cross-section).

This will determine to some extent the amount of bank the
QUESTIONSAND ANSWERS model assumes during the launch. I usually have trouble

‘ getting my gliders banked enough during the launch and
"Way back in November, this column posed the question use the bevel tooffsetthis. / Ceee ce ng /

about the range of thicknessformicrofilm. We continue 1 Tey /to be amazed at the wide range of things which must be ; PCL.
sn

considered in attempting to answer this question. So far, V-SECTIAs Lom .

two different correspondents have noted experiments along AF Telurne ’

o
:

this line, so we hope to be able to cover this question
> UE “ an : :

goone Meanwhile: AME :

'
“ 2

256 How do you avoid twisted seams in motor sticks and
a

.

ta booms? . ra ‘

First, wood with uniform grainmust be used, and the. so

-

\ “ Y 4 : : .
blank’ must be sanded uniformly. Next, it must be per-

,

{ a
fectly aligned when it is rolled on the form, and a good LO :

:
‘

| ,

glue that does not "pull" should be used. Lew Gitlow —_ 2 LZ >

_
-- has suggested these methods for rollong sticks and booms: SHUME oes” tUSELRCE FLaAae Fecype

‘ EOE EQN. :

Use condenser paper or light tissue as an aid in
ran ns

LHERE FemesIeD .

rolling these tubes. While the sanded blank is soaking, ee : Sedfasten (with saliva or water) one edge of the tissue to
eeethe form, and roll up one layer on the form. Carefully OX —

‘

-

align the blank on the tissue next to the form and roll ne —
j

up the blank and the rest of the tissue. Put in the oven
a :

at lowest heat for a few minutes and then unroll and glue A few scattered sections remain. We will not want
the seam. \ those portions of the fuselage onto which the wing and

.

"
stabilizer will ultimately be cemented to be true and in

Place the rolled blank between two pieces of 1/4 a proper relationship to each other. The piece of wood
balsa with the seam on top. Carefully arrangetheblank that supports the stabilizer is both heavy and a long wayand the Jig pleces untill the seam is straight and just from the C.G. so it pays to trim it to fare-thee-well.closed. Then giue the entire seam before removing the What remains now is to put all these pieces, controlledstick from the jig. (See sketch below) as they are by the moment arms we desire, together into a

po . a functional entity.
— ,

-

SEAM Insomuch as most fuselages are invariably deeper at
the front than at the rear, stringing the elements

oN TOP) together usually includes throwing a curve in somewhere :

(Beocrs MoveoO along the line. Sharp curves should be avoided at least
, in places where there is liable to be stress ~ such as :

APART For the top of the fuselage Just behind the t.e. of the wing
CLARITY) which seems to be a favorite thinning-down spot. Lee :

Hines uses a very gradual sweep - on the Sweepette- in
|

that area but also keeps the fuselage deep ‘enough right;

there so that breakage 1s highly unlikely. An altern-
ative is to put the curve under the wing where it is
liable to do no damage, drop it down to inelude the thumb
zone, then bring it back up to a fairly sharp nose.’
Next month: Design Resume and an Exhortation.

— AWORD OF REBUTTAL

—_ An open letter to Richard Miller:

Dear Richard; -

ayope pgunngs cen the ete

wo
As I read "The Hand Launch Glider," part 12B, some ofTHEHAND LAUNCHGLIDER your wordson flexible booms used to tower decalage for

PART 12 (cont.) by RICHARD MILLER
climb straightening brought some thoughts to mind of obser-

Finishing the Fusela . vations of my past gliders.

Although none of the remaining sections of the fuse- Naturally, many sizes and shapes of tail booms have -

lage 18 as important as the boom each one has a specific setteeereeee Tor tioe (oatueett yen vores flex=
1tjob to do and should be designed so as to best do it. yan engarys 2280 (naturally) Ww Varying Pesulyse

at part of the fuselage directly ahead of the win vie '

wheve're told the aliger potvaen ut thing nd aiddte, | gop Jofdtetaumatateymatsdt Ghate,tet fLash fantnettetfunction,"Tt should’provides canventend.pire ortere’ 122) t2,be 80 impractical (and vireusiiy non-reprodueible)
chase ae ons with a properly designed and executed phat one's mentality would be severely shaken by frustrat-~
nger grip make theglider fit our hand the way a com-

—

Ig aly feel that a ad and kmanshi oOfortable old glove might. This easy feeling in the hand att who4 Vehet hld
ooetla nh “sh wor h in P, no .which some gliders have and others haven't, can contrib-. mE NOS AEA NASSP not be the help you think.

ute a lot more than you might suspect to good control. Recalling specific examples now, the shallow, wide
;

If the fuselage, where we press against it with the (more round than oval or teardrop) type of boom ‘sometimes .

, thumb - the “thumb zone" - 1s rounded and not too deep decreases decalage at launching speeds. The difficulties *

o— : it ds not going to give us the kind of grip we need, Why which arise are, in my mind, (7) that flexing and there-~
‘

- + not, then, make this area both flat and deep enough to fore decalage varies with force applied during the launch
give us a fair degree of purchase? (And while we're about and is therefore virtually non-repeatabdle; (25 the chancesit why not keep it flat all the way to the nose in case we of harmonic high speed flutter and/or twisting of thewant to add a lead slug up there later?) We can also tall assembly are high; (3) the possibility of much boom 7

eee entennpnaneneenanntannerminmemasantiti
se =nerrtnnannnrenerenestememnstannetparnnenennannss reentrantttre ESC RHEE RRR IOP ores HANS TereRLTTHRCISTIITBI



breakage due to marginal structure. The last 1s much more TEXAS - BRYAN
likely at a crucial time due to our natural tendency to Cur good buddy Lee Polansky is continuing his workput the last few pounds of force into the launch in an with juniors, and just recently staged a HLG contest inall-out effort to win. Unlesg you have specific methods the 20' gym at St. Joseph's Church, Thanks to his fine(which I can't envision) your booms would surely be mar- coaching, he has a real live-wire group.ginal in strength,

al x seen constructed to VIRGINIA - LANGLEY FIELD ~—attemps to evaluate the hypothecie? what would be the
at Langley Piola g*ven pornsseion for tne aaoor, faiers

~
,

models? € o use Langar ere. e ce n 5boom cross-section and rate of taper for the test models
29" with onelosed beams, and the drift 4a low. thie ie

The most recent experience I have had with flexine ree break for these fellows, since they have been
and its effect came with the latest mespette tos wate ooking for a site for some time,
was the first I had built for an unlimited ce NEo or

:

various reasons, I made it strong with 6 1b. wing stock STATEOFTHEART
and a Spruce fuselages The finished weight is 20.5 grams. In the 1962 FAI elims, Jim Skinner placed 4th in the

- pruce is teardrop and I now Cleveland 1 lL eli A 4 i t ‘feel that I went a bit small, since on an extremely hard reve’and local elims and 4th in the Detroit Quarter~Final
launch it would whip just at launch and go off at an

with this design, He elected not to fly at the Semi, but
his high time at Detroit was a new Senior Cat. IIT D Stickangle many degrees to the right of the desired climb, in

1 1 Of thfact nearly horizontal for an instant, This has happened record wh ge has stood for a most 3 year. e model
_

on previous gliders of all designs and types. I realize, m says, am not using the 1/3 wine Spars again;
by the way, that the mass and volume of the tail assembly pney only cause trouble. 1/16" x 1/32 b. stock seems

components are companions of boom flexure. I am sure in o be about right for most planes.
this case that the tail components were light enough,
smooth and shaped well aerodynamically, and that the boom

K Of pe props he comments, "It is quite similar to
was simply too weak. owals s 20° prop, exeept for a slightly wider blade.

I believe that a& prop with a narrow, high piten puade is
As some may recall, I recorded times of 1:16.2 at just slicing the air into ribbons’ - doing plenty of

Moffet in Decenber 1961, 12812 at doeame in March 1962, pulling but not very efficiently. Look at the blades of
and 1:18.1 at Santa Ana in December 1962. What may an electric fan - wide and large. Extremely low speed
amaze you (or bore you) is that all of these times were aerodynamics may work differently than expected. Until
achieved with the same glider. This 1s also the glider I can prove some of my ideas or until someone develops a

mentioned above. The weight remained the same, even better prop, I will use the design I sent you, or
though a new stab was fitted before the March session. Kowalski'’s design. For high ceilings, of course, @ single

spar prop seems to be best. :

In conclusion, I feel that two-position stabs might
have some merit, but boom flexure does not seem to be, the HINTSAND _KINKS

a, $20 and ‘ w, I wi: t up my dukesondawit yourcomerta. poe ep ay
Phil Klintworth sent in our lead-off hint, but it 1s

|

Vehemently yours, several hints all rolled into one. The most apparent
idea 1s the tungsten wire brace running the length of the

Lee Hines boom, across an adjustment plate like those used in the
/

.

adjustable fuselage bracing peatured last month» JoeeWire serves two purposes: first, it controls and/or pre-NEWSFROMAROUND THE WORLD vents tail boom Raroop" as the model ages. Second, it
,

CALIFORNIA SANTA ANA permits handy adjustment of the tail incidence. .
The Sky Hoppers of Orange County are really active

The real versatility of the bracing post 1s that itin indoor now, flying in a Cat. I site and the gi). and can be used 4s a centerpost to brace fhe tail, or the sm,The new site is the Santa Ana Boy's Club Gym (19'), an adjustment plate and incidence wire can be added to anthe times are in the 8-10 minute range. existing model with a braced tail. If the tail 18 notTheir March 3 contest had a total of 52 entries, and braced, only the top half of the post is needed; if you |

?lots of bad luck. Several cabin entries scratched due
use underslung rudders, use only the top half of the postto rubber breakage, Frank Cummings lost a "300° to a few and run the tail bracing to the lee. and tee. of the fin.curious pidgeons, and several other fliers eas tc tien)drift all day. Contest results: Stick ~ 33:45 Stick), Now comes the fun: The Detroit Balsa Bugs have longTom Finch; Cabin - 18:12, Cummings; Paper Stick - 21:00, recommended using a small doubler around the boom at bothBill Atwood; Easy B - 15:07, Sheridan Asklund, HLG ~ 1:01, the lee. and tees of the stab. Phil suggests that the

Dave Bales; Biplane Scale ~ 60 points, Joe Bailey, Mono- boom be made two-piece, with the joint where the front
plane Scale - 64.5 points, Joe Bailey. doubler usually is. This saves precious boom wood by

Siving better utilization of normal size wood (a boom
ILLINOIS - CHICAGO takes just enough wood from one piece that you can't getThe weatherman was right for once in Chicago ~ he another from that piece). It also permits a much lighterforecast snow which came on schedule and cut down on the grade of wood to be used for the rear portion.entries in the Sixth Annual Chicago Aeronuts Indoor Con-
test. However, 27 contestants made 41 entries iri 6 events BracingHint
and fought hard for top honors. The results: Jr. Paper
Stick ~ 10:16.6, Dennis Kargol: Open Paper Stick - 13:14.0, Larry Renger suggests that the compression member of
Charlie Sotich; Jr. Stick ~ 18:40.5, Dennis Kargol; Cpen extension, tensioned properly, and glued at your leisure.
Stick - 22:03.2, Charlie Sotich; Jr. HLG ~ 0:53.8, Dan shown in Fig. 1. The bracing wire can be run around the
Neumann; Open HLG - 1:07.0, Tom Neumann- Phe eee?pongioned properly, and glued at your leisure.

e extra length is then trimmed off after the glue is
LOUISIANA - SHREVEPORT ary ,

Mark Valerius, prexy of the Shreveport Sky Demons, is
" " ;

trying to find an indoor site so the club (mostly C/L Quickie” Compression Ribs
speed fliers) can branch out and also dodge winter weather
problems that go along with C/L flying. Good Luck, Mark! Charlie Sotich showed us this one = it saves lots of

time making compression ribs. Instead of cutting the
MASSACHUSETTS - CAMBRIDGE exact length of cross-piece to fit between the members,The Tech Model Aircrafters of M.I.T. are making very glue the brace to the side of the rib as shown, then trim
good use of the M.I.T. Armory(42' ceiling, 37' usable). it off flush with the rib after the glue is dry.Three club members have topped 45 seconds with HLG in the

;

‘

TmOry y and at the March 3 session Ray Harlan turned Another Bracing Hint
10:25.4 with his B Cabin. ,

The next M.I.T. session is on March 23 - contact Eric For some time we had been using small pegs glued to
Greenwell, 420 Memorial Dr., Cambridge 39, Mass. for info. Soootion wing posts to nold the wire during the bracing

operation. ater, in case of re-rigging or field repairs,~NEW YORK ~ ORANGEBURG the peg may be soaked loose. (More fun! If a slightl,

Flying sessions still are being held in the Rockland longer scrap is used with a bevel to nota the wire,- y

Hospital gym, where the fellows are blessed with a 30! thinner can be used to loosen the wire without soaking
clean ceiling. That ceiling helps to account for the loose the whole peg. The weight increase is negligible,good amount of activity in the site, but they have a bit won
of drift to contend with also. And Another}

Recent sessions have seen Ted Pfeiffer out with a
—

,

very nice flying indoor scale job, and Pete Andrews with Eric Greenwell uses Scotch tape to join bracing wire
a fine new "300"D. to the bracing tensioner weight - quick and easyl
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times, or with different methods of applicat’n. Try to
.
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CALLING ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS
am amy” ; keep track of. and relate as many different :a¢tors as youeo ; eee vee" ohne fe

f

re about the business we won't
As many of you may have seen, the February issue of kno inet ee tmoontantt pout,

Model Airplane News had a color photo of indoor models anna

ag the cover. Here is the story behind that cover:
The emphasis will be on those low, LOW ceiling sites ~

—

:
mo

re since this is the most common siteavailable and since
.

;
THE M.A.N.COLOR COVER there seems to be a larger number of problems which’“r-

. by SID BERNSTEIN’ ome thingle in their effect.

This month, Lee Hines, designer of the Sweepette, has.
.

As &n indoor enthusiast and professional photographer ~

the floor.| Tho Sweepette serieswas developed in two :
I have always been amazed and awed at the fantastic color low ceiling sites - the 20' Inglewood Recreation Center
patterns refracted by microfilm. I was equally amazed by and the 29' 11' Wilmington Recreation Center, so Lee's

;
the fact thatI hadnever seen a good color photo of these remarks should be quite pertinentto ourpurpose.
elusive colors.80when word was received that Walt

ne, -
“aan, = oa

_ Schroderhadplansforagala Indoor issue I felt this was "°°"’* LOW CEILING GLIDER TIPS
an exceptional opportunity to plan a still-life layout and “ ~

- ~
tae . oes = SRE PE oT fF aA Ree

record someof thebeautiesof indoor mikeships. by LEE HINES

“= Instinetively,aftermany years of advertising illus- I feel that picking the wood for Cat. I gliders is
tration experience,I etarted. to pian layouts and collect

oo ine Fe eB. abrentte ene Factor. | Tavs. is. important for
props for a still-life ustration for the M.A.N. cover. Weight vs. strength considerations and forcontrol of
I chose to do astill-lifebecauseofthecontrolled

~~ warps, It seems that warps have more effect in Cat. I,
. lighting neededtocapture the’ ‘colors refracted by micro- © and the fliermustconstantly watch for changing humidity.

film. Trying to shootamikejob in flight and still get A change in humidity will cause warps to appear or old
.:, @uitablecolor would be impractical, It would require ones to change. ~

multiple flash light sources and many sheets or rolls of
 . |... ee-oGiggntngsohoe £Tia29 eekpoknReelookarrefraction ae thite,taping,waten,vedy viet gtueseltger arewe as e action and compos on. .

: ONS OLthe pulsas
. ents, Tans,

OE

re "op just plain holes in the wall may cause "Jet streams".
In a still-life set-up you can show the subject ~ Be very careful of smallcracksandsplits intheglider,

clearly and controlthelighting to an ultimate degree. since the time will drop even if the glider doesn't fly
I dug up a tissue"B"stick, recovered a baby R.O.G, and apart on the next Jaunchy

B eceeae and repaired anold glider I nade cn add some
~

Te a trea l nt tt

m

4nterest to the photo I put a flashy red ribbon on my e desire aunc or optimum performance is as
stop watch and some yellow clay on the nose of the glider. follows: 1. Know your launching spot! 2. Generally, a
This boostedtheprice for props to a total of 29¢! Eeeee ne etneenat Einethe energy to the Launch.De 6

gl! ‘
e ank (experiment here

os The real problems cameafterIhadsetup a roll of it differsfromglider to glider), piteh the glider with’
“plue seamless paperas my background, set up the models a straight movement of the arm and a forward snap of the
and started to light the photo. In ordertopick up the wrist. (A twist willshatterthefuselage or wing if the
color, six photofloods were placed in various positions. glider is competitive.)
The placementwassocriticalthatmovementof a light

ce . Here are some obs tion n Idow- 1g

sevéral inches onedirectionoranotherwouldcause loss
hen principles. . ervations on low ceiling glider des-

of color from the film, Another problem arosewhen the geenee) teneed aaaeeey nore incidence (angular diff-
heat from the photofloods made the models flutter. This

_ Btabe a q
ed as e ceiling shrinks, slightly larger

wae acivenby bavcing he aike ohtpe Sn arezyguiGesmabie  EA0E ITS,ned 9, rhecollins abrincand brent
manner - such as drops of glue on prop shafts to preven
prop movementandcomposing the picture so the models iene arenee eeeeat out potter than straight-wing gli 4.

‘

touched each other and supported themselves. stab size is smaller thanon normal. acre and At flies:gliders an es
'

‘The question that might arise now 1s if I had so much.
__

Bhat Way -
.

movement problem why not use flash.Inorderto work at) = Wines for Gat. I gliders are th to ae

the small lens aperture needed to give proper depth of oy generally make a ieht cut exactly oughest to build.field, a tremendous output of flash would be needed. ov after breathing on the top eurtac y 3" on Got nt

Also the danger of popping flash bulbs and the heat they -

undercamber, Se careful
p

ot fo nd bending to form

give might damage the delicate mike ‘ships. Cooler strobe wing Squeeze thin non shrinkin onlue inte the een“hat . hones
nrinki

ngwaitaultipiestoke querie’ie comadstae for a 6 or 8 allow it to dry and sand it smooth. The cut should have
e

ou eBFOP Oe uesan tpparted more undercanber and also made a slight ridge onoe 4

‘
ed. this to good advantage on the SweepettSo, the practical solution was photoflood lighting Me use g g pette

regardless of the problem of battening down 411 the models| ‘° Onto. ngey Glider holds the Cat.. I, Open record

to prevent movement.
;

mee ° aon a,

a  °* Progressinperformance seems to have slowed

-Finally the moment of truth arrived. All the models
— eranly, but I feel some help may Some froiigolnd bo 17"were steady and. i was ready to make the final exposures. wing span and carefully calculating new wood ai and.

I say ‘exposures, since I used what is known as bracket-. weights. This ought to improve stabiiit "and aia the

ting. This is a technique of making an exposure at the glide somewhat one furthe ae Aity
and aid the

meter reading and then making several other exposures must on all Sweepettes ther commen _7 tip washout was a

‘both longer andshorterthan the normal. timgs _This is °

done to cover any possible exposure miscalculations and Ani

avart
also to yielda wide variety of transparencies from dient -.. RECORDS? MAYBE!

, overexposure to dark richer uncerexposure. for the tech~
, ..¢

5

INDOC
ECC TRIAL aah Ri

nically minded here 1s the technical data: 0) ee NGAP. IT,MadiaonSt.Armory. Ohlegen ge oadioe
. .

.
Sree en

:
.

i

“os; cers» Sentor A R.0.G. = 9:01 *9 Dave ErbachCamera - 5 x7 Karona view with +x 5 reducingback.  Sentor B Paper ~ 13120.8, Dennis Kargol
-

180

mii ze ar Bo
oo coos wate BentorB Stick’ -'12:17.5, Dave Erbach °~~~

Lens - 180 mm Zeiss Tessar lens.
ce oe SeniorHelicopter © 531520, Dave Erbach

= - ddvome’’ i balance : enior Ornithopter - 1:01.0, Dave ErbachFramS008 Renny EXTaérome, Tungsten balanced film
ue ban Open B Paper 17241 8, Walter Mumper

: oo nC a —_ -s 4, Lecture Room, Madison St, Armory, 22

Exposure ~ Basic exposure 3 seconds at F 45 rose ord os Sendon Helicopter - 5:17.0, Dave Easy ons
De ETS 7 fot TE

oy oe... ,
Senior Ornithopter - 0:46.3, Dave Erbach

Lighting - Photoflood diffused plus a row of 3200° K.
a

NN

on end #2 photofloods. _
» nr ee

_ EROP FORUM
.

a
nang

ce
mmm Many times when information about a contest winnin’ ~~

— ne dal. LOW CEILING FORUM
- model is presented, details about the prop are often

ote Cg gk ee
tee ae we &lossed over or just plain neglected,

_,... Have you performedaseries ofexperiments aimed at information 1s scarceand poorly defined. “we hope'thn
_

improving performanceinlowceiling sites? Here is the correct this lack by presenting prop designs, tested orplace to report thesuccessorfailure of those exper- speculative, test results, gadgets, and other such infor-iments, for the benefit of low ceiling fliers everywhere. ~ mation as 1t is made available. We invite contributions
It is important to record the experiments that fail, since and discussion of this vital subject, seeking to advancewhat wouldn't work in some situations might work at other the state of the art as far as possible,
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DIwo-Spar Props Ce ek.

_

In the past, it has often been the practice to drive ,
two-spar props from the pear spar so that the prop will. ! ;
flare to a greater degree than if it were driven from the ry
front spar. dim Skinner suggests that three versions ry
of the same basic prop may be advantageous in adapting a

A a

a ™.- given model to different, sites. All three props sketched 11
below are the same pitch and diameter and are built on to

the same form. The only difference in blade.areaarises 1s
from the change in shape near the hub due to adifferent ot annem as

.

location of the front spar ~ all the ribs are identical pee we ws ‘

from prop to prop and the outline plecesare identical in |.
i.

ue oe
length.

ee
Co a ce

a
.

wo
, i ~ - h, Bacsa 5. he PLywoo
Note in the sketch below that each prop is driven a

- fron the front spar and the prop shaft 1s loose in the | mo -

rear spar. As tne sketch shows, moving the front spar ne . Ay
i -

chances the blade area location to control the blade
Jig CenTER MOVED

flare in @ manner similar to off-setting the spar in mono~
FOR DIFFERENT ;

Bpar Props. | | q SIZE PROPS

me . ee __.

e@.......4

t : FAST CLIMB. re , Ce eel.
Pn (mere blade area L |rf te

vehind. front spar)
; L.. — ennnee 75 % Raps —~ “1

.
:

an ” : ety an below teed tb batee: ok ab ote tf osrtt bwin bP gee Oh erty aehteee tee Pepa’

He a
So Pircy AbsUSTMENT TIG

L ; - MEDIUM CLINB ——
~ enn noe (same area each me ERILSOF “OHART INP
.

T side of front anar ) oe a THE PERILSOF CHARTI: “aR o : ~ o a

7 ener
oo, a

. Ron Wittman is filading out thét there canbe a few

r . eee ed ay
draw-backs to trying to build indoor models while In the

one om os SLOW CLIMB | amined KOPVACGS Here ig one such hazards
|

4 _. (More area ahead of oo Be SEE TORSO Ey ge
; tof een arma front spar - lots of © oO Mi ,

oo sO

rT a flare) ae
. fa tas wee ge E 6 ° nsCe ae ” on Seg SE qBS S :

:

4
. #; os See hoes be Mar Bapepdere tere

G WS »
Prop shaft attached to front spar and Yoose in rear eyspar so that most of the power 1s applied to the front . SY EY

.

:

. . : :
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Adjustable Pitch Props “planes - ) NY = ( re

'

Arthur Barr reported that several British fliers have i \ FsFA\ \ \y B \
been experimenting with adjustable pitch props in an we ya. ke p>
effort to get a closer match of prop-and-motor to the ~{ om (4 YAYMKS oe \
medel. The basic prop construction is sketched below, \ a \ oe ‘

and the only major difference in constructionisthat the 10... ,meee AX\ = gy \
hub is now a hollow tube into which the blades are a snug oo .. = feed a nine Ce \S
fit. The blades are built on a form corresponding to the.

00 2) meee tice | “ A SERGENE pe
highest pitch desired from that particular prop; the prop oe? meiny
is assembled and adjusted with the aid of the. adjustment Ce \ i —_
jig shown below. . ee co, ce cept

on

tl .

: 2 .

:

ot to
oe aa : NEE Cees bbee

,

. ad PP aT Line ot tet bout ees fae * ) a — i —
_..

Completely aside from the fact that the props can be... cg —Z i!
ae

adjusted to varying conditions on the field, thisarrang- ° ne ne ae |
ment has the advantageofpermitting permanentattachment ~ || -—~-=- ih

—<— I

of the hub in situations like nose plugs of cabin models,
oo —= al

—

the individual blades are easier to build, cover, and
oo

SS
repair than one-piece props, and such props ¢an be packed we

a im, wittmaw
.. and stored more conveniently than other types.

. oe. ma een NEL
: . . mG Do, :

a =
One considerationthatwayprove to be on. the negative

oO

See Ry
side is the fact that adjustable pitch props conform to

.

be ke etme peer wee

_

the so-called "true pitch" only at the design (maximum) i eee
‘pitch. As the pitch ts made lower, the blade area nearer 7 ne -
the hub is at an angle much lower than a corivéntional

_~ 2. 7. HEY CHARLIE! youll EVER SEEN AN INDOOR MODEL?
prop would be. Since this ts a deliberate design feature’) (7 8 ee ee eee

Q
of some props now being tried, only time will tell if i
this feature te a drawback or note ew oe ee ge

HINTS AND KIKS
|

ks SO be gal Pee as Cd oT aet Hoses a

~~ The problem of storing and transporting indoor models
‘Ss BacsA Peve TissvE -

is always with us, and here is another solution to thataN iN CENTER REINFORCED . problem. Clarence Mather says: "I have built several
bene “cardboard-wood boxes and learned some things the hard way.
pee

epee
Large pléces of goodquality cardboard can be cut from

{CeadH SCsretrigerator cartons that appliance stores aré happy to
. a ~ NX donate. Wooden edging adds much to the box's performance
BAtsa Biases>) of shape and dimensions, The sketches showthe generalTvBE Pusu Fit construction, The woodanglesGanbe cut from 1” x 1"

f™., :
;

stock on abench saw or by the lumber yard for a modeat
7 4 .

fee, The angles should be left about 3/8" thick. I

Zo found that smaller wood sizes were likely to warp. The
eo

_ ») cardboard is glued along all joints andtacked in place.
ao S Hoon . "Such a box 9""x 19" x 37" holds two FAI jobs, weighs 3 or

. So
a

ge a: oo 4 pounds and costs a. couple of dollars at the most (having
.

the wood cut at a lumber yard)."AOJUSTABLE PitcH Prop

nenenna tececena =e AmPERN AU ett RAGES EENEESEETRSOORSEEOOAG Ona as Cetahectesaitencenatnnssisisisineitsitcciiiaiiahliiaitictabicspa as aaeea ee idas iciniim Baegy weg:a
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cas

addition to the FAI Elims already set up in the Madison

|

SS Street Armory. One record trials was held March30, and

ee another is set for April 27. The Aeronuts and the other

Chicago area fliers really "get with 1t" at record trials

;

and contests, a8 a look at the record will show.
INDIANA - KOKOMO.

a

Extremely bad weather forced cancellationofthe—~.
challenge meet between the Kokomo Aero Team(their ne

“ name) and the Chicago Aeronuts. ‘However,4 few hardy
Aeronuts went anyway and they held an impromptu meet.

Cap Perhaps it ts just as well - the Bunker Hill site has
° Go, - peen closed for remodeling, cancelling the March meet

‘ o and maybe the April one. Check with Chuck Borneman,
— Oe. 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, Indiana for latest info.

\

MICHIGAN ~ DETROIT 0

“ ”

, With the three elims coming up soon, FAI practice
™

4JooDd Uxal- flying 1s picking up in Detroit. Phil Klintworth reports
a Soe

- the following times: Klintworth - 24 min. and 26 min.;

.

oO - s+ i+ Kowalak4 ~ 26 minutes; Paul Crowley - 24 minutes.

;

fle-iweoncen MonetBox | . MISSOURI ~ ST. LOUIS
oo Indoor fliers in St. Louis finally located a school

Hints From Lew Gitlow gym and hope to keep using it. A misunderstood heating

h

- -gyStem created unusual drift problems the first time out,
Competition in Indoor has been so keen during the but they know what was wrong now. Next time the times

last year that we are all looking for that small margin will be longer and more people will be ready.
of something extra. Here are a few tips that will add to
consistency and efficiency: an NEW JERSEY ~ LAKEHURST

Fine work by C. V. Russo has resulted in eleven dates

1. A thrust bearing or rear hook that breaks loose in a
_

scheduled with the Navy in Lakehurst, the three elims

contest can eliminate a model that has been trimmed out "listedin FAI Indoor News plus eight record trials. The

and ready for the all out effort. A few wraps of tung-
 °——s«aRT dates are: April 7, May 5, June 2, July 14, August 11,

sten wire touched over lightly with cement is insurance August 25, September 8, and October 6. Perhaps if the

that costs little in weight.
— demand is great enough the Navy will permit a winter

schedule also. Russ had long felt that more flying time

2. While covering props I apply saliva to all the ribs
|

was needed for faster advancement, and this schedule will

as well as the outlineto insure true sections through- make 1t possible.
, .

out the span of the prop. If the film does not stick to ‘ .
De

a rib the film is madetoadhere after the prop is cov- NEW ZEALAND ~ AUCKLAND
ered by using a fine brush and saliva from the underside Jack Eriksen reports that it was proposed to modify
of the prop. the existing N. Z. indoor rules so that there will be two

classes of tissue models and two classes for mike. The

3. Torque meter tests show that if a motor is stretched proposed classes are tobeover 18" span and under 18",
out a few inches the torque will be increased by as much Simplified rules such as these will surely help the sport
as 15%. I intend to go back to designs with long motor to grow, and these sizes will make good use of existing
tubes for all competition." sites

,
oe eS

~~

wo
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OHIO - AKRON 5° UU
TUS Uo ome ts

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD Indooractivity in Akron is a little slow due to lack
te “of gites, but Bill Hulberthasbeensetting up some dates

CALIFORNIA - MOFFET ELIMS |
in the 40' Akron Armory. Contact Bill at 174 Castle Blvd.;

The results shown elsewhereinthisissue fail to Akron 13, Ohio for info on flying sessions.
tell the whole story of this meet. Tom Fineh made a 37° °° © 00 ’

' minute test flight with his FAI, only to have it blow up © TEXAS’-DALLAS = tates

in his hands as he prepared to launch an official flight. |

'

The FAI local elims were held in the very cluttered
The magic 40 minute mark was almost reached during 42° ceiling Drill Hallat ‘dailas NAS. “Stan Chilton came

the day by Frank Cummings. His model had to be ballooned down from Wichita and Mark Valerius brought some fellows
out of the “jet stream" at about 30 minutes. but the watch

|

from Shreveport, which made Pallas fliers hopeful for
was left running out of curiosity. Total time ~ 40:13.2% future inter-city contests.’* Since the formerbuilding

Joe Bilgri has announced that Moffet Hangar #1 will © récordwas only 9:25, the two top timesof12:11.8 and

probably be available until September, In addition to | 11:48.5 represent a fairadvance.
the elims already scheduled, Joe is scheduling Record me ps ee

Trials each month until September. If you plan to enter VIRGINIA- LANGLEY FIELD
0

7

. these meets, Joe must have your name, address, and place
© “" “the first record trials for the Langley group showed

of birth at least 10 days in advance of the meet. someprettyfairtimes,butdrift from a big window which
was jammed open almost created a microfilm outdoor class.

CALIFORNIA ~ SANTA ANA Record attemptsweremade by Bob Champine and three junior
The Sky Hoppers of Orange County are now flying Cat. I Champines-quite a formidible group! Thenext, record

from 7 PM to 10:30 PM on the third Monday of each month. ©" trials will be held.on April 12. Contact Bob Champine,
" One poetkee Banta rere Fetes a 20. colling. 25 Beechwood Drive, Yorktown, Virginia for more details.

more info.
» Mirasol St. in’ Sante Ana fop SATE OF THE ART

.

COLORADO - DENVER The model featured this month is designed by Drew

The Martin Model Masters have just closed out their Morris, and with it he became the first senior to join
4ndoor season, finishing with a contest on March 17. the Thirty Minute Club. Incidentally, the same flight
Their top times: Stick - 11:45.5, Hal Blubaugh; Paper ~-

smashed the long-standing Senior D Stick record formerly
6:57.2, Shaye Diebolt; IHLG - 0:32.4, Bob Lynch. held by Ray Harlan.

ENGLAND - COVENTRY= BO

: The series of flights which resulted in this new mark

_
Very little’flying has been done in England, and the 1s describedby Drew:. "The first flight, made on a 19"

long and cold winter has beenused todesign,plan, and loop.of .075 rubber, was wound to 2000 turns by Joe
make those little “extra" gadgets we all wish we had. Putateri. After holding the burst, the model still

The English Indoor Committee, elected during the FAI started to bounce off the rafters. It must have hit 20

Indoor Championships last year, 1a workingonnew rules times, but didn't hang. After a tense 16 minutes it
and looking for various sites all over tne country. They started down and. dead-stickedhalf-way down for 25:13.
are hoping’toutilize smaller halls thatwill be avail-

o

—_

able more often, 80 that more fliers willhavea chance © a We then used a 21" loop of .070. Succeeding fl!
to develop.

Bo

en

were 27:29 on 2200 turns, 28:06 on 2400 turns, 30:26 _.

7

2650 and 27:15 on 2800 turns. Needless to say thatby
ILLINOIS. - ‘CHICAGO the time we got 2800 turns into the rubber there wasn't

' Pete Sotich, encouraged by the fine turnout for the much left of it. When we re-measured the rubber it had
' December Record Trials, scheduled more record trials in stretched 4"4 Under the right conditions I can probably

get another few minutes from this model."
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THE HAND LAUNCHEDGLIDER -..._. DESIGN (concluded)
—

,
PART (3 00 byRICHARD MILLER At the end of last month's installment you were prom-
i oe _Ased an Exhortation. However times are good and Exhort- ~~

a a REBUTTALTOTHEREBUTTAL 6 77 “ations never were s6“dear that we couldn't afford to a.
Co

Se eS " "dispatchawholevolley as readily as one. So gird up
Dear Lee: - oO

'

thy loins. You were also promisedaDesignResume and i

on a - *% " you will, accordingly, find it conveniently spread
a ‘Part 13 of the HLGserieswas prepared and forwarded throughout the Exhortations, most singularly in the first.

to Bud some time before your "Word of Rebuttal" arrived. sau '

_.Insomuch as it contains some answers to your questions I
_.

Exhortation#1 Don't believe anythingyou've read

will not repeat them here. noes about design ~ in this series or elsewhere. Don't bel~
So

Se fe leve it, that is, unless your experience has provenit
1s). Let me begin by saying that I never assumed that a

" to be true. In other words, remain a skeptic. Don't

successful two-poeition stabilizer via flexible boom |.
‘take other people's word for what 'Z! will equal if ‘A!

would be an easy thing to achieve. -despite the fact that is added to 'B' and divided by 'C'. Prove it to yourself.
my initial experiments (on two gliders) succeeded beyond
what I had hoped to achieve in the early stages of trial Why did I go to all the trouble to write several thou~
and error I am still convinced that the problem is not sand words about design then? It was a desire, first of
easy. ail, to set out in some order theresults of my own exp-

erience. I much prefer to think, however, that rather
Let me next add that none of the three gliders I have than ‘providing the final word on the matterI am_submit-

seen fly with purposely flexible booms (one of Pete
_ ting a guide against which the reader can compare his own

Nishanian's and the two of mine) have encountered flutter experience,a sort of sounding board fromwhich he can
or the other problems which you mention. Thus it is hear the echo of his own conclusions. Therefore, don't
possible to get what you want in the way of controlled

| make design theory by me or anyone else responsible for

flexibility. how your models fly. You are the responsible one.

.

, ' ;

Perhaps you stopped experimenting a little too soon. Exhortation #2 Experiment. Careful study of all the |.
Some day I hope to prepare a learned paper showing that articles ever written on rudder theory is worth less than \

every development of substance in the History of Civil- one session in the park with an old glider, some spare
{zation from the wheel to the corn plaster was subject to balsa and a razor blade. An hour spent like this can
Failure on the First Attempt. I have grown to accept FFA, provide more insight into what happens when a surface is
or FOFA, as a way of life. That's why I was so suspicious modified (if not why) than ail the houra of burning mid~
when my first flexible-boom HLG worked as well as it did. night oil combined.

“—
Finally I do recall the very fine times you have done

_ There seems to be a deeply~ingrained idea among model
with the latest Sweepette. Reading them does not bore builders, and a very unfortunate one - that once all the
me. You are altogether too close. Otherwise why would comporrents are glued in place and the glider (or whatever)
I be fooling around with anything so illogical, impract- is performing in & more or less satisfactory manner that
4cal and controversial as a flexible boom? nothing further in the way of design should be done,

They tend to look upon finished machines the way many
Richard citizens do on the Constitution ~ as something not to be



meddled with. By this thinking one process stops at the co

Fuselaze rr

workbench and another starts on the flying field,
In the case of tne Fueclaee I would like to relate aActually this need not, and should not be the case, The ; 1.specific example partly because it bears on last month's

- processes should overlap. The construction tools should 8
Kion 8 discussion about a two-position stab, partly because it

60 along to the flying field. Design, construction and
- {llustrates what a little creative experimentation canadjustment are a1] interrelated to a very high degree:

r ho 5 and vartl becausethe results were po dramatic.Adjustment can be designed in as readily as a design can proauce, F y OE

be adjusted; modifications in the structure o ef erduring test flying - as we shall shortly see - can be a one evens recently,finatly determined $e ent ont .

.
traditional. adjustments. more than + Knew abou $O.86e Vo

. bigger help than the
to the local flying field with a beat up, second string

So use old gliders to design new ones. A model is a ‘Omega’, a razor plane and a block of coarse sandpaper.
much better test bed for new ideas than the drawing board. At the outset the glider launched 1n a. more or less normal
Cut, add to, ‘hack, change, realign ~ never stop designing manner except that a shade too much negative incidence in
the model until it won't fly any more. Then still con-

=

the stabilizer (a long time fault of the glider which
tinue to design it in its descendent which, hopefully, became a virtue for this experiment) made it loop slightly
embodies the design lessons it taught. sO over the top. My intention was to slim down the boom

until this characteristic disappeared.
‘In’ just a moment a partial list of possible experi-

-

ments which you can subject one of those no~longer-new I took three good shaves off the bottom of the boom
Bliders to when you have the urge. First, another Exhor~

|

before I began to get any action and continued after that
tation. ‘ to sand the bottom with heavy sandpaper between flights,

Very shortly things began to happen. Forore thing, as
Exhortation #3 Abandon the idea that a glider must. the boom got lighter it was possible to take clay off the

be uniform or symmetrical. The general look of a HLG is nose, thus reducing the weight of the glider. But the
, of something that should be the same on both sides, payoff was in the launch, When I got into the critical

Furthermore it flies, flight is graceful, and there is area of boom size the trajectory began to straighten out
all but trresistible tendency on the part of keenly sym- and the glider, naturally, spent more of its time going,
metrical minds to associate gracefulness with structural

_

up vertically and got higher. At the same time launch
harmony and uniformity, and a concommitant reluctance to.

.

circle kept getting smaller until it was'down to about
skew, imbalance or otherwise create disproportion. 225° or about 5/8 of a circle. Finally the still air

. time crept slowly up till I was getting a good ten seconds
These pernicious pitfalls in human nature, neverthe- over what I had come to expect of this particular glider

less, must be resisted with a stout heart, Full scale even at its, best trims
| Ce

.

airplanes (with pilots to make them go left or right at _

7 es SF bd

will) are not symmetrical, .Not even birds are. So why I was very impressed when I had finished. I had been
should a hand launch glider be, particularly when it's

—. pretty well aware for some time that therewas a more or
designed to do an unsymmetrical thing, or at least a sym- less precise dimension for the other components of the'

metrical thing in an unsymmetrical manner? We already glider, and I had been building what I had considered to
know, for example, that our asymmetricalhandnecessit- be decent fuselages. But it had never occurred to me
ates a finger grip on one side or another, that stab tilt that there might be a précise dimension for the boom ag
can be a big help in trimming a model and that weighting well as for, let's say, the thickness of the stabilizer.
one wing tip can mean the difference between so-so per- It was also obvious that to get that dimension it wouldformance and an outstanding flight. -be necessary to trim the fuselage under actual flight

Bo ag
“ a in the stab orThese are only some of the functional irregularities aoe Finallytwasserwel by the fact thet,although I

that have been discovered to date. Others may be lurking had begun with what I considered a thin fuselage, the -

where you least expect them. The top scoring machine of
~

. boom I finished with was ridiculously thin, being a 17®@ ,
.

the future may prove to be apotpourri of peculiarities . _. r
than 1/8" deep in front of the stabilizer. Yet =

|

devised of dissimiliaritiesand composed of a complex of at of that, it was probably stronger in its lightenedcurious Geet ea of counse it may not be too, but you state than 4t had been before.
never know until you try.  - be

SuggestionsFor Experimentation The feel of the fuselage boom indicated that the down-
Coe i... ward deflection might be easy to measure, and it was,

ne So . Wing “ With the fuselage securelyolémped and supported as fer.'. Make4panels from 2, 6 from 4 or 8from 6. Clip- pack as the wing t.e. a weight of one ounce, suspende

one tip and see what happens; then find what must be done from the boom veo tene in front of the oe the eta)
_ to offset the results - like adding weight, tilting the caused a total groop | aoe finure cen only be inter~stab or changing dihedral angles. Addweightto.the other of 5/16"$ Needless bo oay 8 Bu ae tte cone neetip. Change existing -hedral angles. Skew the wing. preted in light of the ta pene 'y3 ic

ins) and the factAdd turbulators, 10", the stabilizer area (about Sq. in.
to) and«Stabilizer a

+ -that the fuselagewasmadeof hard (20 1b-fou.tt.) andShorten, one side of the stab. “Cutoff one side and. reelgosanea ough multe bo work eran, 6 Bigure for ee

reglue it so as to get dihedral, anhedral or tilt. Try Pe , ~
| reverse tilt, Trim stab size down until the model will Exhortation #4 Enjoy yoursélf, From’some of the fore~

no longer fly, watching what happens to the C.G. and stall ‘going it might sounda little too much like Deep Endaville.
recovery. Add a turbulator to the stab. _It was really just fun, ge ene

ce

“Rudder
.

-

o ss Ea tenet a fo.

' By all means one of the most fertile areas for expert-"90 © 7 SPF es se tewe cae eee ae

mentation ~ and one of the easiesttowork ino,Rudders
are almost invariably larger than they need be ~ not to

.
oo. a oomention too large. Trim down the rudder size bit by bit —

‘ a

until the model becomes unflyable. Glue a’ top rudder on I
_the bottom, a bottom rudder on top. Move the rudder for- a ooward, rearward, Offset it to one side. Don't just stand

. ios :

there. Do something’: 7 re TAREE Rt SPRaata

.
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se lente ween or CS , — -  HHAAATIONAL INDOOR’ MODEL ATRPLANESoCtEryeewe SkyscrapersHLGproposal26
«8©=

2 ~
.

'
3

_NIMAS members who joined in April: vt aeeoocal ® alternate
1i "2 PAUL CROWLEY, 16835 Lilac, Detroit 21, Michigan  — VII. Solid Stick proposalhe 2 BRUCE FOXWORTHY, 11 Marion Road, Montvale, New Jersey VIII. Survey - unlimited "D 10 JUSTIN MURRAY, 1287 Lakeville Road, Peteluna, California

the Free Flight contest board h} Already rejected » T519 Marjorie, Detroit, en-gen
.

the Paper Stick proposal and passeddetions neseaah Pr Da CURES:15 Titania Way, Wsadowridge, Heathfield, _pertod =ot,losed ve know,that: thesit is apparent _ GaPE, Sou nica
that it would be fruitless toinitt‘€ & proposal to a

p
r

Memberships= the wing area limit on Class D. Onfinal observation -
Sponsored Junior Membersht 2

several members failed to read theA 2eng enseructsons
Since the last report, the SJM fund has grown by two and voted for more than one of thereeaotire aug ate full memberships, bringing the total to $28 which covers ee opoedla Theos eee 8 ete eee‘ome of the "no vote" 14 sporiSored memberships.

counts registered above.
, So far we have received four nominations (two since

the nest report) and eas nominee has accepted. | Bruce FAL INDOOR REPORT
Foxworthy (listed above) is the first sponsored member

.e and was"nominated by Sid Bernstein and Richard Miller.’ quarter-FinalSched
wo

Bruce 1s 14 years old and has been building ‘models CANT ANA» CALTFORNTA neeyeobot ee“Santa Ana, Calif. Bince he“was six, but, to quote Bruce, "Until I was 9, DETROIT “MICHIGAN - May 12,1063,

they all failed to fly." His first indoor model was an Paul Crowley, 16835 Lilac, Detrt 21, Michigan original, covered with Jap tissue, which flew for 30 sec- CHICAGO ILLINOTS - MAy 13 1963;

onds in his living room and for 1:15 in the Rockland gym Pete Sotich 3851 West 62nd Pl.Chicago, Illinois : in Orangéburg. The model was inspired by the experience LAKEHURST NAS NEW JERSEY - May 19963
,

i ofattending one of the sessions held by Sid Bernstein
Go. V Russo 143 Willow Wan cdsk, New Jersey |. a few wééks before. sue ’ ys

i soe
.

7 -_
meee:ae mo In spite of this experience, Bruce hadnever seen any “— Semi-FinalSehedul

: microfilm - and had only heard about it. en he was
- - 2. 19€doping &’ glider one day, he accidentally dropped some

aeetree wae eS Jerscy 019

—. dope ina nearby pan of water. After examining the color~ C. Ve Russo 143 Willow Way, Clac, New Jersey be fui result for a while, he decided this must be icro- ° ,

Pod - film, and confirmed it with a call to Richard Miller, CENTRAL ZONE NORTHERN SEMI-FINALS -me 8-9, 1963 (tent.)
_

3 He then’Managed to lift a 24" hoop of film and cover an
5 etreOt, Bloticen’ || .-

 . Andoor iiddel, all without instruction! Paul Crowley, 16855 Lilac, Detr
! Po _

Contest Board Action CENTRAL ZONE SOUTHERN SEMI-FINALS -ine 8, 1963
oe Be SMU Coliseum, Southern MethodistIniv., Dallas, Tex. Early last month Chairman PhilKlintworthsenta memo

'

Jim Clem, Box 75, Addison, Texas,
,

to the Free Flight Contest Board which detailed four IHLG
;proposals (the same four as on the NIMAS Ballot, includ- WEST COAST SEMI-FINALS - June 2, 196

weepe tg gentepeen ns ; ing Question VI, Hatschek's Alternate Proposal). He asked Santa Ana M.C.A.F. Hangar, Santaina, California that thé“members be ready to rate the proposals in order Bruce Paton, 1010 N. Mirasol St.Santa Ana, Calif. of prefé¥ence on a ballot to be called about May 1, 1963.
_: -. . The results of this poll will determine which one of the *Note change of date and change of CD. proposalswill go into the study period.

- .

bey re
: ‘

) 1
E

1
-

On tbe same Ton? (and to be yoree on at the same time) ResultsFromLocal#1—

was Question II (on NIMAS Ballot), the Detroit-Wilmington- ALIFORNIA ~ April 12, 133 (30' ceiling) Chicago proposal to change HLG scoring to be the total of MeeeONs GALIFORNI four qualifierTotal the bestthree of nine flights. Acceptance of this pro- Tom Finch 13:03 123025:07 posal will place it in the required study period before
- Bruee Paton: 11:03” 8:019308 4t will“be finally accepted or rejected. Warren Wilitams 9:19 933totes mo PFFTLS Sheridan Asklund 9215 834

4 tere .
oe

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA -April 14, 19; (180' ceiling?) fenistte aged, modeler eat thumbs |
Six entries and three qualifiersoo. ; Bill Atwood 37:17 313168:30 fo shrink tt ee tight Frank Cummings 37300 28:265321

Hea
up

4 a | Lew Gitlow 31:27 282059:27
.Had @ swoosh and a pile of charred crumbs.

;

a ai seat HB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS = April 20, 1963 (" ceiling) Si Nine inteses and five qualifiers;

~

N.I.M.A.S. BALLOT REPORT Bob Kintzele 5

32 :49:25 —
.

Bob DeBatty 24:05 243248329 A total of 56 ballots were returned, just slightly Charles Sotich 23:20 23:046:28 less than 50% of those eligible to vote at the time the Curtis Janke 24 353 193344325 ballot was issued. That seems to be about par for an Dennis Kargol 17341 213138:51 American Non-presidential election} The results stack
mecha” aeihuip~ ceenegnmepe peepwpecep peep “sed up as follows: LAKEHURST NAS, NEW JERSEY - April 271963 (170' ceiling) oe

. .

Fourteen entries and seven qualiers I. Detroit-Wilmington-Chicago For Against No Vote Bill Bigge 27243 293156354 HLG $roposal 32 11 12 John Triolo 26326 283155244 “ “Il, Detrolt-wWilmington-Chicago Ernie Kopecky 28 306 2632:54328 HLG Scoring proposal 36 16 3 Edgar Franklin 26359 243051304 Ill. Detroit-Wilmington-Chicago Ray Harlan 27:26 233150:45 "aad FAI" proposal Ad +5 6 Merrick Andrews 25:50 233449331 IV. Cliff Model Club HLG Ted Gonzoph 23338 22:546:37 propésal 2 28 25

4 .

:

,

;esse "ETRE PLATCET TOITISCEILITTLTT LT I NILELOLI OOOO A LC TTTATOO NOLO LTTETN ETD IANA NCC STEELE Ae SUNTae ttAt mee ROEER



"> rules and was used only to rescuethe model from a hang-
. DETROIT, MICHIGAN ~ April 21, 1963 (65' ceiling?) up, the flight time ending with ¢> initial contact of Eleven entries and six qualifiers 47107 the line.Paul Crowley 3 : :

Dick Kowalski 25:09 20:12 45321 The diverting technique 1s aually somewhat simpler Ed Stoll 23320 18:39 41359 than the above mentioned procedu:’ and one can fairly Phi Klintworth 18:04 23305 AY 309 easily become proficient at it.@ prepared to fold sev- — ciltence Mather 19:07 21:58 41305 eral wings and wreck a few good |Dirt eaPAL tennmates Har ¥ Brodersen 18348 18:21 37309 4s absolutely necessary for any §pLPLn °

LANGLEY FIELD, VIRGINIA ~ April 23, 1963 (22! ceiling) It is really quite simple ancrequires the following Three entries and two qualifiers equipment: (1) A fishing pole wi:Fame ee Teg? heavy Bob Champine 7358 9323 17321 enough to stay on the floor whenLtached to a 28 to 3
Re Batterson

© § 5:02 7:34 1336 foot diameter helium filled balln, (2) a fishing line
6 ' ing) or other line (preferably white|r visibility) and long CLEVELAND, OHIO, April 27, 1963 (32'+ ceiling

enough to reach the ceiling, and3) a goodheliun-filied Fifteenentries and eight qualifiers 34114 palloon large enough to take you:ne eas y }° 6 CODe Lou W 3 $
.+ cor

Ronald Ganser 28 226 The actual technique 1s quitesimple. It consists Larry Mzik 25327 of contacting the outboard wing |ading edge with the Joseph Hindes 25:00 line so the model turns to the r:nt, Pivoting on the Norman Getzlaff
2 : line, into a circle perfectly cerered in the site, and William Hulbert 3339 then releasing contact. The con!ot should be made 180 Frank Pavliga B133t degrees from "{mpending disaster'an ne hore aift- Dave Nicol , Tectt than threading a needle wit° music esneedle. ,

. Quarter-Finals Results while standing ten paces from thi

sre A 4tems noted here will }Lp: (1) Make sure the DALLAS, TEXAS - April 20, 1963 (56' ceiling) balloonis at least 10' higher tIn the model (the higher Fivé entries and four qualifiers
108 the better). If you have bum de]h perception, have a Stan Chilton 14:59 16309 2430 friend at some distance direct ycon altitude. (2) Get Don Chancey 14:58 13 244 28% 2 the balloon up early. If in dout

» get it up! (3)Adjust Bud Tenny 10348 12:48 2533 the balloon so the line just missf the outboard wing tip Mike Fedor 10:18= 10307 20225
on the first circle and hold theine in that spot.

' /
(4)When the model circles aroundgain, Judge the dist- MOFFET FIELD, CALIFORNIA ~- April 21, 1963 (180' ceiling?) ance between the line and the mocL's outboard wing tip. Five entries and four qualifiers (5)Immediately after the model penes, move the line Bud Romak 34314 35251 70805 twice the distance judged towardhe center of the model's Lew Gitlow 32337 34207 66 44

. @4irele. You now have the line vw:hin a couple of inches JoeBilgri 2 2 (1t says. here) of contacting theodel on its next trip Carl Rambo 2 ? around.
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA - May 5, 1963 (180! ceiling) It would be well to mention rW the reason for the Six entries and five qualifiers fishing pole. With a simple mattbatioal calculation it Carl Redlin 36:04 = 38:37 Tash will be discovered that 1f a modis cruising at 140' Bill Atwood 33247 38 334 T2321 and your balloon 1s at 150', mov:B the line one inch at Frank Cummings 32349 37357 70246 the model's altitude requires 15'of movement at the Tom Finch 30:28 36:21 66:49 floor. And, if you misjudge by"at the model's alt-

ans Bruce Paton 30304 31307 64311 Aitude, this requires ioe feet ofovement at the floor. *
Hold the pole horizontal so you \a quickly flip the tip

. #*#*MODEL STEERING VIA BALLOON#### one direction or another. It's 1L quite as bad as it
ay sounds, since corrections can besntack Walking siden ”

by BRUCE PATON ways as the model approaches for
One phase of FAI indoor modeling that has been neg- An instant after the prop par28 the line, flip the

lected is using a balloon to divert the path of a model pole tip so the line hits the lezmg edge snboara of the
as allowed under FAI rules. I am surprised at the number polyhedral break, As contact iside, ease the impact by of good indoor modelers who fail to practice the divert- stepping back. Retain contact lx3 enough for the model
ing technique sufficiently to become adept at it. to rotate the desired numberof «greesy it should be oan either in a circle exactly centel1 in the site or @ More often than a few times the modeler waits too circle slightly upwind of the dr!be the direction you long while his model drifts toward girders or other ob« want the model to travel should 1determined between
structions; he then rushes madly around looking for a steps 3 and 5 above. Contact wi)neverexCod ne pout palloon to borrow. Often he finds that the foresighted allowed ten seconds, since a 180"gree wu
guy who brought & balloon is using it himself. By the three seconds of contact.fame jhe pooates an unused balloon the model is already

Release contact by moving then the"girders. eleine at @ 45 degree s
angle from the leading edge outdc“and forward. Make

If he successfully locates a balloon he rushes madly this motion a fast but deliberatloves If you have a
to the spot immediately below the impending disaster, bunch of garbage (commonly reters| to by some as picket sends the balloon aloft and either:(1) disintegrates the bracing) attached to the leadingge of your wing, yeu model with a direct hit by the ascending balloon or (2) might be embarrassed by being unao3*8 atwed ne vane gets the balloon up in time for the line to hit the prop, easily. If your model flies withanne oreunenth. and with one revolution securely attaches the line to the never mind, I won't get involved
rop hu

"
prop .

The old adage "practice makeserfect holds true
This avoids the girder collision but how does he get here. It's best to practice at 1altitudes and pract~ the model down unscathed? It's dmpossible to shake it ioe often. Bring your own gear ause it, One last loose, so he very slowly starts winding the line baok on word of cautions avoid hitting yir wing tips and steer the fishing reel; slowly but surely the model descends to Clear of the prop. Aftera few fded wings you'll find within reach. He usually has forgotten to set the dra it's better to put a little beefthat leading edge. on the reel; as he releases his hand from the reel handle Also, keep an eye out to make suryour balloon or line

to grab the model, the balloon starts up at about 30 MPH, doesn't foul someone else's planeIf you have yet to see this occur, I think you can imeNGER ‘ agine what happens. MORE ABOUT BILL 2}
Withconsiderable practice it 18 possible to start The January issue of INDOOR i'S carried a couple of at the "impending disaster" side of the model's circle,

| protest letters aimed at Bill Eftiger's radical and dis- mias hitting the prop, engage the line with the leading
~~

turbing comments about the sport"indoor flying. Bill
. edge of the wing at the center, and carefully walk the wrote us after receiving a copy ¢phe newsletter, and

model away from the girders. However, if the model 18 we followed up with a letter to E“ms disengaged within ten seconds after original line con-
tact as required under FAI rules, the resulting cirele In one of the recent copies cAMERICAN MODELER, Bill 148 not much better than it was initially. This proced~ made a rather clever comment whic“thonsicesing aieke ure was learned in testing models to be flown under FAI thought that indoor fliers suffer

Pe nA ONCE NLC ATTIREUNDO HEAT SRNR NHAC ateteineteettanassneenniietneiininessnasniinssemteimetiAainan~nnt enon ntenitmmreterant nttet hanaietnranteretnereetteneree Tetererentnttt ttRenrtenttttente ARR nat NRTAete ettSCNHaLReRORCANeneER RET Attee ra ET
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ness since we opposed his suggestions. (Fromthe number a ae THE LAB ~ -

of letters of praise and agreement we have received, it
:

AE

~ ds safe to assume that all indoor fliers oppose him.) In the February issue this colum was initiated ‘and

. _,
Bill's latest reasoning is that the new indoor(?) ‘eake Peeounmateriele andprocedures. Thenwoectte

on™ =» events he 1s promoting will be necessary to get enough a series of
; Tm.

are . . proposed teats for microfilm. We have hadpeople interested to open up new sites, primarily the big
a few comments on these tests and have some suggestionsdomes such as are under construction in Houston. In our —_ for further tests an

&

answering letter we said in part:
.

°

We proposed a viscosity test as one factor that could
.

"There 1s some doubt as to what we can do about it
.

sGGe G8 One 2ACtor ©

but I feel the indoor fliers are farmore wide awake than ‘thatwigeosity1sworthless forratingfilm -andthie4syou think. Maybe you do realize it and are just trying v &

to cover u I must stress one more time that your cont- 60, if you mean to compare different types and formulae
tn aT ferences to the vrovosed "new indoor events’ can of film. The intended purpose of the viscosity test was

. only pring harm to one of the few pure forms of model te Sone eeeert ncenes oF ene eae formula for uni- —

; ormity between batches, and to check onsolvent evapor-flying left. ation between the time you pouredafew sheets lastmonth
You say "I hope they (meaning indoor fliers, I presume) and when you are ready to use it next time.

wake up to the fact that we will shortly have enclosed ws
pasebail and football fields in many of the bigcities. Lew Gitlow has the following to say with regard to =

go : the rupture test: "One must work with a single color,We will need neweventsifwewantto get enough people that is, each sheet must be uniform. (Gold to blue meainterested to use them for flying." -

:
.

"epee band tanetind
that the sheet is twice as thick in the blue area.) ‘Then,
the same color should be used throughout all tests. ifWhat you fail to realize (or blatantly refuse to rec- . ’ so

Sa,

ognize) is that our plight of no sites or inadequate sites you are measuring tensile strength it is important to
will certainly not be alleviated, and probably will be have one ee Poetmnt paved uniformlyon each penne oe

’

. est mast be made on equal areas o naggravated by your program. First, if these sites are °

opened for powered events, indoormodels cannot co-exist On weighing film, Lew says, “Use 10 in. square hoops .
with them in the same flying space. Second, it is highly to give 100 sqein. This saves work in the long run.
likely that your program will develop into a paid attend- Tear off the film, weigh 1t directly and you will have

,

ance type of activity (Fine, sez your boss as he rubs his the weight/100 sq.in. A balance that takes the weight of -
hands in glee and watches sales boom) - sort of a no-risk &@ hoop can't be sensitive enough to weigh the film.
Go-Kart deal. (with this precedent firmly cee etal) wildindoor fliers (with no revenue-producing potentia Ww Lew continues, "th tickt test could be of somehave to pay high fees or not use the site.

use in m
ues, @ Stickiness

.y opinion, but the consistency of results after |
t least four trials, and the % of deviation from theFinally, in those smaller cities where the spectator & ’

:

oe

participation would not support one of those wonderful ron the a8 portant as the technique, and paramount

donee(by theways,just oy many such donesere now na, beena, of Easlun eusseste the tett
-

clamor for permission to use the same sites indoor fliers add to the vets England suggests the following tests to |
(the real ones) have worked to get to fly their ‘indoor o8 Sus

models.' A few sessions and mishaps with these wonder- 1. Initial settin
me.

,

: e & time. To be recorded as the time it
ful creations of yours, and the sites will be closed takes for the film to set after being poured or until
forever. What is gained? colors and/or wrinkles appear. Healso suggests that ta

oo ns these times be noted as a function of water temperature. 2
|

2. Evenness of film. Count the viumbér of colors you can

«
- gee in one sheet of film. This would give a goodclue to es

BARRACKS, TEN~HUTI! n the spreading qualities of a given formula. =
3.. Pouring thickness. This test would record how thin =

fi & sheet could be poured from a given batch and still be os
:

aA. useful. From the little information we have on tighten- OS
RH Se) ing film as the Germans do (for uniformityof wing sect- oF

|

er ions) 1t appears that most surfaces will not withstand a “afe" j thicker film than gold if it 18 to be tightened, or else «©c =f= the structure will be deformed, iB
F Ga = _

We posed a question on how the stability of film “4« cf So could be measured. Ron Draper suggests that two thin ae
. =? >

wires be supported with a balsa frame and freshly-poured a
we = film that has dried off be attached. The wires would bow .

| bap; together in proportion to the tension in the film as it aof By <i cures, thus giving a measure of the dimensional stabil- oe
; A

.
ity. The rate that the bowing develops would also give aSe At foSS a clueto the rate of cure, or how long the film needs to ee

RRS age before 8 safe to use. — aS
re

RW
co Next month: A quality test for rubber that isnon- SS

Wt NESSaesea ~~ destructive and can be applied on the field. we
=H BA

PE" oe
SS _|||\| :

Nii CALIFORNIA - MOFFET ELIMS 3
4 Cool weather was the prevailing condition for the iS

{i ZZ) Uf | Lew FAI Quarter Finals, but drift was quite low anda lot of “So
tz CZ test flying was done. Although the hangar is soon to be os

il f —— out of service as a flying site when the Lockheed RIFT 2SSr SON
‘ project moves in, record trials are planned for May 19, oe

ff If anes and for some time in June, July and August. In each case a
— Joe Bilgri must be notified ten days in advance if you Be

\ plan to attend. Joe can be reachedat 1255 Blackfield i
‘

f AY | Drive, Santa Clara, California.
, , ,

oe
'

)
\ 2

ea LEE | | CALIFORNIA ~ SANTA ANA
De

oe o
oo ei SS | Besides the FAI elims, the April 14 session in Santa on

}
|

hc r | Ane. hangar also served as a general check on the hangar i
y if \ S22 al) jt}eimey condition and the night lighting system, Some drift is ee== __. still present at times, but the flying is very much im- ~

‘
- proved over previous years, The lights in the hangar “

-

i



7

iven a thorough check-out by running the session VIRGINIA - LANGLEY FIELD_
.

\until9 PM. The effect of the extra heat on the models
_

.-Onee again drift conditions were poor in the 22'
was negligible, but the bright lights make it rough on smooth=ceiling hangar site, this time due to high winds
timers and those using balloons. outside. Rubber times were low as a result, with the

7 best time of the day setwith a uD) bthek belonging 7CALIFORNIA + VISALIA Phillips - 9:27.7. The best none rubber time was by ——»
The Sky Kingsof Visalia have scheduled a series of Woody Blanchard's paper stick - 8:45.5 Libby won the HL(

4ndoor contests in the Mt. Whitney High School gym. The event with 0:17.0.
contests will alternate between Easy B contests and indoor

.

scale. Contact Don Farnaworth, 2040 Cecil Circle, Visalia,
for schedules and dates. Co, a AIRFOILS
ILLINOIS « CHICAGO

The Chicago Aeromute have been blessed with very good _,,,For tome, tine reports have, been fi tere an rlsyconditions 1n the Madison StreetArmory for their contests over P in to aid in’and Record Trials. This 1s reflected in the high times designof tierbilect thearetynec, nomogram to aid in

posted at each event.
Pete Sotich has concluded that the series of Record

Trials held in the Armory this year has greatly increased
‘ Pris eat Stet Pet he tintatv en Bayconventionalie

the attendance average. When there is no sanctioned event longes + station iF a tapered wing, and the shorter ribs
on tap, the attendance is low - which doesn t put tee which are required can be made by cutting excess lengthfeelings of those who do come. Plenty of room to test. from the trailing edge of alongerrib withlittle changein the airfoil characteristics. Not so w arc airfoils;MANE nO first two sessions inTekehurst #5 were beset by if they areAe pata y thentn the new pie Xs quite ease
disappointingly cool weather, and the FAI elims were also thinner (#th wingmast te individually plotted 4f an arebothered by smoke from off~-base fires that filtered into Pp 14

g
a. This am will greatly speedthe building. One of the highlights of thefiret session tyPeneprocessof naling anywingwith an ere, aed ne

was the fine scale flying with several models by Te
hope that enough people will try this type of wing designFreittere t tum at the FAI eli and a lot so we can find out if it is superior to the conventional

of valuable helpwes pivenby Lte Thibodeau,Dave Call, method of doing things.
Walt Dickensen, Mrs. Greenberg, Pete Iriolo, Alice Rudy, Charlie Sotich designed this nomogram, and its use isandPatricia and Lorraine Russo. CD ‘Russ Russo gives practically self-explanatory Go to it, and let us know
these people full credit for the meet's real success. how the new one flies!
LOUISIANA - SHREVEPORT

Mark Valerius reports that local times have jumped CHORD
quite a bit after visits to the Dallas FAI elims - and
proves all over again that newcomers can benefit a lot
by visiting with fliers in other areas,

MICHIGAN - DETROIT Thictt ness |
Gusty conditions prevailed in the Coliseum during Lthe FAI elims, so everyone took it easy. Paul Crowley 3

-
.

2s
notes that the ballooning techniques are improving < Pp F

4only one flight was called because contact exceeded the a “BR
ten second limit. % ,

es.“
NETHERLANDS - ROTTERDAM v

, Cornelis Wolthoorn reports that he has upped the Dutch
4 22

indoor record to 3:47 in the 20' site he has been using.
A heavy school schedule has considerably slowed his build~ 2
ing, but he hopes to get more flying in soon. So far,
only a few have flown indoor, but he feels that more will 4 —~20
soon start. \
OHIO = LAKEWOOD 5 aeThe All-Scholastic Aircraft Show and Record Trials, vn \ ay 1B MAsponsored by the Cleveland Press, the St. Edward Aeronaut~ uu Law zx
ical Society, Cleveland Recreation Division, and a host = ~~" 2 a7of aircraft sales agencies and aviation book publishers, v \ ¥ [ z
was @ no~entry~fee affair. Age classes for Freshman, z \ 2 416 a

Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, and Open in both flying and hy 6 \§ x ‘
'

non-flying events made it a big show, and prizes were
'

Sd f 1s xawarded through fourth place. The record trials drew top Q 7
i

<xfliers, as the list of new Cat, I records shows. (See x & ob z 14Records? Maybe!) ° S4mpep a. ws
| SOUTH AFRICA - CAFE G7 1% aaa

Pat Curtis and five other members of the Western Prov-
: oe >

: ince Model Aircraft Club (membership about 40) have been ~! © | te Qtrying some indoor flying recently. In spite of a great ~ q <lack of suitable supplies, the interest level is high and 9 Ht
xthey are "hot to trot" on some more sessions. They are My 10

making quite good headway in spite of their lack of good <8 ted
materials, and they feel that progress will be a matter <xof more practice. EXampLe: Aw ARC WITH G2"cworRD |

4
.TEXAS ~- DALLAS ICHNESS HAS /0,5"RADIUS.The rather bleak test-flying prospects in Dallas were

AND BR Hien e
relieved somewhat by the opening of Walnut Hill for the 9 - 7
Summer season of indoor flying. The schedule calls for a 2£(4 C4 ), session on every other Wednesday from 7 PM to 10 PM, and R73(4¢ Te 1 6
the first session was May 8. This session was devoted —

- ‘

almost entirely to testing of models to be flown in the Ls
‘South Central Semi-Final on June 8.

Walnut Hill Recreation Center, with a 20' smooth Ke)
ceiling, is a prime flying site whenever the drift is low.
The evening schedule we now have almost assures good air

asince the main cause of drift has been uneven heating due ~~

to the sunlight in the daytime,
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: With an unusually good run of pouring film one night,
Lightweight Fuselage Bracing Ron Ganser ran out of balsa hoops. He then discovered

that the wire frames used for holding the crease in work
Another variation on the monowire fuselage bracing pants while drying would work as & hoop. One drawback:

is shown below, as used by Jim Skinner. The bracing wire gince the wire frames don't float, it requires someone to
.

is a loop with the free ends glued to the front of the help. The frames are adjustable, and ideal in size for
motorstick and the doubled end looped overthe special "co" wings. A plus factor: since the frames are adjust~rear hook, After the wing is assembled to the fuselage, able in width, the film can probably be slackened for .
the wire is strung across the hook on the front post and covering by making the frame narrower.
the motorstick is bent up enough for the wire to hook in

7piace. Adjustment of the brace wire length can be made °

by trimming the lengthof the trent post; wing incidence STATEOFTHEART mo

is adjusted by movin @ rear post.
=o

4
»

OF 6 P
The Teoh Model Airorafters of M. I. T., under the i

Two hints for the price of one: Jim's front thrust expert guidance of Ray Harlan, have been making the most
bearing 148 a music wire double bearing (INAV, July '62) of their42' Armory. The ceiling is cluttered down to
that ia made from .012" wire. This size of wire bends about 35 t which fairly well spoils any advantage the
enough (on fully wound .055" Pirelli) to give enough down extra ceiling might have, =

thrust to avoid a power stall and to give a more consist-
ent climb. One of the seven records the club holds was set in

:

,

_
the Armory, and represents 4 really fine flight. Eris

i ER Greenwell designed the model of the month, the "Crusher,"Se LooP rie and flew it toa Cat. II Senior C Stick record of 16140.
ARiL. meg| Renae RECORDS?MAYBE!

” EN .

.

ool” TUNG ST ea DALLAS AREA FAI INDOOR QUARTER-FINALS, April 20, 1963
wiRE De

) rh Cat. II, SMU Coliseum, Dallas, Texas, 56' ceiling.
E TEXT aod Senior B Stick - 13:53.1, Nickey Jones “

(SE -
Jot)._— ALL-SCHOLASTIC AIRCRAFT SHOW, April 21, 1963

wire 1 = WING INCIDENCE Cate I, St. Bawand High School, Lakewood,Ohio (33')
ed R PosT Junior B Paper = 7:00.61 ernie sniewsGre CHANGED WITH REAR Po

Senior C Stick - 9148.4, JamesGaffney :

Senior B Paper - 8:50.0, Jim nnerFRONT PosT TIGHT Senior B Cabin - 6354.0, Larry Loucka

Y} Fir iN SOCHET Senior C Cabin=~ 5:57.0, Larry Loucka
;CHICAGO ASRONUTS INDOOR RECORD TRIALS, tere) art 1963

d ate Madison Street Armor Chicago (75' ceilinXK WiReE THRUST BEARING BENOS
© Senior Paper Stick - 13122.8, Dave Erbach 6)

wo~ To PrRovip—E DownTrHRusT (See TEXT) Senior B Cabin ~ 6:24.2, Dave Erbach
: :

es
- ~ Senior Autogyro - 1:21.24, Dave Erbach

BRACING Hoon (ser In Rear Hoot Senior Ornithopter - 1:15.0, Dave Erbach| wored ON TOP OF FRONT aPost AND GLVED) :
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edly a lot more flexibility under high ceilings than
THE HANDLAUNCHGLIDER under low as the position of my Omega on the chart shows.

This model had the same wing loading as Hines’ 95' Sweep-~
PART 14 by RICHARD MILLER ette (1.3 02./100 sq.in.), went a lot higher, but came

P

DESIGN
\

down a lot faster. Nonetheless I'm convinced that nothing
(concluded again}) like this range of altitude and sinking speed is possible

unde e 1 .

Wing Loading and K-factor Compatability
r limited ceilings

A couple of other things are worth pointing out con-
When all other aspects of hand launch glider design cerning the graph and the curve. The first is that app-

have been combined to the satisfaction of the designer, roximately 60 feet seems to be the highest one can throw
there remain two vital factors of paramount importance today's HLG and achieve a 1 ft./sec. sinking speed. This
to be considered. The first and most obvious of these

|

48 quite remarkable as anyone who has tried it will
is the rate of sink of the glider and the other is its quickly agree. I have the feeling that heavy competition
altitude potential ~ the height to which we can hope to in low ceiling flying will cause the figure to inch up
throw it. It can readily be seen that our total duration slowly in the years ahead. The other curiosity is how
is going to be @ product of these two elements. closely the wing loading in 0z./100 sqein. of the low and

medium ceiling balsa gliders matches the ceiling height
(Therefore how this got included out of the main body in feet. (cofunn #3 ea #5) This can provide Ene person

of the ‘Design’ part of this series isa little difficult pullding for a limited ceiling height with a general
to say. But insomuch as ‘Construction’ bears so heavily index to guide him when it comes to determining the
on Wing loading, which is what were getting to, perhaps weight of the glider. He'll soon find out that knowing
this 18 the best spot for it.) what weight to shoot for and building within those spec-

4fications are two different matters, however. And as he
RateofSink struggles with the area between them his respect for the

low ceiling champs will rise accordingly.
While duration is directly dependent on rate of sink,

the rate of sink seems to be dependent in turn on wing
,

K-factor Compatability
loading. The design of the glider, particularly airfoil
thickness and undercamber, will have a lot to do with the As we move from limited to unlimited ceiling condit-
sink rate but all else equal it 1s wing loading which is fons the second of our two factors, altitude potential,
the dominating factor. comes into play. Consequently there is a shift of en-

phasis. Building down to weight. which was the all-
To demonstrate the relationship between wing loading 4mportant thing under the limited ceiling, now becomes a

and rate of sink, and to give the reader an indication secondary concern. Throwing the glider as high as we can,
of how light (or heavy) he must build in order tobe com- which is a product of our strength and general physical
petitive, I have prepared the accompanying graph. This capabilities, replaces it as the primary consideration.
is risky business at best, however, in the case of Indoor
HLG. There is a scarcity of accurate information about How far or how high we can throw an object depends to
gliders, for one thing. For another there are variables a much greater extent on the physical properties of the
such as estimation of height gained, time it takes the object than 1t does on our strength, however. Just about
glider to get to the top of its trajectory, thermal anyone of moderate strength can throw a BB (down boys!})
assistance, corrections fer projected areas and many more a hundred feet or so but I doubt that the strongest per-~
that are bound to make even the best figures somewhat son in the world can throw an equal weight of Kleenex,
haphazard. loosely wadded, more than a few feet.

Nonetheless we are fortunate in having one design What we are concerned with in the case of the HLG is
which has made optimum flights under a variety of ceiling the amount of inertia we can impart to a glider - a

mn,
heights and one on which rather careful records have been Quotient of Inertial Input - on the one hand; and what tr

kept - Lee Hines' Sweepette. Two of these are the stan- glider does with it on the other-a QuotientofInertial
dard Sweepette, one ia Lee's 16" span version and one is Expenditure. I would guess that the Quotient of Inertial
the modification used by Tommy Neumann. At the low (rate input would depend directly on the distance, velocity and
of sink) end I have thrown in a (ugh!) microfilm glider inertia with which one's hand moves during the launch and
to round out things. Data on the Sweepette have come be related ultimately to the thrower's general physique,
from the published specifications of the designers and musculature, agility and motor responses. The Quotient
that on the microfilm glider from p. 142 of Zaic's Model ofAnertialsxpencsture would be largely dependent on the
Glider Design. size and weight of the glider in question.

Glider Area Weight Loading Sink Celling The problem, it seems to me, 1s to match these two
‘quotients in order to get an optimum performance potent-

Microfilm ALG 66.5 .0058 .009 e1-.15 6! j4al. Furthermore it seems to me the best way of matching
Hines - 30 44.0 145 032 079 30! them 1g $0 bring in the K-factor, expressed by Area/
Hines - 45'

= = 57.0 «285 050 87 45! Weight-/>, I am unable to go any further with this math-
Neumann - 75 57.0 =46 084 1.09 73) ematical-mechanical formulation because I haven't the
Hines =~ 95 57.0 075 1.3 1.19 95 slightest idea in the world how to do so. Nonetheless

I'm convinced that each individual is best served by one,

20 ; , i , ..  . w.. @md only one specific type of glider, large or small,
“* , heavy or lights that this type can beset be expressed by

' the K-efactor; and that it is possible to express mathe-

¢ , matically the degree of K-factor Compatability between
MiLreR-140 the physical properties of the glider and the morpholog-

4
ical constitution of the launcher.

|

se aL... ‘
:

on
Ae

. Perhaps some young mathematical Lochinvar will gallop
wy yh out of the West one day with a reasonable formula by which

ik. cant ' to express K-factor compatability. Perhaps the whole
sO, ah ou" HinEs~ 15 problem is nowhere so complex as ignorance makes it seem.

5 ey oT eee erent artemis At best such a formula could only serve as a rough guide
Soh a) iN nT

.
.. tO anyone searching for just the right glider however,

Si Cee and he would have to rely ultimately on his own feelings
~ “4M and experience to direct him in his quest.

“ If and when he achieves this happy combination he

.
pecomes a candidate for afleetingly magic moment which

3S OS : /
comes every so often to the lucky HLG thrower - one which,

en

'

4f you study this series of articles religiously, eat

vs _b your Wheaties and live a blameless moral life, you too

-% ge may stumble fortuitously on one day. It occurs during
oy te :

the launch, just in that fraction of a second before the
: wie i | glider and the hand finally part company. Your entire cae

———__———

cle
_

body 1s free of the ground and all your weight and energy
Te 7, EG Gan be felt in the end of the index finger, pressing into

) po. ; ; .
the finger rest of the glider. It is an electrifying

LEV CARMATE (AL OC. f COE96.SAL. experience and a certain sign that, whatever the limits

Even with a wide allowance for error I think that of your strength or of the glider's design, you are get-
these figures show the strong relationship which exists ting the most out of the materials at hand. Watch for

petween wing loading and rate of sink. There is undoubt- it, and make the most of it when it comes.

» sagen een _ sean
;
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- effective FAI Indoor Team - the lackof leaders for the
NIMAS members who joined in May:

,

program. To date, no one except active and serious Ccéfi-
tendershasvolunteered to handlethe administration of

ED BOJANOWSKI, 2250 South 24th St., Broadview, Illinois the program. Thus each year we have had at least four
FRANK CUMMINGS, 1112 West 254th St., Harbor City, Calif. top fliers shackled with a mountain of administrative
WILLIAM DOWNEY, 7486 Button Road, Mentor, Ohio work, when they should be free to devote their time to
BILL GOUGH, 1536 W. Victoria St., Chicago 26, Illinois research that will advance our team's chances in the
E. C. HANFORD, 1417 Clemens Place, Reynoldsburg, Ohio Finals, It 1s a crying shame that many of our fliera

who for one reason or another cannot participate at the
Finals level still do notvolunteer for the top level

Thoughts For The Month
~

, 7

administrative posts and free the serious contenders for
full time work on their models.

As we looked over the FAI Indoor results for 1963, a _—
disturbing trend in local elims participation became FAI INDOORREPORT
apparent. Consider the following chart:

. aka:

.
We had hoped to have the complete list of qualifiersLocation '62 entry totals '63 entry totals for the Semi-Flyoff in this issue, but two things stand

—

in the way. First, we erroneously publishedthedateof
EAST COAST theEast Coast Semi as June 2, when in reality it is June
Lakehurst 9 14 16. Second, teen dances, complete with a false céiling,
New York 7 O have caused the Coliseum in Detroit to become unavailable.
Virginia 0 16 3 17 After frantic searches for another site (including the

Madison Street Armory in Chicago) it was decided to move
CENTRAL ZONE the Central Zone Semi to Lakehurst on June 16, It is.
Detroit 10 11 very unfortunate that this was the only possible solut-
Chicago 14 9 .

ion due to the very short time remaining before various
Cleveland 18 4p 15 35 deadlines. Late word from Pete Sotich indicates that-

none of the Chicago qualifiers will be able to arrange
Dallas 8 9 time off from work to make the trip, and there has beén
Kansas City 1 0 no word from Detroit and Clevéland on how many will be
Wichita 1 10 0 9 able to make the trip.

._WEST COAST ; a uarter-Final ResultsoaS Angeles 10 9 duarter-Fing)ResultsAoffet. 13 9 DETROIT, MICHIGAN - May 12,1963 (65' ceilin
Santa Ana 0 23 6 24 Twelve qualifiers 25 36 Aa

Sal
c owals : 273 53310

91 85 Paul Crowley 26 102 26123 52:25
;

arence Mather : 26: 228 :

Note that the overall total of starting contestants Ed Stoll Sorte oath igies
is less in 1963 than in 1962 even though total indoor Phil Klintworth 22326 20:25 43354
activity was higher. Joseph Hindes 20:12 21:07 414319

. Pat Gree: : : :
Many of the fliers who didn't enter (even experienced Lou Willis 2338 tgioe 3728

: fliers) excused their failure to enter with one of two Ron Ganser 17:32 16:25 33:57
reasons: 1. I can't get off work to go overseas even if ‘Bll Hulbert 15:42 ° Bo

O 3 17:51 33333I should win, so why bother? 2. The other fellows have Ed Cenkner 14:52 18:25 33317too much experience - I don't have a chancel Norm Getzlaff 15:26 16:34 31:57
.

As a result, indoor modeling in general and FAI in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ~ May 25, 1963 (75' ceiling) >
particular lost two ways: First, some serious contenders Charlie Sotich 24:20 24317 £3 37

|
were eliminated in the first rounds; second, the total Bob DeBatty 22315 23:37 45 352income from the program is then lower, resultingin less Don Kintzele 22 336 23 303 45339 so
money to finance travel expenses of the team members to Curtis Janke 17359 21:52 30357 ed
the point of departure for the Finals.

a a . —

oe

» sore faut Lis
The loss of serious contenders can be explained when LAKERURSTNAS,NEW see top tee (1797 coiling)

we rémember that half the local elims entrants were elim- Ernie Kopecky 29:05) 30:52 61187 vs

inated. To take Detroit as an example of less experienced Ted Gonzoph 27310 33309 60:1 -
. fliers entering, there were eleven entrants and six of Bob Champine 30:18 39:40 : 3 nh

them qualified. If those five had not entered, Phil Ray Harlan 26150 Deikg «BBB ms
Klintworth, Clarence Mather and Hardy Brodersen would Pete Andrews 23:00 23:49 46219 | as
have been eliminated. Each of these is an experienced : AG 219 mat

L Julius Rud 21319 19:09 40:28 noflier and deserved to go on
0 ney

ws
°

;
Reggie Batterson 14:36 15317 29353

,

”
All active indoor fliers should participate in the

, oo -
local elims, thus helping themselves and the program. Semi-FinalResults os
The hobby loses by not having the experienced fliers in

ee ee -
contention since these fliers help to advance the state SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA - June 2, 1963 (180' ceiling)
of the art; those who don't enter lose the experience Tom Finch 41327 35315 76:42
they would have gained, besides not having the valuable Bill Atwood 27210 37 256 75:06 cg
opportunity of finding out how their own efforts stack Frank Cummings 36:40 37346 74326 -

up against those with mor xperience.(77 UP against tho © experience.
a DALLAS, TEXAS - June 8, 1963 (56' ceiling) |

The most important aspect of the revenue loss is Stan Chilt ° . .
-

t
on 20303 14:48 34:51rélated to the FAI program a8 whore. Since bas prog.yam must be self-supporting, é only wa can be kep pit wp apptpatgee vu eens Lb ne

alive is through voluntary tarticipation of the fliers, PLANSFORTHESEMI-FLYOFF
or through donations ~ and donations are mighty few!

|

‘When we contacted Bruce Paton (CD) for info on the
The chart above fails to point out another factor Semi-Flyoff, he said that he had no word of final arrange

which acts as a deterrant to the development of the most ments as of June 8, 1963, Some time ago he notified both

a
. A

-
.

: sini ,
-

‘
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AMA Hq. and the FAI Indoor Committee that 1t would take
an AMA request through the Navy to secure the desirable Fancy tricks,: Don Chancey uses pinking shears with

two consecutive days for this event. method #1 - 1t gives an unusual effect, and the pinked .

edge seems to help support the film better. With method
- Therefore, as it now stands, the Semi-Flyoff will be #2, the prepared frames can be round, elliptical, or ao

held on August 3. There will be two rounds of 3 flights other fancy shape; careful trimming and careful patechin
each, the first round starting at 10 AM and the last will yield fancy patches of the desired shape.
flight of the round to start no later than 3 PM. The
second round will start at 3 PM with the last flight to Since film patching is a vital part of contest work,
start no later than 7 PM. we welcome any further suggestions which might be of

interest.
If the arrangements are completed for a two day

schedule, the first round wi be on the first day with
official flights to start at 12 noon and the last to be HINTSANDKINKS
no later than 6 PM; the second day will have a similar Improved Rear Hook
schedule. "

Rear hooks have remained much the same over the years
THE LAB and most of them have been hard to hook a "loaded" motor
a

up to, and even harder to get the motor off in an emer-

Last month we promised an article on rubber testing; gency. Shown below is an improvement which is easy to

due to the press of FAI competition and administrative hook up, and even a tightly wound motor will slip off

details Dick Kowalski was unable to complete the article. easily by pulling the motor straight back. Use the usual

We hope to have it soon; please bear with us.
balsa web re-inforcement to strengthen the mounting.

Optional Sricht
Prop Testing Bracine Hoot ,

S rich 3 Pond y Boom
The following in-flight test for propellors is passed Fe

on by Dick Kowalski. As presented, it does not permit
measurement of absolute efficiency of propellors, but it
indicateswhich prop of several is more efficient in the
cruise portion of flight. J
- Yoo" Bassa WEB

Propellor Efficiency - Schwebbeliestungs Method a

Install a rubber motor of similar weight to that used NewGlueStick
in flight. The size is not important!! Put in enough
turns to allow a mild climb. Just as the model ceases

ne,
.Obe night, when some friends across the table had

climbing and goes into level flight, measure the RPM borrowed the only glue stick we could find, we grabbed
(I count time for 10 revolutions) and measure the torque a piece of music wire as a substitute. We find that it

required. The lowest value of level flight RPM x level is better than most glue sticks since the glue runs to

flight torque moment gives the highest efficiency. This the tip and forms a tiny drop, just right for those small
test should be done in a draft free area since the down- giue Joints. mach elue is applied netane diameterwi}

.
. . course, how dee

|

wind values are higher and the upwind values lower
you dip it and how thick the glue is also varios the

In the absence of a torque meter a fairly close amount of glue applied.
approximation can be made by making several flights with
the same number of turns in the same weight of rubber Ww
and averaging the results. (Editorial comments) ee ee

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS £ Dowel eaT - Ww
26. How do you repair holes in microfilm, particularly aREAO Rap
on wings which have been braced?

The ease of repair on microfilm depends primarily on "Quickie" Prop Spars
the size of hole, but some holes seem to appear in the
most inaccessible places! For holes much larger than Rather than taper a prop spar during the process of
one rib spacing wide (especially deep inside a braced rounding it off, carefully taper the spar with a sanding
area) it is usually better to strip the bracing back and block to the desired degree of taper, then sand it round
recover the area, in the usual manner.

For small holes no matter where the location, it is |
easy (after much practice) to repair the damage. Two I Ssbasic methods can be used, depending upon the circum- PLICE
stances. The idea is to transfer a piece of film from a

the hoop to the wing without wadding it up or dropping Sand SPAR To t
it, which requires a support for the film. | DESIRED TAPER

Method #1: Cut a piece of newspaper or similar (not |
slick or hard finish paper) about half an inch larger - /

than the required patch. Wet the paper with saliva all ‘
around the outside edge, place it on the film, and trim
around the patch and paper. With sharp scissors trim off
all the wet edge (this requires very careful handling) NEWS FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
and lay the film side over the area to be patched. If .

your film is the dry type, the edges of the hole will CALIFORNIA ~ LANCASTER
,

need to be wetted with saliva before applying the patch. _Jim Kelly, wao works for NASA on the X-15, has set
Lift off the paper and the patch will be (usually) in up a record trials (Cat II) in an Air Force hangar at
place and stuck. Edwards Air Force Base. Ceiling 1s 97/:', floor area is

300" x 400', and the date is July 6-7, 8 AM to 6 PM. For
Method #2: This time the film support is a very more info and entry blanks, contact Jim at 44246 North

light balsa frame. Several can be prepared ahead of time Cedar, Lancaster, California. —

and stored; in an emergency use a wing or stab tip or
.

fin from a wrecked or Spare model. Wet the edges of the CALIFORNIA ~ MOFFET FIELD

patch area and lay the covered frame film side down over
No record trials will be held at Moffet in June, and

the hole. Wait a bit for the film to stick better, then it is possible that the trials scheduled for July 14 may
thoroughly wet the frame and lift it off carefully. If be the last one. If you plan to participate, Joe Bilger
the patch area is a compound curve such as the top of a

will have to have your name, address, and place of birth
wing, the frame may have to be wet to help it mold to at least ten days in advance. Joe Bilgri, 1255 Black-
the curvature. field Drive, Santa Clara, California,



CALIFORNIA - SANTA ANA
; WEHHCHANGE OF PACE*##%

Besides the 41:27 flight that Tom Finch put up, there ee

are two items which stand out: First, the humidity never In recent years there has been very little activity
got below 86% all day. Second, the drift was negligible in Cabin ROW events, and perhaps this is due to lack of
all day and Finch didn't have to balloon the model at. ..

Anformation on the basic techniques. With the able aid
any time. of Dave Call we present the following on floats in caseon™ The Sky Hoppers of Orange County have their Quarterly anyone is interested in trying something off the beaten
_ndoor contest coming up June 30. The following events track.
will be held: Open Stick, Open Cabin, Paper Stick, Easy —

B, HLG, Monoplane Scale, and Biplane Scale. All age In the first sketch below, we show approximate dim- ~~

classes are combined in all events except for Easy B, ensions for class B floats. Since the basic configur-. —

which is split Jr. & Sr.-Op.. Entry fee $1 per event, ation is for two floats in front and one in the rear, the |

trophies to third place in all events. dimensions shown are suitable for the front floats. The.
rear float can be slightly smaller since it has no torque

FINLAND - HELSINKI load and very little weight to support. .
Esko Hamalainen reports a difficulty in common with

,

,?
several U. 5S. towns = someone is using their site’ In Is
April they had a contest, but since then and until June
the site is taken up by an ice show from Moscow. After
the show leaves, however, they will have access almost

fo

every day. 5 a Tope ¢
MICHIGAN - DETROIT %G

In the days of intensive test flying just before the
Cloiseum was closed to model flying, Dick Kowalski made STRUT Fiemtwo unofficial flights over 30 minutes below the 60' mark.
Category II fliers take heart - it can be done}t

OHIO - REYNOLDSBURG SIDE

E. C. (Scotty) Hanford reports that the Reynoldsburg FRONThigh school gym is close to 35' with a smooth ceiling.
The principal has said that the site could be available i

iottion todeal withe ‘1 FM provided he has an organ- The floats are constructed from 0025" ~ .031" stock,
If there are any indoor fliers in Reynoldsburg or

Build a jig - male and female to accept the stock thick
eastern Columbus, this may be your chance! Scotty may

ness. Soak the outline strips in water, bend them over
be reached at 1417 Clemens Place, Reynoldsburg, Ohio. phe form and bake in the oven until the wood is slightly

|rown. Assemble the framework and use a thinned solution
|

SOUTH AFRICA - CAPE of rubber cement to attach microfilmin the pale red and -

Members of the Western Province Model Aircraft Club green range. Cover the three sides of each float separ--
,

held their second indoor session in a different hall with Ately jand then seal the edges with rubber cement, allow- °

25' ceiling, but the drift was high. This group has a ing hours to dry.
lot of enthusiasm and their flight times go up quite a

.

bit each session. This time they almost made 4 minutes Apply zine stearate to each section of film witha
with microfilm models in spite of the drift. balsa spatula and rub it on with your finger. Repeat the.

.
process several times until the film appears "mother-of-fo

.
.

oo pearl" in color. Blow lightly to remove the excess zinc
,

STATE OF THE ART stearate. Attach the struts and complete the assembly.

Some time ago Charlie Sotich held the Paper Stick To check for leakage, immerse the entire float for
Cat. II record; Mike Karlack upped it at theGreat Lakes ten seconds, then examine all the seams with an eye loupe
meet only to lose it to Phil Klintworth's winning Nats or magnifying glass for leaks. If the waterproofing was

flight. Last December Charlie took possession of the successful, the float will emerge completely dry.
mark once again with a model of the same basic design as
before. Charlie tells the story of the model and flight: The strut must be made of firm, flexible wood. An

; unbraced "B" strut should be oval, .078" x .062" and
"two models of this design were built early in 1961. taper to .062" diameter at the float end. The left strut

Since then a couple of new wings have been built to should be stiffer to prevent the float from "digging in"
replace ones damaged in the light fixtures and girders on @ full torque take-off. A typical weight for the
at the Madison Street Armory. The original rudders were float assembly (B Cabin) is .006 = .0065 oz.
the conventional round type, but they were replaced since
they were more susceptible to damage and took up more Refer to the second sketch for mounting. The front
space in the box than this shape that I copied from Tommy floats replace the wheels, with the rear float added as
Neumann. shown. Take-offs are a matter of practice, and the art

has to be developed. It looks like fun - bring your own
On the flight that the model did 16:19.6 it went up tank and let's fly’ -

|

to about 65 or 70 feet and cruised there below the oe
girders, and came down without hitting any obstructions."

RECORDS? MAYBE}
.

WEST COAST FAI INDOOR SEMI-FINAL - Santa Ana, California *
June 2, 1963 Cat. III, 180' ceiling
Open D Stick ~- 41:27, Tom Finch

SOUTH CENTRAL FAI INDOOR SEMI-FINAL, Dallas, Texas
June 8, 1963 Cat. II, SMU Coliseum, 56' ceiling .

. Senior Helicopter - 6:30, Nickey Jones

June 8, 1963 Cat. I, SMU Coliseum corridor 26' ceiling
Senior Helicopter - 6:31, Nickey Jones

Last month we listed five records from the April 27
Aeronuts session at the Chicago Armory. On the listing :

we received, one record was omitted and another was listed
“~~erroneously. The correct listing follows:

Cat. I, Madison St. Armory Lecture Room 22' ceiling
Senior Autogyro ~- 1:21.4, Dave Erbach

Cat. II, Madison St. Armory Drill Hall 75' ceiling
Senior Autogyro - 2:21.4, Dave Erbach
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Hitt AIRPLANE SOCIETY #44 INDOOR SCALE TIPS

The month of June brought only one new menber to the Construction
ld - Sponsored Junior Member James Mayes, 413 Sharr Ave.,Einirs, New York. Jim started in indoor all on his own, 1. Pick a model that is inherently stable. j

after quite a bit of experience in outdoor free flight. 2e Scale the model to suit the size of the building.
His top IHLG time in a 20' ceiling is 23 seconds, and an Forexample, in a 27! ceiling a 16" wing span would

a

average of 20 seconds ~ all with an original glider. In be about right. In the 65' Michigan State Fair Coliseum cee
addition to this activity, Jim has formed the 7 member the size could be increased to about 22’, a
Elmira Indoor Model Airplane Club. The club membership 3. Construct the model with the following items in mind:
consists of boys ranging in age from 11 to 14, who meet (a) The landing gear takes quite a beating and must
once a week at the local YMCA. A required club project be properly reinforced. cos

4s the club HLG, and most of the members have moved on to (b) Keep the tail assembly and wings as light as
' possible. sveRasy BS.

Contest Board action (c) Scale rubber models are almost always tail heavy, wel
therefore, the nose should be quite strong and the ~

Recent action by the Free Flight Contest Board wood should be chosen with this in mind.
approved the proposal to add FAI Indoor to the AMA roster (4) Make sure that the front and rear motor hooks are

:

of events, under the assumption that this was a final strong enough. we
vote. It has since been discovered that the matter had (e) Be sure the fuselage is strong enough to take ns
never been submitted to the Board, and that 1t had never the stress of a fully wound motor.

-

been published in Model Aviation. Since the proposal is (f) Plasticize the dope so as to avoid warps and use “
to add an event, it will also have to be approvedby the as little dope as you can get away with. =
A.M.A. Executive Council. If it 18 approved, the three (g) Be sure the incidence angle is correct; biplanes ss
month study period will begin with publication in M. A. in particular are difficult to adjustif “there is a ~

large variation in incidence angles between the two pa

At present the FFCB has a ballot covering the much | wings. :

“
delayed action to eliminate microfilm covered “soaring (nh) Plastic props have improved to the point where a
indoor gliders. Some time ago the Board was asked to they are quite efficient and the imported wood props :
rate the four proposals which have been pending for over from Japan are also very good. For maximum perform- :

two years (the same four proposals that appeared on the ance the carved wood prop is best.
NIMAS Ballot) and the results were about the same as the Adjustment a
NIMAS Ballot results. Consequently, the Board has been

;
*

asked to vote on the Detroit-Chicago-Wilmington IHLG 1. Balance the model so the Center of Gravity is about

roposal. The reporting date for the ballot is July 15. 50% back of the wing leading edge; in order to do this aa second ballot, due at the same time, will accept or you will probably have to add weight to the nose. “
sject for preliminary study the oe onceGotmesy's 2. The model will probably circle to the left with a

ton IHLG scoring proposal (for best three of nine times). torque most easily; however, warps may make it necessary ve
Hopefully, we will have a report on these two ballots to circle to the right. S
next month, 3. For the first flight, wind the model to about 40% of oe

NIMAS ANNUAL MEETING??
oo,

maximum and launch it close to the ground. Observe the wk
flight pattern and make any necessary adjustments. On we

So far no plans have been made for a second annual subsequent flights increase the number of turns and make a
NIMAS meeting, but if one is to be held, it willsurely further adjustments &s necessary. Bes
be held sometime during the week of the Nats. If you 4. Remember that a model flying under full power will “
make it to the Nats, watch the AMA bulletin board in the react more severely, so be sure of your adjustments “
building hangar and also look for a poster near the before going "all the way." wt

timer's table on Indoor day. ,

FAI INDOOR REPORT | EROPFORUM
| .

|

.
In the past few months your editor's building time :Semi-FinalResults has largely been spent on props ~ sometimes it seemsas |

IMT: ~ Takewivet”NewJersex CO Co AP there have been hundreds of them We started withEASTERN ZONE SEMI-FINAL~ Lakehurst, New Jersey the assumption that olade elements of the so-called "trueJune 16, 1963 (170' ceiling - west end of hangar) fl
Bob Champine 33:21 36301 69322 pitch prop nearthe hub seemed to be at too high an angle :

Ernie Kopecky 32 333 33 356 66229 to contribute useful thrust. This line of reasoning was

John Triolo 32342 29:29 64344 prompted by observing that (apparently) the prop stalled
° ° °

partially during the power burst. This then caused the
model to hover and hesitate at launch and to wander inCENTRAL ZONE sEur ro Selling =east endof hangar) the climb. The experimental props presented here were

Dick Kowalski 36 354 39:13 76:07 designed by ‘seat of the pants’ reasoning and are not
‘ : : supported by theory in the normal sense. We are not op~Joseph Hindes 38:14 36:28 TAs42

Ed Stoll 36:48 _ 35309 71:57 posed to theory - especially when it is clearly defined
7

. and applicable. However, it takes time to properly applyPLANS FOR SEMI-FLYOFF theory with any degree of success, and prop theory is now
. Se a rather incomplete as applied to indoor models.

Just before publication deadline, we received word
.

from Bruce Paton confirming plans for a two-day Semi~ Two different approaches have been taken. Since the
Flyoff. At present it 1s planned to schedule two rounds _

blade area near the hub 1s the offender (by hypothesis),of three flignte each on Friday, Aug. 2 and Saturday, why not eliminate it? Our first prop of this type (andAuge 3 from 8 AM to 5:30 PM. Bruce is going to try to
.

the most successful to date) is shown in figure 1, and
get the hours extended to about 8 PM, and plans to send. was built for a class B Paper Stick. Props with this
details of the final arrangements to each qualifier as much spar offset depend upon careful wood selection and
s00n @s possible. careful repairs (if needed) to maintain even flare between

orm, . INDOOR SCALE blades. Careful observation shows that this prop flares
‘ et some during the entire flight, and unmatched blade con-

Ed Stoll of the Detroit Balsa Bugs has probably had
_

- ponents will cause uneven running and wobble during the
more rubber powered scale models published than any other whole flight.
flier that we know of. In addition, he has been active
in the scale program of the Balsa Bugs. We feel, there-  -

The second design approach is to retain the blade
fore, that these remarks will be of benefit to indoor area near the hub, but to reduce the blade angle of this
scale builders, "

 .. segment. This 1s accomplished by modifying the prop block
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as shown in figure 2. For the purposes of this series of outline (see 3-view for dimensions). I ran a 19" loop
teats, it was decided to limit the maximum blade angle to of .072 rubber that weighed .066 oz. Joe Bilgri wound
that angle which oceurs at 10% of the radius on the con- for the flight and got in 1900 turns. He remarked that
ventional prop. This is done’as follows: Compute the it felt pretty tight although he could have gotten in a
dimensions of the standard block and lay out the top car- few more. The flight peaked out at about 25 feet below
ving line (line AB) as shown. Measure off 10% of the

_

the girders at about 12 minutes and landed with about 100
prop radius to establish point "C" (exaggerated for clar- turns, never getting close to either the sides or the top
ity in the sketch) and project in to the end of the block of the hangar."

“so establish point "D'', The new top carving line is line
.

1 1 nt batt hn tn,

JB, and a line is also needed from point "D" to the side To follow up last month's presentation, we have e

carving line (bottom of the block). Note that the blade next Cat. II paper stick record holder. On March 30 this

angle at the tip (angle "X" in fig. 2) is unchanged on year Walter Mumper and Charlie Sotich engaged in a see-

the new block, but that the angle at 10% of the radius gaw battle for the record, Charlie's best flight was a

has been reduced from angle "Y" to angle "Zz". Note also new mark of 17:25; Walter's last flight of the day went
that the prop shaft will be placed perpendicular to the for 17:41.8. At the next Chicago Aeronuts Record Trials
bottom of the block during construction just as for a on April aWatter put the seeeiaehtes with 1B oh eenormal prop. ere are the stories o ose gehts:

©

about ha
an hour left to fly and Charlie Sotich on the winder,

A series of props were built to "get the range" and 2000 turns were put in the .075 x 18" motor and a total
test the characteristics of the new props. As would be of 160 turns backed off to release some of the initial
expected, the new props behave as if they were of much

_
torque. The motor still felt too powerful, so I held it

lower pitch than the standard prop. It will take exten- for 6 or 7 minutes in hope of killing the climb a little.
sive testing and a whole new approach to rubber sizes to After about 3% minutes the model climbed to just under
determine the relative efficiency of this new prop design, the center girders, circling in and out of them and
but some general comments can be made by making certain bouncing off various obstructions for several minutes.
assumptions as a frame of reference. These assumptions The model finally dropped out of danger (below the lights)
are: All test props equal in weight to avoid CG shifts at 12-15 minutes and touched down at 17:41.8."

lights madnunber ofturnain the same loopofrubber,andprelim "The model and prop with whichI set the paper stick

{nary test flights made on each set-up to check model
| pecord Oo ee eord onMaen 3D wate onlyderrecence used

trin, °

"the motor which was changed to .070 x 18" Pirelli. With
tth b anel

- Charlie Sotich on the winder again, 2160 turns were putviasagen, those gona tions thepropwithreduced buyangle mand a few tums backed off to reduce the initial
standard prop, while cruise RPM will range from the a wT ete ronape ontmetely Ghminiten tean sitetues climbto slightly higher on the same torque. Level flight will feet where it leveled out and started to cruise. Thenrequire less torque than the standard prop, and the ship ‘ : i
will deadstickon the s&éme rubber size that is correct it slowly descended to the floor for 18:54.2,.
for the standard prop. In other words, it seems that the. RECORDS? MAYBE!
peak torque required to reach a given altitudeis less, rma

- .and it requires less torque to maintain level flight. RECORD TRIALS = EDWARDS AFB, CALIFORNIA, July 6-7, 1963
This leads to the conclusion that the same weight of Cat. II, 97é'ceiling
rubber should be made up from a longer loop of smaller Senior B Cabin - 8:26.0, Steve Houlihan

.cross-section rubber in order to more nearly match the Open B Cabin - 13:01.0, Warren Williams .torque curve required for this prop design. oy

a
—

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD -
The prop with reduced hub area seems to exhibit prop- mite an ce

-, . a
ov~vties quite similar to the standard prop exceptthat

_

CALIFORNIA - LANCASTER a
Amb and cruise RPM's are lower and it seems to use up The record trials at Edwards AFB, sponsored by the Le

wore of the turns before landing. Antelope Valley Tailwinds, netted only two records. The oFair conditions were pretty turbulent “on top" and there ine
The above comments were based on several props built was a fair amount of drift. Most of the fliers went away ne

for "B", "Cc", and "FAI" ships over the past few months, planning new power combos for the "next" time, however. 7
plus three props built especially for this testing pro- The 974' ceiling is near-maximum for Category II, and it

-

gram. The basic size chosen was 15" x 28", to be used
_

is reasonable to expect that many of the Cat. II records
with a 25" Paper Stick of conventional design weighing now held in the Midwest will move west, .044 oz. less prop. The test weight for all the props CALIFORNIA ~ SANTA AWA
was 0086 oz., to match the prop of figure 1. Figure 3 The open contest held by the Sky Hoppers of Orange

.

shows the blade outline and rib spacing for the standard County in Santa Ana resulted in some pretty high times, oe
prop and for the prop with reduced hub angle, and figure and an 0.0.8. paper stick flight. The times: Stick < oe4 shows the amount of blade area reduction and the out- 38:47, Bill Atwood; Cabin - 16:18, Warren Williams;line of the prop with reduced hub area. The standard Paper Stick = 19:55, Bill Atwood; Easy B - 13:16, Warren
prop and the one with reduced hub area were built on the Williams; HLG - 1:06, Nat Antonioli.
same block (figure 5), and a special block was made for The 0.0.8. paperstick model belonged to Hal Cover,the other prop. and it i eecaped into the blue when the hangar doors were

a ne ‘ opened w out warning. Normal there is a minuteSince the modified props behave like low pitch props, warning, but someone Gs ased this’ time! 3
minu’

an effort was made to more nearly match the rrOn for the ENGLAND - COVENTRYtest. We elected to make the blade angle at 50% radius .

equal on the modified and standard props. This raised 1516et Cones toor othe oeesine wasoe a8en June
the tip angle of the modified prop to an angle equal to good attendance. including some reweomers to th . ort,that of a standard 15" x 31" prop. Figure 6 shows the Ron Draper turned in the 5 time of 27:30 °° i Nod bymodified block. We welcome questions, discussion and Reg Parham with 26:09 and Aeth r Ba r ith2 SO4n y
criticism of this design approach, but our fondest hope eee ur parr Ww 3104,
is that someone else will independently test this design NiW YORK = YONKERS

==

"and check our conclusions. .A further report on these .

Fred Weitzel, designer of the "Mr. G" autogyro, has
props will follow after more testing is completed. turned to indoor scale models. He builds and flies them

_ in his living room; lacking any contests that he can flySTATE OF THE ART in, the models are pree eerie al
’

e

proxy-flown by Hal Osborne at Santa

This month a double-barrelled presentation by George ane Siplane aeons Fae neeet tn ate Wright meet ites
Batuik brings us the current record holding models of two

a long way from workbench to contest!
classes - Tom Finch’s FAI and Walter Mumper's Paper Stick.

NEW ZEALAND ~ UPPER HUTT
_

Tom Finch's FAI ship made the first United States Most of the indoor sessions have been plagued byflight over 40 minutes which had not been steered with a -- grift lately - but competition is still rugged. The
balloon. (Frank Cummings, holder of several Cat. III Wellington MAC Memorial Award, normally won on the basis
f “cords, madea flight of 40:13.2 a few months ago, but of outdoor performance, was decided this year by indoori to steer his model out of the Moffet "jet stream competition after a real close outdoor season. John
uuring the flight.) Malkin won it over Brian Roots, making flights with both

Tom says of the flight (41:27): "It was done with a
an Easy B and his .028 oz. Finch B,

|

brand new ship with one of the props I made a couple of
months ago. The prop was a 20" x 40" with an elliptical
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-

~ N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/year

*HHUTHE INDOOR NATIONALS#ie#
|

July 28, 1963

Indoor Stick Paper Stick Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG

Junior Junior Junior Junior
|

1. Bob Deshields 17:58,4 1. James Hassad 1214.0 1. Bob Deshields 12:30.8 1. Bob Deshields 1310.02. David Bristol 11:29.8 2. B. Wisniewski 11:22.2 2. Tom Smyly 825502 2. W. Vanderbeek 1302.2 .3. Chris Bristol 10:36.3 3. Bob Deshields 1121561 3. David Bristol 8:35.6 3. Joe Salatany 259.04. B. Wisniewski 8:25.9 4. Chris Bristol 1015.4 4, Tom Smyly 756.25+ Tom Smyly 7313.0 5. Tom Smyly 10:14.8 5. Larry Simpson 253.8
Senior Senior Senior Senior

1. Steve Houlihan 25:03.0 1. Shaye Diebolt 12:39.2 1. David Erbach 13:45.0 1. Robert Deecroft 1:11.452. S. Asklund 20:46.8 2. David Erbach 11:238.6 2. Steve Houlihan 12:40.4 2, B4ll Blanchard 1:07.03. Ronnie Young 20:13.6 3. Larry Loucka 9:42 4 3e Shaye Diebolt 10:23.0 3. Ronnie Young 1305.54, Chris Peterson 19:24.8 4. Steve Houlihan 8257.2 4. $8. Asklund 1305.25« Shaye Diebolt 17:42.0 5. Blaine Miller 7339.8 5. Larry Loucka 1302.0
Open Qpen Qpen Open :

1. Dick Kowalski 40210.6 1. BAll Atwood 23:22.0 1. Frank Cummings 27:43.5 1. Lee Hines 1:17.6 32. Bud Romak 39:40.0 2. Ea Stoll 23316.0 2. Joe Bilgri 25:26.2 2. Curt Stevens 1313.03. Lew Gitlow 37:28.2 3. Charlie Sotich 19:12.2 3. Lew Gitlow 25:16.0 3. Reid Simpson 1308.94. Carl Redlin 35:02.9 4. Hal Cover
—

18:40.8 4. Bill Atwood €3322.0 4, Charlie Primbs 1208.3 :5. Charlie Sotich 33:00.0 5. Bob Champine 17:12.0 5 Warren Williams 1724441 5. A. Zimmerman 1208.1 os6. Manny Andrade 31:39.1 6. Bud Tenny 16:27.4 6. Charlie Sotich 16:25.0 6. Vic Cunningham 1306.0
.7. Don Kintzele 31:32.0 7. LouYoung 16:319.7 7+ Bob Champine 15:47.0 7. Nat Antonioli 1305.2 ee8. Bob Champine 30:44.0 8. Jody Tenny 153:53.8 8. Hal Cover 15312.5 8. Sherwin Moslowe 1:02.6 b9. Jim Kagawa 29:27.0 9. Bill Bigge 14338.0 9. John Diebolt -15:05.0 9. Gary Phillips 1:02.6 SSree Bill Atwood 29:14.8 10. Jim Kagawa 14:03.2 10. Bill Bigge 12:36.0 10. WilburPerking 1202.1 :

#HH4PAT INDOOR SEMI-FLYORR#HHH -
Aug. 2, 1963 Aug. 3, 1963 “a1 2 3 4 5 6 Total a1. Bill Atwood 35:40 44226 «43217 «= 00206) 34224 «= A236 85 223% "

2. Bob Champine 9:53 31:02 34:40) A423) 37237 «24811-79100
. 43.e Stan Chilton 0:15 30:50 0:04 31:05 |4, Frank Cummings 35:27 36:25 837356 33:50 43:28 35:51 81:24% +,

» od5 Tom Finch 17:12 «38:08 37:51 11:04 10:13 7:21 = =675359 ,
| 6. Joe Hindes 31:55 15:45 29:29 «14:33 = 9:01 61:24 :

37. Ernie Kopecky 43:42 31:13 9319 34:08 32:05 32:57 77:50 =.
8. Dick Kowalski 36:24 15:32 47:17 16:48 21:19 8301 953341

.

|

9. Ed Stoll 35:59 38:54 Atsi1 38:24 44:24 82:32 |
i “10. John Triolo 23357 14349 32324 34 34d 353201 31:05 69345
i ;

. og iNATS COMMENTARY FAI COMMENTARY
|To those indoor fliers who are limited to low ceiling Beyond any doubt, the FAI Semi-Flyoff was the most ~

sites, and the attendant problems of bouncing off the top outstanding indoor event ever held in this country - and‘and hanging up, a blimp hangar is a tremendous place. maybe it was the all-time greatest. In fact, an eighty, minute total would have only been fourth place! None ofWhen they first walk in, the top is a long way away. Bythe time they have spent all day trying to get the models the fliers or timers paid the slightest attention to the :somewhere near the top, they know it is a long way up. 30 minute mark when it came up - the former "standard of :~~

performance" has become passe!
:When we entered the Nats this year, our hope was to
:do as well as possible in Stick, and to place in the top Bill Atwood broke the ice with the first officialten in Paper Stick. Both Jody and I got the second part, flight around noon on Friday. A free and easy air of
.f “and with the help of Larry Renger we tured in decent "wait and see" had prevailed all morning - but by 4 PM

‘ simes with our mike ships. Larry took us under his wing it looked as if 1t would take more than two 40 minute
.

and proved all over again how important it is to have an flights to place. Ernie Kopecky had set a new national :interested and dependable helper. Thanks again, Larry! record of 43:42 and Bill Atwood was through with his
-

flights, clearly in first place with 84:43. The good air :We didn't really see much of the Indoor Nats (too ‘held until after 7 PM, causing Frank Cummings to say,many East Coast and West Coast fliers take the hangars "This is the best I've ever seen it in here." At the endfor granted, but most other fliers get a crack at the big of round one, Bill Atwood still led, followed by Ed Stoll‘places only every other year) because we took full advan- with 80:05 and Tom Fineh with 75:59.tage of the flying opportunity. However, several things
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"NATS" (conte)
we did see: Bill Atwood won Paper Stick using a 15 year folk by Bruce Paton. The meal and fellowship was a
old carved prop - ~ -Dave Erbach's ‘copter was the first fitting end to a fine contest, and a wonderfully relaxed
indoor model we saw in the air - -~All the FAI qualifiers way to get better acquainted with everyone, One small.
took it easy when flying their FAI's in the Nats - - - footnote - If you attended the dinner, did you pay your"willie" Williams had a real wild Cabin ship = two props, tab? Bruce is out the price of four dinners and can't
two fuselages and one tail on the left fuselage, with it be sure who forgot to pay. ~~

all held together by the wing and special bracing - - -
Bruce Paton’s geared Cabin - two motors in anoval stick; A big vote of thanks is due to the Marines at M.C.A.r.
the motors wound separately outside the fuselage and then Santa Ana for their excellent cooperation in loaning the
installed in the fuselage with the aid of two long wires, hangar and helping with spectator control. To all the
three people and a quiet but urgent prayer. local fliers and interested people who helped with timing

and dozens of other details, thanks again. Finally, if
Speaking of Cabin, this event developed into a real 4t had not been for Bruce Paton's untiring efforts, the

see-saw event between the top contenders. Finally, Frank entire West Coast FAI program could have bogged down.
Cummings put a stop to all the nonsense with an all~out Bruce CD'd the Santa Ana elims and the Semi-Flyoff, set
flight - a new record for a beautiful model. up transportation for the Eastern and Central Zone fliers,

.
and even had stand-by lodging for them in case it was

,

All in all, the Indoor Nats were a very well run con- needed. Bruce, your efforts in the last six months leave
test, thanks to the efforts of Andy Faykun, John Werts, ug all in your debt - we thank you.
and Herb Shields. There were very few collisions, spec- :

tators were well under control, and the gliders and paper HHSENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##i#
stick models were separated into definite flying areas. cenennenameeneeenaaas

Thanks also to the Navy for their help with timing and Four new members joined NIMAS in July:
mounds of paperwork - in addition to their regular work.
The long day ended quite suitably with a party - movies JOE HINDES, R.D. #2, Lowellville, Ohio
courtesy of Dick Everett and refreshments courtesy of GEORGE HONDA, 2905 Wellington Rd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.
Irwin and Joan Rodemsky. A real fine way to unwind! GLENN JACKSON, 8294 Wyatt Rd., Brecksville, Ohio

CARL REDLIN, 3726 Canfield Ave., Los Angeles 34, Calif.
"FAL FLYOFF" (conte)

NIMASMeeting?
Everyone waited until 2:30 on Saturday before making

any official flights - the drift in the top was variable This year at the Nats there were an unusual number of
and each flight had to count. Bob Champine, bleary eyed meetings, in addition to the Nats Executive Council meet-
and grogey after an all-night repairing session, saw his ing which carried over several days. It was decided that

' efforts start to pay off when his fourth flAgnt of 41:23 there Just wasn't a night to hold a NIMAS meeting, since
put him in the running for a team slot. By 4:30, only 8 there were so many conflicts with other meetings, but some
flicshts were 4n and the tension built higher. unofficial discussions went on.

Just before 5 PM, Frank Cummings and Ed Stoll were A NIMAS project for early consideration, suggested by
on top - and in trouble. Each had bounced off the beans at least two members and approved by the charter members,
several times and were drifting into the side. Suddenly is an award system for excellence of performance. This
the two models drifted together and hung for an agonizing would take the form of certificates to be awarded to our
4 or 5 seconds. At the last possible instant they broke membership for flights over 20, 30, and 40 minutes. For
free and settled into safe, well centered patterns! This example, 20 minutes hasn't been done in Cat. I, and no
was Frank's 43:28 flight that put him in second for a official flights over 30 have been done in Cat. II. We —-.
while; Ed launched again soon and got 41:21 to move back would welcome comments and suggestions for suggested mi
into second and an almost sure team slot. stones worthy of award for each ceiling Category. Mayb.

At 5:30, BI11 Atwood had finished his flights and was
glider awards, too??? Tell us how you feel!

in first with 85:23, well out of the reach of anyone but Ty

Frank CUIMANGS « Things were getting tight - only 14 hours
| HEMAS IndoorRulesCommittee

o go and there were seventeen flights yet to be made.
aSix fliers had two attempts left, and Kowalski had three. withtee blessings of John CO thand theAMA Becta?

Dick and Tom Finch found themselves needing well over 40 Committee, has appointed a committee to review and up-minutes in order to place - their all-outefforts placed date the entire indoor rules structure, The committeethen in the eoerers on open attempt. Tom's models hung members are Ray Harlan, Bruce Paton, Ed Stoll and Charlie
on *% Out Oo attempts; Dick scored 5 out of 6, Sotich, with Bud Tenny as Chairman,

In the closing hour of the contest, it was still not "
. !

sure who the team would be. Bill Atwood was in the clear, Rulesand to proposeany changeswhichwa “Se necessarybut neither Frank nor Hd had such a big lead that a last +

y é y 7
.

to modernize them to meet present day competitive stan-~minute effort by Kowalski or Finch could be ruledout. dards and requirements." (Quotes from Phil's proposalpoanwaile, Bob Champine’s fifth flight had put him in sheet) The committee's scope of action includes a reviewfourta and his sixth flight was high and clear, looking of existing events to eliminate any which have little or
xe a repeat of his 41:23 flight earlier in the day. no participation, and to eliminate or combine those where

: needless overlap or duplication is present. Also under

X Ton Finch s last two hung, as did Kowalski's fourth. consideration is the development of rules for Easy B and
Now Dick's model picked up a side drift just above the ossible adoption of a maximum wine span mule rather thancatwalk and he had to balloon it. It had 21 minutes, and Pe: P z aa

'

a successful steering Job could put him in th in the present area limitations for all classes. At present,
but? issed

§ pu no the running - 4t 48 in order for NIMAS members to make suggestions:for
and headedfor thecatwalk. neballoon touche onetem the, enlightenment of the committee - later each of you

wingtip, and thecontest was decided, “owalsti's last
will have a chance for further comment via NIMAS Ballot.

en to be 45 minutes or better, and once again it
hung. The United States FAI Indoor Team was chosen, and ContestBoardAction

Co

the big contest was over. Since only three members of the Contest Board were

Even during the tensest moments of the meet, mmor ro aueusd 1,not enoughBoard membershadresortedon?cropped up. Someone was teasing Frank Cummings right either of the outstanding rules proposals to have anyafter the collision, and he retorted, "I was up there decision at this timefirst!". Off to the side, Walt Erbach was selling some
° =

supplies and Larry Renger paid for his purchase with some ADIFFERENTVIEWPOINT!
coins and a 5¢ stamp. David Erbach, kidding about the
stamp, suggested that Larry also owed some green stamps. Jim Kelly's July Record Trials was a real eye-opener
So Larry promptly laid out 5 green stamps and carried off to the people at Edwards AFB, as shown by the following—
his merehandise! And, in the relieved moments after the article from the DESERT WINGS, a base newspaper:
contest, Carl Redlin rushed over to Joe Bilgri, "Joe!
Joe! Here's the rubber we needed!" He was waving the The Knothole Kid has stumbled across the sport to
reiains of a broken retrieving balloon! . top off his "Anthology of Unbelieveable Sports. It's

& non-table top activity that makes croquet and bird
After the contest, it was a big relief to sit down watching seem strenuous by comparison. It's the only

to a steak dinner in Tustin - arranged for all the FAI sport in the world in which an enthusiast could have a



“THE PICTURE STORY

mild heart attack at high noon and win the championship Besides all her other titles, Jody has assumed that

before suppertime on the same day. As a matter of fact, of Staff Photographer - at least for @ while. On page
this particular sport is like watching grass grow through 4 and 5 we have pictures from the FAI Flyoff and the '

melting ice cubes. Indoor Nats. Here is the story:
C It's the grand old sport of flying the gossamer, Page4
 Héarly invisible model aircraft lovingly called "mikes"
--- short for microfilm --- by the followers. 1. Upper left - Ernie Kopecky and the new Class D Cat.

III record holder. An outstanding flight - 43:42.
—

But, boy, do they fly. Ten or twenty minutes 1s nor~
,

mal. Their owners launch them and then unconcernedly 2. Upper right - ‘uy, Indoor" Bill Atwood and his. Wine
wander outside for a cup of coffee while the Transparent ning geared FAI ship right after his 43:17 flight. Bill's

Wonders swim through solid silence up among the rafters. model was easily the most consistent model at theFlyoff,
4

and was never fully wound.
Last Saturday, the Kid paid a visit to the huge

Weight and Balance Hangar down on Contractor's Row where a 3+ Center left - Bruce Paton (rear) and the United

handful of dedicated hobbyists were setting new records States FAI Indoor Team - (left to right). Bill Atwood,
' 4n slow motion. Frank Cummings and Ed Stoll.

Squinting around in the glpon upon entering, the Kid 4. Center right - Ed Stoll and the second place model.

finally gave up and whispered “Where's the action. m

not sure, but T think it ruined a couple of record flights. 5+ Lower leftae Cummings prepares to launch his

Somebody pointed up, and there they were, large and wispy, third place model.

floating azoundwith their props reluctantly Peating the
6. Lower right - Bill Bigge winds for Bob Champine.

° Bob placed fourth, and will serve as alternate if one

The Kid discovered one thing about the sport, though. of the other team members is unable to go.

You need another hobby to fill in the slack periods while
the "mike" is airborne. Page5

1. Upper left - John Triolo hooks up for an official.
"THe PERILS OF CHARLIE"

.—_— 2. Upper right - Dick Everett watches Bob Champine and
~-. John Triolo during a tense moment at the Nats.

3. Center left - Ed Stoll winds Dick Kowalski's taut
: film model.

as

ere 4. Center right ~ Joe Hindes assembles a model for test

G ak 5 flying. Note the wing mounting Jigs in the box - each

A G) 2 wing is supported in sockets for maximum protection.

A .

5. Lower left - Frank Cummings winds Tom Finch.

_f L

oe \ ) 6. Lower right - Stan Chilton hooks up after a wind from
.

y | \S {=
Pete Asjes. -

’ Y \ Vy J
\ Many thanks also to our good friend, Bill Wheat, for

7 ° \ helping assemble this picture story ~ he hand-tallored :

\ OS iy, Vy \
the printing on about half these pictures. :

i ———— \ OO -
:

I RC SEEK yy RECORDS? MAYBEL .

J BA EN i
Ln

J aN NATIONAL MODEL AIRPLANE CHAMPIONSHIPS - July 28, 1963 3
_ WY Santa Ana, Cat. III, 180" ceiling. “s

ct — Junior Cabin - 12:30.8, Bob Deshields ap

Ny Open Cabin ~ 27343.5 ”

\ \ \ FAI SEMI-FLYOFF - August 2, 1963
|

& \ | Santa Ana, Cat. III, 180' ceilingx \ ‘\ Open D Stick - 43:42, Ernie Kopecky

_.

- =| ___, i; NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
v

J Record Trials are scheduled for the following dates
p in Lakehurst: Aug. 11. Aug. 25, Sept. 8, Oct. 6. Contact

| C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New Jersey for info. .

as J yittnan
|

-

eS Ye
CALIFORNIA - LANCASTER

BA pe) Jim Kelly is planning another Cat, II record trials
Ss

nent 6S inthe 98' Weight and Balance Hangar at Edwards AFB some-
———<—<—“'['[/ “time in September, Contact Jim at 44246 North Cedar,

Lancaster, California for info.

.
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_ INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subscription only) $2/year —

‘ N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/year

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*###
.

Sites! °

The latest NIMAS membersareas follows: :

:

. a
-

Thanks to the efforts of several people we have a
STEVE HOULIHAN, 2226 Date Avenue, Alhambra, California list of hangars that were built during the time of the
JIM KELLY, 44246 North Cedar, Lancaster, California dirigibles. How many of these buildings are still in
NEIL SHIPLEY, 189 Benedict Avenue, Norwalk, Ohio use, and can any of them be used for indoor? Also, the

,

MARK VALERIUS, 461 Choctaw Trail, Shreveport, Louisiana three other sites listed are new buildings that were
recently completed or are still under construction. Is

NIMAS Rules Committee anyone looking into the possibility of using these sites
7

for indoor? Admittedly the Canaveral Apollo hangar will
There have been a few comments on the proposed indoor probably be out of reach from now on, but we can dream, *rules review, some of which indicate that we should add can't we? How many other stadiums, domes, coliseums and “

Easy B and FAI Indoor (FAI Indoor is in the process of fieldhouses have we overlooked - especially in the Cen- .
being added at this time) to the list of indoor record tral Zone where we have no active Cat. III sites and no _
categories, and not drop any events. Late in 1960 we active Cat. II sites with more than 65' of clear flying be
added, by the creation of Cat. I and Cat. II, 24 new Space.

.

record events for each of three age classes. This was an
Bit er} os

increase of 200%, and was greatly responsible for the Bnaati ength Width Height -
increase of indoor activity we have enjoyed. Akron, Ohio Goodyear "Zeppelin" 1175 200 325

a
9

=
’

Now, pick up your July, 1963 issue of Model Aviation Lakehurst #5 980 170 258
ie

and turn to page five. A gimple count of record events pakehuret mi
aa

egg

=
BOT 200 262

shows 36 indoor events and only 28 events for all the Scott Field, Belleville, Ill. 800 125 150 we

other types of models combined! Certainly, indoor flying qangley Field, Virginia
_

450 125 125
accounts for less than half of all the total AMA model Aikeo May, New Jersey ~ U. 5. Navy 708 109 106 ™
activity, yet we are asking for a total of 42 events (add c vthe Ohio ~ Wingfoot Lake 400 95 100
FAI and Easy B), which is 50% more events than all other poe oot Mass. - U. 5. Navy 250 66 100 =
model types combined. Also, none of the outdoor records Abordes a, Florida - U. S. Navy 250 66 82 sd
are more ancient than 1958 and 20% of the outdoor marks berdeen, Maryland - U. S. Army 220 70 70 ce
were set in 1963. Since all of the Cat. I and Cat. It England - Cardington| 812 156 181

os
- events didn't exist before 1960, a check of the Cat. III Karachi, India (ereteen} 850 170 200 “

marks shows that 47% of the records were set before 1958 Germany (Friedrichaffen 775 158 181 =
and some have not been bettered in 23 years in spite of Germany (Berlin/Staachen) 587 115 138 &
better materials and techniques. prance forty) 200 78 eee ge

‘It is still very much in order for all NIMAS members
; ta.

vw express themselves on this matter- It is apparent to aaeaeetty of Chicago - Urbania campus, indoor stadiun ~
your editor that we need toeliminate or combine some of seating 15,000 with no interior posts or supports. “
these events but we of the committee need suggestions and

H t . y #S
comments on the matter - regardless of where you stand. ouston, Texas - Outdoor sports dome with 202' ceiling, -

now under construction. oye

HTHAS Awards
. Gape Canaveral - Project Apollo hangar, 524' tall with ?

One of the two nemberswho suggested awards for 20,
Th x 515" floor area. (To be built in 1965) ~

30, and 40 minute flishts amplifies his idea with’ these
,

ahComments: Some time ago it was decided that NIHAS should act we
.

a

as a clearing house for information on active sites with a
1. If the idea has any merit it shouldbetakensimply the idea of compiling a Site Directory. ‘The inforzation fee
as milestones of 20 minutes,30 minutes and 40 minutes to be compiled might include ceiling height, site records OS
without regard to ceiling heights. and general flying conditions in the site. If the nanend address o he club o cers and other “contacts” are uo.
2, The young modeler breaking 20 minutes has made a~ ree visiting tee ete thee fees easily find the “hae
significant plateau in indoor flying. It 1s the same es and get acquainted wita other fliers. we
deal for an older modeler just starting indoor - the same HEY! Looky Here! —_ 1
00d feeling of accomplishment with 30 minutes as the see OORT ESTE. te

next goal. Earlier in the year we mentioned that Lew G ~
y ew Gitlow was

.

ot
.

. _ alg Nig tgs SHsMLAALUNGCoWeslteoo Sesee Neelepee age we working on a@ new SKETCHBOCK ~ and at is about read -icateanddecaleand be ListedinMODELAVIATION along Those of you who saw the first issue will agree that it ~
:

“

+
ons was well worth the price. Sez Lew: mswith listings of current records, but NIMAS should :

co-sponsor the award. "Te book, Funda :
‘

; mentals of Indoor Models, will be
dy by the end of September. It will do a lot to hel ee4, The system can be expanded to glider flying, perhaps

rea » ot to neip
aethe Indoor Modeler introduce his hobby to other yreorle awith awards for one minute and one and one-half minutes. without 1

. oR osGiving up hours of his searce free time. The ao
+ .

1
ne ae: hasis is on sketches, photos, and how to BUILD ind oo

In editorial defense of using ceiling heights as part ou Seoeeare: Legros, pow ao Sehee ancoore -
of the award program, we can say that (for example) a 20 Full size plans are included, and it has about 52 races. ~

minute flight inanyceiling less than 45' is a tremend-
The price is 41.50 P.P. anywhere in the world." a

ousaccomplishnent, as is 30 minutes in any currently
~

,

active Cat. site. Let hea e se!
. . we

t

et us hear your comments, plea et FAL INDOOR REPORT
:

Back Issues?
|

FAL Indoor Rules Chanse P 1
-

fen nhgoor nutes nance Proposal
a Have you recently joined NIMAS? Do you wishyou had a

.

ind

back issues of INDOOR NEWS? We have on handsome OnAugust 30, FAI Indoor Committee Chairman Dick me
c. ples of each issue dating from September 1962 thru the Kowalski learned of the possibility that Great Britain,
present issue. NIMAS members can receive one each of the through the S.M.A.E., may propose that the maximum wing “
back issues for the nominal exhorbitant fee of 25¢ in ae epaed FAI Tndoor nodelsbe reduced,to 25.6", or 65 os
stamps - for non-members the price 1s 10¢ per copy. We ntimeters. S assumed that this proposal will be on

«=

—

make this offer on a first come- first erred pasis, 50 pe pendafor the Nogembene meeting which will be x
eet your order in early. °

ven Io no RE aenRANE LETT SEIE CE RINT LETTE LETT OEEI NTR

NCCE cenr tat eonentetat eet ”

<a

‘nquenctmerearrwtttttnetnenhet EEE ACIA OO LIE
sresinntsa tegpenpntpsenemesionstioe mmmapitinennin sy



According to established A.M.A. procedure, the Comm~
.

During the recent FAI Flyoff we had opportunity to
ittee must submit all recommendations to HQ by September observe two different run-down stands. Each is adjuste
‘1 of each year. Since he did not have time to consult

_

able to fit different size motor sticks and neither takes
with theCommittee, Kowalski made the recommendation that long to make. In the sketch below, Dick Kowalski's stand
the proposal be shelved until after the 1964 World Indoor 4s shown on the left. The model "gripper" consists of a
Championships so that there would be time to have study "yu" shaped bracket fastened on top of a dowel and line?
and discussion of the matter prior to establishing the

,

with foam rubber. The bracket can be squeezed togethe:
U. S. voting position. This recommendation was made with until it fits the motor stick snugly enough to hold the
the provision that any Committee member could veto this model in place. At the other end, any convenient method
stand by direct contact with A.M.A. HQ. of mounting to the box or a heavy base is fine.

Although there has not been time for further word on On the right, Frank Cummings' stand is constructed
.

: this matter, it can be a great help to Frank Ehling to so that it opens wider than necessary and is closed by
have a consensus of opinions from as many fliers as poss- means of a wire clip which is slid up to tighten the
ible at the time he attends the C.I.A.M. meeting. If all clamp "just right" on the fuselage.
readers of this newsletter will forward comments on the
proposal to Dick Kowalski, 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, Howncset Cummings
Michigan, no later than September 28, it will be a help
in establishing a U.S. stand on this issue in case the

oF
proposal is acted upon at this meeting. Foam Russe&R Tne eanEe 5

. AG t

To the best of our knowledge, Boyd Felstead of Aus- ey ORS
tralia first suggested such a change, and it was first my fs
published in the December 1962 issue of INDOOR NEWS. ay
That item is reproduced verbatim here: Ch SHIM |

=" ~ BRASS =

Change FAI Models? | |
Boyd Felstead, our member from Australia, injects DOwet

these comments for our consideration:
WIRE

"What I feel now, as regards FAI specifications, that - i CLIP
the wing span should be reduced to 2/3 the present limit. MovEt Box
I am suggesting that the 35.4" projected span be reduced a 4
to approximately 24" for several reasons: ~DowEl

1. The smaller size ship would circle tighter with less Hi‘chance of drift or hangups.
,

2. The smaller ship is easier to transport, which is Bacsa
important when travel to other countries is involved. Mounts

3. With 40 to 45 minute flights, it takes a long time
to complete a contest - the Class B (approximately) size
should reduce duration to about 30 to 35 minutes. Phd] —

4. The smaller wing area would present a bigger chal- LL
lenge than we now have.

,

RECORDS? MAYBE!

T "
:

:

What do the other NINAS members think? CHICAGO AERONUTS RECORD TRIALS - MADISON STREET ARMORY
|

eset ; ugUust 1963, Category II - 75° ceiling '

#0 HAPPY BIRTHDAY |iH Senior B Gabin -— 11:31.8, Dave Erbach

The month of Septémber marks the fourth anniversary Senior © Cabin ~ 12:15.6, Dave Erbach

of the Wilmington Indoor Model Airplane Club. WIMAC is
,

t

the first and only club devoted exclusively to Indoor -
Leeeet igen Lakehurst, Ne J. - 170° ceiling

and WIMAC furnished the example which proved that Cat. I Cat. III Senior Helicopter - 6214.0, Edmund Smith
and Cat. II flying was a necessary and desirable part of August 25, 1963
the national model picture. WIMAC has held monthly fly- Cat, III Senior Autogyro = 5:22.9, Edmund Smith ©

ing sessions continuously for the four years since it was

organized, and each session was a sanctioned Record© PROPFORUM
Trials, Finally, the club supports WIMAC NEWS, the first
club newsletter devoted to indoor flying. Dave Copple The July prop discussion raised a few questions and
has served as editor of this fine newsletter since the comments ~ and it also reminded us that the things many

.

first, and has worked untiringly to advance the cause of of us take for granted aren't always common knowledge or

Indoor, not only at Wilmington, but all over the world. prop blooke - thet mae ma Jor question which arose wae on.° ocks ~- their design and use. e standar oc

Dave did not stop with the effort of cheering others used for construction of mono-spar props, is designed my
on, but went on to write the proposal which created Cat. with the following formula: lf
I and Cat. II and hand carried the proposal to Washington 3.14% DIAMETER X THICKNESS |

to speed its adoption. From this beginning, present day 1. PiTcH = OT ae etindoorhas grown to the presently large and active thing
Refer to the sketch of the block below. The dimenS today. . - |

sions as marked on the block are fairly self-explanatory, —
It is safe to say that without Dave Copple's encour- but we shall make a sample calculation "for example." A’

agement and example INDOOR NEWS would never have been typical Class B prop would be 14" diameter and 26" pitch. |
started, It was a proud moment in your editor's life Careful planning at this stage can eliminate some extra
when he recieved Honorary Membership in WIMAC, and an work in the future. Is there a possibility that you will |

equally proud moment when he was invited to be a Charter want a 16" x 26" some time in the future? none same block !
Member of NIMAS when Dave was setting up the organization. can be used for all sizes of props from 12° x 26° through |
Many congratulations and best wigshes to Dave and WIMAC- 17" x 26", but the 12" and the 17" props are not likely
where it all started! to be needed in a 26" pitch. |,

The next consideration (also planning ahead) will be__!HINTSAND_KINKS the basic block size. A block 2" x 2" x 8" will make a *
.

fairly good size, except that it will be crowded if youRun=DownStands plan blade, wiatn much more than 1.1". A better choice |
A run-down stand is oneof those nice little "extras" would be a x@ x ~ this will allow plenty of room |

that most of us never get around to building. However,
for blade shape experimenting. i

when you have one, it is a big relief to be able to "hang ' "

up" your model while the last few turns run down. Also With this choice in mind, let's design the 26" block.
the stand is handy to hold the model between flights and For practical reasons let's use the full width of wood }

while you make minor repairs.
available. Formula 1 can be re-arranged thus: (



1

_
DESIRED PircH KX WIOTH Se2. THICHWESS
3./¢ x DIAMETER NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD eo

Put in 3" for width and 16" for diameter and solve
CALIFORNIA - MOFFET

=
r thickness This comes out to 1. - so mark these -

Beat
be es adimensions on the block and draw tines "x" and "y" to use Record trials have been scheduled for Hangar #1 at

Lo

as guide lines while carving the block. ‘Take your time Moffet on September 15. Once again, this one may be the "

f7™ make the building surface as smooth and flat as you last, since Lockheed is expected to take over the hangar o:
°

~ use a straight edge between iines "x" and "y" to in the near future. ”

S
Cucck on your progress. Be careful to preserve the edge «
of the block (edge "2") so you can line up the prop

6
CALIFORNIA - WILMINGTON

 —s_

”

shaft with it during construction. Draw a blade outline September 13 marks the date for the Easy B Annual and 7

on the block, and you're in business. the regular bi-monthly indoor scale meet, all to be held
,

: by the Wilmington Indoor Model Airplane Club. A unique 7
5 —_—*", feature of the Easy B contest is that you can enter as x

——— BD many models as you like in both the Tissue event and the
|

.< ‘oN regular Easy B event, and make as many flights as you Pe
 & can find timers for! Trophies through third place and i

\. @ special high time Tissue trophy are at stake. Y

--->} ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
i rT The Chicago Aeronuts held indoor Record Trials on
! August 24, and a miminum of 10 fliers showed up - four
a from out of town! It appears that the out-of~towners

appreciate the Armory more than the Aeronuts. Toobad
some of the people down South don't have a site to|
neglect! Maybe the attendance will be better at the RT's

.QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS scheduled for October, November and December. Contact °

"Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd. St., Chicago for details.
27. How can microfilm be stored and transported?

INDIANA ~ KOKOMO
Those fortunate enough to have a spare closet to hang Chuck Borneman reports that they hope to start their

their spare hoops of film are rather scarce, and another indoor season in October this year and run through April,
way to store film is needed. We solved our problem with pending arrangements with Bunker Hill AFB. This is their
a large box such as is sketched below. The first thing fourth consecutive year, and the activity is about as
needed is a tight-fitting lid which serves two purposes. good as anyplace in the Central Zone. Contact Chuck at
Of course, the lid keeps dust and bugs out (provided the 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo, Indiana.
rest of the box is also air-tight), but it also makes
the box more rigid - an important factor in moving the NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST

.box without damaging the film. In additionto making all the arrangementsforuse of
the hangars at Lakehurst, C. Ve. Russo has been keepingAfter creating a strong and air-tight box, install a everyone informed with a one-page news sheet. Manny

row of dowels across the box and glue them in with Elmer's Radoff is emerging as one of the most consistent fliers
|Glue or a similar glue. Each film frame will need two of those nearby. However, high time for recent sessions

hooks near the top, located so that a rubber band around has been made by Bob Champine, who faces a 600 mile round
the dowel and through the hook will pull the hoop against trip each time. Bob is working on those important small
the dowel and also exert a downward pressure on the hoop. details to improve the models = and a new prop gave him
ff“8 pressure holds the bottom of the hoop in place on

-

36:12 with less than full winds the last time out.
‘ bottom of the box and prevents the hoop from flop- Serennn aren a oes so

'

,

pangs around when the box is moved.
SO

NEW YORK - ELMIRA
The Elmira Indoor Model Airplane Club is one of the

—

Since it requires at least one hand in the box. and
.. Most active indoor clubs we've heard of. During the

between hoops to manipulate the rubber bands, the dowels summer months they oftenmanaged three flying sessions
must be spaced about 6" apart to leave room. If the box a week, with activity concentrating on Easy B and HLG.
is wide enough to leave handling room on both sides of To get in on a good deal, contact Jim Mayes, 413 Sharr
each hoop, the dowels can be spaced a little closer Avenue, Elmira, New York.
together.

NEW ZEALAND
;

Jack Eriksen reported on one of the wildest indoor
_

sessions we've heard of to date. Thesessionwasstaged
in Hamilton, New Zealand as a part of an agriculture show.
The flying site was the display hall, during the main
part of the display. Jack managed high time of 3:50 with
16" tissue model, in spite of the turbulence caused by
about 2000 people milling around the floor! The Hamilton

£" Club has ulterior motives in staging this display - theyq Dowecs get the hall free and all to themselves one other time
during the year.

, OHIO - CLEVELAND

<r wed XN Chuck Tracy reports that the Baldwin-Wallace College
ee. A te field house will be the site which replaces the ArmorySe UF they lost in the summer of 1962. The ceiling is not as

' . high, but it is still a pretty good site according to
'

;

Chuck. Advance planning for the Great Lakes Indoor Air
'

° meet indicates the date will probably be Dec. 29 or
Deo ts, Jan. 5, and the site will be the Public Auditorium as

_
.Lem tS usual. ,

> STATE OF THE ART

A little over a year ago Larry Renger built "Bazz
Fazz II" and set the Cat. I Sr. ROG record at the August

_- Finm FRAME 4. 1962 WIMAC Record Trials, When Larry went back for his
a senior year at M. I. T., Bazz Fazz went along. When the

Finn Tech Model Aircrafters held their November Record Trials,
Spm Hoolf Bazz Fazz did it again - this time in Cat. II. For some

- Hoorn time, both records stood thus:
—Rueser BAnod

- Cate I Sr. A ROG ~ 8:16.9 Aug. 14, 1962
r. * Cat, II Sr. A ROG ~ 8:46.8, Nov. 17, 1962

tTa
At this time the Cat. I record still stands, but Dave

Cuose-Up of FRAME 30.196g the Cat. II A ROG record to 9:01.2 on March

MeovuntTinG® METHOD
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ContestBoardAction Since we just finished selecting the 1964 FAI tean,
.

it would seem out of place to open a discussion of futureIn a memo dated September 10, 1963, Free Flight OB a
Chairman Phil Klintworth reported on the recent ballot team selection programs. Not so! We have probably sel-

covering the Detroit-Chicago-Wilmington IHLG proposal ected the strongest possible team, considering the number
" t- i it ° of fliers we started with. Unless time (and the WorldThe vote was seven “for, one “against,” and three

t vlmembers failed to vote. This vote qualifies the proposal Championship) proves us wrong, we had an excellent plan
to be printed in Model Aviation, which will start the for team selection this year. The main thing that was

three-month study period. A final vote will be taken lacking was that we failed to develop many new fliers. ;

early in 1964. A recent letter outlined an interesting program that we

NIMAS Rules Committee can think about. We continue to improve the performance
————————— oe of the models ~ but let's not forget the team selection.

At this time the Committee has not completed their .

.

-

initial study of the rules, so there are no recommend~ The program proposal is this: .

-
ations from the Committee. However, we have received By
several letters suggesting that events be combined or 1. A series of four sessions starting in March and end- cor
eliminated. The most drastic suggestion went like this: ing in June. (Why not a longer time spread? Anyone who :

"One stick microfilm event and it should be FAI rules, has just gone through the recent series of three elims ae
:

one cabin event limited by wingspan, one simpler event- will know why! Ed.) “
such as "Easy B’ with tissue covering, Baby ROG, and one

\
~

HL glider (all balsa) event. Helicopter and autogyro 2. Any qualified entrant can enter any or all sessions, ae
should be retained for the real experimenter." in any zone. os

Several people have suggested that classes be desig- the tecaet tir thenextolin tena the teptureswioners. “ee
nated in terms of maximum span rather than maximum area, from the fourth session are zone reps at a Nats flyoff oS
and at least one person suggested that tr hgnt scoring be ° ‘. ist,
changed to the best two of six attempts (same as FAI a

scoring). Two people have suggested that indoor scale agaiane thie precusale to outiine Some thoughts for and
a

~~
be added as an event, but no one who regularly flies this ve ,

a
, . event hasSeconded the poauests eet eee eeaecotaeee 1. Losers can continue to develop their models and skill “

through theContestBoardmember fon yourAMA ianeiene. at successive sessions rather than be shut out early in a
. the game. of

However, since the Rules Committee exists, it is OK to
6

-
send a copy of the request to the Committee Chairman. 2. The top times will be boosted at each session as the ’

We thank those who have taken the time to make these experienceof| individual fiers fae on previous wennersstay on top, but a teansuggestions, but it is very easy to assume that most of w ave to meep smproveng vo
Ps eee

you care ‘very little about what happens! If you do care,
Slot will still be available until the fourth session.

ey
drop us a line at Box 545, Richardson, Texas and make
yourself heard. One area’ in particular where the comm~ 2 rose experiencedfiers ETOe ete entty to try os

ittee can use some help is with rules for an Easy B Cir increasing & : gains e nners over sever

event. Each area where these models are flown uses a
sessions, and the top fliers can practice sportsmanship

different set of rules - and the final result is the same by helping the neophytes improve their skill. The two

each place. Everyone flies Easy B and has fun regardless groups will mix more and get better acquainted.
:

of the rules. The simplest rules specify an all-balsa
,

“

prop, maximum span 18" and maximum chord 3"; the most +. eeemensed activity will increase revenue and interest
.

elaborate rules specify that all outlines must be oe, o

straight lines, all components solid, no bracing of any Points against the proposal:
kind anywhere, prop blades to be sheet balsa (no carved
props), covering optional, 18" maximum span, 3" maximum 1. More sessions with inereased participation will make
chord, 54 square inches maximum wing area, maximum stab administration and site availability difficult.
area 27 square inches or 50% of the wing area. To date,
we simply haven't heard any good reasons for more than 2. Some fliers may wait for the last session at their .

the simplest of rules for Easy B. The floor is open to own risk. Since consistent performance is needed for
anyone who would be good enough to defend the Wilmington a strong team, it might be well to require entry in at
Easy B rules ~ if you really think them necessary! least one elim before the zone final.

,

DRAFTSMENWANTED!! 3. Fliers who live far from a site will have an extra
Several times in the past we have made this plea orotate within theeon However, sites could alternate

,

5
4

- ° e n the zone.
and everyone has enjoyed the plans turned out by our
several volunteers. However, it is time that we add a Comments, anyone??? ”

few more draftsmen to our staff ~ it is hardly fair to
have the same people do all the work! In some cases all 65 Cm. FAI Span?
that will be required is to make a tracing from an exist- ~

ing plan; in some cases a whole plate will have to be Dick Kowalski reports that the FAI Indoor Committee
organized from a sketch. So, step right up, folks! The is split on the issue, with two in favor of the 65 cm. .

line forms to the right! and three favoring nc change. Dick's mail has been 3-1

oops!! in favor of 20 em., while the mail at INAV has been 3-1
Yeseer in favor of 65 cm. and local comments have been 6-0 in

Last month we announced that Lew Gitiow's fine new
favor of 65 cm. Meanwhile, in England their Indoor Com-

4
e al ced that LewG ( ittee 1 lit

)

-

ne book "Fundamentals of Indoor Models" would be ready by fenced fliers. Ina nore official vein,Prank Enting -

the last of September. We failed to give Lew's address, has asked the pertinent sub-committee to shelve the issue
never dreaming the books would be ordered from us! Order until next year, and present indications are that this

your copy from: Lew Gitlow, P. 0. Box 65774, Los Angeles will be done. Time will tell what the outcome will be,
.

5, California. The price is $1.50 postage paid anywhere put it appears that no change will be made until after
.

in the world.
_ the World Championships next summer.
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Cardington Closed?
i

.

. ‘ —.

In the past few months it has been rumored that the flares a considerable amount in order to absorb the power
R.A.F. was giving up the base at Cardington, which left burst and slow the climb. To further slow the rate of
the future status of the hangar in doubt. Although the climb, the motor is wound to some number of turns less
R.A.F. is leaving, it appears that the hangar will still than maximum (as determined by experiment), then all or
be available for use. It is also considered likely that most of the peak power is "backed off" (again the number
Great Britain will host the Championships again, so the of turns backed off is determined by experiment) so that
site will most likely be Cardington. the model operates on the flat portion of the torque

Team Manager Nominations CUPVEo

Recentl it occurred to me that a more efficient useAt the present time three people have been nominated of the abe could be made. Why carry enough rubber to
for the post of Team Manager to our FAI Indoor Team: Joe reach the top of a blimp hangar (with prop to match), and
Bilsri, Bruce Paton and Dick Kowalski. So far, it seems then wind it up part way and back off a few? Might it
that a lot of serious thought and consideration is going be possible to find a combination of rubber and prop that
into the selection of a manager, which is as it should would permit the entire torque curve to be used? After
be. This post is far too important to be filled with two months of experimenting, it seems likely that such a
the winner of a popularity contest (it hasn't happened, combination can be workedout. Until it has been worked
but it could) and the man chosen should be the best we out, with special models designed to increase the poss-
can find.

.
_

Able advantages of this approach, we can only guess at
the final results.

Off-Season Elims
One early approximation used an 11" all-balsa prop

INDOOR NEWS has been asked to try to find out how and a 14" LoDp of 2045" pirelli on a paper stick model.
much interest there is in having a round of FAI Elims in With 90% of maximum turns the model had a very rapid
the years when the elims aren't "for real", If you are climb to the ceiling (28 seconds to reach 20' froma
interested in having a round of elims in 1964, please launch 6" off the floor). When it reached the ceilinglet Dick Kowalski know how you feel. One advantage to both wing tips started dragging heavily on the ceiling,
such a scheme would be to try out new team selection which nullified the turn - and the model headed for the
methods; another would be the additional development in wall It was relaunched without adding more turns and it
models and technique which would result from extra com- climbed to 18' in 24 minutes, landing deadstick at 7:05.
petition. Dick's address: 20203 Moenart, Detroit 34, The same prop and rubber combination on @ FAI model gaveMichigan. similar results, which lead to the conclusion that the

prop could be larger.
GLIDE TESTING .

Later, with a 14" prop and a 13" loop of .045 pirelli
In recent months there has been additional emphasis (no slack} wound to 1050 turns, the same FAI ship turned

on achieving the minimum rate of sink for indoor rubber 7:40 and landed with 50 turns. The flight took just over
models. A thorough glide testing program performed both 2% minutes to peak out just under the ceiling and it
"before" and "after" 1s one of the most accurate methods landed without touching either the ceiling or the walls.
of evaluating changes in trim and changes in aerodynamic Now, 7:40 isn't exactly startling time, even for a 20!

- configuration of your model. Dick Kowalski recommends site, but neither the model nor the prop were as effic-
_

this method: ient as they might be. There was fairly strong drift “_
,

;

,

near the ceiling, which had less effect on the model than
1. See eee tore” substituting a weight normal, since it spent very little time next to the top.

2. Carefully check and record incidence settings, C. G. This mode of operation is simpler to understand if
location and any other data which may be helpful. the prop and motor are considered to be a specific energy

3. Establish an altitude marker at least 2' high of such input, such as for outdoor FF when the engine develops
a nature that you can easily determine if the model a certain horsepower for a given period of time. The FF

. has passed the marker at the right altitude. . model is adjusted to handle this power input and its pere
4, Glide the model from at least 6"behindthealtitude formance is evaluated in terms of this input. Ina

marker so the model will have time to achieve normal sintler fashion, the rubber motor wound to a. given number
©

Glide speed. of turns represents a given energy input. The height of
. 5. The model should pass within a couple of inches of the peak torque will govern how high the model can Stim

the altitude marker. Do not count any glides that and the remaining energy will determine how long the
exceed this distance from the marker. cruise will last, if the model will land deadstick or

6, Time the duration of the glide from the instantthe nearly so.
,

model passes the marker until you can see and hear
the model strike the floor. If this approach will work, it will result in the

7. Divide the average duration into the marker height to development of models keyed specifically to a given
get sinking speed in ft./sec. Use a minimum of 10 ceiling height, just as hand launch gliders have been
glides for each setting for best accuracy. developed for the ceiling under which they are flown.

For example, Lee Hines' Sweepette 16 Mk. III, which flew

LOW CEILING FORUM for 37 seconds in Cat. I, would not benefit greatly from
Sa ee

an additional 10' of ceiling height ~ it just isn't
Some time ago this column was initiated at the strong enough to be thrown higher!

request of a low ceiling flier who asked for suggestions
on how to improve modelperformance in the siteswith My best guess about the design of these Cat. I models,
the lower ceilings. To date, only Lee Hines has passed based on the experiments described above, is as follows:
on any tips for low ceiling fliers - and that was glider on thecollin, thewines banbeabousas iinhteaeouninformation. ’ yo

can handle. The models will have to be designed for min-
The major problem faced by low ceiling fliers is a

imum rate of sink during the cruise, which will probably
; combination of drift and of hanging up. Quite often, if include a long tail moment arm and center of gravity as

the site has a smooth ceiling, the drift pushes the model far back as possible and still retain adequate stability.
across the ceiling until it strikes a wall or some other
obstruction and the timing ends with a hung model. On The motor stick will probably come in for the biggest
the other hand, quite a few sites have a lattice-work of change. The motor will still be fairly large in cross-
rafters and "junk" in the top which effectively prevents section to maintain cruise power, which means a shorter

; ceiling scrubbing and often just plain snags the model. than normal loop. In order to have some slack, the stick
, In this type of ceiling one must avoid the beams for two will need to be somewhat shorter. The shorter stick can

reasons: 1. The model will almost always hang up, and eeeen in dlameter, so the weight saving in the stick
this is more likely if the model is still climbing fast ¥ e Substantial. Such a model, if 1t proves to be
when it reaches the beams. 2. "Ricochet drift" (drift practical, will be capable of pushing Cat. I times up to can
caused by collisions with obstacles) can soon foree the ha minutes or more, while 50 minutes in Cat. II could

; model against the wall or into a corner. ecome fairly commonplace. However, the “ultimate” Cat.
I model just won't turn some fabulous time in Cat. II

The conventional way to fly models under these con-
because the motor stick wouldn't hold the higher energy

ditions is to use rubber at least equal in weight to that motor required to take full advantage of the higher
of the model, with a moderately large diameter prop which ceiling.

.
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The foregoing prediction is really extrapolation from To build the stab, put in all the ribs except #3,
frm performance that is largely speculative. If this article then add crosspiece "A" and possibly a couple of diag-~

causes anyone to speculate about a different way of doing onals. "A" is going to support the rear end of the stab,
things, to make some effort to turn the peculiar limit- and the trailing edge between ribs #2 and #4 should be
ations of Cat. I into some sort of asset, or in any way thin enough to have a proper degree of springiness. Rib
to increase the efficiency and performance of our models, #3, when added, might profitably be a compression rib.
then it will have been worth while. On theother hand,
4f you disagree with what has been said, the floor is

. With the stab finished andcovered , add the little
yours! Have your say, and we all may learn something! V-shaped piece comprised of "B’ and "C”. B is glued

to the trailing edge and to the covering but not to the
CLIMB CONTROL VIA TORQUE TRIM TAB end of rib #3 against which it butts. Now glue the line

from the rear hook to the end of "co",
aby Richard Miller

When a fully wound motor is put on the hook it should
There is scarcely an indoor model that will not out- be quite powerful enough to depress the stab trailing

climb the ceiling under which it's flown - no matter how edge (if it's thin enough) and when the hook returns to

high the roof; and the lower the ceiling the more @ normal position the trailing edge should have enough
onerous the problem. Even with flare props under the resiliency to resume its original shape. If there is any
highest ceiling it is usually necessary to sacrifice tendency for the paper to impede action, trim away 4

valuable winds in order not to get hung up. This is little between piece B" and rib #3. And if it works -
illustrated by the way in which Carl Redlin let winds but then why shouldn't it?

mun off before his official flights at Cardington in
301962, ~30—

Perhaps, in time, gears will put a stop to this. In
,

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
the meantime not everybody has gears (as a matter of fact 7
only a very few people have gears) and the rest of the CALIFORNIA - MOFFET|
people are going to have to shift as best they can. Now The September session didn't have quite as many in

.whilethey're shifting they might try changing from one attendance as usual, but the times were quite good. Bud .
incidence setting to another - as a means of getting Romak topped 39 minutes in stick, Joe Bilgri turned 25:53 ~
around the too early meeting of the model and the ceiling. in cabin and Manny Andrade turned 21:58 in cabin. eh
If you have this problem why not try a method of climb Another record trials has been set up for October 20,

acontrol (in addition to a flare prop) designed to keep and a8 usual those who plan to attend must notify Bilgri mh

the model at lower altitudes for a longer period of time 10 days in advance. Joe's address: 1255 Blackfield Dr., .

and thus increase total duration? Santa Clara, California, re

As I watched the low-ceiling set struggling with the CALIFORNIA- WILMINGTON
_too rapid climb my mind went back to the old method of News has been pretty scarce from Wilmington in past me

controlling rubber speed models (there was an event!) by months, but we have partial results from the Easy B -
bringing the tension of the tightly wound rubber motor, Annual. Wally Miller, designer of the Easy B, won first ake
via a small lever, against the rudder post to achieve place with 9:25; Larry Renger won second place with 8:49. “~
rudder offset when torque was at its highest. Why not, Larry was flying the same Easy B that he used to set the
I thought, adapt the same idea to thefast climbing Sr. B Stick recorda year ago!.

os indoor model? Why not use the tension of the tightly
7

ae
f wound motor to control incidence and thus the rate of ENGLAND - CARDINGTON os

climb? An indoor session at Cardington in September was very oo

well attended, and the fliers were rewarded with low
| 7

Now the first thing everybody's going to say is that drift and slightly cool conditions. Stan Ward and Ron
-it's a gimmick and the second thing everybody's going to Draper each topped 29 minutes for the two best flights

say is that the bowed motor stick already does what I of the session.
have in mind. Well, it may be a gimmick, but gears are
@& gimmick too - and you may have to beg, borrow, or ILLINOIS ~ CHICAGO
steal a set to stay in the running in a year or so. As Pete Sotich reports thata Cat. II record trials has
for the bowed motor stick, this 1s a sometimes phenomenon been scheduled for Saturday, October 26, in the Madison
and very difficult to control because of the very small Street Armory. Since local participation has been poor,
bits of deflection necessary to make it effective. A it 1s possible that some contest event may be held to

increase attendance. Check with Pete at 3851 W. 62ndmuch greater degree of control can be had by using 4
, detailsmaller area and a wider range of movement. Like a trim Place, Chicago 29, Illinois, for further details.

tab. INDIANA - KOKOMO
Chuck Borneman reports that final arrangements have

The device (untested as yet) should be fairly obvious been made for use of the Bunker Hill AFB gym on the third
from the drawings, but for those who want to experiment, Sunday of each month from October through April. The
& word or two might help. If I were doing it I would first session falls on October 20 and will feature Easy B
make a bench set-up and test various hooks with a loop and RLG events. Chuck has asked that all fliers make
of rubber the size I expected to use on the ship in suggestions about any other events that they want to be
question. I would vary the drop anddiameter of the held. If you need further information or have a suggest-bends of the rear hook until I had a fair degree of for- ion, Chuck's address is 1401 W. Taylor, Kokomo, Indiana.ward and rearward motion - perhaps 1/8" or even more, I Since this is their fourth year of steadily increasing
would then determine at what percentage of winds the hook activity, this ought to be a good season.
returned to a more or less normal position. This action

cee cu pum te btn bets cote oedecenaui a a

I would transmit to the stabilizer via a length of MICHIGAN ~- DETROIT
nichrome or something similar, Although the teen dances have stopped, the Michigan

State Fair Coliseum still has the false ceiling and the
4] #2 £3 st4. #S- fancy trim. Late rumor has it that it is coming down

i soon, and the Balsa Bugs plan a record trials if the
!

a
! building is cleaned up in time before cold weather.

AQ
4

NEW ZEALAND - UPPER HUTT
| John Malkin and Brian Root travelled to Palmerston
ae | 'B" for a Cat, II session last month, and managed to cram a

Moa _ lot of flying into the day. Brian's best time was 9:37.6STAB TE. #8 ocd wa with a Bligri "Ditto", which John managed to top later
— =

. se with 11:06.3 for a club record. In the meantime John
had been busy setting some other records:

Rig #3
“3 Gat. I Helicopter - 034997 (11' ceiling)

, pee ee EEE at. Il Helicopter - 4:02.3om [em | om STRUTS 7oS Microfilm Stick Under 18" HL - 6:47
- T133UE Socwer ‘C’ Microfilm Stick Under 18" ROG - 5:58.4

Morok The amazing thing about all of John's record flightsSTich L
Teg Sasser gungene 9 asecees" except the helicopter flights is that they were all made

wiRE — with the same model - an 18" model with detachable wheels
t and extra tips which were glued on to increase the span!

. .

. 7
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NEW YORK - ELMIthe Elmira indoor Model Airplane Club is still grow- My interest in tailless started way back in 1950 when

-
I discovered that the British record for the class stooding - now the membership totals 16 members who are quite Pp.

;at just over a minute. The model, designed by Mikeactive in HLG and Easy B. Their top HLG time intheir an imilar to that20' site is 0:23.6 - quite respectable time! If they can Thomas, was a curious affair of 15° span similar
to. the

locate an adult sponsor for their group, theyhope to shown in the sketch Belows
. Co ,

hold a club contest soon. Volunteers, anyone? a me

HINTS AND KINKS . a
The Detroit Balsa Bugs continue to develop model L

structures, and this development goes along nicely with iy
the monowire fuselage bracing. Sometimes the lighter f

fuselages have a bad habit of dimpling or oilcanning at
. ~ ears

points of stress. A soft 1/32" strut across the stick WREELE
as shown below will hold the wood in shape and prevent ™ BY MasMAS.
the failure with very little added weight.

i Mike favored a flat plate section wing, a straight
leading edge and a swept forward trailing edge. A trac-
tor propellor was employed and the model was flown in

B tight right hand circles.
— i .

a o2-45 ™
2 e

;

After making a model to this configuration and con-
fa. NN. NY, »

3a. SOFT vineing myself that it was not the answer to the tailless(ie 3¢
sac problem I made a small swept back model using a flat

BALSA PASTS plate wing section thus;

Another monowire bracing scheme is suggested by Bruce
Paton and sketched below. Bruce says, "We've been using
dacron for the bracing - the type sold by Cox for their
ready-to-fly control lines. The line splits into three /?strands, we use one of these strands for the bracing. i/
We've found that on an FAI job, if we bow the stick up iy
1/16" when installing the dacron, that with full winds . i!
we get a slight amount of downthrust. j

Incidentally, each of these strands is comprised of
about a dozen monofilaments. If you have good eyesight, Ne
these monofilaments make very good tail bracing or even om

i - wing bracing on an A ROG," :

Le.

Its crulse was reasonable, but trouble arose in the
DAcROMN See HETS™ form of stalling under full power. This was partially{
i

_t overcome by raising the thrust line and mounting the wing
ee well below the motor stick. However, the solution to all

; _ , ————_-____. the stability troubles came completely by accident. I
a a was experimenting with the model one evening trying to

Sh . improve its trim and at the same time listening to the
J¢ DIA, big fight on the radio. The fight gained my prior

.

attention and in my excitement I mishandled the model and
, the wing came adrift from the stick.

RECORDS? MAYBE!
With my mind elsewhere I re-cemented the wing in

There were some record trials held in September, but position, vat in reverse. Being in @ mood to try any~=
we haven't received reports of any record applications. thing, I wound up in reverse so that the prop had become
Does this mean no records were set, or simply that there

a pusher and launched the model. To my amazement, it
were no reports? flew perfectlywithout stall or mush. Needless to say,

the prop was quickly reversed on its spindle and "Viola,"
a stable flying wing. A cambered airfoil was tried later,

CHANGE OF PACE but its center of pressure movement resulted in instab-
Lo ,

ility and so the flat plate airfoil was retained. The
Although we have no classes for flying wings (or forward fin was rather prone to damage and so it was

tailless models) these strange birds should make inter- eventually tucked under the motorstick as shown.
esting fun projects. The author, Reg Parham, needs no ° .

introduction to most indoor fliers = he has been well
..- For consistent performance it is necessary to build

.

known for years in the field.
a stiff wing. This is readily apparent from the fact

:

that the elevons produce a twisting moment. Assuming the
INDOORTAILLESS ~ use of a conventional right hand propellor, @ right turn

4s desirable and the elevons are adjusted for longitud-by Reg Parham inal trim and bank as necessary.

The flying wing type of indoor model is sadly neg~ My plan shows the latest version of the series which
lected even here in England where there is a record class was made several years ago. The current British record
for it. This is surprising as it is a useful model to of 5:14 48 hela by "Mac" Grimmet with a model of similar

_

fly when a site is cluttered with hanging lights and configuration, but I see no reason why this time should
other impediments. A ship with a swept back wing and a not be raised to 10 minutes plus in the near future,
pusher propellor is quite reluctant to hang up.

ae.
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3UD TENNY Voice of NILMAS." - NOVEMBER 1963
INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subseription only) ¢2/year ~~.

N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/year

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### co ce evace Lage ett oe eee guna
In addition to the costs above, postage for corres-

The following members joined NIMAS in October: pondence totalled $45.07, and office supplies came to
more than $25. The postal rates increase alone accounts

GEORGE BATIUK, 3066 South Osceola, Denver 19, Colorado for over $20 of the newsletter postage! ==
DAVID LINSTRUM, V-3 Jardine Terrace, Manhattan, Kansas

.

/ —
Incoming mail this year amounted to 700 letters, and

Sponsored Junior Memberships your editor sent out over 720 pleces of mail. All in all ,

. this has been a most successful year for INDOOR NEWS, and
In February, 1963, the Sponsored Junior Membership very pleasing to the staff.

fund was announced - and in short order the fund built up
oo

to 14 memberships. To date we have only two Sponsored This report would not be complete without a word of

Juniors ~ largely due to a lack of nominations. Recently thanks for all those who helped with a myriad of details
“it came to light that some clubs had nominees, but the during the year. The masthead says “Voice of NIMAS," and

clubs did not meet the original requirement which said this is truly a group publication - thanks to all of you!
the club must be an AMA Chapter or Chartered Club. This
restriction has been lifted, and deserving juniors from indoorRulesCommittee
any club are welcome. In addition, any NIMAS member can

Co / hee — oo
nominate a deserving junior - in fact, both our present It is interesting to note how the mailcomments are a

members were so nominated. In each case, the nominee was
‘

ghaping up on the subject of indoor rubber events. These eh

an active model builder who got started in indoor more eventsareleading the list in number of times they are

or less by himself and was nominated after being observed mentioned as desirable: A ROG, B PaperStick, Helicopter,
in action. .

and Autogyro. All comments have favored adding FAI to oi
;

the list, with a split between those favoring FAI as the ~
This 1s the way the business works: Send the name only stick event and thosewho wish to retain at least

~

of the nominee to: Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas one other stick event. Everyone except one has favored
along with biographical information of the nominee. The adding Easy B, and about half have favored retaining Orn-
nominee pays $1 and the rest of the membership fee comes ithopter. Several people have favored changing from area
from the fund. Each club is limitedtoonemembership to wingspan to determine model class.
per year unless they wish to make a donation to the fund.

“ oo, bo

-

The membership is good for one year, and the Junior may As chairman of the committee and as.a CD, it is in os

renew as a regular member. order to express my rules philosophy-what a set of
wm mo rules ought to be. I believe that rules whichdefine a.

on
mo ‘Zippy Code

~ ' ¢lass or type of model airplane ought to contain no more
oe prohibitions or restrictions than is necessary to main-

We wonder just what this Zip Code is all about, since tain the essential character of the event. All such pro- he

the mail seems to get delivered without it! However, it hibitions must be stated simply and without ambiguity, te
may come to pass that it will be a necessity - if you so that both builders and CD's will interpret the rules ee
happen to remember, send it along. By the way, the Zip alike. Finally, the essential contest equipment should se
Code for Box 545, Richardson, Texas is 75081. be held to a minimum, and should be of such nature as to cS

be readily available or easily constructed. Thus, I feel is
NIMAS Awards

. that any restriction which requires many words to define os
would be betterleftout - even if this resultedinnot ag

So far, the only people to comment on the proposed having the event. As an example, let us consider part os
NIMAS achievement awards have been those who thought of of the Solid Stick proposal which was defeated recently
them in the first place. It seems a shame that no one by the FF Contest Board: :

; we
appears to be interested - since there just isn't any ue

, kind of recognition available for those who devote extra "All components must be solid. No tubes, I-beams, ve
effort toward improving their models and technique. Some H-beams, L-beams, or similar, or built-up, built-up we
will say that our system of national records does just hollow, or hollow construction of componentsis permitted age
that ~- and in a sense they are correct. However, many of in any form." oo
the records have been pushed to the point where it takes Ln
& happy combination of a good model, excellent conditions Thus, if "component" 1s taken to mean any individual a
and luck to exceed them. This is especially true in Cat- piece of the model, wing sockets as we know them are _ a
egory I, where all the stick records are beginning to specifically prohibited. Ina strict interpretation, it vs
creak from old age. It's a pretty fair accomplishment

—

is doubtful that the normal thrust bearing and rear hook Ss
to have a model miss hanging up and miss collisions for could be allowed, since the fuselage is no longer a solid a

12 minutes$ let alone 14 or 15 it would take for a new piece, but has been built up from balsa and metal! If © 3
national record. In fact, Cat. I flights over 11 minutes component" is taken to mean sub-assemblies such as wing se
are pretty rare, and anyone who manages it has done well. and stab, the model would have to resemble the A-~J Hornet “*

except that the fuselage could not be slotted to receive i
We offer this possibility as food for thought: Set the tail surfaces! 1

up three awards called (for example) Silver, Gold and «

Diamond. The Diamond award could be won by a 15 minute Admittedly, I have taken an extreme viewpoint to show coe
flight in Cat. I, 30 minutes in Cat. II or 42 minutes in my meaning - but that same proposal had a basic fallacy -
Cat. III. On the other end of the scale, the Silver in concept. It wasproposed withthé inténtof creating :

award could stand for 11 minutes in Cat. I, 20 minutes in a “beginner” or "novice" event. In the first place, it
.

Cat. II, and 30 minutes in Cat. III. A similar award for 4s impossible to create an event which novices or begin-
. HLG could be based on time/ceiling height, or rate of ners will win, unless more experienced builders are kept

sink. Let's have your comments, please! from entering the event. Conversely, if a "novice" wins ~
such an event against "experts", he is, by practical def-

os Financial Report a inition, an "expert" regardless of his experience level.
This issue marks the second anniversary of INDOOR

a

‘Thus, since the Committeehasbeenaskedtoinvest=" ~~

NEWS AND VIEWS under the subscription system. Income for igate the addition of a new event - a "beginner" event,this year from subscriptions and memberships totals $435, the only possible méaning is to create an event that -
- with an additional $24 in the Sponsored Junior Membership beginners will be encouraged to enter. After all, a

.

fund. The expenses for twelve issues are as follows: "full house" FAI is a quite formidible looking machine, “

oo oe .
especially to the uninitiated - and the average paper |

Printing costs | «($292.72 covered Easy B looks easy enough that few will admit they ~

Postage (newsletter only) paces couldn't build one, especially if you have a rugged
_-

16.50 ’ “loaner" for them to fly a few times to get them hooked!
-

semesters etennsnatneatn nn annenennnam tmnt ast AEELD SCNit anita
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span will hang as well as any other size, perhaps more

Last month another scheme for FAI elimg was aired in
| readily. It has smaller size and will nestle among truss

this column. Thé main feature of the proposal was that bracing and other architectural details where the larger
all fliers could enter each elim until the Semi-Final, span may not be able to go. _o—

and thus could build up their skill or overcome a bad
. - _ ' a ew

early showing. LewGitlow has made these comments on the IT’S BALLOT TIME

proposal’ .
By the time you read this, it will be almost too late

"Det's face it, many things can come up to make it for you to return your AMAballot. By now, you should

impossible to make one of the flyoffs and a guy can pe have carefully read the brief bibliographies of the nom-

left with a real hurt. The new plan would prevent this. inees from your district (pages 7,8 & 9 in the October
I feel all the advantages were well put - but I think the 1963 Model Aviation), discussed the merits of each can-

last flyoff should allow greater participation. This didate with your fellow AMA members (unless you live out-

could be worked out in many ways. For example, average side an active area) and returned your ballot. If you
‘out the sums of the two highest times for each of three fail to return your ballot, as manydo, you have nothing
or four sessions, say six or 8 flights. Then, take the to gripe about if the officers you didn't elect aren t
top 40% or some arbitrary percentage depending upon par- to your liking. Remember, the deadline is November 15!

ticipation and allow these guys to fly in the last round.
‘I would think that consistency should be paramount. In

_

As usual, there is a space provided on the mailer to
“this way, conditions and other variables would average renew your license for 1964, If you don'thave the cash,
out and the flyoffs could be held through the entire mail the ballot anyway. It is not mandatory that you
year, from Fall to Spring with time between sessions for renew before January 1, 1964 - this just helps you to
experimentation. The luck element and Point 2 against avoid the rush which always occurs early in January,
the presented proposal would be largely eliminated." Contest Directors almost have to renew early, especiallyif they plan a January contest - the first thing that is

65 Cm. Span FAI?
” checked on a sanction application is to see if the CD has65

Cm,
Span FAL? a valid license. _

Co

Here are some more comments for and against any
:

,

Oo

possible change in the FAI indoor formula. Bill Bigge Some members who haven't read Model Aviation closely
has always opposed the change, and offers these comments: in recent months may be in for a shock when they note the

new license rates in effect for 1964, Do not be dismayed
"If the span is reduced, the ultimate models will be at the increase ~ it is long overdue and more nearly a

harder to build, harder to handle, more subject to ground realistic figure for the services ‘provided by AMA. If
turbulence, harder to balloon safely (or at all), and you doubt that statement, check the rates for membership
harder to see and identify. They will fly about 90% as in any other professional, sporting or recreation organ~
long, or more, depending upon Reynolds Number effects. ization which provides any service to the membership at
As Boyd Felstead says, it Would be more of a challenge. all. It costs several times that amount just to belong
Easier transport is the greatest advantage as far as I to the YMCA!

ees

am concerned. One advantage in the small size that 1
have not seen mentioned elsewhere is that collisions Something newhas been added also-something we have
should be less frequent, by a factor of two. This is not advocated for some time and wholeheartedlyapprove. This
of great importance in most cases in the sense that not "something new" is the FAI Sporting Stamp which must be
many flights are lost by collision, but if you consider affixed to your AMA license in order for you to partici-—
that the fear of collisions is an important factor in how pate in FAI activities. It will cost you $1 at the th

'

. many are willing to fly at once, it should make a better you buy your 1964 license,’or $1.25 if you buy it later.
contest." This is not a tax as such, but a means for everyone to

support FAI with more than their mouth. Prior to this
More comments against: The class is established, so time, only the fliers who actually qualifiedfora team

why change? The season is complete, and records have position had to buy them. That is about as sillyas
been established. Much theory arid development has been paying your entry fee to the Indianapolis 500during the

_invested in this size and the resulting Reynolds numbers. last ten laps! So, buy your stamp early and declareyour
.

_.

The idea that these smaller proposed models will take intent - it would be a bargain at twice the price. This
less airspace is nonsense; we will flyto any ceiling last, incidentally, is not a pasd political announcement
height regardless what size the airplane is. The smaller but a statement of personal opinion.

—
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HINTS AND KINKS
_

bands should be more or less at right angles in the two
a - films in order to get the most information out of the

_

Prop Spars Revisited. measurements. Marks on the mapa indicate the position
of the frames. The three maps are combined, lined up as

Some time ago we suggested a quick method for taper- indicated by the marks. This usually means tracing one

?™ ing prop spars before they are rounded. TomFinch and or two of them. One can then make up an addition table
‘Eric Greenwell have pointed out that thetraditional way

=
for colors. It was on the basis of such 4 table that I

to taper spars is with a knife andstraightedge as shown concluded, at the end of my first investigation, that
pelow. First, the stock is tapered the desired amount: Reds (only) are additive."

~ Bill also made the following clarification about the
technique of superposition: "If, by superposition, it is
found that a +b = c where a + a= b, and a, b, c are
thicknesses at certain contours, then a measuremerit of
the angle where c looks like b is a measurement of index
of refraction,”

;

Bill's measurement apparatus is also quite interest-
ing, especially since it is simple enowgh to be easily
duplicated.

Now, the stock is tapered with a cut like the first _ LINE OF
shaded portion shown below; then one tapered half-spar

_ SIGHT
is cute The process is repeated as often as necessary
until you have enough pieces to build your props. Each

— .

pair of half-spars is joined carefully with a scarf

Splice and permitted to dry. Finally, each spar is

finished off as usual and the prop completed.
. a .

——————————— )
|

MicRoFiLM
oe

) WASTE é
— FRAME

+4| 5 3
, :: A

OSCAR Speice AT CEnran
6 i

_..
Inthesketch above, #1 1s a regular tungsten lamp.

eee #2 is a transparent reflector (window glass) with asmall.
Ceiling And Visibility Unlimited _ triangle of aluminum for a sighting point. This sighting —

point is lined up with its reflection in the film (which :
Well, not quite! However, we sometimes find such is firmly supported by base #3) and with another aluminum...

_tasks as assembly of small parts and the trauma of wing foil marker #4. #5 is a dise of carbon paper, black side
f™N pracingis hampered by lack of visibility. John Triolo up, which provides a black background. A cut-down ball -

suggests that the difficulty can be lessened by proper point pen (#6) forms one of three points of support for

choice of background color. For example, bracingor weighted slide #7. The pen is moved along the color

assembly-of wnite balsa pieces can be tiring against a boundaries and presses through carbon paper (not shown) ~
white background - and almost a snap with a dark back- to draw the contours. The fact that the line is not “

ground. It is likely that a careful application of this visible while it is being drawn is an advantage, It is
principle can improve your workmanship also. practical and helpful to draw each line at least twice, *

since the two independent traces give an idea of the
THE LAB

,

reliability of the method.

- In the February 1963 issue of INDOOR NEWS we brought
.

Line OF

out the desirability of standard tests to determine the SIGHT *

quality of our building materials, and suggested tests “
for microfilm. Bill Bigge developed equipment to measure 9 oA
thickness of microfilm as an aid to uniformity for his 8 as
own models, and developed acolor scale as a guide to. . il oS
help identify film thickness, Looe, ne

The color scale is based on superposition and on a
angle measurementsandthe thickness indicated is for 1o—~ ae
light reflected at right angles to the film. The angle
at which the color changes to the next thinner color can on
be rather accurately determined. Assigning a ratio of ,

~~
thickness to this angle requires a value of the index of

——— tig
refraction, Ao .

Einm
ae

1 AppaREnt THICKNESS AT X°
- [p= swtsw eek, ee ms

APPARENT THICHWESS AT O° Me
7

a, .
FRAME “f

whereQ@= the angle between the line of sight (where the The angle apparatus shown above completes the gear a
color changes) and the perpendicular to the film surface. needed for these measurements. #8 is again a tungsten &

lamp which illuminates the sighting point #9 on a film se
Bill has the following to say about the measurement undergoing angular measurement. A protractor (#10) with a

technique: "The index of refraction is determined by the base parallel to the film surface, carries pointer 2
plotting a curve of apparent optical thickness versus #11. This pointer has a sight (two pins) and is attached oar

angle, and comparing with a set of theoretical curves, so that it will stay put until moved. The best accuracy ss

which are plotted for particular values of index of is attained when there are at least two colors, prefer-~refraction. ably more, in the field of view. Ifit is desired to get 7
; & figure for index of refraction, the sighting point

By superposition comparison I mean the following: A should be applied at a boundary between colors as seen
,

ow pair of films is poured. Each has a reasonably uniform at right angles.
taper in thickness, so that it shows nice bands covering

7 .

all of the range of thickness of interest. Each film, on RECORDS? MAYBE!  — ee
its frame, is mapped in thickness by drawing the bound- Ss
aries of the colors as they appear at right angles to The only reported record flight during the past month oe

the surface. The two filmsareplaced together (perhaps was made by Edmund Smith at the October Lakehurst session. .

with a little distilled water between them) and allowed He upped his Sr. Helicopter record, but circumstances
to adhere. The combined film is then mapped. The color kept us from obtaining the flight time. ;



UESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ne (65 cm. maximum span) record of 25:36. Arthur's flightOO _ “ens

de it the hard way = on Sunday when the drift was highbout the thickness of maOne year ago a question arose ab
due to the doors having been open.microfilm. At first glance, uhis seemed vie ate comple ___The British Indoor Committee recently submitted a newquestion. However, the ror ont thickness of any thin set of rules to the SMAE (rules f aietete ee be catchi~a)complex it decane: netae thickness times the index of

.
for ratification. Three paneaof models are featurefilm is equal to film material. We work at a laboratory

|=

With maximum spans of 35 cm., 65 em. and 90 em, with  _A‘refraction of we esearch equipment and staffed with a
_

Mike and paper classes in each size. HLG has been set atloaded with exo PHD’ s Thin films are very much under 50 cm. maximum span and .25 oz. minimum weight. The rest
|

great variety of
‘ sy % no one knew (offhand, anyway) of the rules are Similar to FAI indoor rules, and sitesstudy and development, bu

fraction of such a fragile are classified into two ceiling heights with the breakhow to measure the index of refr
ms point at 35 ft. measured to the "lowest ma jor structuralsubstance as microfilm.

ys member above the center of the floor area,,
:

to

develop a purely
os

_ It remained up to Bill Bigge to ILLINOIS - CHICAGO| optical method So ee eee tos one raee ofon: Withthe. _

Very poor attendance and only fair conditions were a
microfilm with an estimated ac Yementa he devised feature of the Chicago Aeronuts record trials on October-results of numeroustestsandmeasurements, 25. In spite of the few models present, they managed tothe. scale shown, below:

Le eee ena have one midair collision! Hopefully, there will be more |

23 THis BOUNDARY13 NOT SHARP ' fliers in attendance on November30and December 28, the{ dates of the next two Record ‘trials,= oe ee
nn

ele S 9 w INDIANA + KOKOMO a oe= 3 5 x 3 & Fourteen contestants turned out for the first Kokomo~ vieja} 2 SO] a o m 2 + Aero Team indoor session at Bunker Hill AFB, slightly= Uj}alo; >
3 Q 3 Q i

a
fewer than usual. Ed Hughy won Easy B with 9:16.3, very> aN

3> 4 S wy S w « uy good time for a'45' ceiling and paper covered models!t 3} Sal 4 z{| SR 2 c Oo oc HLG times were a bit low, however - the site record is !
Q Sele@} a >~ > 0:42.0, and first place was 0:38.5.
~”

Uf a]
S

» The November session is scheduled for Nov. 17 and theTT $ + *. events will be HLG and paper stick.
_

°
| ‘ ‘ *

MASSACHUSETTS- M.I.T
|

|

-

ARBITRARY UNITS
-

M.I.T.
THICK NESS i” ie. howe (see THE LAB) The Tech Model Aircrafters of MIT have set up sevenWith the methods di Boussed oP wafraction of microfilm Cat. II sessions during the coming school year. The siteBill determined that the index

microfilm (per unit as in the MIT Armory at the corner of Massachusetts Ave. and.is 1.5.The optical thicknessof 10° Junit. This makes Vassar St., which has a 42' ceiling. The time of theshown on the color scale 8. it, or 32 micro-inches sessions is from 4:30 PM until 8:30 PM, and outsiders are
_

the actual thickness 8 x 10° /unit,
tally, the weight of welcome. It would be advisable to contact Eric Greenwell ||. for the upperendofRed ie oe eeereecle 6 micro- if you plan to attend a session, in case of last minute/ MicroDyne film one unit thick is approximately© mic1 changes. The next session 1s November 16, and Eric'sounces/sq. ine a

.

a voce address is Box 5031, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge 39, Mass, «
|

ee INDOOR FLYING SCALE
— ae NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST — hie’ Ootbwise 6 Lakehusat— .

, a
_ John Triolo was highmanat t e October

6 Lakehurst“In California, the art of eneoor tytns seat’ £8 now session with 32 minutes. This was the final session ¢
| Te Flightnasters, This hard-driving group, under the 1963 season, one ofthe most active seasons in thethe N.A.A. rt &

f Kingsley Kau. has given scale a shot history of the site. C. V. Russo is ‘responsible for thethe leadersh P °f iteof the fact that the event is being large number of sessions, alongwith vhs Thibodeauofin the arm. iIn » ted orphan by many group, competition the U. S. Navy. All’ the East Coastfliers owe these men
treated as an unwan

few trophies which are offéred, & vote of thanks for handling the details of these meets.is fierce for the ve Annued eighteen entries were made Russ’ in holding a meeting at his house to plan the.At the recent Easy ’
first place trophy in 1964 season and discuss pertinent questions about FAIin two classes which had only a first p

indoor models. Russ lives at 143 Willow Way, Clark, Neweach class.
Jersey, which is near Exit 135 of the Garden State Park-

.

_

Way. Meeting tine is 2 PM on November17, 1963, and
| agasee attenby Suit Waters 10 La ealied FLEINGSGaLR Gvetyone interestedin TAT SCQUlS Ed's Chol eae gyNEWS& VIEWS, and can be had by sending $2 to Russ Barrera, 15 invite O aebendee1200 the Strand, Manhattan Beach, California, — NEW ZEALAND=AUCKLAND

:
} a

,
:

Jack Eriksen reports that he set two New Zealand
3

FROM AROUND THE WORLD records at a recent Cat. I session - 10:20.4 in the 1
NEWS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD
span class and 4:53.8 in the flying Wing class. In Nov-CALIFORNIA - MOFFET ember therewill be & sessionin the 40’ hall in Hamilton,The October 20 Record Trials was plagued by cloudy They expect that fliers from Wellington will attend - aweather which prevented the hangar air from warming uP. trip of only 400 miles!

ye ee eeeAs a consequence the ships took heavier rubber an e
. BOBe reeadded handling problems caused trouble. Joe Bilgri put OHIO ~ CLEVELAND

ae
his Cabin for 26:26 and then damaged it during the Ghuck Tracy reports the following events in the area

UP
t tr Bud Romak turned in top time in stick with near Cleveland: A Cat. I Record Trials for all divisions35224, only to run afoul of the cirdens. to be held at the st. Edward High School Gym in Lakewood,

wet, J
Ohio on Dec. 1, 1963 from 9 AM to 4 PM; a meet in Paines.CANADA - ONTARIO CTT Se

ville, Ohio on Nov. 24, 1963; the 13th Annual Great Lakes i
_ John Easton reports that Canadian indoor records are Indoor Air Meet in the Cleveland Public Hall on Jan. 5,under study. The rules were simplified a few years ago 1964, Contact Chuck Tracy, c/o CLEVELAND PRESS, Cleve+and quite afew classes were combined. With the advent land 14, Ohio for further details,of FAI consideration is beinggivento creating a new

. .

, Sm ~ -
clings éonformingto FAI rules,

ae a
TEXAS - DALLAS~FT. WORTH

= oe,

.
BES

Oe .

ig we, - Things are looking up for indoor fliers in this areaABARAT:
Cm o

since the Cliff Model Club reorganized, They have set
COLORADO '- DENVER

a

w ye Rea eo
Po

. eee we Mees ais Pp monthly Cat. I sessions in the newly built Arlington
the MartinModel Masters arestarting their indoor Recreation building. The ceiling height is about 25' and
4 agson with a Cat. II contest on November 17.

+7
2S OUL ca

fly dite 1s the fleldhouse oftre Colorado School of the floor area is roughly 100' square, The pbuilding is
The site is

t

Colorado. The fieldhouse has a_40' high built around a shallow arch which leaves the ceiling very
Mines in Golden, Colorado. ran mie obstructions clean. To all appearances this is the best Cat. I site —.
ceiling with a shallow peak and a minimum of obstruct

ONS

»

I ted in thi ' ThThe floor area is 120' x 300', which gives adequate area ever locate n this area, The sessions are planned fcfor holding HLG and rubber events simultaneously. The ine fiere muesday of oneh mbar tgnon | PM.to 10 PM, andevents scheduled are stick, paperstick and HLG, witha <> the first one will ° oven er tae
-

oejunior event in HLG. For further details contact CD
~- . §TATE OF THE ART a- Bob Lynch, 1064 Monroe, Denver 6, Colorado. a Ceee BL rs - The offering for this month may seem a bit late sinceENGLAND = COVENTRY was held in Cardington on October12 16Me ore yas vireo a yaer eeltace ert Sweepetter session.

8 8 op Cat. -
and 13, “Bert Spurr managed his first 30 minute flight consistent design for those who wish to duplicate ite *that weekend, and Arthur Barr established a new Class B

.
#



INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (Subseription only) $2/year .

‘ ee
oo N.I.M.A.S. Membership (Including INAV) $3/yeer :

oo
ois

sae ’ AIRPLANE SOCIETY*#### it for use. I've neverseen any point in banishing Be*eMAHATTONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE
5OCre. _ ~~ polled tubes or bracing from beginner models ~- both are.

he month of November turned up the following new basic to indoor models and both are quite easy to master.s.menbers: °
After all, are we trying to get people to build indoor ad

Se models or outdoor models? ies
‘ CLIFFORD K. McBAINE, 2430 W. Cajon Dr., La Habra, Calif. “gs

ak Bend, Llewellyn Park, West Orange, N.J All this leads up to my suggested rules for Easy B.
.

EDMUND SMITH, © , v
ee

i. °

These rules entail (in my opinion) the maximum desirable ms
:

. . complexity for indoor rules: a—

:
_

NIMAS Awards 2i - - Wing: Maximum span of 18" and maximum chord of 3". ms
.

Recent discussion about the proposed NIMAS achieve- Stab: Maximum span of 8" (Some people feel that a limit Es
ment awards have pretty well centered upon the following of stab area is required) e

. times for these awards:
=.

Co Coveeine: Poeetonel must be all balsa.
Be

Award Cate I Cat. II.=——<“‘ié«C‘ att «STI Weight: Minimum weight of one gram (approx. .035 oz.) ™
Silver 10:00

-

20300
|

oO The floor is open to anyone who wishestodebate all =
Gold 12:30 25300 or any part of the above, either in INAV or privately by ~

Diamond 15:00 30:00 * 42300 mail. I'm after the best possible rule, and if no one -
; cares about the rules, they sure don't care about the -

Two different times have been suggested for both the event! :
Silver and Gold awards. For the Silver award both 28:00

a - Cn

:

and 30:00 have been suggested; for the Gold award both
| Co,

Contest Board Action .
.

200 a 6:00 have been mentioned. ba cepeghegemegneg33400 and >
.

. ;
In a memo dated December 3, 1963, Phil Klintworth a

With the above concrete suggestions to work on, how reported that an insufficient number ofvotes either a

about some comments and suggestions? Also, what about "for" or "against" had been cast for the Detroit-Chicago- .

some awards for glider fliers?Thisisoneofthe most. Wilmington HLG proposal to change IHLG scoring to the
exacting phases of indoor flying, and the glider fliers best three flights out of nine. After reviewing the com- .'certainly have come nearer to adapting their art to the ments of Contest Board members, Phil suggested this ty
particular ceiling height in use than anyother group. alternate proposal: Change paragraph 13.9 under section a
So, let's hear from some of you glider fliers - if you 13 (Indoor Hand Launched Glider) to read as follows: “8g

"are neglected it's by your own choice! 2
— oe - Scoring of Flights: Scoring timeshallbethe total ~.

MOO wea siee avs ges Zndoor Rules Committee elapsed. time of the best two of not more than nine wy
ee ee official flights. Flightduration shall be scored =.

Much of the rules correspondence lately has been on to the nearest one-fifth second.
. sf

. .
the Easy B type of model. Perhaps this is just as well, wesince this represents the thorniest problem in terms of |

Foreign Subscriptions Co
adequate rules, and even in terms of whether the even 2canbeestablished onanational basis and maintain the  sangitasaghsee gina the cout of proauction wasexceeding|
same effectiveness it has shown underlocal administrat~ the as early subscription rate. For that reason, it has
fon. The basic difficulty proves to be in the rules -

b
y

ode oe

te f e 1
’

bs to &tiv 4 nere is |

: ecome necessary to increase the rate for foreign subs to &especially if there is any degree of restriction in the 83 per year, effective January Ist. a
rules which are used. The hardest restriction to define 2

Per Feary
ore e COTY NBN a a

is "no bracin ~ a concept which is a part of most o
a

the differingsets of rules in use around, the. country. i"
| ZAL_TNDOORREPORT af

From the standpoint of national rules, this concept can .
be simply defined without using many, many words or else indoorTeamConfirms S
leaving several loopholes. We are open to debate on 3

a

'
. we os spoint = if youthink it edn be done, show us! snosmerty inNovenberS12 pasboreofthe,indoor team as

seme 5. the
ad

comnor : “Frank Cummings) confirmed their intent to compete on the
By the same token, the second common characteristic 4's "indoor Team at the World Indoor Championships to be %=for Easy B-solid motor sticks and tail booms=4salso “< held in 1964, Although the host country has not been

~

3
nearly impossibletodefines tei siving aurfaces, «chosen, it 1s believed that Great Britain will again make =

c a e outline
the fl

3 =.

- neatbe composed of straight lines. While this 1s easy Cardington available for the Championships.
-

to define and administrate, I feel that this particular 1 a Ballotin “

requirement, if strictly enforced, would work hardship eam ManagerBelsotns
7

- on many fliers Just learning to build.For example, how Late in November AMA HQ sent out ballots for election|.
many readers had the experience of letting a wing or stab of the manager of the U.S. Indoor Team, with a deadline <=

, elip during covering,sothatthe spars are crooked? Or, of December 10. The ballot has only two nominees, Dick %

maybe the film (especially beginner's film!) isn't quite
.

Kowalski and Joe Bilgri. It was originally announced i
_. "ary" (non-shrinking) so that the surface becomes warped. that Bruce Paton had been nominated, but he was nominated |two Weneios weeing ond curved dinearel. Ineachcane. by Bill Atwood. (The pertinent authority, the minutes of

e scalloped wang
and

eu : the 1962 Executive Council Meeting, says that nominations~the wing was intended to be straight, and even started
_ shall originate from the competition committee- in this

out that way. However, by the wording of the rule, the
_ case the FAI Indoor Committee) es

wing is illegal no matter what the intent. Thus, the
~

oo -
ae Oo

“
less experienced builder is penalized by his lack of ex-

_.., . Accompanying the ballot was a memo from Walt Good,
perience in an event intended to attract him! detailing (two pages worth) the duties of the team man-

ager of any FAI team. This is a very interesting docu- -
Larry Renger (see "Easy Breeze" in the Jan. '63 INAV) ment, and I wish there was space to duplicate it here.

yo~ made the suggestion that a minimum weight of one gram or For anyone who would take this job lightly, I recommend
|

2035 oz. be added to the Easy B rules. After overcoming a thorough study of this memo. It's very enlightening!
the initial shock, I agreed that a minimum weight rule

Oo an .
would have many good points to recommend it. First and 65 Cm, Span FAI? ~
foremost, proper choice of weight would eliminate the

a
a

supposed need for restricting the use of bracing and the The latest word from FAI Indoor Chairman Kowalski is
|

pp &
tr

ae tncoor vneirmanAC BAA 18

requirement for solid components. After all, why save that Great Britain will withdraw the proposal to reduce |
weight with special techniques and then add a hunk of FAI Indoor Model span to 65 cm. From the standpoint of

.

ballast? On the other hand, if the beginner (or expert) official action, it appears that there will be none at

| builds a wing that is a shade too weak, bracing will save this time, and there will be no conflict between present



zy

team's models and experience at the time of the World Another Stick Brace
Championships.

,

ae

The traditional method of reinforcing motor sticks
On the U. S. scene, Dick Kowalski has received com-.

_

at the area of the prop bearing and the rear hook has
ments which total to be slightly in favor of retaining been to install a vertical web inside the tube. Now, it
the present span. Mail comments to INDOOR NEWS is split has been suggested that the web be extended through the
about 60/40 in favor of 65 cm, and one flier has been stick about 1/64" as shown below. This gives additionalquoted as saying the change to 65 em is "inevitable," strength to the joint and provides a "handle" to use

~~”

So, it appears the matter is far from dead, and th: idea handling the stick,
has built up quite a few followers. It seems that those

a

who favor the smaller model are those who don't have a

blimp hangar nearby - the 90 cm. model simply cannot be
flown to advantage in about 60-70% of the active sites

ooaround the world. GLUE FILLETS?
GLIDER FLIERS BEWARE?! Rib Cutting Hint

If everything happens according to schedule, the next One of the most annoying things that can happen whenissue of MCDEL AVIATION (well, anyway, the December one) cutting wing or prop ribs is to have the stock slip justwill have the Detroit-Chicago-Wilmington proposal which as you try to align the template for the next cut. If

with the conventional IHLG. The text ofthis proposal stock to the board (just a small piece of tape right at
been printed on two NIMAS ballots. Once again: accurate cuts. Also, it is possible to cut ribs from the

‘ stock until there is only a sliver left - very importantDelete all wording under SECTION 13 (INDOOR HAND if you have Scotch blood!
LAUNCHED GLIDERS), paragraph 13.3, and change to read as

follows: Ao ey. GE nnns hens
;

ae
a CONSTRUCTION: An indoor glider must employ components of “" —") B55

solid wood throughout. No built up structure is permit- y+.

ted. It may be of conventional design, or of the flying TAPE Rig SToch
wing type.

Beyond any doubt, this will accomplish the purpose of QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
eliminating soaring type gliders with their freakish and
unreasonable high times. This fact I noted, and turned 28. What is the best way to roll tissue tubes for wingmy attention elsewhere until recently. Now, I note that sockets?
the rule has one or two serious drawbacks. First, there
is no provision for experimental structures or materials.

- Rolling tissue sockets is mostly a matter of practiceAlso, the phrase "built up structure" may need clarifying and timing. By timing I mean that once started, you mustto be sure the conventional wing construction consisting complete the Job quickly and without hesitation, It isof hard balsa LE and very light TE is not called “built. possible to increase your yield by careful attention to aup." Also, what about monofilament or thread on the LE? few details. The first and most important is the wireThe wing obviously is not solid wood throughout. If you form - use 1/16" music wire which has been polished with
were planning on trying condenser paper covered styro- steel wool or fine wet-or-dry sandpaper. The end shovl4afoam wings or paper covered built up wings or fiberglass ‘be chamfered and de-burred as shown in the sketch bel

—

fuselageorsheet balsa wings with stiffening ribs, just :

forget it! By the way, what about lead or clay nose Careful preparation of the tissue will also make yourweight? Must we use hardwood slugs? (Say! That's not job easter. First, don't make long sockets - 5/8" is as
a bad idea!)

; long as is ever needed, and longer sockets are difficult
‘ to remove from the form. Second, use jap tissue and be

Actually,I may be out of orderwith theabove, since
sure the grain is running lengthwise of the finishedthe entire NIMAS membership has had two opportunities to socket. Cut several pieces of tissue 5/8" wide and 1"

express approval or disapproval of this proposal via the to 1 1/4" long (grain running in the direction of the
NIMAS ballots. However, many people negated their vote 5/8" dimension), being sure that the edges are square.
on the HLG part of the ballot by failure to follow the

a

balloting instructions, and about 40% of the membership Now for the actual rolling operation. Put some thin
(many of them HLG fliers) did not return a ballot. glue on the form and lay the form on to the edge of one,

of the tissue pleces with the edges of the tissue per-
Consequently, if you consider this proposal to be pendicular to the form as shown below. From now on youunnecessarily restrictive or unwise, there is just one must waste no time. Check to see that the tissue is.thing you can do about it. Write a lettertotheFree stuck to the form, spread a layer of thin glue over theFlight Contest Board member fromyour AMA Districtand tissue, roll the form forward so at least one layer ofask him to vote against the proposal, giving your reasons tissue rolls up on the form, pick up the form and twirl

why you think the rule is not the answer. If you want it between thumb and forefinger so the rest of the tissue
to be extra safe, send a carbon copy of the letter to rolls up evenly. Continue twirling until the end of the
Phil Klintworth (Contest Board Chairman). You can find tissue sticks down and the excess glue is squeezed out.
the appropriate addresses in the back of your rule booke Immediately push the socket off the form and let it drop

to the table. If you hesitate, the glue at the end of
the form will make it stick. If you start with the pieceHINTS ANDKINKS of tissueright at the end of the,form, the tendency to
stick w also be reduced. That's all there is to it; “4Tail HookRevisited! except,be eure to clean the form before rolling the next

“ -. One o he finished sockets must dry at least an hour over
th

Some time back we sketched a tail hook similar to
a lamp or overnight before they are cut to length. Whene one shown below, but with an important difference,

We failed to show the balsa web so that the hook and the you cut them to length, trim one end and then cut the
length so both ends will be sharp and squarebottom of the web are a straight line. This is important & P QUaPe >

to the idea of the hook= easy removal of a "loaded" De-BurR >motor, If the web doesn't extend to the bend in the hook vo

as shown, the motor will hang on the bend and fail to Sy Tats Ewo
come off easily. To remove a motor, even a fully wound Cannes 7one, just grab the knot and pull straight back.
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RECORDS?MAYBE! Carl says they plan their first contest sometime in Jan-
S.H.0.C. SANTA ANA CONTEST - November 10, 1963 Boon’astheyaredeciied. aris andeosey 8796 sterae

: ° 2) ray are

Open C Cabin ~ 29:06.3, Joe Bilgri
NEWYORK’ = ORANGEBURG “ 4 s

@~ LAKEHURST RECORD TRIALS -October 6, 1963 If Sid Bernstein can arrange a usableschedule, he -

CATEGORY IIT, Lakehurst #6, 170 hopes to set up some Cat. I sessions in the Rockland ertSenior Helicopter - 6345.6, Edmund Smith
_

State Hospital By. The gym is impressive, with the 33' _"
"CHICAGO AEROMUTS REGORD TRIALS - Novenbeh30, 1963 Flatcotlingand60"=150) floor, args, bul, they badsone =

CATEGORY II, MadisonStreet Armory Drill Hall, 75! with Sia : oe
Sg ,

248 zy ’ to fly, so check with Sid c/o Research Facility, Rockland="enior Paper Stick - 13:48.6, Dave Erbach State Hospital, Crangeburg, NewYork. “see

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD NEW ZEALAND - AVONDALE | - ae =
~ ' 12008gonditionsand excellent flying came together oe

A NIA ~- SANTA ANA - n the all in Hamilton where a recent flying session =° eithe post-Nats letdown seemed to have let up somewhat was held. John Malkin's new FAI turned 14:38 to upset a
|

and the attendance at the November 10 was larger than the 26 year old record of 13:15.2, and Jack Eriksen flewa
- previous two sessions. Bill Atwood and Frank Cummings 110 sq. in. model to second place time of 13:54.4.° The __

were testing new FAI ships, but Joe Bilgri stole the show New Zealand fliers are getting much better, and this is —-_
with his record cabin flight. He was assaulting the mark shown by the top four flights of the session ~ all of

.

with two models at once, but the reserve model stopped them are over 10minutes. a at
m

with only 27:31!
. . TEXAS - DALLAS

: ~

ENGLAND - COVENTRY - The November 24 indoor session in Arlington was post-©
a ‘Arthur Barr reports that a search is onto locate all _

poned by the untimely death of President Kennedy, so the @
the airship sheds that were built in England and find if Cliff Model Club plans‘totry it again on December 15.
any are still usable for indoor. It appears that there The site is the new Arlington Recreation Center, just off *”
were at least 20 of them, and Tom Chambers has devoted a Abrams Rd. in Arlington. Time from 2 PM until 6 PM. a
lot of research on these sheds toward an article for

|
ee . . ca

Northern Area News, a very well done model newsletter. WASHINGTON, D. C. “n

|

te Oe aF one Dee Haxecutonsof washington, D. Crtane a new

ILLINOIS - CHICAGO 8 presently concentrating on indoor. The
The Madison Street Armory was almost crowded November boys, flew to a top time of 2:45.4 in their meeting room, ~.

30, as about 20 modelers showed up with models ranging 434 8 pretty good for an 8' ceiling! Contact Bill at
.

from HLG to ornithopter. The air temperature inside the 712 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20016 for

Armory was about 50 degrees all day, which doubtless is ormation about this group.© ~~
one reason only one record (see RECORDS? MAYBE!) was set. yo

ee

Pete Sotich says the next Record Trials is scheduled for . STATEOFTHEART —° - wa
cember 28, 1963.

eo. ed es" - ° > This month the featured model holds the Cat, III D ve
_

INDIANA = KOKOMO |

7 Stick record even though it is only FAI size. Designed
Sixteen contestants turned out for the November17 and flown by Ernie Kopecky, the model logged the highest

-.

contest at Bunker Hill AFB. Five Juniors and eleven Sr.- single flight time at the FAI Flyoff last August. Ernie ©
-~ Open contestants entered Paper Stick and HLG, withtop gives the following design background information: The =

time by Ed Hughey's Paper Stick entry - 12:39.2. Junior | left wing chord is wider for torque control in lieu of oa
Paper Stick was won by Tom Ersted with 6:39, and Dick wing offset or wing wash, in the interests of higher eff- %&
Robison won Jr. HLG with 0:31.5. Meredith Chamberlin and delency. Ernie experienced difficulty in handling the Pa
Bob Larsh tied solid in Open HLG with 0:40.0, while Sr. Power burst in an earlier model, but the problemwas sol- ©
John Moss was right behind with 0:38.6. Their next

_

ved by using the offset fuselage brace similarto the Gs
contest will be December 15; events HLG and Easy B. CD - one used by Reike on his World Championship model. This *

Chuck Borneman, 1401 West Taylor, Kokomo. overcame the earlier tendency to fly straight under the 2:
“ burst, and kept the turn constant throughout the flight. ~

LOUISIANA - SHREVEPORT
a

om Pe
Mark Valerius reports the boys in Natchitoches have Contrary to common practice, the winning flight used ™

an offer of sponsorship and site with a 60' smooth ceil- rubber equal in weight to the model. Ernie compares the “=
ing. Preliminary plans involve a contest in January if flight patterns of 1:1 power/weightratiomodelsto those
at least 15 contestants indicate interest. If you are with 1.321 and 1.531 ratios thus: "I noticed the models
If this one comes off, it might be the start of inter-city with 1.3 to 1.5 ratios would go up fast, stay in the
contestsin the South, for the first time since before. danger area longer and take 1/3 the total time coming
World War II.

,
, down, whereas the 1:1 model takes about 2/3 the total oe
-

time coming down and thereby utilizing the air space more ““
.

oO efficiently." in
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. a a Ce .

- The November 12 séssion in the MIT Armory was well Ernie tells the following story of the flight and his ~/
attended, but there weren't any record breaking flights. part of the Flyoff:

|

™

That is, unless you count the number of times Eric Green- . "
los . wg 8

well's electric model bounced off the walls! Their next At the FAI contest I was both lucky and unlucky. ;
session will be on January 18, and those who plan to come

—

Lucky to complete a flight with the model bouncing off
- would be advised.to contact Eric’at Box 5031, 362 Memorial the girders fora record. The second attempt ended when wd
Drive, Cambridge 39, Mass. The Armory is on the corner ~~ & fully wound motor collapsed the stick and cracked the oy
of Massachusetts Ave. and Vassar St., and the time is prop spar. I suspect I nicked the stick with my thumb. “|

_

4450 PM to 8:50 PM.
: Model #2 was tested and looked to be more promising 4

MICHIGAN - DETROIT " than the first. That is, for the same power as the first ©
Although the teen dances are no longer being held in model which used an 18 x 30 prop, the second flewwith oy

the Coliseum, some of the associated trappings are still an 18 x 32 prop. To get a second official time on the “|
up - enough to discourage any serious flying. Ed Stoll record I made a flight with 2/3 winds for 31 minutes, 4
has been trying to get permission to try out Cobo Hall, and it gained only about 70 feet of altitude. Full turns |
which is one of the finest convention facilities in the were put in for the third andfinal official of the day.
city. If it can be used, it might be the best Cat. II on the basis of the 31 minute flight, I calculated about
site in the country. Or, it might not. The floor area 7 minutes with about 12 minutes to peak height. The .
is 500' in diameter and the usable altitude is 90', but model was launched and to my dismay, in 6 minutes it was

yo, there 1s some doubt about the air stability because of on top and finally hung up in 11 minutes. Scratch #2 and
the air conditioning system.

eee flying for the day. That night I repaired the stick and :
~ oe

splinted the prop on the record model. During testing
MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS and flying the next day the stick held up but I couldn't

Thanks to a lot of effort by Ed Veselsky, the Kirk-~ get the prop to perform well. I couldn't get the model
wood Thermaleers have fairly frequent access to a 20' gym over 80' and the best time I could get was 34:08," :

, which has a pretty clean celling. At the first session, . :

Carl Fries led the bunch with an Easy B flight of 4:47.

- ee
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